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Dear readers,
One of the important functions of the Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes is international cooperation. For
us, this represents not only a source of
information for concrete research and
documentation projects and support for
individual specialist growth, but it is
also an irreplaceable system corrective
of all of our work. Responsible and purposeful work in all the areas we have

from the often dark corners of our recent history.

been charged with by law, support for
democratisation processes, the systematic exchange of experience in the field
of anti-totalitarian prevention – that is
our mission, both in our own Central
and Eastern European region and in
the context of the European Union and
beyond, particularly within the framework of boosting Euro-Atlantic ties and,
for instance, bilateral relations with Israel.

awareness of the subject of our joint
European memory. We are aware that
we are standing at the beginning of
a long and difficult journey. Nevertheless, we are determined to try to surmount all historical reverberations
related to or arising from the nature
or the concrete activities of European
totalitarian or authoritarian regimes.
Only on the assumption of a thoroughgoing approach – and perhaps a look
into a completely undistorted mirror
– does the right to help a transitional
society turn into our common duty to
help them with the stumbling blocks of
democratisation processes.

The specific position of our Institute for
the Study of Totalitarian Regime, the
fact that we are based in a historical metropolis on the Vltava in the very heart
of Central Europe, allows us to be a conscious point of intersection between
many interests that we could, in simplified form, denote by the geographical
terms “East–West” and “North–South”.
Prague is a unique place that makes it
possible to find a consensual approach
even in complicated questions arising

behind the iron curtain

In that spirit, Prague, where after over
two years of effort on our part the international organisation Platform of
European Memory and Conscience was
established, became in November 2011
a place from which emerged a very
seriously conceived initiative of self-

In this issue of Behind the Iron Curtain
we present a varied palette of articles,
studies and documents that have appeared in Czech in our review Paměť
a dějiny (Memory and History). Its editorial council has selected texts from the
2009–2012 period that capture the pre-

war era of Stalinism, active resistance
to the Nazi occupation and the liberation of Czechoslovakia by the Allies,
and concrete stories from the period of
communist totalitarian power.
Eduard Stehlík presents his study The
SOE and Preparations for the Assassination of Reinhard Heydrich, Adam
Hradilek has an interview with Jewish
participants in the liberation of Central
Europe by the U.S. Army; Ladislav Kudrna describes the turning points in the
life story of the Commander of the Legion
of Honour Pavel Knihař in Thirty Years
in the French Foreign Legion; Jaroslav
Čvančara outlines the hitherto unknown
anabasis of Ctirad and Josef Mašín in the
U.S. Army in We Serve Our Nation; Petr
Blažek examines The Deportation of the
King of May Allen Ginsberg from Czechoslovakia; Jan Hanzlík has an interview
with U.S. diplomat Martin Wenick in
I Really Wasn’t a Spy; Pavel Žáček describes the surveillance of Václav Havel
by the State Security in Operation “Tomis
III” (1965–1968); and Jan Kalous considers the political ramifications of a May
1969 ice hockey game in CSSR–Occupiers
4:3. The issue also includes an interview
with Charter 77 spokesperson Zdena
Tominová, documents on the Czechoslovak military intelligence in Libya and,
last but not least, a collection of photographs taken by secret collaborators of
the communist State Security at Radio
Free Europe.
In conclusion, I would like to assure you
that in the coming year we will devote
more attention than hitherto to the presentation of the activities of the Institute
for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes
and the Security Services Archives at
the international level, and not only in
view of the fifth anniversary of the institution’s foundation. Let’s look forward
now to the next edition of Behind the Iron
Curtain, which will come out next year.
Sincerely,



Daniel Herman
Director
of the Institute for the Study
of Totalitarian Regimes
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Silent killing training in the use of a dagger sometimes called F-S dagger by Commandos (F for Fairbairn, S for Sykes). 

Archivestudies
of the author
articlesPhoto:
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The SOE and Preparations for the
Assassination of Reinhard Heydrich
Eduard Stehlík
On Wednesday, 27 May 1942, at 10:35 AM, Warrant Officers Josef Gabčík and Jan
Kubiš, sent from the UK, carried out the assassination of the acting Reich Protector, SSObergruppenführer and Police General Reinhard Heydrich, who was travelling from his home
in Panenské Břežany to Prague. We are at present marking the seven decades that have
elapsed since this important historical moment (it really was a moment – about twenty
seconds long). What role in the whole operation was played by the Special Operations
Executive (SOE)?
The declassification of the documents
stored for years in the British archives1
refuted claims repeated for years that
the British did not know what mission
Gabčík and Kubiš had been charged
with carrying out.2 However, it has not
become generally known to what extent
and with what intensity Britain’s Special Operations Executive (SOE) was
involved in the preparations for the assassination. Its role in Operation ANTHROPOID was absolutely essential, and
the SOE itself even included it in the list
of its own operations carried out in Nazioccupied Europe. It is necessary to say
that this inclusion is fully justified. The
involvement of the British partners was
absolutely crucial, not only as regards
the transport of both paratroopers from
the UK to the Protectorate, but also with
respect to their arming and training. It
was during the training in particular
that the British to a considerable extent complied with the Czechoslovaks’
wishes. It is not relevant whether this
was due to the fact that they sympathized with the Czechoslovak effort to
avenge their fallen soldiers on the home
front (which was the primary purpose of
1
2
3

4

the assassination) or whether they welcomed the possibility of carrying out an
operation of this importance that would
considerably increase the prestige of the
SOE (despite the fact that it had been
established a year earlier, it could not
boast anything of that type). What is
certain is that from the first moment at
the beginning of October 1941, when the
SOE became acquainted with the plan to
carry out the assassination, it complied
with the Czechoslovak representatives’
wishes in many respects.
The SOE’s mission3 was to wage a secret
subversive war against Nazi Germany, in
particular by supporting the resistance
movements in different countries of occupied Europe, including Czechoslovakia. František Moravec, Colonel of the
General Staff and head of the 2nd (Intelligence) Department of the Czechoslovak
Ministry of National Defence in London,
whose duties included communication
with the domestic resistance movement,
had a meeting with his British partners
on 12 December 1940 to discuss the possibilities of airlifting Czechoslovak paratroopers with different types of missions
to the occupied homeland. On 16 April

1941, the first soldier, Staff Sergeant Otmar Riedl, was sent to the Protectorate
(Operation Benjamin), but the operation
failed (Riedl was accidentally dropped
on the Italian-Austrian border, and he
only survived the war thanks to luck
and his own presence of mind). From the
summer of 1941, however, the training of
our czechoslovak paratroopers went on
at a much larger scale. Within the 2nd
Department of the Ministry of National
Defence, Special Group D was created
with responsibility both for the selection of paratroopers and their training,
which took place at SOE training centres
called STS (Special Training Schools) in
various locations in the UK. From 1941
to 1945, the group prepared a total of 46
operations deploying 121 paratroopers;
37 operations were actually carried out.
The most successful was, undoubtedly,
operation ANTHROPOID4, which is rightly considered one of the greatest acts of
European anti-Nazi resistance.
The idea of undertaking the operation
was clearly a direct response to the
terror associated with the appointment of the dreaded chief of the Reich
Main Security Office (Reichssicherhe-

Documents of the British SOE are deposited in the National Archives (formerly Public Record Office) in Kew (hereinafter referred to as TNA), in the collection HS
– Records of Special Operations Executive.
In this context, it sounds almost comic that the documents produced by SOE in connection with the mission of the operation ANTHROPOID contain laconic
statements such as Assassination of Herr Heydrich, Liquidation of Heydrich or even Execution of Heydrich. See, for example, TNA, HS 4/39.
For the history of SOE, see especially MACKENZIE, William: The Secret History of SOE. The Special Operations Executive 1940–1945. St Ermin’s Press, London
2000; FOOT, Michael Richard Daniell: SOE – An Outline History of the Special Operations Executive 1940–1946. BBC, London 1984 (in Czech: SOE. Stručná historie
Útvaru zvláštních operací 1940–46. Bonus A – Jota, Brno 1997); SEAMAN, Mark (ed.): Special Operations Executive. A New Instrument of War. Routledge, London
– New York 2006; WEST, Nigel: Secret War. The Story of SOE, Britain’s Wartime Sabotage Organisation. Hodder and Stoughton, London 1992. In Czech especially
MATÚŠŮ, Marie: Muži pro speciální operace. Naše vojsko, Praha 2004.
It is worth mentioning that even the code name ANTHROPOID was assigned to the operation by the SOE headquarters.
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The first Czechoslovaks who completed the course in Scotland (from left): Aspirant Corporal
Václav Málek, Aspirant Corporal Libor Zapletal (Operation BIVOUAC, executed on 27 September
1944 in Mauthausen), Staff Sergeant Josef Gemrot (Operation CALCIUM), Aspirant Lance Corporal
František Pavelka (Operation PERCENTAGE, executed on 11 January 1943 in Berlin), Lieutenant
František Lopaur, Warrant Officer Josef Gabčík (the operation ANTHROPOID, KIA on 18 June 1942
in Prague), Warrant Officer Leopold Musil (Operation TUNGSTEN), and Corporal Vojtěch Lukaštík
(Operation INTRANSITIVE, KIA on 8 January 1943 in Jankovice). 
Photo: Archive of the author

itshauptamt – RSHA), Reinhard Heydrich, to serve as acting Reich Protector. Heydrich, who arrived in Prague
on 27 September 1941, immediately arrested the Protectorate prime minister,
Alois Eliáš, announced a state of emergency, and began the mass killing of
members of the resistance movement,
which impacted, in a short time, five
hundred outstanding representatives of
the Czech nation. Among the first to be
executed were many high-ranking officers of the former Czechoslovak army,
including several generals. It was this
fact that played a key role in the decision to carry out the assassination.
Their close friends, mostly former colleagues and comrades in arms, were
working in exile in London at that time.
The idea of assassination was born on 1
or 2 October 1941, in the circle around
Colonel František Moravec, who was
a close associate of Army General Josef
Bílý5, commander of the military resistance organization Nation’s Defence,
who was executed on 28 September
1941. The assassination was clearly
regarded as a legitimate act of just ret5

6
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Dr. Edvard Beneš, President of the Czechoslovak Republic, decorating J. Gabčík and J. Kubiš in
December 1940 (picture with the President’s signature from the estate of Jan Kubiš).
Photo: Archive of the author

ribution, which was also intended to
show the Nazis that any of them, at any
time, could be held accountable for their
crimes. Therefore, it was to be carried
out almost immediately – on 28 October
1941 – i.e. on the occasion of a public
holiday in the former Czechoslovakia
banned by the Nazis, as evidenced by
the minutes of a meeting held in London on the afternoon of 3 October 1941.
Besides Colonel Moravec, who chaired
the meeting, the other participants included Lieutenant Colonel Josef Bartík,
Majors Karel Paleček and Jan Krček, Warrant Officer Josef Gabčík, and Staff Sergeant Karel Svoboda. Colonel Moravec
told Gabčík and Svoboda the following:
You have been informed from the radio and
newspapers about the senseless killings
in our homeland. Germans are murdering
the best of the best. This situation is just
another sign of war, so we should not lament and cry, but act. Our countrymen at
home have been active, and now they are
in a situation in which their options are
limited. So it is up to us abroad to help.
[...] There are two main persons in Prague
who are responsible for this killing. They

are K.H. Frank and Heydrich, who has arrived recently. In our opinion, as well as in
our leaders’ view, it is necessary to try to
make one of them pay for it, to show that
we return blow for blow. That would be,
in principle, also the mission you would
be charged with. Tomorrow you are going
to train night jumps. The two of you are
going home to help each other. It will be
necessary, because, for reasons you will
understand, you will carry out the mission
without the assistance of our countrymen.6
By saying “without”, I mean that this assistance will be excluded until execution.
Then you will receive full protection and
assistance from our countrymen at home.
It is up to you to find the way and time to
carry out the mission. [...] I do not have
to repeat that the mission has historical
importance and the risk is considerable.
It depends on what conditions you create, your cleverness, etc. We will discuss
the matter when you return from complementary training. As I said, the mission is
important. So you need your heart in the
right place. If you have any doubts about
what I have said, say so.7 According to the
record, Gabčík and Svoboda agreed to as-

From 1929 to 1934, Army General Josef Bílý, as provincial military commander in Bohemia, was Moravec’s direct superior (Moravec was a member of his staff
as head of the 2nd [Intelligence] Department of the Provincial Military Headquarters). Their relationship was not merely formal. Moravec looked up to Bílý and
admired him as a commander; among other things, he was grateful to him for starting his career at the General Staff. He probably also viewed the assassination
as a personal revenge for the death of the admired commander. Their close relationship can also be observed in Moravec’s article “Ohlédnutí za generálem
Bílým” (Remembering General Bílý), which he wrote in October 1941 for the weekly Čechoslovák, published in London (Čechoslovák, Vol. III, No. 41, p. 1).
However, as matters turned out on the spot, it would not have been possible to carry out the assassination of Reinhard Heydrich without the help of dozens of
brave patriots.
Central Military Archive – Military Historical Archive (hereinafter referred to as VÚA – VHA), collection 37, number (No.) 37-308-3/1. Major Karel Paleček, who
was the author of the record, also captured this historic event in his diary, which was privately held by his son, Ing. Vladimír Paleček (after his death in 2011, it
was handed over to VÚA – VHA): On 3 Oct, in the morning, the boss called to tell me that the two young men would arrive; he said nobody should take them away. He
wanted to see them at 3. Gabčík and Svoboda arrived. The first one is mine. At 3 p.m., the boss, Bartík, Krček, and me, as well as the two boys. They are going home –
assassination on 28 Oct as a revenge. Either Frank or Heydrich. Both agreed. Tonight they are going to practise night jumps and work with some explosives, coming
back on 7 Oct, and leaving on 10 Oct. Šustr is going to lead them; he knows the place of Borek. Since the original diary at VÚA – VHA is still inaccessible to research
workers, it is cited as published in ŠOLC, Jiří: Přijdeme za svítání. Diverze v neregulérní válce československého odboje v letech 1939–1945. Naše vojsko, Praha 2005,
p. 71, note 70.
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sume the mission. Both will leave around
10 October of this year.8
Immediately after the two paratroopers
unhesitatingly declared that they would
take on the dangerous mission and that
they would carry it out under any circumstances, a SOE liaison officer, Captain Francis E. Keary9, was called to the
intelligence department of the Ministry
of National Defence, informed by Major of General Staff Emil Strankmüller
about the subject of the meeting that
had just finished, and asked for British
assistance, without which the planned
operation could not be carried out. Captain Keary immediately went to General
Colin McVean Gubbins10, deputy commander of the SOE, and informed him
about the planned operation as well as
about the Czechoslovak requirements.
The general’s response was not only
positive, but also rapid. Captain Keary
returned almost immediately with the
decision that he would go the same day,
on 3 October 1941, at 11:55 PM, along
with Gabčík and Svoboda, to Ringway
near Manchester so that they could
improve their parachute jumping at
STS 51, performing two day jumps in
tandem from the Whitley aircraft and
one night jump from a captive balloon.
They were to return to London either on
the evening of 6 October 1941 or on the
morning of 7 October 1941. In the meantime, the necessary documents were to
be prepared in London, and accompanied by Jaroslav Šustr, staff captain of
the General Staff, both men were immediately to go to the New Market airport
where weapons11 and equipment for the
operation were to be completed. The
preparations for the departure had to
be completed no later than the morning of 8 October 1941 in order for the
operation to be carried out during one
of the moonlit nights between 8 and 10
October 1941.12
The above schedule indicates the significant time pressure in which operation ANTHROPOID was prepared from
the beginning. Its execution, however,
would have been out of the question if

Landscape around Arisaig. 

Traigh House, an inconspicuous farm located northwest of
Arisaig, was the seat of the STS 25 headquarters.

The Camusdarach farm, the largest compound under
command of Colonel J.T. Young within STS 25.

A contemporary view of the Garramor farm.
Photos: Archive of the author

the Czechoslovak Army had not already
had thirty men who had completed
special training at SOE facilities. From
mid-July 1941, selected members of the

1st Czechoslovak Independent Brigade
in the UK were sent to places near
Arisaig, Scotland (Inverness-shire) to
participate in special training in offensive combat taking place at STS 25,
located at the farms Traigh House, Camusdarach and Garramor. Among the
first soldiers who arrived in the beautiful but harsh landscape around Loch
Morar were also future members of the
ANTHROPOID paratroop unit. Warrant
Officer Josef Gabčík was included in the
very first group that stayed in Scotland
from 17 July to 7 August 1941, and Staff
Sergeant Karel Svoboda completed the
second training, which took place from
15 August to 19 September 1941.13
The challenging course, which they
completed under the command of Lieutenant Colonel James T. Young14, STS 25
commander, and subordinate instructors, was based on the training of the
British Commandos and included the
following “subjects”: physical training,
close combat, field and shooting
training, engineer training focused on
the use of explosives, radiotelegraph
training, an introduction to intelligence, and topographic training. In all
aspects, it was training that conceptually diverged from traditional methods
of training standard army units and
represented a significant innovation for
otherwise quite experienced Czechoslovak soldiers.15
The course in offensive combat was
immediately followed by a week-long
para-course at STS 51 in Ringway near
Manchester, commanded by Major
Charles Joseph Edwards, MBE16. It was
here that the vast majority of Czechoslovaks first experienced airborne
training. The theoretical foundations of
parachute jumps, parachute packing,
storing supplies in special containers,
and the activity of the group ensuring
the reception of supplies dropped from
the aircraft (which was also practiced here) was followed by the essentials: practical parachute jumps.
Most participants performed four or
five jumps, at night as well as during

8 VÚA – VHA, collection 37, No. 37-308-3/1.
9 Personal file of Francis E. Keary has not been preserved in TNA.
10 In the literature, General Colin McVean Gubbins is often incorrectly described as commander of SOE in relation to the year 1941. However, he assumed the office
only in September 1943. TNA, HS 9/630/8 – see personal file of Colin McVean Gubbins (born 2 July 1896) and WILKINSON, Peter – ASTLEY, Joan Bright: Gubbins &
SOE. Leo Cooper, London 1993.
11 They were to consist of one large-calibre pistol and three hand grenades per man. VÚA –VHA, collection 37, No. 37-308-2/8.
12 Ibid.
13 Gabčík’s friend Jan Kubiš, who ultimately replaced Svoboda in the operation ANTHROPOID, also completed the course.
14 TNA, HS 9/1632/6 – personal file of James Thomas Young (born 15 September 1897).
15 The most detailed treatment of the training of Czechoslovak soldiers in Scotland is presented in MATÚŠŮ, Marie: Muži pro speciální operace.
16 The personal file of Charles Joseph Edwards (born 16 June 1886) has been preserved in TNA (see HS 9/470), but it is closed for 76 years and will not be accessible
to research workers until 1 January 2023.
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One of important elements of the training course in Scotland was training in shooting, in
this case using British Lee Enfield rifles.
Photo: Archive of the author

the day, both from the Whitley bomber
and from a captive balloon. After completing both parts of the course, i.e.
the “Scottish” part and the “airborne”
part, all new paratroopers returned to
their main units, where they waited to
be called to carry out the mission for
which they were selected. In the case
of Svoboda and Gabčík, this happened
much sooner than both had expected.
Captain Keary, along with Gabčík and
Svoboda, returned from the additional
para-course held at STS 51 in Ringway
in the afternoon of 5 October 1941, i.e.
a full day earlier. The time gained was
to be used for the expansion of training
in handling explosives, throwing grenades, and pistol shooting. However,
the original excitement of following
the schedule was cooled by unpleasant
news. Staff Sergeant Karel Svoboda was
injured during a night parachute jump
from a captive balloon. The preparations for the operation continued, but
Svoboda’s health began to deteriorate.
The following day – on 6 October 1941
– the doctor discovered that Svoboda
had suffered concussion, coupled with
bruises and facial swelling. Persistent
back pain also indicated a possible internal injury.17 The situation was mentioned at a meeting held in the morning of the same day, chaired by Major
of General Staff Emil Strankmüller and
attended by Major Peter A. Wilkinson18
from the SOE Staff, Captain Keary, and

17
18
19
20

Training also included a variety of assault courses.
Photo: Archive of the author

Staff Captain of the General Staff Jaroslav Šustr, who had until then worked
on the execution of the operation PERCENTAGE.19 At the end of the meeting,
both paratroopers were called in, along
with Major Paleček, but Svoboda’s in-

A jump from the Whitley aircraft above STS 51 in Ringway
near Manchester. 
Photo: Archive of the author

jury was still not regarded as a major
problem. The weapons and equipment
for the actual operation were discussed,
with preparations continuing in the afternoon at the Porchester Gate intelligence service building on Bayswater
Road: civilian clothes and other equipment were selected and tested. Around
8 PM, the training programme for the
following day was specified by telephone with the SOE Staff. There was no
indication that operation ANTHROPOID
should be postponed to a later date.
The definitive turning point came on
the morning of 7 October 1941. Half an
hour before leaving for shooting practice, Staff Sergeant Svoboda reported

that he was physically indisposed.
Apart from persistent headaches, he
complained of back pain, which reinforced the previous day’s suspicion
of possible internal injury. Therefore,
Warrant Officer Gabčík left for the
training alone, while Staff Captain
Jaroslav Šustr immediately informed
Colonel Moravec about the situation.20
The situation was further complicated
by the results of Gabčík’s shooting
training, which were not the best. On
8 October 1941, General Gubbins still
thought that Gabčík’s preparation
should continue. Both of these factors
led to the original plan of operation
ANTHROPOID beginning to be affected
by time constraints. Given the fact that
the date of 10 October had inexorably approached in the meantime (i.e.,
the time of the month favourable for
operational flights over central Europe), it was agreed with Captain Keary
on 9 October that operation ANTHROPOID would be carried out in the next
operational period, between 28 October and 10 November 1941. The same
day, Colonel František Moravec also
decided definitively to replace Staff
Sergeant Karel Svoboda with Warrant
Officer Jan Kubiš, who was summoned
to London on 13 October 1941. The
postponement of operation ANTHROPOID thus brought a significant positive moment: the operation was going
to be carried out by two inseparable

ŠOLC, Jiří: Přijdeme za svítání. Diverze v neregulérní válce československého odboje v letech 1939–1945, pp. 77–80.
TNA, HS 9/1594/2 – personal file of Peter Alix Wilkinson (born 15 April 1914).
The dropping of the paratrooper Aspirant Lance Corporal František Pavelka, carried out on 3 October 1941.
Almost immediately after doubts about the participation of Karel Svoboda in the operation appeared, the name of a new man, Warrant Officer Jan Kubiš,
Gabčík’s inseparable friend, was proposed; Gabčík chose him as a possible replacement of Svoboda.
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Major Peter A. Wilkinson, SOE Staff member and one of the
closest collaborators of the 2nd Department of the Ministry of
National Defence in London.  Photo: Archive of the author

Major Cecil V. Clarke, the main author of the “bomb for
Heydrich”.
Photo: Archive of the author

friends, Josef Gabčík and Jan Kubiš
(whom Gabčík personally chose).
Immediately after the arrival of Jan
Kubiš in London, the modified team
was sent to Scotland on 14 October
1941, though not to STS 25 – which
they were familiar with and where both
had undergone the “basic” course of
offensive combat a few weeks earlier
– but to STS 21, at Arisaig House, east
of Arisaig, which also housed the SOE
headquarters for that area. Thanks to
the postponement of the operation,
considerably more attention than originally anticipated could be devoted to
the training and arming of the team.
The importance attributed to operation ANTHROPOID by the British can
also be demonstrated by the selection
of the instructors participating in the
paratroopers’ preparation.21 At the very
beginning, they were trained by Captain Eric Anthony Sykes22, also known
as Bill, and Captain John Tobin Bush23.
Both were without question among the

best specialists available at the SOE
at the time. While Captain Bush was
a leading expert on working with explosives, Captain Sykes ranked among
the absolute world elite in small arms
shooting, including instinctive shooting
at short distances, both in the field as
well as in cities and inside buildings.
He developed these skills through many
years of experience. In the 1920s and
1930s, he had served as an officer with
the Shanghai Municipal Police (SMP).
According to witnesses and surviving
documents, this metropolis was one of
the most dangerous cities in the world.
Street shootouts with drug gangs, muggings, and bank robberies were almost
a daily occurrence, and the police were
therefore in a constant battle. It is not
surprising, then, that the SOE wasted
no time in persuading this expert to
work for them. It soon became apparent
it was a very fortunate choice. Apart
from his many years of practical experience, Captain Sykes was undoubtedly
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30

an excellent teacher24 who, based on
his casual approach, was also able to
create a friendly relationship with his
“students” in a very short time, which
certainly aided the rapid acquisition of
the skills taught.25
Under the guidance of the two officers,
Josef Gabčík and Jan Kubiš completed
an intense six-day training in shooting
using various types of infantry weapons: revolvers, Colt 38 Super pistols,
Sten submachine guns, sniper rifles,
and Bren light machine guns. They
practiced both static target shooting
and instinctive shooting, in all possible positions and situations and with
both fixed and moving targets. This
special additional training before the
soldiers’ deployment in action also included the use of explosives and throwing Mills hand grenades, which both
paratroopers practiced in detail with
Captain Bush. The fact that they made
an extraordinary impression on their
instructors is evidenced by the final
report prepared after the completion
of the training, describing them as an
excellent pair.26
After returning from Scotland, Josef
Gabčík and Jan Kubiš briefly stayed at
Station XVII Brickendonbury at Brickendon, Hertford County.27 The local, strictly
confidential, SOE station, led by the
legendary Major George T. T. Rheam28,
specialized in, among other things, the
use of explosives. Both paratroopers
therefore completed a one-day training
focused on that skill. They were trained
by Major Cecil V. Clarke29, a visionary, inventor, and one of the top SOE specialists
in explosives. It was he who had several
conversations with the paratroopers
about planning the actual assassination, and it was also he who created the
bomb that exploded in Prague on 27 May
1942 and fundamentally changed the
fate of many.30 However, as Major Clarke
played a large role in the creation of

TNA, HS 4/39 – Detailed Report on Operation ANTHROPOID of 30 May 1942, p. 1.
TNA, HS 9/1434/1 – personal file of Eric Anthony Sykes (born 5 February 1883).
TNA, HS 9/244/2 – personal file of John Tobin Bush (born 8 September 1906).
Even in Shanghai, he worked as an instructor of shooting and street fighting, and together with Captain William E. Fairbairn, who will be discussed later, wrote
the book Shooting for Life with One Hand Gun, which is still admired and widely cited. Its last reprint was published four years ago in the USA (FAIRBAIRN,
William Ewart – SYKES, Eric Anthony: Shooting to Live with One Hand Gun. Paladin Press, Boulder Colorado 2008).
The fact that the atmosphere of mutual trust and respect affected the training of both ANTHROPOID paratroopers is evidenced by a mention in one of the books
about SOE heroes, in the chapter devoted to Eric A. Sykes, which states that both paratroopers told one of the SOE officers: Give Bill Sykes our best wishes – tell
him we won’t miss. BINNEY, Marcus: Secret War Heroes. Men of the Special Operations Executive. Hodder and Stoughton, London 2005, p. 21.
VÚA – VHA, collection 37, No. 37-308-1, STS 21 report of 20 October 1941, No. 47 Taj. C/41.
TNA, HS 4/39 – Detailed Report on Operation ANTHROPOID of 30 May 1942, p. 1.
TNA, HS 9/1250/7 – personal file of George Turner Tatham Rheam (born 7 September 1900).
TNA, HS 9/321/8 – personal file of Cecil Vandepeer Clarke (born 15 February 1897).
TNA, HS 4/39 – Detailed Report on Operation ANTHROPOID of 30 May 1942. In this document, the completion of the bomb is also attributed to the commander of
Station XII Aston House, Major Leslie John Cardew Wood, who will be discussed below. The document (p. 1) explicitly states: In addition a number of discussions
on tactical planning were held between the two W/O’s officers of the Czech Section and Major CLARKE, at which special explosive charges were designed by the latter
and finalised by Major WOOD at Station XII.
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Captains Fairbairn and Sykes published a number of books on subjects of their research interest and are still considered legends by special forces around the world.
Photo: Archive of the author

a special mortar, called Tree Spigot, that
was also included in the arsenal of the
ANTHROPOID paratroopers after meeting with him, it can be assumed that the
training at Station XVII also covered this
new weapon and its operation. The surviving documents, however, are silent
on this fact.
Gabčík and Kubiš also met another
unique SOE figure at Station XVII Brickendonbury: Captain William Ewart
Fairbairn31. The story of this man was
in many ways similar to the previously
referred to life of Captain Eric Anthony
Sykes, and both were also long-time
friends and colleagues. Captain Fairbairn had worked for the Shanghai Municipal Police at the time of its greatest
glory, and was an excellent marksman.
In addition, he specialized in handto-hand combat. During his service in
Shanghai, Fairbairn began to practice
oriental martial arts intensively and
was probably one of the first white men,
if not the first, who achieved championship level in jiu-jitsu. He then used the
practical experience when developing
his own self-defence system, which he
called Defendu. As he taught the ac-

quired skills to his students not only in
organized courses, but also in publications and articles, we can still admire
this simple, yet effective combat system.
His monograph Defendu (Scientific SelfDefence)32 and the practical guide All-In
Fighting33 published during the Second
World War (as well as its American version Get Tough), which became bibles of
special forces around the world, can be
considered the most important books
in this context. As Gabčík and Kubiš
completed an intensive shooting training in Scotland shortly before that (and
because Captain Fairbairn only trained
them for one day34) it can be assumed
that he tried to teach them some of the
skills of self-defence and silent killing
which they could use both during their
mission and the escape from the scene
of the attack.
Both paratroopers were then transported from Station XVII Brickendonbury to the nearby Aston House at
Stevenage (Hertford County), a secret
facility of the SOE known as Station
XII35, whose commander, Major John
Leslie Cardew Wood36, was one of the
organisation’s outstanding techni-

cal experts. It was he who completed
the original project of Major Cecil
V. Clarke, thus becoming a co-creator
of “Heydrich’s bomb”.37 It was also
most likely made at Station XII, where
the SOE had the necessary facilities.
However, bomb making was not the
only reason Aston House went down
in history. It was there that a detailed
plan of the attack was born; Gabčík
and Kubiš rehearsed a bomb attack
on a moving vehicle, an old Austin, for
a few days, under the supervision of the
aforementioned Major Peter A. Wilkinson and the chief of the Czechoslovak
section of the SOE, Captain Alfgar C.G.
Hesketh-Prichard38. As illustrated by
the surviving documents and the recollections of the British instructors,
it did not go entirely smoothly. Hitting a moving car did not constitute
a simple task for both Czechoslovaks,
while both British instructors hit the
car cleanly at every throw. This fact apparently led Gabčík and Kubiš, both of
a competitive nature, to despair. However, as the British instructors themselves noted, it was not entirely “fair”.
Captain Hesketh-Prichard was the son

31
32
33
34
35

TNA, HS 9/495/7 – personal file of William Ewart Fairbairn (born 28 February 1885).
FAIRBAIRN, William Ewart: Defendu (Scientific Self-Defence). Nort-China Daily News & Herald Ltd. Shanghai 1926.
FAIRBAIRN, William Ewart: All-In Fighting. Reprint edition: The Naval & Military Press Ltd., Uckfield 2009.
TNA, HS 4/39 – Detailed Report on Operation ANTHROPOID of 30 May 1942, p. 1.
There is an interesting monograph about this SOE facility, focusing in detail on the training of Gabčík and Kubiš in October 1941 (pp. 106–109) – TURNER, Des:
SOE’s Secret Weapons Centre: Station 12. The History Press, Stroud 2006.
36 TNA, HS 9/1618/7 – personal file of Leslie John Cardew Wood (born 4 August 1898).
37 See note 30 for more details.
38 TNA, HS 9/1211/7 – personal file of Alfgar Cecil Giles Hesketh-Prichard (born 9 May 1916).
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Aston House – currently non-existent seat of Station XII.
This is where Gabčík and Kubiš rehearsed their attack on
Heydrich’s Mercedes.
Photo: Archive of the author

of one of the best British cricket internationals, while Major Wilkinson was
not a novice in the sport either.39 However, whether these facts were finally
revealed to the Czechoslovak paratroopers is not known.
The plan created at that time, which
is described in detail in a top secret
document from 30 May 1942 about
operation ANTHROPOID, provides
unique evidence on how the attack on
Heydrich’s car was to be carried out.
The section “Orders and instructions
given to the party” says the following:
As it was known that HEYDRICH lived
at the castle in Prague, it was agreed
that the attack should take place when
he was travelling in his car from the
castle to his office or to any known appointment.
Practical experiments proved that such
an antipersonnel attack on a car must be
carried out at a corner where it is forced
to slow down. The two men were therefore told to obtain as much information
as possible about HEYDRICH’s movements in the first place, and then to get
a job as road sweepers. On the day chosen for the operation they were to begin
sweeping the road at a selected corner.
Their explosives and arms were to be
concealed in their dustman’s barrow
and were to consist of three one-pound
contact fused bombs, one four second
Mills bomb, one Colt 38 Super automatic
pistol, to be carried by No: 140, and one
1-lb. contact fused bomb, one Colt 38 Super automatic pistol and one Sten gun
(optional) to be carried by No: 2.
The first bomb was to be thrown by No:

Captain Eric A. Sykes, instructor of the special shooting
training. 
Photo: Archive of the author

Captain William E. Fairbairn, instructor of shooting and
“silent killing”. 
Photo: Archive of the author

Fairbairn and Sykes were also the authors of the famous combat dagger of British Commandos. 

1 at the front of the car when it came
within 15 yards41 in order to kill the driver and so force the car to stop. The second
bomb was then to be thrown broadside to
hit the rear window, the panel just behind it, or the rear door.42 Simultaneously
No: 2 would open up with the Sten gun
(or with his pistol if he had not been able
to conceal the Sten gun under his coat).
The Mills bomb was to be thrown into the
car by No: 1 if HEYDRICH was not already
dead, as contact bombs cannot be relied
upon to explode if they hit soft surfaces.
The last contact bomb was to be retained
by No: 2 as a reserve in case of failure
of the primary attack. If a hit were not
scored the party was to kill HEYDRICH
at close quarters with their Colt 38 Super automatic pistols, which they would
carry in shoulder holsters.
In the event of the operation being successful the Colt pistols and spare bombs
were to be used during the withdrawal,
which was to be made separately.
A suitcase containing 30-lbs.43 of Plastic Explosive was also to be concealed

Photo: Archive of the author

in the dustman’s barrow. This suitcase
was to be fitted with a five-second delay fuse and could be thrown bodily at
the car or, as a last resort, No: 1 was
to rush the car with the suitcase in his
hand while No: 2 threw his last bomb at
the front axle.
At the request of the party themselves
the operation was planned so that no
attempt at withdrawal should be made
or considered until HEYDRICH had been
successfully liquidated, and they made
it quite clear that, unless the initial
action were entirely successful, both
members of the party would share HEYDRICH’s death.44
In addition to a direct attack on Heydrich’s car, other ways to carry out
the assassination were also examined,
as evinced by another top secret document of 22 January 194245, which was
prepared for General Colin McVean
Gubbins by Captain Hesketh-Prichard,
who created the training programme of
the operation ANTHROPOID and subsequently supervised its course. It states:

39 WILKINSON, Peter: Foreign Fields. The Story of an SOE Operative. I. B. Tauris Publisher, London – New York 2002, pp. 125–126.
40 TNA, HS 4/39 – Detailed Report on Operation ANTHROPOID of 30 May 1942, p. 2. In the following text, the paratroopers are marked as No: 1 and No: 2. The
division of their tasks on the spot of the assassination shows that Warrant Officer Jan Kubiš was to be “number one”, while Warrant Officer Josef Gabčík was to
be “number two”.
41 A little over 13.5 m.
42 It implies that during the planning of the attack it was supposed that Heydrich would be going in an enclosed four-door car and will be sitting in the back.
43 Approximately 13.6 kg.
44 TNA, HS 4/39 – Detailed Report on Operation ANTHROPOID of 30 May 1942, pp. 2–3.
45 TNA, HS 4/39 – Operation ANTHROPOID of 22 January 1942 (document prepared and signed by Captain Alfgar C.G. Hesketh-Prichard).
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Operation ANTHROPOID, consisting of 2
agents, was despatched by parachute on
the night of 28/29th December, 1941. They
carried with them a package containing
two metal boxes, the contents of which
are shown in the attached schedule. The
object of the operation is the assassination of Herr HEYDRICH, the German Protector in Czechoslovakia, and the small
box contains equipment for an attack on
him in his car on his way from the Castle
in Prague to his office.46 The larger box
contains assorted equipment for alternative attacks by:
(a) Getting into the castle,
(b) Getting into his office,
(c) Placing a bomb in his car or in his
armoured railway train,
(d) Blowing up his railway train,
(e) Mining a road along which he is going to travel,
(f) Shooting him when he is appearing
at some ceremony.
The time and place of this operation
will be decided on the spot but the two
agents concerned have been trained in
all methods of assassination known to
us. They intend to carry out this operation whether or not there is any opportunity of subsequent escape.47 The already
cited document of 30 May 1942 explicitly states: As no further information was
available as to HEYDRICH’s movements,
the party was equipped with two metal
boxes containing additional stores. The
one box contained the arms and explosives necessary to carry out the main
plan, with the exception of the suitcase
filled with explosives, the use of which
was optional. The second box contained
equipment to enable the party to lay an
ambush, de-rail a train, poison fruit or
meat or mine a road. The party received
instruction in these methods of attack
and were told to use their discretion
in their use after they obtained further
information on the spot.48 The means
both paratroopers were equipped with
gave them a wide choice. According to
the surviving documents, they had two
Colt 38 Supers and shoulder holsters,
four spare magazines, 100 rounds of

Memorial of the Czechoslovak paratroopers, the work of the
sculptor Josef Vajce, on the sea shore in the centre of Arisaig.
It commemorates patriots who prepared here during the
Second World War for their dangerous mission in the occupied
homeland. Many of them paid for their love to their country
with their lives. 
Photo: Archive of the author

Captain Alfgar C.G. Hesketh-Prichard, head of the
Czechoslovak section of SOE and co-author of the plan of the
attack on Heydrich’s car.
Photo: Archive of the author

ammunition, six percussion bombs
with plastic, two detonator magazines,
two 4-second Mills bombs, two yards of
Cordtex (new), four Fog Signals, suitable for the destruction of the railway
superstructure and rails, three time
pencils, one tree spigot, one coil trip
wire, two igniters, one spigot bomb,
4-hour time delay for use with a 2-lb.
P.E. charge, four medium magnets,
four electric detonators and 30” wire
and battery, one Sten gun, 100 rounds
of ammunition, 32 lbs. of P.E., 10 lbs. of
Gelignite, and one lethal hypodermic
syringe.49
The paths of the British instructors
and their students finally diverged
in early November 1941, when the
two paratroopers joined the Czechoslovaks – Special Group D of the 2nd
Department of the Ministry of National Defence in London. However,
as the higher degree of urgency was
assigned to the groups SILVER A and
SILVER B, and the lack of aircraft
did not allow the initiation of other

operations, Gabčík and Kubiš waited
at STS 2 Bellasis near Dorking from
8 November 1941. This is where the
2nd Department of the Ministry of National Defence, in close co-operation
with the SOE, established a training
station for Czechoslovak paratroopers who were selected for departure to
their occupied homeland in the near
future. Lieutenant Rudolf Hrubec organized and led an additional course
for the operations BIVOUAC, BIOSCOP,
INTRANSITIVE, OUT DISTANCE and
TIN. The ZINC operation, which was
to perform similar tasks to SILVER A,
only in Moravia, was also prepared
there. Gabčík and Kubiš mostly attended training together with other
teams. They practised shooting using
pistols and submachine guns, throwing hand grenades, driving, topography, movement in unfamiliar terrain,
as well as Morse code and Q code, and
they learned to demarcate an area for
receiving supplies from the air. During the stay of the ANTHROPOID team

46 The sentence clearly implies that at the time of sending Gabčík and Kubiš to carry out the operation, SOE did not know for sure where exactly in Prague
Heydrich lived and had his office.
47 TNA, HS 4/39 – Operation ANTHROPOID of 22 January 1942. There is a laconic statement at the end of the document: This project is not known to the Czech
organization within the Protectorate.
48 TNA, HS 4/39 – Detailed Report on Operation ANTHROPOID of 30 May 1942, p. 3.
49 TNA, HS 4/39, contains two surviving lists of weapons and equipment which were prepared by the British for the operation ANTHROPOID: the first (dated 26
November 1941) and the second, which is included in the Detailed Report on Operation ANTHROPOID of 30 May 1942 as Appendix A. The lists differ from each
other only in that some items that were originally supposed to be stored in a small shipping box were eventually placed in a large box. According to the later
version of 30 May 1942, the small box only contained two 38 Supers and shoulder holsters, four spare magazines, hundred rounds of ammunition, six percussion
bombs with plastic, two detonator magazines, two 4-second Mills bombs. A detailed analysis of the equipment that could be used by Gabčík and Kubiš was
conducted by Jiří Šolc in his study “Technické vybavení operační skupiny ANTHROPOID” (Technical Equipment of the ANTHROPOID Operation Team). Historie
a vojenství, 2006, No. 1, pp. 31–38.
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at STS 2, the team’s plan for after the
drop was finalized and specified; both
paratroopers discussed it with Staff
Captain Jaroslav Šustr during his visits to STS 2.
The dropping of the ANTHROPOID team
was eventually conducted on the night
of 28 to 29 December 1941 by the crew
of Handley-Page Halifax Mk.II/srs. 1a
L9613 (NF-V), piloted by Flying Officer
Ronald C. Hockey, DFC, from the 138th
Special Duty Squadron.50 In order to
fully utilize the spacious long-range
aircraft, the intelligence and communication teams SILVER A (First Lieutenant Alfréd Bartoš, Warrant Officer Josef
Valčík, and Lance Corporal Jiří Potůček)
and SILVER B (Staff Sergeant Jan Zemek and Sergeant Vladimír Škacha)
flew along with them. They were accompanied by Staff Captain Jaroslav
Šustr acting as dispatcher. The aircraft
took off at 10:00 PM, British time, at
the Tangmere airport and managed to
survive unscathed both enemy artillery
bombardment and an attack by a night
fighter. Since low clouds and snow covering the navigation points hampered
the orientation of the crew, none of the
groups was dropped in the right place.
ANTHROPOID jumped at 2:24 AM. According to the navigator, the men were
dropped south of Pilsen, but in fact it
was near the village of Nehvizdy, east
of Prague. Before jumping, Gabčík and
Kubiš parted with Staff Captain Šustr
with a handshake and the words: You
will hear about us soon. We will do
everything possible. They did not fail.

Record of Cpt. Alfgar Hesketh-Prichard from the British section of the Special Operations Executive (SOE) organizing training for
operations behind enemy lines. It clearly speaks of the physical liquidation of Heydrich, mentioning different alternatives of the
attack. The time and place were to be determined by the paratroopers themselves. The operation was to be carried out whether
or notthere was any opportunity of subsequent escape. Prichard notes that the operation is not known to the Czech resistance
organizations within the Protectorate. 
Source: TNA

50 TNA, HS 4/39 – Air Transport Operation Report ANTHROPOID of 29 December 1941. In the section “Instructions to Captain of Aircraft”, this report contains an
interesting detail. He was to drop the paratroopers even in the event that he failed to locate the proposed point of the jump, which was the Borek airport near
Pilsen (Action if Pin Point not located: Drop).
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Jozef Golonka jumping with happiness after the Czechoslovak team scored the initial goal of the first mutual match, which the Czechoslovak team won 2–0.
Photo: Czech News Agency (ČTK)
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CSSR–Occupiers 4:3
An analysis of one March night
Jan Kalous
In March 1969, events took place in the then Czechoslovak Socialist Republic (CSSR)
that spelled the definitive end of the reform Communist programme of spring 1968.
They were provoked by two ice hockey games, respectively the failure to control the
situation after the second of them. The demolished office of the Soviet airline Aeroflot
on Prague’s Wenceslas Sq. in particular became an unwanted symbol of victory over
the Soviets. Incidents at 69 places in the CSSR turned into a clear protest against
the reality of occupation. They became one of the dividing lines between the human
sacrifices of Jan Palach and Jan Zajíc and clashes on the first anniversary of the
occupation in August. The happenings of the night of 28 and 29 March 1969 led to
the removal of Alexander Dubček, who was unacceptable to the Soviets, and to the
installation of Husák and of an uncompromising party and (according to Moscow)
genuine normalisation leadership, which did not wish to and in principle could not
allow a fresh escalation of conflict with the occupying power – the Soviet Union.
1

In March 1969, a great sporting victory
was celebrated in Czech and Slovak
towns. Their “boys” had beaten the
Soviet team at a World Championship
in Stockholm that was originally due
to be held in Prague. They humiliated
not only the world champions but at
the same the national team of the occupying forces. That was very clearly
how the games were viewed by both
the players and the public. A second
victory over the USSR a week after the
first clashes caused an absolute sensation, with the unassailable success celebrated loudly in the streets by excited
Czechoslovak citizens.
The intensity and extent of the public’s reaction visibly took the regime
aback. It was if the politicians of the
1

2

2

Communist Party of Czechoslovakia
(KSČ) had never conceived of such
a situation. However, they very quickly
regained their composure and reacted.
The events of March could never be
repeated. They persuaded the country’s citizens of that just five months
later.

Hockey joy
The game that took place at the ice
hockey World Championship in Stockholm on Friday 21 March 1969 was an
unusually intriguing one. Czechoslovakia, a country subjugated by its powerful neighbour since August 1968, was
taking on the great Soviet Bear. Their
2:0 win sparked a wave of enthusiasm.
According to the newspaper Rudé prá-

vo, around 500 people celebrated on
Wenceslas Sq., though the DPA news
agency put the figure at up to 2,000.
The DPA reported that Public Security
(VB, police) officers did not intervene,
and were not even to be seen.2
A week later another game against the
Soviets took place at the same venue.
After a dramatic game, the Czechoslovaks again tasted victory, with the
score this time standing at 4:3. The
celebration of the second win reverberated throughout the country, with
estimates that around half a million
citizens took part. People chanted the
score and cheered their team’s success. They were not afraid to express
resistance to the occupiers in creative
ways, from making up various rhymes

This text appears in archive materials held today at the Archiv bezpečnostních složek (Security Services Archive, hereinafter only ABS) and at the Národní archiv
(National Archive, hereinafter only NA – here principally from the documents of the ÚV KSČ leadership). The author wishes to thank ABS and NA employees,
namely Světlana Ptáčníková, Iva Kvapilová and Alena Šimánková. Gratitude is also due to the Office for the Documentation and Investigation of the Crimes of
Communism of the Police of the Czech Republic.
A number of expert studies have been written on the hockey crisis. These include DOSKOČIL, Zdeněk: Duben 1969. Anatomie jednoho mocenského zvratu (April
1969: Anatomy of a Power Reversal). Doplněk, Brno – Institute of Contemporary History, Prague 2006; TŮMA, Oldřich: Hokej, věc veřejná aneb Vyhrát, či prohrát?
(Hockey, Public Affair, or to Win or to Lose?) In: České průšvihy aneb Prohry, krize, skandály a aféry českých dějin let 1848–1989 (Czech Messes, or Defeats, Crises
Scandals and Affairs of Czech History in the Years 1848–1989). Barrister & Principal, Brno 2004, p. 302–308; FELCMAN, Ondřej: Hokejové mistrovství světa v roce
1969 (The 1969 Hockey World Championship). In: Záhady českých dějin. Co se skrývá pod povrchem historických událostí (Mysteries of Czech History: What is
Hidden Under the Surface of Historical Events). Reader´s Digest Výběr, Prague 2005, p. 548–553; ŽÁČEK, Pavel: Vzestupy a pády Bohumíra Molnára. Kariéra
generála Státní bezpečnosti (The Rise and Fall of Bohumír Molnár: The Career of a State Security General). In: ČELOVSKÝ, Bořivoj (ed.): Oči a uši strany: sedm
pohledů do života StB (Eyes and Ears of the Party: Seven Insights into the Life of the StB). Tilia, Šenov u Ostravy 2005, p. 76–117.
WESTER, P.: Fantastic performance. Rudé právo, 24. 3. 1969, p. 8. For reactions to the first game, see also ŠUPICH, Z.: That’s just how we sang the national
anthem. Rudé právo, 22. 3. 1969, p. 8.
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Fans watching the game between Czechoslovakia and the USSR intently. 

to decorating the facades of buildings.
It was – though people did not realise it
at the time – the last act of resistance
tolerated by the regime.
The security forces, represented in the
main by uniformed members of the VB,
were confused. The approach they adopted, in how they viewed anti-Soviet
behaviour for example, varied greatly
in different places. For instance, one
Oldřich Buran was arrested in Šumperk
for having a flag on his car and driving
at the head of a group who, like others
elsewhere in the country, celebrated
the hockey team’s victory by chanting
insulting slogans aimed at the USSR.3
In most places, however, the VB tolerated such “excesses”, if they witnessed
them.
Nevertheless, it is not possible to avoid
some questions when weighing up the
events of that time. Was it really a surprising situation for which the forces
of repression were not prepared? Or
was it a pre-conceived plan designed
to create a pretext for doing away with
the last remainders of the previous
year’s reform process? And what was
role of the State Security (StB, secret
police) in individual incidents?

3
4

5

Photo: Security Services Archive

According to a report mapping the security situation in the CSSR on the 28
and 29 March 1969, presented by the
federal interior minister, Jan Pelnář, to
the first secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party, Alexander Dubček, the most serious incidents
took place in Prague, Ústí nad Labem,
Bratislava and Košice. However, the
report also refers to problems in other large towns and cities, particularly
those where Soviet units were based,
such as Jaroměř. In his summing up,
Pelnář wrote that 17 VB officers were
injured, three seriously, during interventions against celebrating citizens,
with 20 persons detained in the Czech
Socialist Republic (CSR) alone. The
clashes were more intense in Slovakia, as evinced by the fact that 19 were
arrested in Bratislava. The number of
VB officers injured was higher, at 34.
Pelnář’s report stated that problems
had arisen in controlling incidents,
along with the subsequent damages,
because of the unforeseen course of
events. While on the night of 28 and 29
March 1969 (as Dubček states4) the deployment of the army was considered,
the VB in the end dealt with everything

on its own. However, because of their
unrestrained nature and extent, it [the
VB] was unable to prevent the further
events in Prague and elsewhere, and
only succeeded in imposing the required
order with great difficulty.5
According to Pelnář’s official report,
15,000 to 20,000 citizens had gathered
on Wenceslas Sq. by around 22:00.
However, we now know that at least
150,000 revellers turned out. There
was a fantastic atmosphere – as if the
Czechoslovak team had won the whole
World Championship that evening. On
the square and the streets leading onto
it cars bearing flags blared their horns
and people cheered the team’s success. Naturally, the secret police were
monitoring the gathering. One passage in the interior minister’s report
states that there was one stream of
people (around 400) who were moving in the direction of the Soviet Embassy but had their way blocked. If we
accept that there were StB officers in
the crowd on Wenceslas Sq., they undoubtedly must have been present at
the fateful moment of the “big bang” in
front of the Aeroflot office. According
to a later official report, around
3,000 to 4,000 people had gathered
at that spot and for unknown reasons
smashed the glass front with cobblestones and demolished the interior.
Reinforcements allegedly arrived at
the moment and made efforts to curb
the disorder and to arrest the main
culprits. That was not easy, however,
because some people apparently prevented them from arriving promptly at
the Aeroflot office, while citizens who
had been arrested were freed by others and made their escape. VB officers
attempted to prevent a further escalation and 10 were injured (two seriously). Meanwhile, a bus carrying further
reinforcements to the Aeroflot office
was allegedly attacked. Slogans such
as Gestapo, beat them up! were reportedly chanted in the direction of officers who intervened. Interior Minister
Pelnář’s report concluded that the destruction of the Aeroflot office (initial
estimates of the damage were around

Slogans such as the following were recorded: Go Russia. One, two, three, four – goal. Long live Jiřík, long live Golonka. CSSR – Occupiers 4:3. Boo boo boo, beat up
Tarasov. Ussuri, Ussuri. Ivan, go home, you have Chinamen at home. This list is certainly not complete.
Naděje umírá poslední. Vlastní životopis Alexandera Dubčeka. (Hope Dies Last: The Autobiography of Alexander Dubček). Nakladatelství Svoboda – Libertas, Prague
1993, p. 238: Around 11 at night the Soviets called on the Czechoslovak army forces to intervene against citizens in the streets. Before midnight Defence Minister
M. Dzúr called me and asked for permission to use the army against demonstrators. I refused and told him that as long as I’m in my post I will not agree with the use
of armed forces against our own people. In the end, the Public Security handled the situation without any great difficulty.
ABS, collection of documents (hereinafter only f.) of the secretariat of the state secretary at the Ministry of the Interior of the CSSR JUDr. Col. Ján Majer
(hereinafter only A 10), inventory unit (hereinafter only inv. j.) 181, Report on the Security Situation in the CSSR from 28 and 29 March 1969.
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Demonstration on ice. The Czechoslovak ice hockey fan had no doubts about the result of both matches.

one million crowns) could not have
been prevented.
In the then North Bohemia Region the
most serious incidents occurred in Ústí
nad Labem. There, 4,000 to 5,000 people had gathered in front of the Soviet
local HQ by 22:30, celebrating the victory and chanting the result. The pressure of bodies led to several windows
breaking. In the midst of this somewhat menacing situation, two Soviet
soldiers emerged in front of the HQ.
They took the worst course of action
possible. One of them started firing his
pistol in the air, perhaps thinking that
the crowd would recoil and disperse.
However, the effect was the exact opposite. The assembled began throwing
bricks and other missiles at the building, before a Soviet vehicle standing
in front of it was overturned, covered
in petrol and set alight. Three motorcycles soon met the same fate and total damage was estimated to be CSK
150,000. Only then did VB officers
step in, clashing with celebrating citi-
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zens and meeting a hail of bricks and
stones. Pelnář’s report later stated that
three officers had been injured, one seriously.
On Liberec’s Bojovníků za mír (Fighters for Peace, today Dr. E. Beneš)
Sq. around 15,000 to 20,000 people
gathered, like others elsewhere in the
CSSR, to celebrate the success of the
country’s hockey players at the World
Championship. They chanted anti-Soviet slogans while some climbed scaffolding at the Town Hall (then undergoing renovations), later setting fire
to a Soviet flag and tossing it to the
ground.
In front of the Soviet military command
in Teplice around 1,000 gathered on
the night of 28 and 29 March 1969, euphorically chanting slogans similar to
those heard in other CSSR cities and
towns. The Soviet officers present did
not show great judgement. At the least
suitable moment, a tank and two armoured personnel carriers arrived in
front of the building. People reacted

Photo: Czech News Agency (ČTK)

by throwing various items at these
“hated objects”. One Soviet soldier was
injured by a thrown cable, while an
unknown perpetrator slashed a tire on
one of the personnel carriers.
In Mladá Boleslav (Central Bohemia
Region) around 5,000 predominantly
young people gathered in front of the
5th of May barracks on Lidových milicí
(People’s Militia, today Jičínská) St.
As well as chanting the result of the
game, they also shouted such slogans
as “You’re sissies”, before singing the
Czechoslovak national anthem. When,
after 22:00 three Soviet armoured vehicles with raised machine guns emerged
from the side entrance of the barracks,
the crowd attacked both it and the
building, launching a hail of stones
at the latter. Shouts rang out, including: Brezhnev is an arsehole! Kosygin is
an arsehole! Ivan, go to China! As you
knew, the Russians are screwed! Fascists, fascists! The Soviet soldiers retaliated by throwing empty bottles and
firing machine gun salvos and rockets
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into the air. Around 40 Czechoslovak
soldiers are alleged to have taken part
in this incident. VB officers attempted
to arrest several demonstrators, but
feared the reaction of the others. When
the crowd dispersed around midnight,

bile parked on the main square. The
signs on the Soviet HQ on Frenštát
pod Radhoštěm’s then náměstí Míru
(Peace Sq.) were removed.
Around 30,000 participated in the
hockey celebrations in South Moravia,

Jiří Holík takes the puck to the opponent’s zone. Holík scored the first goal in the 15th minute of the second match, which
the Czechoslovak team won 4–3. 
Photo: Czech News Agency (ČTK)

81 barracks windows were broken but
nobody had been arrested or taken in
by the VB.
In Kutná Hora around 500 people celebrated the hockey win in front of a hotel
at which a Soviet delegation were staying. However, no disturbances occurred.
Victory celebrations took place at several places in the then North Moravia
Region on the night of 28 and 29 March
1969. Gatherings of citizens (mainly
in numbers approaching 1,000) were
recorded in Bruntál, Karviná, Nový
Bohumín, Frýdek-Místek, Frenštát
pod Radhoštěm, Fulnek, Nový Jičín
and Opava. In Havířov around 3,000
celebrated while around 80 honking vehicles drove around the town.
About 4,000 gathered in Olomouc at
Soviet army headquarters, resulting
in 25 windows being broken by stones
(the culprits were not caught) and
the puncturing of tyres on Soviet vehicles. The VB made several arrests
in Ostrava, before releasing those
they had apprehended. In Krnov the
revellers damaged a Soviet automo-

6

with beeping horns heard in towns
around the region. People gathered to
express both their joy and their opposition to the occupiers in 25 places,
including Brno (where there were
18,000 on the central náměstí Svoboda square), Břeclav, Žďár nad Sázavou, Vyškov, Blansko, Třebíč, Hradiště,
Gottwaldov (today Zlín), Kroměříž and
Prostějov.
Meanwhile, in the then East Bohemia
Region several incidents arising from
the celebrations were recorded. In
Havlíčkův Brod around 500 citizens
turned out in front of the local Soviet
military HQ. Roughly 4,000 came together by a Soviet military warehouse
in Jaroměř; they reportedly attempted
to break into the building but were
repelled by a Soviet patrol that fired
machine gun rounds into the air.
The “deterred crowd” then headed
for a military hospital, where they
broke 21 windows and punctured the
tyres on Soviet vehicles. They also destroyed a wreath laid at a monument
to the Red Army. In Trutnov there

was a clash between celebrating citizens, who were throwing stones, and
a Soviet company, resulting in one
Czechoslovak citizen suffering injury.
Hockey celebrations of varying levels
of intensity were also seen in Rychnov nad Kněžnou, Rokytnice v Orlic
kých horách and Pardubice (where
some 20,000–25,000 took part).
Similar celebrations (i.e., processions
and the chanting of anti-Soviet slogans) were seen in the South Bohemia
Region (e.g., Slavonice, Český Krumlov,
Pelhřimov).
Around 30,000 celebrated in the West
Bohemian city of Plzeň. There a Soviet
flag was set alight and thrown from the
window of student dorms in the Bory
district, though the security services
failed to apprehend the culprit.
In Košice in East Slovakia there were
clashes between celebrating citizens
(of whom around 1,200 were university students) and members of the VB.
The city’s public transport system was
halted by the crowd, while two VB officers were injured and a service vehicle
damaged. In nearby Prešov the festivities had a completely different character. Nevertheless, the social composition of the revellers was similar, with
around 300 students and non-students
holding a peaceful tribute to the successful hockey team.
Gatherings of elated citizens were also
registered in the then Central Slovakia Region, including at Žilina, Banská
Bystrica, Zvolen and Martin.
In the West Slovakia Region, people
took to the streets in Nitra, Trnava,
Šaľa, Trenčín, Nové Mesto nad Váhom,
Trenčianske Teplice, Stará Turá and
elsewhere. A specific situation arose in
Bratislava, with gatherings of euphoric
citizens seen on individual squares, in
particular SNP Sq. Some of those revellers later appeared at the Soviet HQ on
Miletičova St. where clashes took place
with SNB (National Security Corps) officers. Thirty-two VB men were injured
and 19 attackers detained (including
15 university students).
On Saturday 29 March 19696, Rudé
právo praised the great sporting success achieved by the national team
at the ice hockey World Championship. It also referred to the expressions of joy seen in Czech and Slovak
cities and towns. However, there was

Rudé právo, 29. 3. 1969, p. 8.
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not even the slightest mention of the
disturbances. By contrast, there was
widespread enthusiasm (this was also
apparent from the tone of the media).
Rudé právo conveyed this via the reactions to the victory over the USSR

statement from the Czech government
on the hockey celebrations. It was
markedly cautious in terms of how
it addressed the public. The Czech
executive indicated understanding for
the people’s enthusiasm regarding the

The situation in the CSSR in the November 1968–April 1969 period from the perspective of Lessons from the Crisis Development in the Party and Society After the 13th Congress of the KSČ: Following the November general assembly of the ÚV KSČ in 1968 the right
mainly involved young people and students in a new round of pressure campaigns focussed
against the normalisation process. It organised student strikes, demonstrations, various
memoranda and other activities giving expression to the unconditional demands of rightist
opportunists and the anti-Soviet front. The psychosis whipped up among students led to
the personal tragedy of the student Jan Palach, for whose death representatives of the right
bear full political and moral responsibility. The event became the spur to the incitement of
new anti-party and anti-Soviet convulsions that were intended to symbolise to the world resistance to the introduction of tranquillity and order in our country. The well-known events
surrounding the World Championship in hockey at the end of March 1969 have proven that
it is necessary to finally act to stem that which would prevent the consolidation of the
situation in our country, and that it is necessary to finally act to stem that which would
agitate our society to a state of unceasing crises that grow into disasters. If a fundamental
turnaround in this development is to be achieved, it would be necessary in the first order
to deal with the situation within the leadership of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia,
from where radical change and rectification should begin. The departure of A. Dubček was
an unconditional necessity, if the party and the entire society were not to continue to stagger in a vicious cycle of eternal of crisis situations.
See Lessons from the Crisis Development in the Party and Society After the 13th Congress of
the KSČ. SPN, Prague 1984, p. 86–87.

of well-known figures, among them
deputy chairman of the Czechoslovak
government Václav Valeš, Emil Zátopek and Václav Neckář, who said he
himself was planning to celebrate on
Wenceslas Sq.

Action and reaction
The whole of Czechoslovakia was hit
by hockey fever at the end of March
1969. It was as if fear of the Soviet
forces present had suddenly receded,
as if nobody took the Soviet threat seriously. Nevertheless, in the wake of
the incidents seen at many places in
the CSSR, the “healthy core” of the KSČ
(with the clear support of Moscow7) and
the Ministry of the Interior8 resolved to
take action that would result in a new
first secretary of the Central Committee
of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (ÚV KSČ) being appointed.
On Monday 31 March 1969, the front
page of Rudé právo carried a public

country’s sporting success. It regarded
it all as an expression of unrestrained
joy to which, it said, the state organs
had reacted as they had in the past, i.e.,
benevolently. Nevertheless, it made it
clear that certain behaviour at several
places had gone beyond celebrations.
If the government of the Czech Socialist Republic now turns to the public, it
does so because in several places the
scale of such expressions was excessive
and in several cases there was a breach
of the rules of civic co-existence, as well
as the statutes of the Czech legal code.
It is incompatible with the dignity of the
citizen of a state that has a reputation in
the world as a cultured state to express
in any connection, particularly a sporting connection, their satisfaction by
belittling or even insulting members of
another nation. The government of the
CSR states with regret that during such
expressions incidents of vandalism and
disorderly conduct occurred that were

chiefly directed against buildings used
by Soviet organs and institutions. The
government condemned the disorderly
conduct and supported the security
forces’ efforts to identify those responsible, particularly for attacks on Soviet
targets. They also called for the settling
of the damages caused and referred to
the injuries caused to members of the
VB. Similar excesses should not be repeated in the future (at least according
to the government’s declaration). The
government is convinced that the public
fully understand that state organs cannot and will not permit similar actions.
It expects that they will receive the full
support of citizens in such cases.9
The following day, on Tuesday 1 April
1969, the Czech Ministry of the Interior also issued a public statement.10 It
declared that public disturbances had
occurred at many places in the CSR on
the night of 28 and 29 March; during
those incidents and subsequent interventions 51 members of the VB were injured, while 39 citizens were arrested.
The ministry said it was necessary to
emphasize that the VB had intervened
only in cases of breach of the law (e.g.,
vandalism against Soviet buildings)
and had employed nightsticks and
“chemical agents”. It warned that the
VB would also take firm action against
such excesses in the future, partly because it was not minded to permit the
interruption of the ongoing normalisation process in the country.
Apart from in its sports section, Rudé
právo also made two further references
to hockey on 1 April 1969. An article
lacking a by-line entitled Vandalism
against sport appeared on its second
page. It expressed understanding for
sport-fuelled enthusiasm, before turning into an all-out condemnation of the
hockey events: Paper torches burned,
slogans rang out, chanting – along with
glee, malice and irresponsible acts that
some in the crowd were unable to reasonably judge and condemn. The flower
pots on the statue of St. Wenceslas began to fly around the square. Stones
flew, the Aeroflot shop front was sacked,
there was looting. Some “daredevils”

7

The Soviet defence minister, Marshall Andrei Antonovich Grechko, and the deputy minister of foreign affairs of the USSR, Vladimir P. Semyonov, came to the
CSSR in reaction to the hockey riots, tasked with finding there an acceptable first secretary of the ÚV KSČ, as the Soviets no longer trusted Dubček.
8 The so-called healthy forces succeeded in gaining control of the Interior Ministry before doing so in the leadership of the party and state. The pro-reform
minister Josef Pavel was therefore forced out at the end of August 1968 (his replacement was Jan Pelnář). Supporters of the KSČ’s conservative wing then
gradually began returning to the top jobs in important departments (e.g., individual regional directorates).
The government of the CSR on the night of 28–29 March 1969. Rudé právo, 31.3.1969, p. 1–2.
9 Government of CSR on the events of 28–29 March. Rudé právo, 1.4.1969, p. 1–2.
10 Ministry of the Interior of the CSR on the events of 28–29 March. Rudé právo, 1.4.1969, p. 1–2.
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ceased to weigh the content of their
words, insulted the citizens of other
nations and defamed representatives
of states with which our country has
friendly relations. It is worth noting that
the bourgeois press and agencies in the
West have capitalised on the events referred to and immediately made “hay”
out of them. Whose need does what occurred satisfy? In just such a situation
as today’s, in which more than ever
every one of our steps in consolidating
political relations is important, it is an
irresponsible and reprehensible gamble
(whatever the inspiration) that every
reasonable citizen of the country and
genuine patriot can only condemn unequivocally.11 The uncredited author
concludes with a strong argument: The
state will evidently be out of pocket
when it has to settle the damages
caused. The hockey players have undoubtedly deserved respect for their
performance. Civic immaturity should
not triumph again in the streets of
Czech and Slovak towns and cities. In
short, the Czechoslovak public had (in
the view of the piece’s author) something to ruminate on.
The second place that the CSSR-USSR
hockey game was alluded to in the
1 April edition of Rudé právo was in its
international politics section, where it
referred to the lead article in the Soviet
newspaper Pravda.12 The daily of the
Central Committee of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union placed the
hockey incidents into a broader context: Right-wing revisionists and counter-revolutionary elements in the CSSR,
supported by Western reactions, have
capitalized on the recent burning to
death of student Jan Palach, which they
encouraged him to carry out. Now they
are making thorough efforts to capitalize
on a competition for world supremacy in
hockey for their own anti-socialist and
anti-Soviet aims. According to Pravda,
some Czechoslovak media (Práce, Reportér, Mladá fronta, Zemědělské noviny, Svobodné slovo, national radio

and television) played a role in stoking
nationalist passions. It is curious that
the leadership of the Communist Party
of Czechoslovakia and the Czechoslovak authorities did not take action at
that time against such unhealthy and
dangerous events. It was, therefore, no
coincidence that right-wing forces were
able to capitalise on the success of the
Czechoslovak hockey team in the second
game against the Soviet team as a reason for a new political situation. The
provocations that occurred in Prague

The presidium of the Central Committee
of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (ÚV KSČ) met on 1 April 1969. It
discussed the situation that had arisen
in the wake of the hockey events and
presented Communists at federal and
national level with measures to be approved aimed at maintaining public order and adherence to party principles in
the media. The chairman of the federal
government, Oldřich Černík, was to announce a temporary state of standby for
the army and VB. At the same time, the

The victory was mainly celebrated in the streets by young people. Many of them were arrested by the Public Security.
Photo: Security Services Archive

during those days have nothing to do
with sport. They are an organised, preprepared nationalist operation following
clear political aims.
The Pravda article concluded with the
claim that Josef Smrkovský, a symbol of
the reformist wing of the Communist
Party, had directly participated in the
events on Wenceslas Sq. This was a deliberate lie. Smrkovský denied having
been involved in the celebrations in
the heart of the capital and indeed condemned the violence directed at Soviet
buildings.13

presidium acknowledged the suspension
of several magazines allegedly spreading counter-revolutionary sentiment
(Reportér, Listy, Zítřek). A statement was
approved condemning the expressions
of vandalism towards Soviet buildings
and insults directed at representatives
of the world socialist system, chiefly
the USSR. We have to state that those
actions did not occur by accident. They
took place in an atmosphere of artificially
aroused passions incited by sections of
the mass media and intensive bourgeois
propaganda from abroad. Behind them

11 Vandalism against sport. Rudé právo, 1. 4. 1969, p. 2.
12 From the lead story in the Soviet daily Pravda: Once again on the CSSR–USSR hockey game. Rudé právo, 1.4.1969, p. 7.
13 Josef Smrkovský made public his stance on the hockey incidents on the pages of Rudé právo on Tuesday 15.4.1969. He was aware that consolidation of society
was necessary. He was concerned, however, that a new crisis could erupt, deliberately incited by sects (this also referred to dogmatists inside the KSČ). The
hockey crisis again showed him the necessary of dealing with so-called rightist forces without hesitation. Among other things, he said: Alongside its advantages,
this method has its drawbacks – it also brings with it difficulties and dissatisfaction. If we have decided on it, we should be honourable and thorough. We must not
ourselves damage or threaten it through our own mistakes and indecision, for instance if anti-socialist provocateurs, or often even some morally corrupted and
irresponsible elements, are not taken on. That is not how to do politics, and political solutions would – even perhaps above our heads – lead to solutions based on
power. […] However, we need calm without extremes in order that the kind of crises that led to this report are not repeated either on some “calendar” or other, perhaps
random, occasion. We need to bring constant social splitting and festering to an end. After all, the meaning of January was just to unite society and ensure the
development of socialist order in all areas of social life and mutual understanding, not the opposite. No nation can afford that for long, if it isn’t going to pay tragically!
SMRKOVSKÝ, Josef: On the situation. Rudé právo, 15.4.1969, p. 3.
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A fan on Wenceslas Square showing four goals scored against the Soviet team. 

was the direct agency of anti-socialist
forces, which have appeared in a similar
manner several times since August, the
statement read. The presidium of the ÚV
KSČ also called for the continuation of
the policy of normalisation of relations
with the USSR, while emphasising the
necessity of eliminating the influence
of anti-socialist forces and the renewal
of the position of the party in society.
The anti-socialist forces are in particular
stoking anti-Sovietism, with the help of
which they want to divide the leadership
of the party and state from the workers.
The ÚV KSČ declares with all seriousness
that every display of anti-Sovietism is
targeted against the unity of the socialist
countries; it contradicts the life interests
of our nation and in reality coalesces with
anti-communism, with an anti-socialist
position. We will take thorough action
against everything that would damage

our close relations with the Soviet Union,
which has been set as the strategy of our
policy in the action programme.14 The
presidium of the ÚV KSČ criticised the
approach to date, which had constantly
been accompanied by repeated crises.
Here too there was a more serious and
threatening tone than the public had
been accustomed to since the spring of
1968. The changing balance of power,
with a weakening of pro-reform forces,
was clear in the 1950s style calls openly
heard once again among the highest
party echelons (in the style of We won’t
allow the republic to be subverted). The
statement also thanked VB officers for
their handling of the situation on 28 and
29 March, as well as declaring the necessity of catching and punishing the perpetrators. However, it said, the responsibility for the hockey incidents was
broader: it was shared by journalists

Photo: Czech News Agency (ČTK)

who had taken a position against party
policy in the media (the publication of
the magazine Politika was also suspended due to alleged political mistakes) and
by some Communists, who had likewise
made public pronouncements that were
in contravention of party discipline (Josef Smrkovský was named).
In line with the agreed strategy toward
some mass media, the executive committee of the presidium of the ÚV KSČ
on 1 April tasked Oldřich Černík, Stanislav Rázl, Štefan Sádovský and Josef
Kempný with declaring an embargo on
all articles, reports, editorials, photographs or other materials that directly
or indirectly criticised the position of
the USSR or raised any dispute against
the quoted article in the Soviet daily
Pravda.
In an editorial in Rudé právo15 on 2 April
1969 entitled Citizens, the law and the

14 NA, f. ÚV KSČ, Presidium of the ÚV KSČ, Record of the 122nd meeting of the Presidium of the ÚV KSČ on 1 April 1969.
15 AMBROŽ, J.: Citizens, the law and the VB. Rudé právo, 2.4.1969, p. 2.
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VB, J. Ambrož returned to the understandable human displays of enthusiasm and joy sparked by undoubted
sporting successes. However, he took
issue with the fact that the victory had
been linked to vandalism that for the
most part was committed by young people. Ambrož expressed the belief that
the majority of the public certainly condemned what had occurred during that
spasm of euphoria. In accord with the
calls from various state and party organs, he said he hoped the perpetrators
would be apprehended and punished,
because nothing less than the normalisation of relations with the country’s Soviet partners was at issue. He
regarded the interventions of the VB as
correct. If the law was broken, he wrote,
the culprit should be identified by the
VB and subsequently made to pay.
Ambrož’s article was followed by a short
piece entitled On what should never have
occurred. According to its unnamed author, so-called sports violence had for
the Czechoslovak public a certain exotic
charm. Most of them had only ever read
about such a thing; now it had happened
in their own streets. We have no tradition
of vandalism. Neither do we have a tradition of destruction or killing. This is also
a reason that socialism, the most humane
and human social order, has embedded
in us such deep and indestructible roots.
They are just as indestructible as our ties
to other socialist countries, particularly
the Soviet Union, with whom we wish to
live in peace and according to the principles of Marxism-Leninism. Something
has happened, however, that has never
been in the interest of the nation or the
state: destruction occurred on Wenceslas Sq. (and elsewhere). The author did
not doubt that the CSSR was and would
be a solid part of the socialist bloc. He
asked, however, how similar incidents
would be reflected in relations with
other socialist countries. In this regard
the question also arises as to whether
the Ministry of the Interior could not have
shown more foresight after the experiences of the previous Friday, 16 he concluded.

Horns, shouting, slogans. Wenceslas Square was boiling.

Photo: Security Services Archive

Spontaneous celebrations were ultimately used to tighten the regime.

Photo: Security Services Archive

At a meeting on 2 April 1969, the hockey
events were discussed at a meeting of
the CSSR government. Alongside approving an official response to the
protests of the USSR17, the minister of
the interior undertook to take steps in

concert with his counterparts in the
two republics to identify the perpetrators of the crimes committed on the
night of 28 and 29 March 1969.
CSSR Government Resolution no. 6618
was very concrete in some points:

16 On what should never have occurred. Rudé právo, 2. 4. 1969, p. 2.
17 Statement by the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the government of the USSR: The Central Committee of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union and the government of the USSR have been forced to firmly draw the attention of the ÚV KSČ and the government of the CSSR to the antiSoviet demonstrations and mass rowdy attacks on Soviet agencies that occurred in Czechoslovakia on 28 and 29 March 1969 […] None of this disorderly conduct
met with timely and effective opposition on the part of the relevant Czechoslovak authorities […] The whole course of the events demonstrates again and again that
the stabilisation of the political situation in the CSSR is unthinkable without a thorough, determined battle against rightist forces. […] The Central Committee of
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Soviet government regards it as necessary to issue an official warning that in the case of anti-Soviet, anti-socialist
provocations […] the Soviet side will be forced to undertake effective measures. Quoted in FELCMAN, Ondřej: Hokejové mistrovství světa v roce 1969. In: Záhady
českých dějin. Co se skrývá pod povrchem historických událostí, p. 548–553.
18 ABS, f. The secretariat of deputy minister of the interior of the CSSR, Col. JUDr. František Vašek (hereinafter only A 13), inv. j. 168, Material towards the
investigation of a crime committed in connection with the events of 28.3.1969.
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attorney general should within
one month propose measures to be
taken in relation to citizens who
remained abroad after 21 August
1968.
The government of the CSSR was temporarily run by a group composed of
the prime minister, the minister of
the interior and the minister of defence, in order to be able to decide in
an emergency on the use of predetermined units of the Czechoslovak People’s Army (ČSLA) in order to preserve
public order. It introduced preliminary
censorship in the mass media and
called on the government of the Czech
Socialist Republic to assess the positions of the magazines Zítřek, Reportér
and Listy and if necessary to suspend
their publication. It was also to monitor the radio, television and the Czech
Press Agency. The attorney general
was tasked with ensuring, in conjunction with the Ministry of the Interior,
the swift punishment of those who had
committed criminal acts.
In connection with Government Resolution no. 66 issued in reaction to the
hockey events, anti-socialist activities
at variance with the important domestic interests or foreign policy of the
state (and which would have included
recent events) were defined. They included the following:
—— Attacking and casting doubt on the
KSČ’s leading role in society;
—— Attacking the KSČ;
—— Attacks and invective against
the USSR and other Warsaw Pact
states;
—— Attacks and invective against the
leading representatives of the KSČ
and the president of the CSSR.
The victory over the Soviets was celebrated in the streets of Prague by thousands of people.  Photo: Czech News Agency (ČTK)

—— The Ministry of the Interior should
in conjunction with the Ministries
of the Interior of the CSR and the
SSR (Slovak Socialist Republic)
take steps to increase calm and order in the state;
—— The Ministry of the Interior and the
Ministry of Defence should within
one month present the government
with a proposal to create emergency units of the SNB;
—— The Ministry of the Interior should
create units to increase public order
in Prague, Brno, Bratislava and in

——

——

——

——

places where Soviet soldiers are temporarily based;
The Ministry of the Interior should
consider using the army to support
SNB units;
The Ministry of Finance should ensure the settlement of all damages
caused;
The mayor of Prague should secure
substitute premises for Aeroflot
and Inturist until renovations have
been carried out;
The Ministry of the Interior, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the

These facts are at variance with the important interests of state policy, whether
they are made public in the form of written materials, caricatures, filmed materials or in another manner,19 read the
generally couched principles for their
definition.
In “Information on some legal issues
surrounding the implementation of the
government resolution of 2 April 1969”
the authors considered the creation of
emergency units of the SNB, coming to
the conclusion that the establishment
of such special forces by federal and
republic level ministries of the interi-

19 Ibid.
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or was justified. The issue of whether
the SNB and ČSLA could make use of
the People’s Militia also arose. There
was also greater focus on concrete
criminal prosecution of individuals,
with reference to the relevant actions
and articles of the Criminal Code. The
analysis carried out shows that our
legal system provides sufficient possibility and effective legal means to ensure calm and order and to protect the
foreign policy interests of our state. It is
also a question, however, of all organs
at all levels being aware of that legal
system and employing it to safeguard
important political aims in concrete
situations.20
The question of the establishing, equipping and training such forces that arose
in connection with the hockey incidents
became a topical one, in part because it
was not possible to rule out a repetition
of such anti-Soviet behaviour (e.g., in
the form of ripping up red flags, defamation of the USSR and its representatives) during celebrations planned for 1
May and 9 May 1969.21 However, members of the SNB were meant to be ready
and prepared to face such events with
determination and force. They were
called to do so by a joint order issued
by the interior ministers at federal and
both national levels.22
On Thursday 3 April 1969 a statement
from the presidium of the ÚV KSČ appeared in the Czechoslovak press. It
condemned the hockey events, saying
that in the view of the party’s most senior representatives responsibility lay
with anti-socialist forces that were increasingly active in society and which
were working to destabilise the CSSR.
The aim of the leadership of the KSČ
remained the normalisation of relations with the USSR and other socialist countries. This statement can be
read as a finger of warning towards
the population. The party leadership
clearly declared that it would not countenance threats to relations with the
USSR and other socialist states, as well
as praising the intervention of the VB
and calling for the active unity of the
party. At the same time, it made a nega-

Provocation or natural anger? Destroyed Aeroflot office in Prague.

Photo: Security Services Archive

The Inturist office was also destroyed.

Photo: Security Services Archive

tive assessment of media policy, which
provided grounds for the suspension of
publication of the magazine Politika.
The presidium of the Central Committee
looked particularly closely at the activities of the party press, in particular Rudé
právo. It stated that Rudé právo was failing to fill the role of an organ of the party’s Central Committee in a satisfactory

manner; it far from always advances unequivocal, fundamentally communist political positions, does not sufficiently support party resolutions and does not fight
against opinions that are alien to socialism. Due to serious political mistakes, the
presidium has decided to suspend publication of the magazine Politika temporarily.23 Perhaps with the aim of taking

20 Ibid.
21 ABS, f. Investigative department, Prague City, unit number (hereinafter only č. j.) VV-85/12-69 (number of addition 1395/84, package 2). Prosecution of RSDr.
Jaroslav Litera, CSc. Position of the Prague city prosecutor on the investigation of several cases of unlawful actions in connection with the celebrations prepared
for 1 May and 9 May 1969.
22 ABS, f. RV (Orders, bulletins, service aids), Order of the Ministry of the Interior of the CSSR, CSR, SSR no. 4/1969. The position of the ministers with regard to
the present internal political situation from 2.4.1969. See also BAŠTA, Jiří: Josef Grösser – první ministr vnitra České socialistické republiky (Josef Grösser – First
Interior Minister of the CSR). Securitas Imperii 14, 2006, p. 294.
23 Declaration of the presidium of the UV KSČ. Rudé právo, 3. 4. 1969, p. 1.
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the edge off criticism from on high, the
editors of Rudé právo ran reactions from
the public condemning the post-hockey
violence under various titles in subsequent days
The same day Rudé právo had run an editorial by Miloslav Hájek entitled The situation calls for a principled stand. It was as
if the writer was recalling the atmosphere
of the 1950s, including an appeal for responsibility and discipline on the part of
individuals in adhering to the fundamentals of so-called democratic centralism.
He said several irresponsible groups had
sparked the hockey incidents, which had
brought tension to normalising relations
within and outside Czechoslovak society.
The perpetrators of those irresponsible
actions, according to Hájek, deserved
nothing but condemnation and an uncompromising stance on the part of state
organs. Our country needs suitable conditions for a peaceful and creative life. They
are directly connected to both practical relations with other socialist countries and
the international communist movement
and to our approach to those who again
and again fan the dangerous flames of
civic indiscipline and political rancour and
cause repeated crises.24
Alexander Dubček finally realised the
seriousness of the situation and perhaps also that, in the upper echelons of
the party, the post of first secretary now
hung in the balance. On 3 April 1969 he
appealed to citizens by means of a radio
and television address. The disruption
of public order, vandalism, insults to officials and representatives of the Soviet
Union, the direct attacks on memorials
to the liberation of 1945 and on buildings
temporarily housing Soviet units under
the Czechoslovak-Soviet treaty – these
things are of a completely different order: not only discreditable towards the
cultural traditions of our country, not
only discreditable towards the maturity
of our citizens, but phenomena that in
the most serious manner damage the living interests of our state and its people
– indeed, in their outcome they are directed against them. We cannot disguise
the fact that during those events serious anti-Soviet, anti-socialist and anti-

communist expressions were seen. All of
us are duty-bound with full seriousness
to be aware of what significance such
behaviour has not only on our internal
development, for the advancement of the
consolidation and further socialist development of our country, but also what reaction such events have in neighbouring
socialist countries, or indeed much more
broadly. Naturally, the vandalism has
also seriously damaged the good name
of the political maturity and prudence
of the Czechoslovak public in the world,
Dubček said. Such excesses unnecessarily complicated relations with socialist countries, particularly the USSR,
he said. The priority of Dubček’s leadership of the KSČ was the consolidation
and normalistaion of relations within
Czechoslovak society and in the foreign
policy field. He was clearly aware that

aware of the shakiness of his own position when he continued: We will not hide
the dangers from you, even though there
is no reason for all-out panic. I would be
glad, however, if you were all aware that
the period we have for consolidation is
not unlimited. Due to the developments
of recent days we again find ourselves
before a fateful crossroads. The question
now is: either we manage to immediately
ensure public order, to limit all extreme
events, to limit various anti-Soviet, antisocialist expressions, or the growing tension domestically and in international
relations will send us back to where we
were at the end of August.27

Perpetrators wanted
In the meantime, the security forces
had mounted an intense search for the
perpetrators of the hockey incidents.

Extract from a speech by President of the CSSR Ludvík Svoboda at a plenary meeting of
the ÚV KSČ on 17 April 1969:
At the start of this year we said that this year wouldn’t be easy, wouldn’t be without difficulties. Unfortunately, those words have been more than fulfilled. Good, hopeful days have so
far been few, while we have already been through a number of serious crises. We have had
to overcome ever greater problems. Those crises peaked with the events at the end of March.
We receive many letters from you in which you express your indignation at such provocative
actions. They have caused the most serious damage to our interests, destroyed the work of
many months, and deeply set back our development. They have crudely damaged the efforts
of the leaders of the republic’s leading organs to consolidate the situation in the country and
to reinforce their international standing, particularly to improve relations with the Soviet
Union. And such improvement is in our own interests. Whoever disrupts those relations is
above all harming their own country.
See Speech by Comrade Ludvík Svoboda. Rudé právo, 18.4.1969, p. 1.

it was not possible (in the CSSR, let
alone in Moscow) to tolerate crises being repeated in a two-month cycle.25 He
therefore drew a clear line in the hope
of holding on to his own position.26 In
his view, expressions of anti-Sovietism
were an anti-communist attack on the
fabric of the Czechoslovak state; understandably, they were unacceptable to
him. He indicated that the Communist
Party would have to draw some conclusions from those incidents. He called on
the population to be calm, disciplined
and cool-headed. He was probably

However, they faced a complicated
situation with regard to gathering evidence. The most serious and certainly
best known incident of March 1969 took
place in front of the offices of Aeroflot
on Prague’s Wenceslas Sq. Many facts
were clear, but several highly relevant
questions also arose: Why did a pile of
cobblestones appear at that spot just
a few hours before the second game?
Who set off the destruction of the Aeroflot office and who was responsible for
it? Did some StB officers play a role
in sparking it, or was it the result of

24 HÁJEK, Miloslav: The situation calls for a principled stand. Rudé právo, 3.4.1969, p. 2.
25 Referring to August 1968 – occupation, November 1968 – student strikes, January 1969 – burning to death of Jan Palach, March – hockey.
26 Moscow had in the meantime looked into which Czechoslovak politicians could take over from Dubček, and Oldřich Černík (though the Soviets were
unconvinced of his ability), Lubomír Štrougal and Gustáv Husák (who had impressed Brezhnev during negotiations in Moscow in August 1968) were considered.
The leader of the KSČ’s conservative wing Vasil Biľak was not shortlisted. An important role in the search for a new first secretary of the ÚV KSČ was played by
President Ludvík Svoboda (he decided on Husák), the position of the ČSLA (led by Defence Minister Gen. Martin Dzúr, who after a conversation with his Soviet
ministry colleague did not want to allow the hockey incidents to be repeated) and the solo mission of the Soviet defence minister, Marshall Grechko.
27 Television and radio address by ÚV KSČ first secretary A. Dubček from 3 April: Calm and discipline are our basic interests. Rudé právo, 4. 4.1969, pp. 1–2.
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a mob losing control? Why were the VB
guards usually stationed there absent?
Who was responsible for withdrawing
them? In the broader context further
questions arise: Were the hockey incidents long-prepared politically with the
aim of sparking the definitive departure
of “debased” pro-reform politicians? In
whose interest was it to bring about an
internal crisis in the KSČ?
The historical literature today commonly contends that the Aeroflot incident was a provocation cooked up by
the StB.28 A key source for this claim
is the information contained in Josef
Frolík’s book Špion vypovídá (A Spy
Testifies). Of the Aeroflot case Frolík
writes: At the urging of Soviet advisors,
Josef Grösser, the Czech minister of the
interior, gave the order to Molnár to prepare an attack on some Soviet building
in Prague. The regional commander in
Ústí nad Labem and others were given
the same task. Molnár discussed this
with his loyal associates, famous for
arresting Alexander Dubček and Josef
Smrkovský [...]. A long time before the
hockey riots, for both the StB and us in
the intelligence services it was as if war
could have broken out the next day. One
standby was followed by another, the
shifts were constantly being reinforced,
and emergency plans were checked and
tested all the time. Before the critical
days, before the CSSR-USSR game in
Stockholm, all standby measures were
suddenly ended, both at the StB and at
the VB. The only exception was Bohumil
(sic) Molnár’s department. It was working on the critical evening when Aeroflot
was demolished. During the broadcast,
the overseers released several dozen of
the most loyal men and they went off,
allegedly to do an agency survey. And
then it happened. [...] It wasn’t and

isn’t a problem to find the real culprit.
If the Czechoslovak police apparatus
was allowed to and wanted to, they’d
have a couple of those hooligans from
the regional directorate of the StB.29
According to Frolík’s expanded version of the story, the young StB officers
maintained a HQ at the post office on
Jindřišská St. to which they returned
after a “successfully executed operation” before later leaving in discreetly
parked buses.
However, was it really as Josef Frolík
claims and is generally accepted?
Wasn’t it the unplanned and therefore
uncontrollable action of a mob? There
is no mention of the Aeroflot incident
in the preserved personnel file for Bohumír Molnár (though this could also
serve as proof of a successful operation).30 Former Czech interior minister
Josef Grösser also strenuously denied
involvement in the planning of an
Aeroflot provocation/attack.31
There was one fundamental problem
when it came to searches in Prague
(and elsewhere): VB officers had arrived at the spot after the shop window
was smashed and interior fittings demolished. The interior fittings were broken, as were typewriters and counting
machines. Some of the interior fittings
were burned on the pavement. It is not
possible to put a figure on the damage as
yet.32 It was not known, therefore, who
had smashed the shop window, though
it was alleged to have been the work
of a group of young people. Those who
were later arrested were incriminated
because items from the original interior of the Aeroflot were found at their
homes. For instance, a certain František
Maryška stole a model plane (which he
later returned), Oldřich Kolouch was
caught with a paperweight, a map of

Czechoslovakia and other written materials in Cyrillic (he was alleged to have
thrown a cobblestone at a neon advertising sign), and Bohumil Macho was
caught in possession of Aeroflot written
materials.
The absence of VB officers from the
Aeroflot site at the moment when the
shop window was smashed and people
began demolishing the fittings is confirmed in a preserved record of the actions of an operational officer of the
Municipal Directorate of the VB on
28/29.3.1969.33 This document recorded the radio communication between
the operational commander and the
commander of the group in the field
(referred to as EBURA I in the record),
Capt. Maroušek. At 23:57 the operational commander gave the order to
deploy. At 00:17 Maroušek reported
from the spot that he had registered
the smashed shop window at Aeroflot
and called for reinforcements. He repeated that request at 00:20, adding
that there was a fire in front of Aeroflot. Firemen were dispatched to the
scene. However, Maroušek did not
record the arrival of fresh VB officers.
He therefore repeated the request for
reinforcements at 00:36 and then between 00:40 and 00:50. At 01:05 he
again reported to the operational centre, this time requesting an ambulance
for an injured officer (with a broken
leg). The situation must have been
quite desperate for Maroušek’s people. He repeated the urgent request
for reinforcements, arguing that there
was a large number of people (he gave
a figure of 5,000) at the spot, and at
01:20 reported more injured officers
(at 01:41 an officer with a head injury
was ferried from the scene). At the
same time, he sought information as to

28 See e.g. PERNES, Jiří: Odpor československé veřejnosti proti intervenci (The opposition of the Czechoslovak public to the intervention). In: BLAŽEK, Petr
– KAMIŃSKI, Lukasz – VÉVODA, Rudolf (eds.): Polsko a Československo v roce 1968 (Poland and Czechoslovakia in 1968). Collection of papers delivered at an
international academic conference. Institute of Contemporary History–Dokořán, Prague 2006, p. 206: The participants gathered on Wenceslas Sq. in Prague and
smashed the shop window of the office of the Soviet airline Aeroflot and ransacked it. Today it is known that this was a provocation organised by pro-Soviet forces
so that they could go on the offensive; PACNER, Karel: Československo ve zvláštních službách. Pohledy do historie československých výzvědných služeb 1914–1989
(Czechoslovakia in its Own Services: Insights into the History of the Czech Intelligence Services 1914–1989). Part IV. 1961–1989. Themis, Prague 2002, p. 345: The
victory of the Czechoslovak hockey team over the Soviets at the World Championship in Stockholm was celebrated around the whole country at the end of March –
as satisfaction for the occupation. Leftists in the State Security and the intelligence service provoked the breaking of the windows at the offices of the Soviet airline
Aeroflot on Wenceslas Sq. Other comrades from the “healthy core” of the intelligence service were on standby and even received machine guns with which to patrol the
streets. The operation was organised by the minister of the interior of the Czech government, Josef Grösser. If the Russians had won, the windows were to have been
smashed as an act of revenge and rage; DOSKOČIL, Zdeněk: Duben 1969. Anatomie jednoho mocenského zvratu, p. 101, with reference to an interview with Lubomír
Štrougal (Institute of Contemporary History, 23.5.1991). Štrougal said at that time: The hockey was a clear provocation. At that time I was informed about it by
a CSR StB commander. His name was Col. (Bohumil) Říha and he said to me: This is clearly a provocation by Molnár. They organised this, and ferried them away on
buses.
29 FROLÍK, Josef: Špion vypovídá (A Spy Testifies). Orbis, Prague 1990, pp. 283–284.
30 ABS, f. Personnel files, The Personnel file of Bohumír Molnár, archive number (hereinafter only a. č.) 6849. See also ŽÁČEK, Pavel: Vzestupy a pády Bohumíra
Molnára. Kariéra generála Státní bezpečnosti. In: ČELOVSKÝ, Bořivoj (ed.): Oči a uši strany: sedm pohledů do života StB, pp. 76–117.
31 BAŠTA, Jiří: Josef Grösser – první ministr vnitra České socialistické republiky. Securitas Imperii 14, p. 293.
32 ABS, f. Secretariat of the general inspector of the Ministry of the Interior of the CSR (hereinafter only G), inv. j. 107, Information on the state of the investigation
of crimes in connection with the events of 28–29. 3.1969 in the CSR.
33 ABS, f. Supreme leadership of the VB CSR – Inspection of the HV CSR (H 2-3), inventory number (hereinafter only inv. č.) 59.
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The State Security Service (StB) created a peculiar collection of the arrested “rioters”.
Among those arrested on Wenceslas Square was also Pavel Bobek, later pop singer (left bottom).

how strong an intervention he should
make once reinforcements arrived. At
02:10 the crowd had been pushed toward Vodičkova St. (and probably to
Jindřišská St.), according to reports
reaching the centre of operations. At
02:10, he was asked whether he had
succeeded in arresting any rioters. His
answer was unequivocal: Nobody. He
said, however, that following a successful intervention the number in
front of the Aeroflot office was down
to around 200. The VB officers subsequently received an order to guard the
spot until the morning. At the same

time, Maroušek reported that in his
view four to six VB officers had been
injured.
The Interior Ministry’s investigative
units attempted to acquire film footage
of the events that occurred in Prague
on the night of 28 and 29 March 1969.
They allegedly later got their hands on
an otherwise unknown documentary
from Barrandov. However, the footage
shot at the scene by Czechoslovak Television was not preserved and was apparently destroyed.34 After the events at the
Aeroflot offices a debate raged, within
society at least, as to the responsibility

Photo: Security Services Archive

of journalists for the situation that arose
(the case is known today of the popular
Vladimír Vácha, who commentated on
the games against the USSR and was alleged to have spurred the incidents with
his words at the end of the live broadcast
from the World Championship).
The VB’s investigative section returned to the breaking of the Aeroflot
shop window in April 1972 in connection with the criminal prosecution of
RSDr. Jaroslav Litera, CSc.35 The fateful incident occurred at 23:15. There
were conclusively no VB officers at the
Aeroflot office at that time. A patrol

34 ABS, f. A 13, inv. j. 168, Material towards the investigation of a crime committed in connection with the events of 28.3.1969. See also ABS, f. Investigative
department Prague City, č.j. VV-85/12-69 (number of addition 1395/84, package 2), Prosecution of RSDr. Jaroslav Litera, CSc.
35 RSDr. Jaroslav Litera, CSc. (b. 1923), former secretary of the Municipal Committee of the KSČ Prague. In 1972 he was taken into custody and charged with
undermining the republic under § 98 paragraph 1 of the Criminal Code. He had committed a crime by describing the incident at the Aeroflot office in March 1969
and claiming that it had been set up by the StB in an article entitled Vandalism in an edition of the anti-state bulletin POKROK. The information was alleged to
have been provided by an unnamed member of the ÚV KSČ the day after the attack on the Aeroflot office. The evidence was reportedly the fact that five people
arrested by the VB were later handed over to the StB. Litera failed to substantiate this claim conclusively and the security forces rejected it from the off.
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was called when people had already
smashed up its fittings (the shop window had already been broken by an
unknown perpetrator), while in the
immediate vicinity there were an estimated 3,000 to 4,000 people. Those
responsible for destroying the glass
shop window and violently entering
the office of the Soviet airline were
not arrested. Those that the VB later
picked up (there were 15 at the station
on Krakovská St. alone) were arrested
at various places on Wenceslas Sq.
several hours later – at approximately
03:00 on 29 March 1969 (for ignoring
calls to vacate the area).
The attack on the Aeroflot office on
Wenceslas Sq. at the end of March
1969 was not the first. At around
20:00 on 25 January 1969, in connection with the funeral of Jan Palach36,
an unknown perpetrator had broken
its shop window, creating a hole of
around eight centimetres in diameter
(damage was estimated at CSK 5,000).
By March’s hockey events the culprit
had not been found. However, investigators were of the opinion that it was
an individual crime, and the Soviets
did not even protest. The search for
the perpetrator continued, albeit complicated by the fact that there were no
witnesses to the breaking of the shop
window.37
The forces of repression did achieve
some “successes” in the hunt for those
responsible for the hockey riots, for
instance in the North Bohemia Region.
An emergency unit of the VB had intervened in Ústí nad Labem on the night
of the 28 and 29 March 1969, breaking
up the crowd with nightsticks. Officers
later charged with inciting anti-Soviet
passions several people, who were allegedly responsible for setting Soviet
vehicles alight, attacking VB members, insulting the USSR, throwing
stones and mud at the Soviet garrison
and other disorderly conduct. Those
charged included Jiří Fábera, Jiří Liška,

Josef Gulyáš, Ladislav Komers, Jaroslav Kovařík, Přemysl Otto, Petr Rat
houský, Adolf Kroužek, Ladislav Anders, Juraj Ruda, Ladislav Galeja and
Štefan Grupač.38 In the course of April
1969, the names of Vladimír Hubinský,
Naděžda Marečková, Pavel Šimek and
Jiří Kabourek were added to the list of
known perpetrators of the events seen
in Ústí nad Labem.39
In Teplice, the security forces identified
Miloslav Dlouhý as one of the initiators of
the hockey events. Dlouhý was accused
of running in front of a Soviet command
building with a Czechoslovak flag, so
provoking Soviet soldiers, and insulting
intervening VB officers.40 In the course of
1969, the VB also investigated Jana Luksilová, Antonín Hromas, Jaroslav Jaroš and
Jan Suržina on suspicion of disorderly
conduct in front of the Soviet command
building and crudely insulting the USSR
and its representatives.41
In Liberec, the forces of repression
succeeded in finding two alleged perpetrators among the students at the local University of Engineering and Textiles, Pavel Dušánek and Jan Pichert. In
Litoměřice, the investigator of the district prosecutor for the basic military
service investigated Václav Bartušek
in connection with the hockey incidents.42 The regime was without question aware of and disquieted by the involvement of some ČSLA soldiers in the
rioting, which was at odds to say the
least with its declared brotherhood in
arms with the USSR. The prosecution
of soldiers who had committed such
crimes was to be uncompromising: if
involvement in anti-Soviet activities
was proven, it was a matter for the
chain of command. Such soldiers were
to be discharged (until the investigation of the case), with dismissal and
possible criminal prosecution to follow
if guilt was established.43
During the course of demonstrations
a local motor patrol of the Jaroměř VB
attempted to prevent attacks on Soviet

soldiers and buildings. At the same time,
a group dispatched from the Náchod VB
reached them and together they succeed
in forcing the demonstrators out of the
hospital grounds, where citizens began
to disperse. A group of demonstrators
then damaged a Red Army monument by
breaking a box of soil, ripping up a decorative bush, and throwing a wreath
about. In the hospital 31 window panes
were broken, while a GAZ personal car
was damaged. This along with the damage to the Red Army monument added
up to damages exceeding CSK 1,30044,
read a description of the post-hockey
incidents in Jaroměř, East Bohemia.
The investigating officers charged Michal Prokš, Jaroslav Černý, Jaroslav
Prokeš, Josef Balcar and Aleš Buna,
while Oldřich Duben, Svatopluk Pekárek, Josef Prušinovský, Josef Vopřada
and Jan Rozsypal also came under suspicion (the last named was alleged to
have tried unsuccessfully to set a Soviet GAZ vehicle alight using a burning branch). Zdeněk Adamovič, Jan
Homola, Blažek Kondera and Lubomír
Myška, who were pupils at a nine-year
elementary school, also took part in
the hockey celebrations in Jaroměř.
The events and findings in Jaroměř
and elsewhere indicate that the regime
was eventually forced to address the
question of how to evaluate the evident involvement of young people in
the hockey incidents, and how to react
adequately. The importance of this aspect of the riots is reflected in the fact
that this information appeared in a report by the commander of the VB’s investigative administration, Lieutenant
Colonel JUDr. Jaroslav Šturma, and the
chief commander of the VB, Colonel Dr.
J. Hrubý, that was addressed to Colonel
Jindřich Thon, who was the Ministry
of the Interior of the CSR’s general
inspector for the VB.45 However, the
forces of repression quickly learned
from the events of March 1969 and
adapted their strategy. In expected fu-

36 BLAŽEK, Petr – EICHLER, Patrik – JAREŠ, Jakub a kol.: Jan Palach ´69. Arts Faculty Charles University – Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes – Togga,
Prague 2009.
37 ABS, f. Investigative section Prague City Prague City, č. j. VV-85/12-69 (number of addition 1395/84, package 2), Prosecution of RSDr. Jaroslav Litera, CSc., Note
from the government of the USSR to the government of the CSSR of 1 April 1969. Reply by the CSSR to the Soviet note.
38 ABS, f. G, inv. j. 107, Information on the state of the investigation of crimes in connection with the events of 28–29. 3.1969 in the CSR.
39 ABS, f. A 10, inv. j. 199, Information on the state of the investigation of crimes in connection with the events of 28–29.3.1969 (3rd addendum).
40 ABS, f. G, inv. j. 107, Information on the state of the investigation of crimes in connection with the events of 28–29. 3.1969 in the CSR.
41 ABS, f. A 10, inv. j. 199, Information on the state of the investigation of crimes in connection with the events of 28–29.3.1969 (3rd addendum), resp. Ibid:
Addendum Information on the state of the investigation of cases of attacks on buildings used by the USSR military and organisations on the night
of 28–29.3.1969.
42 ABS, f. G, inv. j. 107, Information on the state of the investigation of crimes in connection with the events of 28–29. 3.1969 in the CSR.
43 ABS, f. A 13, inv. j. 168, Material towards the investigation of a crime committed in connection with the events of 28.3.1969.
44 ABS, f. G, inv. j. 107 Information on the state of the investigation of crimes in connection with the events of 28–29. 3.1969 in the CSR.
45 ABS, f. A 10, inv. j. 203, Note from the embassy of the USSR in connection with the damage to the facilities of the Soviet organisations Aeroflot and Inturist in
Prague.
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ture clashes (which ensued on the first
anniversary of the occupation, in August 1969) no attention was paid to the
age profile of the demonstrators.
On 21 April 1969 (after a month of intense “work”), the investigative units
of the then CSR came to the following
conclusions: Thirty persons had been
prosecuted to that date at five places in
the CSR (two in Prague, 16 in Ústí nad
Labem, three in Litoměřice, four in Teplice, two in Liberec, three in Náchod);
four persons from that list had been
prosecuted on remand (three in Ústí
nad Labem, one in Teplice). The offences committed by seven persons in
Jaroměř (of whom three were children)
were being heard as misdemeanours.
The breakdown of crimes for which the
accused were being prosecuted was as
follows: disorderly conduct (20 cases);
damaging property in socialist ownership (eight); defamation of representatives of and states in the world socialist system (seven); causing a general
menace (10); attack on a public official
(five); theft of property in socialist ownership (two); and insults between soldiers (two). The class breakdown of the
accused was as follows: workers (18);
the unemployed – given as “without
a working relation” (five); pensioners
(one); soldiers in active service (three);
students (two); and members of the
intelligentsia (one). On the basis of
screening, it was ascertained that six
of the individuals had been previously
convicted; however, that information
was not full – by the date of processing
several names lacked results from the
criminal record, while the seriousness

of previous convictions was not given.
According to the information of Czech
investigators (again without further
elaboration), five persons were being
prosecuted in the SSR by 21 April 1969,
of whom one was in custody.46
In August 1969, Prague VB investigators calculated the cost of damages
caused to Aeroflot, Inturist and the
enterprise Sady, lesy, zahradnictví
(Parks, Forests, Gardens), owner of the
decorative bushes around the monument of St. Wenceslas (which suffered
damages of CSK 48,455). They referred
to sums that had been supplied by Soviet organisations and offices and the
Administration of Services of the Diplomatic Corps in Prague; the USSR put
the figure at CSK 842,861, while also
pointing out that the looted spaces
were no longer usable. Total damages,
which the investigators themselves
finally arrived at, amounted to CSK
1,193,600.47

Conclusion
March’s hockey events served as
a warning to Communist leaders that
the civic society of spring 1968 had not
entirely died out or been extinguished
by the occupying forces. But they were
Dubček’s swan song at the head of the
KSČ. His fate had been decided, even
if an embarrassing role persecuting
the opponents of the regime arrested
during clashes in August 1969 still
awaited him.
The fact that only a thin line separated celebrations of a sporting success
and open displays of anti-Soviet sentiment could not be overlooked. People

regarded the triumph in ice hockey
as the humiliation of the main aggressor of August 1968. Hockey unleashed
a society-wide catharsis, even if only
briefly.
At the same time, however, the regime emerged from the hockey crisis with renewed strength and new
experience, along with an apparent
new dynamism. While in March 1969,
the forces of repression did not react
uniformly to so-called anti-state actions, and judged them differently, in
August 1969 the special forces created
for such an situation did not hesitate
to proceed with maximum force and
indiscriminately, even firing on demonstrators. Husák’s leadership of the KSČ
was simply not going to allow debate
in the streets.48 These kinds of scare
tactics (emergency regiments, expulsions from work or study) proved effective for the KSČ over the following 20
years.
Three ice hockey World Championships were held in Czechoslovakia
during Husák’s era: in 1972, 1978 and
1985. On every occasion the Ministry of
the Interior declared heightened security measures (the most intensive were
seen in 1972), particularly on days
when the hosts faced the USSR. Any
kind of “hockey echoes” of March 1969
was not desired.
The end of the regime in November 1989
was, however, symbolically ushered in
by a brutal attack by emergency regiments against students. In this way the
units that protected and buttressed the
Communist regime actually contributed
to its downfall.

46 ABS, f. A 10, inv. j. 199. Information on the state of the investigation of crimes in connection with the events of 28–29. 3.1969.
47 ABS, f. Investigative section Prague City, č.j. VV-85/12-69 (number of addition 1395/84, package 2). The prosecution of RSDr. Jaroslav Litera, CSc.
48 Stanislav Oborský was succinct in an editorial for Rudé právo entitled At this time when he wrote of the April 1969 reshuffle: The morning after that March night
we Communists felt our full and complete responsibility for this country. We had entered a new situation. As Comrade Husák emphasised at a meeting of the ÚV KSČ,
the gauntlet was thrown down to us that night on Wenceslas Sq. in the battle for the future direction of the republic. Could we have let on that we hadn’t seen that
gauntlet? [...] In the end we had to accept the challenge to a political fight thrown to us by the anti-socialist forces on that night in March. To pretend at that moment
that we hadn’t seen it, to limit ourselves again to warnings – that would have meant leaving the source of the new crisis untouched, avoiding the political fight, again
putting off the realisation of the thoughts of January, and perhaps even losing the trust of the people. OBORSKÝ, Stanislav: At this time. Rudé právo, 21.4.1969, p. 2.
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Ginsberg was nominated for King of May by students of the Engineering Faculty of the Czech Technical University. Here the parade is captured on Old Town Square.
photo: Miroslav Khol
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The Deportation of the King of May
Allen Ginsberg and the State Security
Petr Blažek

The U.S. poet Allen Ginsberg flew to Prague for the first time on 18 February 1965, from
Cuba. Despite turning up in Czechoslovakia completely unplanned, he made a very deep
impression.
The American poet had been invited
to spend a month in Cuba as an esteemed juror in a literary competition
organised by the Havana government
foundation Casa de las Americans.1
His initial naïve enthusiasm for the “island of freedom”, which had from the
start of the 1960s attracted the Western intellectual left, rapidly turned to
disillusionment and eventually concluded in his deportation. Ginsberg later offered various reasons in different
interviews as to why; he was uncomplimentary about the policies of the governing party in public several times,
suggested that the revolutionary government legalise marijuana, maintained intimate relations with a young
Cuban man, assessed the sex appeal of
Che Guevara and vocally stood up for
local gays, who Fidel Castro and his
comrades were then sending to work
camps en masse.
One morning at the end of my stay I was
in my hotel room, when it was suddenly entered by three mute soldiers in
olive-coloured uniforms and an official. He
said that he was the head of the immigration authority, that I should pack my bags,
and that I would be deported on the first
plane, to Prague, Ginsberg later recalled
of the last occasion he woke up in Cuba.2

Exploration of the Socialist universe
For the American, Prague’s Ruzyně airport, where he arrived in February in
1
2
3
4

5

tennis shoes, was originally only meant
as a stopover to catch a connecting
flight on his way back to his country, to
which there were then no direct flights
due to the blockade. And while he was
waiting for the flight from Prague to
New York, he remembered that he had
two acquaintances in Prague. He called

The second acquaintance was the poet
and translator Jan Zábrana, who had
introduced Ginsberg’s work to Czechoslovakia. The first verses of his famous
work Howl had appeared in his excellent translation in 1959, when they
were published in the review Světová
literatura (World Literature).4

Allen Ginsberg (1926–1997)
Ginsberg was born in Newark, New Jersey into the left-oriented family of an
American high school teacher and a Russian Jewish immigrant. He studied at
Columbia University, from where he was expelled for repeated theft and drug
use. He went through many different jobs and was highly non-conformist.
Along with William Burroughs, Jack Kerouac and Lawrence Ferlinghetti he
was one of the leading figures of the beat generation. In October 1955, he produced the poem Howl, which made him famous. After its publication in 1956
the authorities seized many copies on obscenity grounds. Ginsberg (as its
author) and Ferlinghetti (as its publisher) were arraigned; they won the court
case and the book was allowed to be published again in 1957. Ginsberg became a genuinely successful writer. He travelled many countries and took an
interest in Zen Buddhism. At the end of the 1960s he expressed kinship with
the hippy movement and became active in the gay rights sphere. In 1974, he
cofounded the Jack Kerouac School of Disembodied Poetics, where he taught.
He died of liver cancer.
one of them. His acquaintance thought
the poet was phoning him from New
York. The poet set him straight. He then
spent the night in the company of his
two Prague friends and in the morning
decided to extend his Prague stay indefinitely, his first acquaintance, wrote the
novelist Josef Škvorecký, describing the
circumstances of Ginsberg’s arrival in
Prague.3

The following day Josef Škvorecký
brought his unexpected guest to the
offices of the Union of Czechoslovak
Writers and helped him make his stay
legal. The union provided the poet with
a two-week work grant.5
Ginsberg’s decision to stay in Czechoslovakia was made easier by the fact
that he was able to get paid. Alongside
money for poems published in Světová

LASS, Andrew: Allen Ginsberg – The King of May. Analogon, no. 30 (2000), p. 37.
YOUNG, Allen: Interview s Allenem Ginsbergem pro Gay Sunshine (Interview with Allen Ginsberg for Gay Sunshine). Votobia, Olomouc 1996, pp. 112–113.
ŠKVORECKÝ, Josef: Hlas z Ameriky (A Voice from America). Sixty-Eight Publishers Corp., Toronto 1990, p. 83.
“American Bohemia”, an extensive study by the literary critic Igor Hájek, appeared in the same issue, as did examples of work by other beats. Comparative
Bibliography of the Translations of Jan Zábrana, published in the book ZÁBRANA, Jan: Potkat básníka. Eseje a úvahy (To Meet a Poet: Essays and Considerations).
Odeon, Prague 1989, pp. 436–481.
MONÍK, Josef: The King of May. Mladá fronta, Víkend supplement, no. 17 (29.4.1990), p. 4.
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This caricature of Allen Ginsberg appeared in an April 1965 edition of the weekly Literární noviny (Literary News).
Source: Archive of the author

literatura, this mainly concerned fees
for programmes of his poetry that were
put on at the popular Poetická vinárna Viola (Poetic Wine Bar Viola) on
Prague’s Národní St.6
It was quite a lot of money – enough to
allow me to accept for two weeks the
hospitality of the Writers’ Union and still
have enough cash to pay for a room for
another two weeks at the very elegant
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14

Hotel Ambassador, on that big street
[Wenceslas Sq.], Ginsberg recalled 30
years later.7
Ginsberg spent most evenings at the
Viola, where a blown-up portrait of
him and Peter Orlowsky hung on
the wall.8 For the young drinkers his
presence there was nothing short of
a vision. When the 19-year-old poet
Vladimíra Čerepková first spotted him

she shouted in surprise: Good lord,
today every layabout looks like Allen
Ginsberg. 9
The director Pavel Juráček described
the legendary appearance of Ginsberg
at the Viola in his diary. He said that it
appeared that the end of the world was
nigh at the wine bar: Laděna Čerepková
had a hysterical fit and Ginsberg was
surrounded by a pack of 17-year-old and
older Czech beatniks ready to serve and
worship him day and night for the entirety of his stay in Prague. The Viola became a virtual chapel for a lot of people
at that time. I saw Ginsberg there every
night. I didn’t like him. He drank a lot
and was very dirty. 10
At the Viola Ginsberg also met Václav
Hrabě, the most distinctive representative of the Czech form of the beat generation. Along with Ludvík Hess and
Emil Machálek, he conducted an interview with Ginsberg and wrote a report about his reading for the student
magazine Divoké víno (Wild Wine). It
was the last text he was to be involved
in. After getting home on 5 March 1965
he tried to heat his flat using, as was
his habit, a gas oven. When he fell
asleep the flame went out. The poet, 24,
died in his sleep of carbon monoxide
poisoning.11
It was at the same venue that at the start
of February 1965 Ginsberg met Andrew
Lass, the son of an American communist
who had along with his whole family applied for political asylum in Czechoslovakia at the start of the 1950s.12 In the
following weeks, Lass, who unlike the
vast majority of young people in Prague
spoke English, became Ginsberg’s chief
guide to the city. We visited the Bethlehem Chapel, the Náprstek Museum, the
Club of Writers, and even the pub At the
Two Cats, which was the haunt of a group
of Prague beatnik poets.13
Ginsberg held several public readings
and discussions, mainly reciting at the
Viola.14 He also twice visited Libeň’s Poetry Club, where he met young poets

The main credit for popularising Ginsberg’s poetry at Viola (where Radim Vašinka was among those who recited them from Jan Zábrana’s translation
manuscripts) belonged to the bar’s manager Jiří Ostermann. For more see MÜLLEROVÁ, Veronika: Ostermannova Viola (Ostermann’s Viola). Kotnov, Tábor 2008.
LASS, Andrew: Allen Ginsberg – The King of May, p. 41.
MILES, Barry: Ginsberg. A Biography. Harper Perennial, New York 1990, p. 354.
MONÍK, Josef: The King of May, p. 5.
JURÁČEK, Pavel: Deník (1959–1974) (Diary (1959–1974)). National Film Archive, Prague 2003, p. 436.
Václav Hrabě and Co.: Allen Ginsberg. In: Iniciály, year 1, issue 1 (1990), pp. 12–13.
According to the documents of the State Security (StB, secret police), Herberg Lass became director of the Prague branch of the American organisation CARR.
After the processing of his asylum application, Lass worked as an editor at Czechoslovak Radio. He was surveilled by the secret police until the 1950s on
suspicion of espionage. ABS (Security Services Archive), collection of documents (hereinafter only f.) MV-KR (Ministry of the Interior-Regional Directorate),
archive file no. 591839 MV (Ministry of the Interior), extract from archive file 16706 MV, evidential file, Herbert Lass, 4.5.1965. In 1973 Herbert Lass’ family were
expelled from Czechoslovakia. His son Andrew Lass later became a professor of cultural anthropology in the U.S.
LASS, Andrew: Allen Ginsberg – The King of May, p. 37.
Cf. Ginsberg at the Viola. Previously unpublished excerpts from the poet’s lost diary. Mladá fronta, Víkend supplement, 25.9.1993, p. 5.
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from the circle around Divoké víno. He
also attended a meeting at the Divadlo
S. K. Neumanna theatre. Ludvík Hess
recalled that on that occasion an unusual autograph session took place; one
of his admirers asked him to sign The
Communist Manifesto. Ginsberg crossed
out the names of Marx and Engels and
signed his own name as author.15
Some gatherings were greatly improvised. In March 1965 one such meeting took place at the well-known pub
U Fleků, where according to a secret
police record, over 50 young artists and
university students chanted long live
Ginsberg, etc.16
The greatest stir was caused by his appearance at the Arts Faculty at Charles
University, which was attended by several hundred people, predominantly
students. Ginsberg recited his poems
in English and Jan Zábrana then read
the Czech translations.17
At the start of March 1965, Ginsberg
visited the Union of Slovak Writers in
Bratislava, where he gave a recital at
the Divadlo poezie theatre.18
During his sojourn in Czechoslovakia, Ginsberg wrote a number of new
poems. One of them was published
in Literární noviny in a translation by
Zábrana alongside an article by Igor
Hájek on his stay.19
The poet also continued writing in a diary that he had brought from Cuba.20 In
it he made a record of his observations
on the Communist regime, conversations, bar visits and erotic encounters.
The notebook, which was confiscated
by the secret police, became the key
evidence during his deportation from
Czechoslovakia and his denigration in
the country’s press.
However, Ginsberg was at least temporarily celebrated in the press.21 On
3 March 1965, a report on his stay appeared in Rudé právo. Its author made
reference to the American guest’s travel
plans: He came to acquaint himself with
our reality and he says that from here he
will continue his exploration of the Socialist universe with a visit to Moscow.22

Pavel Beran, a young poet from the circle around the magazine Divoké víno (Wild Wine), also met Ginsberg at the Viola.
This photo was taken at the start of May 1965 by members of the secret police while monitoring the two on Wenceslas Sq.
Ginsberg acquired the picture from the archive of the Ministry of the Interior during a visit to the Prague in the 1990s.
Photo: Allen Ginsberg Estate

From a summary Interior Ministry report
on Allen Ginsberg’s stay in Czechoslovakia
During GINSBERG’S stay in the CSSR we have acquired his diary, which
A. GINSBERG recognised and confirmed for the record that he had recognised. […] Several snippets of the diary characterise his political views:
“Czech Communism with its bureaucrats above and its secret trials. Terror
like in Cuba, only better masked. All the capitalist myths about Communism
are true. I’ve started to feel that Communism is a big brake everywhere. They
whisper everywhere. J. is always unconsciously looking around in pubs to
see who’s sitting there and whether or not they can hear… People in Czecho
slovakia aren’t afraid to speak openly if they know you. They criticize the
government sharply. I had a meeting with the poet HOLAN, a big man. He
says he believes in a rebirth. You can always trust somebody in a police
state… I met Mr. SCHMIDT. This regime is… everybody has to have a stamp
saying they’re employed… it’s so incredibly stupid it’s tragic. Infiltrate the
party?… They’ve been a secret organisation for 50 years. They know all
the tricks. But everything is slowly changing. Samples of everything to be
printed are sent by messengers to the censors at the HSTD [Interior Ministry censorship dept.]. Private printing is punishable by prison. Everything
must be officially approved… Neruda would be like NOVOMESKÝ here in
the 1950s.” The diary’s subtext characterises his anti-Communist leanings.
ABS, f. A 9, inv. jedn. (inventory unit) 774, Report on Allen Ginsberg’s stay in Czechoslovakia, 13.5.1965.

15
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19
20
21

HESS, Ludvík: Mluvil jsem s Allenem Ginsbergem, http://www.divokevino.cz/0403/index.php (verified 25.4.2011).
ABS, f. A 9, arch. jedn. (archival unit) 243, preliminary report on the May Day celebrations and the King of May, 4.5.1965.
HÁJEK, Igor: From Bradbury’s World. Literární noviny, year 14, č. 12 (20.3.1965), p. 8.
POLÁČKOVÁ, K.: A. Ginsberg discovers the CSSR. Svobodné slovo, 21.3.1965, p. 4.
Cf. GINSBERG, Allen: Labutí jezero (Swan Lake). Literární noviny, year 14, č. 12 (20.3.1965), p. 8.
ABS, f. MV-KR, archive file no. 591839 MV, Police record of questioning of Allen Ginsberg, 5.5.1965.
Cf. KLINGENBERG, E.: Ginsberg’s Czech Expulsion. In: HYDE, Lewis (ed.): On the Poetry of Allen Ginsberg. The University of Michigan Press, Michigan 1984,
pp. 240–243.
22 At a meeting with Allen Ginsberg. Rudé právo, 3.3.1965.
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Ginsberg left for the Soviet Union on
19 March 1965, having bought a return
train ticket and booked a room at Moscow’s Inturist hotel. He travelled as an
ordinary tourist.23 He met a number of
Russian writers in the city: When I arrived there I first met Achmatova, Yevtushenko and Voznesensky.[…] At the
Union of Writers, I saw Mrs. Mandelstam
along with Lily Brik descending a huge
staircase. It was after the rehabilitation
of a painter that Stalin had had killed.
I also met Eugenia Ginzburg […] and
I saw Konstantin Simonov, and otherwise enjoyed a few weeks there on my
own. Then I went to Warsaw for a month
and to Krakow for about a week. Then
because of my ticket I returned to
Prague, where I wanted to book a ticket
to London and New York. I went back to
Prague expecting to stay for a few days,
see some friends and then leave.24
Ginsberg returned to Czechoslovakia
by train on 29 April 1965.25 He stayed
at the Hotel Merkur at Prague’s Tišnov,
where he waited for a plane to London.
It was there on 1 May 1965 that a delegation of students knocked on the door
of his room and offered to make him
a candidate for King of May.26

Breaking the tradition
At the end of April 1965 preparations
were well underway for a student
celebration that was due to take place
in Prague for the first time in nine long
years.27
The fact that the authorities allowed
the King of May to be held again symbolised at the general level a cautious
change on their part towards young
people. A new generation that knew
no other regime than communism was
loudly reaching adulthood. The power
structure also faced a period of marked
23
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pressure from other social classes in
connection with the difficult economic
situation, the unresolved legacy of the
1950s and stasis in the composition of
the Communist Party’s leadership.28
The pressure coming from the new
generation is clearly apparent in the
concrete reasons that the King of May

sive measures were frequently carried
out.29
In a report by the party first secretary,
Antonín Novotný, the Petřín disturbances
that around 1,000 young people took
part in on 1 May 1962 were placed in
comparison to similar [student] provocations in 1956.30

First page of a report by the first secretary of the
Communist Party, Antonín Novotný, on disturbances at
Petřín in the years 1962–1964.
Source: National Archive

As in 1956, the students prepared a number of witty signs
and costumes.
Photo: National Archive

was permitted, with the main one being an attempt to bring to an end the
tradition of unofficial 1 May gatherings at Petřín. From 1962 young people
had been gathering every May Day at
its statue of Karel Hynek Mácha, in
the evenings drinking, singing and
chanting anti-regime slogans; some
participants also engaged in hooligan
behaviour. As a consequence, repres-

In 1962, 17 students were expelled from
university while 10 were suspended for
a year in connection with the Petřín interventions. On 14 July 1962, 14 young
people were handed suspended sentences of several months at a Prague
district court for causing disturbances,
incitement and defamation.31
The following year, from 30 April to
2 May 1963, a state of standby for both

ABS, f. A 9, inv. jedn. 243, Preliminary report on the May Day celebrations and the King of May, 4.5.1965.
LASS, Andrew: Allen Ginsberg – The King of May, pp. 41–42.
ABS, f. A 9, inv. jedn. 243, Preliminary report on the May Day celebrations and the King of May, 4.5.1965.
LASS, Andrew: Allen Ginsberg – The King of May, pp. 41–42.
For more on the King of May tradition in Czechoslovakia see SVATOŠ, Michal: Student Kings of May of the 1960s. In: DENEMARKOVÁ, Radka (ed.): Zlatá
šedesátá – česká literatura a společnost v letech tání, kolotání a … zklamání (Golden Sixties – Czech Literature and Society in a Period of Thaw, Gyration and…
Disappointment). Materials from a conference held by the Institute of Czech Literature AS CR 16–18 June 1999. Institute of Czech Literature AS CR, Prague 2000,
pp. 92–102; SVATOŠ, Michal: History of Student King of May. In: Dějiny a současnost, year 23, issue 2 (2001), pp. 22–26.
Cf. the young people’s questions on various levels of the power apparatus in the mid 1960s in the books OTÁHAL, Milan: Studenti a komunistická moc v českých
zemích 1968–1989 (Students and Communist Power in the Czech Lands 1968–1989). Dokořán, Pargue 2003, p. 13–17; PAŽOUT, Jaroslav: Mocným navzdory.
Studentské hnutí v šedesátých letech 20. století (Powerful Nonetheless: The Student Movement in the 1960s). Prostor, Prague 2008, p. 75–80; POSPÍŠIL, Filip –
BLAŽEK, Petr: „Vraťte nám vlasy!“ První máničky, vlasatci a hippies v komunistickém Československu (“Give Us Back Our Hair!” The First Longhairs and Hippies in
Communist Czechoslovakia). Academia, Prague 2010, pp. 131–195.
Cf. SVATOŠ, Michal: Studentský majáles roku 1965 aneb Allen Ginsberg Králem majálesu (The 1965 Student King of May, or Allen Ginsberg Becomes King of
May). In: ZILYNSKÁ, Blanka – SVOBODNÝ, Petr (eds.): Czech Scholarsip and the Prague Spring (1963–1970). Conference collection 22–23.11.2000. Nakladatelství
Karolinum, Prague 2001, pp. 366–367.
National Archive (hereinafter NA), f. Antonín Novotný, inv. jedn. 600, Student Provocations of 1 May 1962 – report of 24.8.1962. The cited assessment and
reference to the 1956 King of May arose from the fact that the majority of young people had gone to Petřín in connection with a beauty contest put on by Arts
Faculty students. For more on the student movement in 1956 see MATTHEWS, John P. C.: Majáles 1956. Nevydařená revolta československých studentů (King of
May 1956: An Unsuccessful Revolt by Czech Students). Prius, Brno 2000.
NA, f. Antonín Novotný, inv. jedn. 600, Student Provocations of 1 May 1962 – report of 24.8.1962.
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the security forces and functionaries of
the Czechoslovak Union of Youth was
declared on the orders of the leadership of the Communist Party. In order
to head off a repeat gathering at Petřín,
the Union of Youth organised a programme that featured live pop bands
at the Julius Fučík Park of Culture and
Leisure.
Despite these steps, around 1,500
people went to Petřín on the evening
of 1 May 1963. The outcome was
similar to that of the previous year.
Thirty-five were detained during an
intervention that this time was led
by uniformed Public Security (VB, police) men, members of the VB’s auxiliary guard and Union of Youth functionaries.32
Despite various preventative measures, there were more disturbances
at Petřín on 1 May 1964. Because the
young people were driven out of the
park by the security forces, there were
clashes there and in the vicinity. There
was even an effort to march in protest
on Prague Castle, with several hundred setting of for there from Újezd. In
the end, the participants crossed the
bridge to the other side of the Vltava
and gathered at the National Theatre,
from where they continued in the direction of Spálená St.
At the nearby Perštýn, members of
the police moved in with the aim of
dispersing the march of several hundred people. However, they did not
succeed and there was a spontaneous demonstration on Wenceslas Sq.
after 10 PM: Here the disturbances
continued with shouting, whistling,
threats to public order and jeering at
members of the VB. Only after another intervention, during which the VB
made forceful use of nightsticks, was
the centre of the city cleared. In all,
85 people were detained during the
evening, some of whom were convicted in July 1965 (some received jail
terms).33
From the point of view of the Communist leadership, the official holding of
the King of May in 1965 was chiefly
intended to break the three-year tradition of costly repressive interven-

May Day celebrations, 1965.

tions linked to the Petřín disturbances,
which Western radio stations regularly
reported on.34
Another reason was offered by Col.
Bohumil Říha, commander of the
Regional Directorate of the Interior
Ministry in Prague, who had been
charged with leading a security team
set up in connection with the May
Day celebrations: I am preparing security measures for this year’s cele-

Photo: National Archive

brations. A lot of attention has been
devoted to 1 May, chiefly because it is
the 20th anniversary of the liberation of
Czechoslovakia by the Soviet army.35

The search for a candidate
For many students, the King of May offered not only a chance to have fun but
also a welcome opportunity to express
their political views by means of a provocative jape. Despite the fact that

32 ABS, f. A 2/2, inv. jedn. 238, Slogans chanted by hooligans at Petřín on the evening of 1 May 1963; NA, f. Antonín Novotný, inv. jedn. 600, State of the
investigation of the disturbances at the statute of K. H. Mácha until 7.5.1963.
33 Ibid., inv. jedn. 612, Report on the disturbances that took place on the evening of 1.5.1964.
34 Two extensive operations by the Regional Administration of the Interior Ministry in Prague against defective individuals helped in this respect, seeing 883
people detained. Fifty-five were remanded while 11 received punishments and 646 crimes were examined. ABS, f. A 9, inv. jedn. 243, Preliminary report on the
May Day celebrations and the King of May, 4.5.1965.
35 Ibid.
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various authorities36 watched the pre
parations closely, the main organisational work – and naturally the choice
of candidates for the King of May at
individual universities – was taken on
by students themselves.37
Most credit for the fact that Allen Ginsberg became a candidate for the King
of May belongs to the writer Josef Škvorecký. On 30 April 1965 students of
the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering at the Czech Technical University
in Prague had asked Škvorecký if he
would stand; their original candidate,
the actress Jiřina Bohdalová, had
changed her mind about participating
at the last minute, so they had to find
a substitute quickly.38
According to one of the leading figures
in the student movement, Jiří Müller,
they were looking for somebody provocative.39 At the Czech Technical University a radical group of students had at
that time formed around the magazine
Buchar, on the pages of which Müller
had called in the spring 1964 article The
Party and Us for the breaking down of
the tutelary relationship of the Communist Party to youth organisations.40
The article was picked up on by Interior
Ministry’s censors, who immediately,
on 22 April 1964, sent a note with an appropriate comment to Interior Minister
Lubomír Štrougal and the chairman of
the Central Committee of the Communist Party, Vladimír Koucký. The letter
to Štrougal later reached the first secretary of the Central Committee, Antonín
Novotný.41
Škvorecký turned down participation
in the King of May as he had the flu,
but he promised to find somebody suitable by the following day. The students
met him again on the morning of 1 May
1965, when he offered the name Allen
Ginsberg, with whom he had arranged
everything by phone.42
Ginsberg had already known about
the King of May before he got Škvorec

May Day celebrations, 1965.

ký’s call. On Na Příkopě St. on 30 April
1965 he ran into an acquaintance from
his first sojourn in Prague, the editor
and poet Vladimír Kafka, who spoke enthusiastically about the planned student
celebration and even gave him a ticket
to the Julius Fučík Park of Culture and

Photo: National Archive

Leisure, where the election of the King
of May was to take place.43
Students Jiří Müller and Karel Kovanda
visited Ginsberg at the Hotel Merkur
on the morning of 1 May 1965.44 So we
knocked on the door of the hotel, we
entered – and Ginsberg. We saw a bed,

36 For more on preparations for the Prague King of May see SVATOŠ, Michal: Studentský majáles roku 1965 aneb Allen Ginsberg Králem majálesu. In: ZILYNSKÁ,
Blanka – SVOBODNÝ, Petr (eds.): Czech Scholarship and the Prague Spring (1963–1970). Conference collection 22–23.11.2000. Nakladatelství Karolinum, Prague
2001, pp. 367–368.
37 PAŽOUT, Jaroslav: Mocným navzdory. Studentské hnutí v šedesátých letech 20. Století. Prostor, Prague 2008, p. 84.
38 ABS, f. MV-KR, archive file č. 591839 MV, Record of a meeting with a confidant who provided a report on the entire situation before the election of the King of
May and a conversation with Ginsberg at the Hlávkova students dorms, 5.5.1965.
39 Interview by Pavel Urbášek with Jiří Müller, May – June 2004. In: VANĚK, Pavel – URBÁŠEK, Pavel (eds.): Vítězové? Poražení? Životopisná interview. 1. díl. Disent
v období tzv. normalizace (Victors? The Defeated? Biographical Interviews. Part 1. Dissent in the Period of so-called Normalisation), Prostor, Prague 2005, p. 579.
40 PAŽOUT, Jaroslav: Mocným navzdory. Studentské hnutí v šedesátých letech 20. století. Prostor, Prague 2008, pp. 87–88.
41 NA, f. Antonín Novotný, inv. jedn. 610, Report of the Interior Ministry’s HSTD censorship department on the diffusion of the student magazine Buchar at the
Fakulty of Mechanical Engineering at the Czech Technical University in Prague, 22.4.1964.
42 ABS, f. MV-KR, archive file č. 591839 MV, Record of a meeting with a confidant who provided a report on the entire situation before the election of the King of
May and a conversation with Ginsberg at the Hlávkova students dorms, 5.5.1965.
43 ABS, f. MV-KR, archive file č. 591839 MV, Report on questioning of Vladimír Kafka, 5.5.1965.
44 Interview by Pavel Urbášek with Jiří Müller, May – June 2004, pp. 579–580.
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Slogans chanted by students on the King of May parade
We won’t let anybody tell us what to do!
Give us freedom, we’re the fifth wheel on the carriage
Soviet hermit, our model
All slogans were pre-approved. We agree with them all
With Antonín for eternity
Every other day an educational reform until 1970
Whoever doesn’t go with us will have a heart attack
Long live Gizberg [!], Gizberg [!], our guru
Long live our Emperor [paraphrase on an allegorical spectacle]
Down with corn, cultivate rice
Don’t smack us in the mouth, long live Ubu Roi [this rhymes in Czech]
Long live Servit. They’re all asses [a jeer at a Law Faculty professor]
Eat Russian eggs – the eggs of our friends [Technical and Medical Faculties]
We were here before the memorial, we’ll be here after it [Arts Faculty]
Forward to the left, forward to the left, left perversion, right perversion,
golden middle way [sung by a group of 50 students, walking backwards, at the Arts Faculty]
First page of the final StB secret police report on Allen
Ginsberg’s stay. 
Source: Security Services Archive

a bed full of duvets, so we said a few
words and the duvets went flying and
beneath lay Ginsberg, with his tennis shoes on, dressed, and with great
pleasure he agreed, Müller recalled of
the quick negotiation.45

If you want to reach pension age earlier, eat at the canteen [most faculties; this
rhymes in Czech]

With red China we will defeat evil imperialists
In the interests of operation, we’re the fifth wheel on the carriage [this rhymes in
Czech]

They permitted the King of May because we were good [this rhymes in Czech;
feedback from the pavement]

Bravo, bravo, what will they say tomorrow in Rudé právo
Better a stupid system than the need to think [this rhymes in Czech]

An expression of proletarian
internationalism

We want to get involved and we mean that seriously

There was huge public interest in the
King of May, partly because 1 May
fell on a Saturday that year. In addition, some participants were returning home from an official parade on
Wenceslas Square that morning that
had been attended by 400,000 people.46 Following a prepared schedule,
students first met near their particular universities: technical students
gathered in Dejvice and on Charles
Bridge, economics students in Žižkov,
art and humanities students at Alšovo
náměstí. From those spots they made
their way to Old Town Sq.47 A joint parade started there at 15:30 and took
over 90 minutes to reach the Julius
Fučík Park of Culture and Leisure,
where the main programme was set to
take place.48

We greet the Public Security – and the non-public

Long live the enemies of students [directed at the VB]
We greet all highly positioned comrades [in front of the Prague 7 District Committee of the
Communist Party, to a group of comrades on a balcony]

Finally birth control in the CSSR [in response to posters for contraceptives; this was
condemned by some spectators]

Renew the first night right
In connection with the election of the King of May the following chants were heard:

Vote Stella Zázvorková
We want Sedláček, long live Sedláček
Long live the little Czech man
The enormous euphoria, release and
joy that the prankster-like parade
– full of signs that were witty and
had double meanings, along with allegorical vehicles – evoked in both
the participants and the estimated
150,000 spectators can be seen in

the preserved photographs49 and
film footage.50 The slogans that were
chanted met with a great reception,
provoking peals of laughter.51 Neither
the uniformed nor undercover members of the security forces dared to
intervene and merely monitored the

45
46
47
48
49

Ibid.
(lh): Twenty years of struggle and work in the creation of a Socialist republic. Up to 400,000 participants in joyful parade in capital. In: Rudé právo, 2.5.1965, p. 1.
SVATOŠ, Michal: Studentský majáles roku 1965 aneb Allen Ginsberg Králem majálesu, p. 368.
Student King of May. Rudé právo, 2.5.1965, p. 2.
Some appeared in a period Interior Ministry report that featured in the catalogue of the exhbition On the (Beat) Road held at Prague’s Lucerna on 22–24.4.1965.
SRP, Karel: Ginsberg králem majáles, výraz proletářského internacionalismu (Ginsberg King of May, an Expression of Proletarian Internationalism). Artfórum –
Jazzová sekce, Prague 1998.
50 FAMU students shot a documentary about the 1965 King of May.
51 Cf. the list of slogans chanted that appear in the box. The comments in brackets are transcribed word for word. They are part of a report that Col. Bohumil Říha,
commander of the Regional Administration of the Interior Ministry in Prague, sent to Col. Jan Záruba, first deputy interior minister. The report states that the
list “does not contain slogans that were on signs. Those slogans were photographed and that photo-documentation was sent with a report on the course of the
King of May.” ABS, f. A 9, arch. jedn. 243, Preliminary report on the May Day celebrations and the King of May, 4.5.1965.
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Allen Ginsberg shortly after being elected King of May. 

situation, leading some participants
to suddenly feel like they were living
in a different country.52
The American poet rode with the parade in a vintage car that the students
had sent to the hotel to pick him up.53
Some students walked in front of the
vehicle bearing a banner reading Ginsberg for King of May, an expression of
proletariat internationalism. The hirsute candidate wore a shiny crown and
colourful beads. On the route he sang
Buddhist mantras and, in front of the
building where Frank Kafka had written The Trial, delivered a short speech in
which he dedicated the glory of his royal
crown to the writer.54
When Ginsberg finally arrived at the
park where the election took place he
was in total shock: I expected to find
a small King of May celebration with
a few hundred or a thousand skinny, badly dressed students at the park – instead
52
53
54
55
56

Photo: Miroslav Khol

there was a sea of faces. […] There was
a covered stage for rock concerts. Everybody had to go up to the mic and deliver
an agitprop speech. […] When I was at
the mic, I couldn’t speak Czech at all so
I solved the problem by singing Om shri
mantraja, Om shri mantraja, the whole
time when it was my turn, maybe four
minutes. Om shri mantraja is a mantra
for future enlightenment, or of the future
Buddha, the majfraja Buddha, the Buddha of the future generation, which, in
my view, suited the situation perfectly.
A society that was slowly thawing and
moving in the direction of some kind of
open thinking…55
In video recordings from that day, as
Ginsberg jingles some cymbals and
sings Buddhist mantras he is also
seen repeating the line Long live the
King of May in Czech. The rules stated
that whoever got the loudest reaction
from spectators became the king. To

that end, a large meter was attached
to the microphone on stage. Andrew
Lass said that the meter was actually
operated by two students at the back of
the podium who manipulated it according to the wishes of the organisers.
He later explained that to a surprised
friend who had to then been convinced
that it was a genuine instrument for
measuring sound: After 11 years I’ve got
to tell you that when you appeared they
said ‘Ginsberg’ in the back and, frrrrrrrrrrrrrr, the sound-level meter shot up and
you became the King of May.56
While still on the stage, Ginsberg became the “victim” of a student jape
and was forcefully ejected from the
throne by František Sedláček, an
opposing candidate from the Czech
Technical University’s Construction
Faculty. The evening programme at
Výstaviště in Holešovice culminated
in a rock concert, during which there

SVATOŠ, Michal: Studentský majáles roku 1965 aneb Allen Ginsberg Králem majálesu, p. 368.
ABS, f. A 9, arch. jedn. 243, Preliminary report on the May Day celebrations and the King of May, 4.5.1965.
LASS, Andrew: Allen Ginsberg – The King of May, p. 42.
Ibid., p. 43.
Ibid., p. 44.
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was one marked disturbance. Because
of problems with the sound system,
the gaps between acts were twice as
long as they should have been, leading
to tensions among the 5,000 dissatisfied fans. The situation culminated in
fights in the audience and the mass
destruction of chairs, which the young
people pointedly threw onto one pile.57

Nocturnal discussion
After midnight, a group of students
and Ginsberg went to the Hlávková
dorms, where a get-together had been
organised in a club. For two hours, the
newly elected King of May answered
a plethora of questions from students.58
The discussion began with the question of how the invited guest assessed
the morning (May Day) and afternoon
(King of May) parades. Ginsberg replied that the morning one was more
colourful and varied, but the afternoon
one was real life.59 Other questions
touched on the situation in Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union. When
somebody asked Ginsberg if there
was freedom in the former, he offered
a comparison: In the West, I can say
what I think. When I’m in Prague I have
to think about what I want to say, and
when I was in Moscow I didn’t speak at
all! Another student asked for Ginsberg’s view of the cult of personality.
He replied laconically that 20 million
dead in the Soviet Union spoke for the
cult of personality. The American also
spoke with admiration about Yevgeny
Yevtushenko and Andrei Voznesensky, whom he even described as the
greatest Soviet poet. The students
themselves spoke for a long time, explaining to Ginsberg their difficulties
in winning respect for their rights. In
answer to a direct question, the poet
explained why he was not a Marxist:
Marxism and its results in the political
sphere mean only cruel spiritual terror

that limits people; it is based on limiting people, because they can then be
easily led like lambs. At the end of the
discussion, Ginsberg returned to the
King of May and declared that it was
for him a spectacle like nothing he’d
seen – a combination of the political
courage to protest and to organise
the entire environment with maximum
eroticism.60
Around 30 people took part in the
gathering on the ground floor of the
Hlávková student dorms, among them
Müller, Karel Kovanda and Andrew
Lass.61 There were also two unknown
persons present who at Výstaviště
had offered to give Ginsberg and his
entourage a ride, saying they were
big fans of the poet’s. One of them
spoke a little English and the second
only Czech. Some students were concerned that they might be secret police agents, a fear which dissipated
when the two did not take part in the
meeting and allowed it to flow freely.
Ginsberg ended up spending two days
at the dorms.62
The poet first came into open conflict
with the security apparatus on 3 May
1965. According to a report written by
1st Lt. Bouda of the Emergency Unit of
the Municipal Directorate of the VB,
while on a patrol he saw walking on the
pavement a man who was staggering
and rapping on two hubcaps, which he
accompanied by singing. The man attracted my attention thanks to his beard
and long hair. In view of the fact that he
was causing a public scandal and was in
a state of inebriation, I saw fit to check
this unknown man’s papers.63
Because Ginsberg did not produce any
papers when challenged and a group
of passers-by had begun to congregate,
1st Lt. Bouda wanted to take him to
a drunk tank in Prague 2 in order to establish his identity. According to his report, at that point an unnamed officer

of the Interior Ministry (who by all accounts had come with Ginsberg from
the Viola) approached the vehicle and
asked the patrol to leave the detained
in the drunk tank until morning. However, there he was refused admission,
as the doctors said his was not a case
of deep inebriation. In the end the patrol took Ginsberg to the Hotel Merkur
where his identity was confirmed, leaving him to his fate.64
1st Lt. Bouda’s report appears in a recently discovered secret service file in
which StB officers had entered documents on Ginsberg’s stay in Czechoslovakia. These documents make it possible to reconstruct the approach of the
repressive apparatus that led to the
American’s deportation from Czechoslovakia, above all making it clear that
StB agents began targetting Ginsberg
just a few hours after he became the
King of May.65
It is unfortunately not clear from the
preserved documents when exactly
they took the decision to take action
against Ginsberg. It is possible that
it was spurred by the displeasure of
Central Committee secretary Vladimír
Koucký, who had been present at the
Julius Fučík Park of Culture and Leisure
with Čestmír Císař, the minister of education and culture. Some witnesses said
Koucký had been shocked by the American poet’s appearance, or that he had
been offended by the fact Ginsberg had
not turned up to a meeting to which he
had invited him.66
The whole affair illustrates quite well
the two-sided approach of the authorities to a series of different questions in
this era. Permitting the King of May in
1965 after several years was unquestionably proof of the liberalisation of
the regime and an expression of “the
summer of love”; on the other hand it
remained to a large degree an entertainment organised by the regime and

57 ABS, f. A 9, arch. jedn. 243, Preliminary report on the May Day celebrations and the King of May, 4.5.1965.
58 ABS, f. MV-KR, archive file č. 591839 MV, Allen GINSBERG, American poet – beatnik – report, 3.5.1965; Ibid., Record of a meeting with a confidant who provided
a report on the entire situation before the election of the King of May and a conversation with Ginsberg at the Hlávkova students dorms, 5.5.1965.
59 Ibid., Allen GINSBERG, American poet – beatnik – report, 3.5.1965.
60 Ibid.
61 According to an unnamed StB confidant, the following were also present: Kupec, Müller, Janský, Linhart, Bumba, Kleinová, Jakš, Jakšová, Čech, Hájek, Vavřička,
Kalmán, Lass abd Kovanda. ABS, f. MV-KR, archive file č. 591839 MV, Record of a meeting with a confidant who provided a report on the entire situation before
the election of the King of May and a conversation with Ginsberg at the Hlávkova students dorms, 5.5.1965.
62 Ibid., Record of a meeting with a confidant who provided a report on the entire situation before the election of the King of May and a conversation with Ginsberg
at the Hlávkova students dorms, 5.5.1965.
63 Ibid., Service report of 1st Lt. Bouda, 5.5.1965.
64 Ibid.
65 It is almost certain that Ginsberg’s name was in the StB’s sights immediately after he landed at Prague airport, given the circumstances of his departure from
Cuba and his environment in Prague subsequently. However, the documents were not preserved, or have not been uncovered in the archives to date. Cf. ABS,
f. MV-KR, archive file č. 591839 MV.
66 Cf. LASS, Andrew: Allen Ginsberg – The King of May (Allen Ginsberg – The King of May), p. 45.
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a permitted safety valve for students.
Whoever contravened relatively clearly defined roles faced various sanctions and consequences.67
Allen Ginsberg, who the moment he
was elected King of May became an
idol to many young people in Czechoslovakia, was no exception.

Ginsberg’s shadow
Several hours after the election, Capt.
Karel Vodrážka, who was then commander of the 3rd department of the
7th section of the 2nd Directorate of the
Interior Ministry (the department of
counterintelligence HQ that “looked
after” youth) shadowed the King of
May. He was one of the two men who
had offered to give Ginsberg and his
entourage a ride from Výstaviště to the
Hlávkova dorms.
Capt. Vodrážka was chosen to play an
illegal partly because he knew at least
some English, as well as being familiar
with the Czech Technical University,
where he had in the mid-1950s been
secretary of the university committee
of the Czechoslovak Union of Youth.
In his notes on shadowing Ginsberg
he said that there were members of
a group of intellectuals that organise
meetings with famous people. I bet with
my friends that we’d spend the evening
with Ginsberg and eventually introduce
him into our company, but that we were
willing to respect his personal rights,
however. We even introduced ourselves
using our real names (occupations: historian of WWII and lawyer).68
Capt. Vodrážka subsequently wrote
on 3 May 1965 a very detailed report
about the meeting at Hlávkova dorms,
where he had been an eye witness. His
statement later reached the Interior
Ministry’s leadership and evidently led
to the deportation of Ginsberg.69
In the quoted report, Capt. Vodrážka
proposed a further course of action.
With the help of the Regional Directo-

Karel Vodrážka (1933–1989)
Born in Prague to two teachers. Following the war, his father was the head of
the culture department at the Central
Military Hospital in Prague, before
becoming director of the Prague Symphony Orchestra in 1962. His mother
became a housewife after the war.
Karel Vodrážka graduated from the
Jirásek Grammar School in Resslova St. in Prague 2. From 1947 he held
various positions in the Czechoslovak
Union of Youth and in February 1948
organised a demonstration in support
Photo: Security Services Archive
of the Communist Party at his school.
In 1951 he was accepted into the University of Political and Financial Sciences.
When it was shut down he studied history (specialising in the history of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union) at Charles University’s Arts-History Faculty. In 1955 he was accepted onto the Regional Committee of the Czechoslovak
Union of Youth, where he served as secretary of the university committee of the
Czechoslovak Union of Youth. He joined the Communist Party on 1 June 1956. On
1 July 1957 he was accepted into the service of the Ministry of the Interior. From
1962 he held various leadership positions at the HQ of the StB’s counterintelligence service. He rejected efforts at reform within the Communist Party during the Prague Spring period. In 1970 he was assigned to the civil intelligence,
eventually becoming its head. He became the commander of the 1st Directorate
of the National Security Committee on 1 May 1989. His career ended on 30 June
1989 when he died suddenly.
rate of the Interior Ministry in Prague,
the students who had actively participated in the gathering were to be identified. The students’ photographs and
tape recordings of the meeting were
to be acquired using operative means.
The telephone in Ginsberg’s hotel room
was to be bugged (technical operation
E-4). Meanwhile, a group was deployed
to surveil Ginsberg with the aim of ascertaining all of his contacts. All the
companions who served as his translators were also to be identified. Finally,
an independent meeting with Ginsberg
was to be prepared.70
The StB also made use of several confidants, which it tasked with gathering information on Ginsberg’s stay in
Czechoslovakia. The most important of

them according to the preserved documentation was codenamed “Mirek”,
moved in Prague literary circles and
had personally met the American poet
several times.71 Besides Capt. Vodrážka,
detailed information on Ginsberg’s candidature for the King of May and his
two-day stay at the Hlávkova dorms was
acquired from a student at the Czech
Technical University who worked as
a secret police confidant.72
The StB men had a problem from the off
as they were unable to locate Ginsberg,
who for two days had been at the student dormitory, at either his hotel or his
usual haunts. By all accounts they succeeded in finding him on 3 May 1965 at
the Viola, when they also managed to
take his notebook.73

67 SVATOŠ, Michal: Studentský majáles roku 1965 aneb Allen Ginsberg Králem majálesu. In: ZILYNSKÁ, Blanka – SVOBODNÝ, Petr (eds.): Czech Scholarsip and the
Prague Spring (1963–1970). Conference collection 22–23.11.2000. Nakladatelství Karolinum, Prague 2001, p. 370.
68 ABS, f. MV-KR, archive file č. 591839 MV, Allen GINSBERG, American poet – beatnik – report, 3.5.1965.
69 Cf. ABS, f. A 9, inv. jedn. 243, Preliminary report on the May Day celebrations and the King of May, 4.5.1965.
70 ABS, f. MV-KR, archive file č. 591839 MV, Allen GINSBERG, American poet – beatnik – report, 3.5.1965.
71 Ibid., American poet GINSBERG – notes.
72 Ibid., Record of a meeting with a confidant who provided a report on the entire situation efore the election of the King of May and a conversation with Ginsberg
at the Hlávkova students dorms, 5.5.1965.
73 MONÍK, Josef: Král majálesu. Mladá fronta, Víkend supplement, issue 17 (29. 4. 1990), p. 4. The director Pavel Juráček evidently saw a drunk Ginsberg and StB
officers with his own eyes at the Viola. His diary entry was written a year later: After some time I saw him in the strange company of three men who ordered
Georgian cognac by the bottle. Ginsberg could barely stand. He had no interest in the men, but wanted to go to the bar where a flock of admirers were waiting for
him. But the three wouldn’t let him leave the table. They made him drink and when they left Ginsberg couldn’t even speak. He staggered about the Viola as if he were
looking for something. I was sitting with Vašek Havel and we watched him with some repugnance. Three days later [in reality this must have been later, the article
in Mladá fronta did not appear until 16.5.1965] I read that some citizen found an English notebook on the ground, in which the security service found Ginsberg’s notes
about his homosexual episodes with boys in Prague. Then it hit me who those three in the Viola had been and what Ginsberg had been looking for. JURÁČEK, Pavel:
Deník (1959–1974) (Diary (1959–1974)), p. 436.
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In October 1965, KGB commander Vladimir Yefimovich
Semichastny sent a letter to the interior minister
of the CSSR, Lubomír Štrougal, praising Capt. Karel
Vodrážka’s good work as an operative in connection with
the II World Youth Forum in Moscow.
Source: Security Services Archive

The interrogation record signed by Allen Ginsberg on 6 May 1965 has been preserved only on microfiche as part of a secret
service file.
Source: Security Services Archive

This was a key moment that later
played an important role in the denigration of Ginsberg in the press. Along
with a passage criticising the political
situation in Czechoslovakia, the secret
police had the notes about his sexual experiences translated. StB agents
also recorded all of the names in the
diary and sent the list to the 1st special
section of the Ministry of the Interior,
which was responsible for evidence.
According to a subsequent report, of
the 42 names only 12 had previously
appeared in the records.74
The secret police also subsequently
acquired – evidently via investigators
from the Municipal Directorate of the
VB – confidential information from
doctors who had been looking into
the mental problems of several of the
youths. While the articles vilifying
Ginsberg reported that their problems had begun after meeting him, in
reality they had previously received
psychiatric treatment. The VB investigators also visited their parents, who

on 4 and 5 May 1965 wrote emotional
complaints against Ginsberg’s actions.
The young men were later called in
for questioning, which took place on
5 and 6 May 1965. Their testimonies
were all gathered with the apparent
aim of being used in the public defamation of the poet.75

Provocation
After midnight on 5 May 1965 Ginsberg was attacked on his way from the
Viola by an unknown man, who evidently did not appreciate the fact that
the poet and his companions, a youth
and a young woman, were engaged
in erotic activities on the street, and
made a spontaneous vulgar remark. In
his testimony, he said that the young
couple rushed at him and attacked him
physically. However, Ginsberg’s acquaintances denied the accusation of
causing a public outrage, saying the
unknown man had attacked the American for no reason. The conflict was
ended by a VB emergency unit auto

patrol, which arrested all of them and
questioned them at a nearby police
building.76
According to a report by a member of the patrol, they were crossing
Jindřišská St. in the direction of
Wenceslas Square when at the
Jindřišská-Nekázanka crossroads they
heard a big shout and saw a group of
three men fighting. When the patrol
got out of the service vehicle in order
to intervene, one of the men fled in the
direction of Wenceslas Square. He was
pursued by another man who shouted
“catch him, he’s a homo”. The fleeing
man was caught by the patrol and arrested and taken away along with
whole group, wrote three VB officers in
their description of the incident.77
This was virtually certain to have been
a provocation prepared by the secret
police against Ginsberg. According to
the preserved interrogation record,
the unknown man was one Lubor Funda, born 3 May 1933. The section of the
StB headed by Capt. Vodrážka handled

74 According to the record preserved in the file, the following persons appeared in the notebook: Vladimír Šedivý (born 1912), Helena Šedivá (1913), Michal
Šembera (1945), Pavel Beran (1947), Jan Zábrana (1931), František Jungwirt (1920), Jan Franklová (1944), Kamil Müller (1948), Miroslav Válek (1927), Lubomír
Tomaškovič (1944), Stanislav Vynikar (1946), Marie Nováková (1943), Petr Kovařík (1945), Helena Samohelová (1946), Eva Fischerová (1932), Jiřina Hauková
(1919), René Fischer (1932), Eugen Finkey (1945), Jan Heřman (1926), Daniela Heřmanová (1939), Jan Buzáši (1935), Jindřich Chalupecký (1910), Zdeněk Jeník
(1923), Alois Javůrek (1942), Otto Muneles (1894), Milada Muneles (1921), Miroslav Novák (1924), Miloš Novotný (1930), Robert Wittmann (1945), Jan Ungár
(1946), Hana Žantovská (1921), Eva Kondrysová (1926), Daniela Turková (1944), Ivan Diviš (1924), Vladimír Kafka (1937), Eva Masnerová (1929), Hilda Lassová
(1915), Pavel Vačkář (1940), Miroslav Stoupa (1944), Vladimír Žabkay (1921), Kateřina Poláčková (1935), Ivan Sviták (1925).
75 The documentation appears in a secret service file. ABS, f. MV-KR, archive file č. 591839 MV.
76 The secret service file includes preserved detailed interrogation reports for all the participants in the conflict. The questioning of Ginsberg, which evidently had
to wait for an official translator, ended at 5:30 AM. Ibid.
77 Ibid., Service record, 5.5.1965.
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The US Embassy in Prague also sought to learn more about the expulsion of Allen Ginsberg in 1956.
Source: Security Services Archive

that he recognized the notebook, which
he had last seen at the Viola on 3 May
1965.79
This was another case of provocation
– the alleged finder of the diary was in
fact an StB agent. His role in the entire
affair is not clear, though he evidently served to legalise the theft of Ginsberg’s notebook, which had been taken
by secret police officers. As in the case
of the attacker on Jindřišská St. he was
working under the StB section headed
by Capt. Karel Vodrážka. His identity
has been ascertained thanks to one of
the articles defaming Ginsberg that appeared after his departure. It said the
unnamed honest finder had been born
in Štramberk on 14 November 1926.80
A man named Jan Holub, who
according to the preserved records cooperated with the secret police in the
middle of the 1960s under the codename “Horyna”, was born on the day
and in the town in question.81

Deportation

Allen Ginsberg’s name was written wrongly on a record card of persons of special interest to the StB.
Source: Security Services Archive

an agent of the same name and date
of birth, under the code name “Lubor”,
at the time of the incident described.78
Ginsberg was taken in once again the
following day, this time in connection
with his diary, which, according to
1st Lt. Klíma of the Municipal Directo-

rate of the VB, had been found by a pedestrian on Římská St. in front of the
Divadlo Špejbla a Hurvínka puppet theatre. According to the preserved record,
signed by Ginsberg, the questioning
took place on 6 May 1965, from 21:30 to
22:00. The American said in the record

On 7 May 1967 Ginsberg was brought
to the Passport and Visa Directorate
at the Regional Directorate of the Interior Ministry in Prague where he was
told definitively that his stay in Czechoslovakia was undesired. As Capt. Karel Vodrážka wrote in his concluding
report, Ginsberg accepted the information without any protest and 7.5.1965 at
17:30 departed from Ruzyně airport to
London.82 Before he had landed in London, the American had written King
of May, which became one of his best
known poems. He returned to Czechoslovakia as an old man in 1990.83
Eleven days after Ginsberg’s departure, a full-page article written on the
basis of secret police materials appeared in Mladá fronta. It condemned
the expelled King of May as a pariah
who had corrupted young people. In
the same piece, Igor Hájek and Alexej
Kusák were criticised for the popularisation of the American poet in Literární
noviny and Kulturní tvorba. Mladá fronta also ran a number of quotes from
the confiscated diary, documenting
Ginsberg’s sexual promiscuity and his

78
79
80
81
82

Cf. relevant entries in StB registers and archive records.
ABS, f. MV-KR, archive file č. 591839 MV, Record of the interrogation of witness Allen Ginsberg, 6.5.1965.
(MF): Allen Ginsberg and morality. Why the American poet was deported from Czechoslovakia. Mladá fronta, 16.5.1965.
Cf. relevant entries in StB registers and archive records.
Cf. the imprecise recollections of Ginsberg, who placed the interrogation of 6 May 1965 and his expulsion on 7 May 1965 on the same day. LASS, Andrew: Allen
Ginsberg – The King of May (Allen Ginsberg – The King of May). Analogon, č. 30 (2000), p. 46.
83 In 1990, Ginsberg was also able to publish a solo poetry collection in Prague for the first time. It was a selection of his works prepared in 1969 by Jan Zábrana.
Cf. GINSBERG, Allen: Kvílení (Howl). Odeon, Prague 1990; MORGAN, Bill: The Response to Allen Ginsberg 1926–1994. A Bibliography of Secondary Sources.
Greenwood Press, Westport 1996.
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antagonism to the domestic regime.
There were also quotations from the
testimonies of witnesses and the complaints of parents.84
The daily of the Central Committee
of the Communist Party Rudé právo
also condemned Ginsberg on 18 May
1965, describing the American poet
as a person who had abused the trust
of his hosts.85 Ginsberg’s name was

subsequently frequently cited in various internal documents of the Interior
Ministry, in which he was accused of
influencing the massive spreading of
the fashion for long hair among young
men in Czechoslovakia.86
From the perspective of the StB, Ginsberg’s expulsion reached a definitive
conclusion in March 1966 when a secret police file with documents on his

sojourn in Czechoslovakia was entered
into the archives. However, the name
was wrongly written and the file could
not be found until recently. To date
it has not been possible to find Ginsberg’s original notebook, which the records say was shredded in the 1970s.
All that has been preserved is a partial
translation carried out for the purposes
of the Ministry of the Interior in 1965.87

84 (MF): Allen Ginsberg and morality. Why the American poet was deported from Czechoslovakia.
85 (haj): Hangover with Ginsberg. In: Rudé právo, 17.5.1965, p. 2. Paradoxically, the Federal Bureau of Narcotics had the article denigrating Ginsberg translated and
entered it in its own file on him. A facsimile of the document in its files is published in the book “In Our Files” (from Memorandum, Federal Bureau of Narcotics,
New York Office). In: HYDE, Lewis (ed.): On the Poetry of Allen Ginsberg. The University of Michigan Press, Michigan 1984, pp. 244–250.
86 Cf. POSPÍŠIL, Filip – BLAŽEK, Petr: „Vraťte nám vlasy!“ První máničky, vlasatci a hippies v komunistickém Československu.
87 Cf. ŠLAJCHRT, Viktor: Ginsberg in Prague. The Secret Diary. Literární noviny, issue. 4 (26.4.1990), p. 4; Ginsberg at the Viola. Previously unpublished excerpts
from the poet’s lost diary, p. 5.
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The Devils Bells, Teplice 1966. Photo: Archive of the author
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In the Beginning Was the Word
Were Hells Devils
František Stárek Čuňas
The frequently asked question about the start of the Czech underground movement
can’t be answered without a definition of what the “underground” actually is. The
discussion of this definition, however, still hasn’t concluded. I recently criticized
Ivan Martin Jirous (Magor) for stressing too much in his Report on the Third Czech
Musical Revival – probably under the influence of the Knights of the Cross School1
– the role of artists as an element forming the underground community.2 I had
prepared an argument that the underground community, as evidenced by time, was
(is) rather composed of individuals who didn’t (don’t) have artistic ambitions. But
Magor disarmed me before I could use them by saying: Alright, I was wrong. I wrote it
in 1975. So it is quite obvious that any definition will have to assume that there is no
underground without freaks.
Where to begin?
The beginnings of the underground in
the Czech lands are usually dated to
the very start of the 1950s, to the period of the Půlnoc series, when Zbyněk
Fišer, Honza Krejcarová, Bohumil Hrabal, Vladimír Boudník and others created works of art irrespective of the
prevailing conditions, without any
connection to the cultural mainstream,
underground and illegally.3 While all
this does correspond to the underground approach to life, the social element was lacking. The artists didn’t
represent any social class that could
be described as a movement, and if it
hadn’t been for the personal connection of this group, through Egon Bondy,
to the underground movement of the
1970s, they would be viewed as a defiant cultural art group, more related to
the interwar avant-gardists.
The history of the Czech underground,
however, really began in the magical
1960s, which so sharply divided the
20th century. In the first half, there were
millions of dead from both world wars,
1
2

3

genocide, and the Holocaust, while
the second half brought an interest in
mankind, in human rights, and especially in individual liberties. Of course,
the movement was begot by the periphery, not by the mainstream – the prime
movers of that era included Ginsberg
and Kerouac, Presley and the Beatles,
beatniks and hippies, Woodstock and
Radio Luxembourg.

Back to our fold
In the period when rock’n’roll was
newly born in Czechoslovakia, only
one band could be described as protounderground: Hells [sic] Devils. The
group transcended music and, like
some later musicians, actually used
music as a means to bring about freedom. At one of their concerts, at a moment when both the audience and
musicians were going insane, their
manager, Evžen Fiala, pulled the microphone out of the singer’s hand and
shouted a memorable sentence: We’re
gonna turn this place into America! The
word “America” 
was a synonym for

freedom. This, in itself, would have
been nothing special, but their audience – as well as those who never saw
them – turned into something like the
seeds of a movement or community.
In Teplice, for example, there were
two bands that represented the same
ideas as Hells Devils, not only in their
monikers (Black Devils and The Devils
Bells), but also in their performance
style. In addition, the external circumstances resembled what came later in
the 1970s and 1980s: interventions by
the Public Security during concerts
(e.g., at the Tichý Hotel on 7 March
1964); media denigration campaigns
(articles in Rudé právo, the newspaper
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia); and
finally judicial repression.
Originally, Evžen Fiala was noticed by
the State Security, one of the tools of
the cultural policy of the Communist
Party, because he dated an au pair from
the Finnish Embassy. This led to him
being monitored and “targeted” for espionage, and when, of course, nothing

The unconventional group Křižovnická škola čistého humoru bez vtipu (The Knights of the Cross School of Pure Humour without Wit). I. M. Jirous was one of its
members. (Editor’s note)
JIROUS, Ivan Martin: Zpráva o třetím českém hudebním obrození. Samizdat, 1975; also in: MACHOVEC, Martin (ed.): Pohledy zevnitř. Česká undergroundová kultura
ve svědectvích, dokumentech a interpretacích (Views from Within. Czech Underground Culture in Testimonies, Documents and Interpretations). Pistorius & Olšanská,
Příbram 2008, p. 9 ff.
For more on the subject: PILAŘ Milan: Underground aneb Kapitoly o českém literárním undergroundu (The Underground, or Chapters on the Czech Literary
Underground), Host, Brno 2002.
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was proved, his case was reclassified
by the investigative, prosecuting and
adjudicating bodies, which reached for
the “safer” category Section 203 – parasitism.4
Perhaps the saddest aspect, however,
was the behaviour of the officials of
the “cultural front” towards the band:
at the second amateur music show at
Prague’s Slovanský Dům, in December
1963, the compère Skrovný interviewed
the band’s manager with barely disguised contempt, trying to ridicule him
in front of the audience. An even worse
case perhaps was the debate in the
magazine My 64: Miroslav Šimek, the
artistic director of the Karkulka theatre, said: ... If, for example, the group
Hells Devils behaves in such a way as
if it were giving the command “Demolish the hall!”, then it is vandalism. The
managers of such groups usually cannot
play any instruments, and they just look
for “gigs” for their groups, literally “fascistizing” them and stealing money from
the musicians. They actually sponge off
the groups.5

Hells Devils, from left: Jiří Hampl, Zdeněk “Kelly” Macháček, Miloš “Reddy” Vokurka, Miroslav “Tony Black” Schwarz, Jiří
“Satan” Sigmund, rehearsing in the common room of the Smíchov printing works. The painting shows Antonín Novotný,
the first secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia and the president of the republic,
1962.
Photo: Archive of Jaroslav Breza

Devils are born
It was 1961. Zdeněk Macháček and
Jiří Sigmund, two friends from Košíře,
Prague, played rock’n’roll on their
Gibsons for fun, and started looking
for other musicians to join them. They
mainly needed a rhythm section. Emil
Gröschel, the son of a musician, looked
promising, and he even borrowed his
father’s drum kit from time to time.
Normally, he just used his own drum
bought at a military outlet in Kotce
and two cymbals for rehearsals. Another member was Mirek Kyncl, who
also brought a Gibson guitar. A year
later, the band began to play electric:
Macháček and Sigmund bought electric guitars, “refashioning” one of them
(Sigmund’s) into a bass.
At the same time, Mirek Kyncl discovered that his colleague from the Tatrovka factory in Smíchov could sing in
a similar style to Cliff Richard. At the
next rehearsal, Miloš Vokurka performed with the band – and became
their singer. In the second half of the
year, Emil Gröschel was replaced
by the more experienced Miroslav
Schwarz on percussion, and the band,

4

5

Hells Devils, from left: Jiří “Satan” Sigmund, Emil Gröschel, Miloš “Reddy” Vokurka, Miroslav Kyncl, Zdeněk “Kelly”
Macháček, 1962.
Photo: Archive of the Museum of Beat

as was customary at that time, took
on their own compère, Jaroslav Breza,
thanks to his good knowledge of English. Another colleague from Tatrovka,
Jaroslav Malík, became their manager.
Macháček and Sigmund’s stage
names, Kelly and Satan, certainly had a thematic impact on the
band’s name. The original name,

Greate Hells Devils [sic], was demonstrably still used in October 1962, but
later the word “greate” gradually disappeared. Miloš Vokurka also needed
a corresponding name: he first used
the pseudonym Red Gherkin but never became accustomed to it and in the
end was called Reddy. Mirek Schwarz
had the easiest choice: he used the

Security Services Archive, Files of Counterintelligence Elaboration collection – Headquarters (Ministry of the Interior – Counterintelligence Elaboration), Archive
No. 600608, Signal File “LUDO”, Ascertainment (Ustanovka) Fiala Evžen. 27 Sept 1967, prepared by Konvalinka for the Regional Administration of the National
Security Corps, Prague, 2nd division, 5th department, clerk Hošek.
Cf. O big beatu z druhé strany (Rock’n’roll from the Other Point of View), MY 64, 1964, No. 8, p. 56 ff.
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Invitation to Hells Devils’ concert, Sunday, 2 October 1962, place not specified.
Source: Archive of Jaroslav Breza

Miroslav “Tony Black” Schwarz at Jezerka Club, 1963.
Photo: Archive of the Museum of Beat

name Tony, after the Shadows’ drummer, and his real surname fit the hell
concept too, so the name Tony Black
was born.
Their visual and musical style at that
time has been best described by Aleš
Opekar: The band played statically;
no show; they were busy playing their
instruments. Vokurka held the microphone stand while singing. Otherwise, he didn’t know what to do with
his hands. The band rehearsed in the
communal area of the Smíchov printing works, and their rehearsals went
on in the following way: “Alright,
let’s play that again. Just listen to how
he plays that.” The Sonet Duo reel-toreel tape recorder always around and
exact imitation: that was the main
watchword. Originality consisted in the
most faithful approximation to the original recording.6 Reddy excelled in that:
he transcribed English lyrics phonetically from Radio Luxembourg and
sang them so convincingly that many
people had no idea that he spoke no
English.
Despite all the problems, the summer
and autumn of 1962 were a relatively
successful period for Hells Devils. They
played a number of concerts at the
Jezerka club and also performed at the
Ural restaurant. In the end, however,
interest dropped off and the number of
opportunities to perform in public declined drastically. The manager didn’t
know what to do, and the band’s morale took a nosedive. Rehearsals were
attended very irregularly.
6
7

Changing horses
A man lived in Prague’s Košíře named
Binny Laney (Zbyněk Lán, b. 1938), a fan
of rock’n’roll as well as an expert in electrical engineering. He made his own

Evžen Fiala.

Photo: Archive of the author

reel-to-reel tape recorders and recorded
the army station AFN Munich, broadcasting for American troops in West
Germany, and later Radio Luxembourg.
He was sometimes located by the radiocounterintelligence of the Ministry of
the Interior, when he broadcast Radio
Free Europe’s music programmes.7 Binny had already attended many concerts
at Jezerka, where Miki Volek’s Crazy
Boys ruled the roost, and, to a certain extent, even collaborated with them.
In November 1962, Binny Laney was
walking down Na Hřebenkách St. in

Košíře when he suddenly heard someone playing familiar rhythms from
a basement window. He didn’t hesitate
a moment and entered the improvised
rehearsal room. There he found kindred spirits. The band had collapsed,
and the “new” rehearsal room was only
being used by part of it: Reddy, Tony
Black, and Jiří Hampl. Kelly and Satan still enjoyed the hospitality of the
Smíchov printing works. The split was
mainly down to repertoire, because the
founding members felt that they were
more and more just supporting musicians backing the singer and wanted
to play more instrumentals, mainly by
the Shadows. Reddy, of course, didn’t
like that.
Binny immediately offered them his
services and became the band’s sound
engineer. He also received another
task – to quietly find out what was
happening at the printing works. Next
time he reported that everything was
as expected: They were playing Shadows numbers. It is worth noting that
this section wasn’t successful; people
weren’t interested in their instrumentals, and the band soon broke up.
Binny saw that the band needed
someone to guide them, especially in
terms of “ideology”. His friend Evžen
Fiala (1939–1995) fit the bill. Fiala occasionally sang with different groups
at Jezerka, using invented English,
but he gave stirring performances,
described by an eye witness as follows: When performing, Evžen was
more in the air than on the ground, but

OPEKAR, Aleš: Bigbítové šlápoty (Footsteps of Rock’n’Roll). ROCK & POP, June 1997, No. 18, p. 64.
Security Services Archive, Ministry of the Interior – Counterintelligence Elaboration, Archive No. 600608, Signal File “LUDO”, Report on Utilization of Technical
Means R1.
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Hells Devils’ concert at the National House in Smíchov, on stage from left: Antonín “Péřa”
Hříbal, Tony Black on the drums, speaker Jaroslav Breza, Miloš “Reddy” Vokurka, Jiří Hampl.
Prague, spring 1963.
Photo: Archive of Jaroslav Breza

he was great and it was always a huge
success.
After some time, Evžen agreed to become the new leader of the band. This
was a crucial turning point in the existence of Hells Devils. Evžen and Binny
were able to pump so much energy
and ideas into the band that the dying
flames of “hell” flared up again, bright
and high.
Evžen’s arrival entailed yet another
significant personnel plus. His father,
Evžen Fiala Sr – known as Toscani, allegedly due to his noble Spanish ancestry – also became involved.8 Perhaps he wanted to help his son in his
first meaningful activity, managing
a band. Of course, he knew that Eugene wasn’t capable of seeing things
through and that the petty work of
band management was too “petty” for
Evžen to pay attention to it. Toscani
thus became the band’s production
manager, responsible for everything
to do with negotiations with approval
bodies and the operators of cultural
facilities. He was also, for example,
able to sew trousers and so provide
the musicians with appropriate costumes. He simply became the “good
spirit” of the band. He later wrote that
he had a paternal relationship with
the musicians and other members of
the band, while they also remembered
him as a father figure.9
The three – Evžen, with natural leadership skills and creative ideas, Binny,
supplying professional expertise, and
8
9

Binny Laney
Photo: Archive of the Museum of Beat

Zdeněk Rytíř in a standard Hells Devils costume, 1964.

Toscani, performing “petty” tasks –
added up to an enormous driving force
for the whole band.
The new manager Fiala and the sound
engineer Binny, who also put together
set-lists designed to make shows gradually grow in intensity, had a very clear
idea of how

the musicians should look,
and their bright red shirts and black
trousers gave the band a distinctive

Photo: Archive of the Museum of Beat

appearance. Fiala and Binny also decided on the staging of the concerts,
lighting, sound effects, and the stage
set-up. They simply tried to create an
atmosphere of connection between the
audience and the musicians. It was this
aspect of “breaking barriers” between
the audience and the stage that distinguished Hells Devils from other contemporary outfits.

During the Prague Uprising in May 1945, Evžen Fiala (1912–2004) was the commander of the Nusle district defence. He later entered the emerging intelligence
service (KVNB), but was dismissed after 1948. In the early 1960s, he worked as a clerk in the energy company Pražské energetické podniky.
Nejstarší bigbíťák (The Oldest Rocker). Vokno, 1990, No. 17, p. 11.
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From left: band manager, complete Hells Devils, and production manager, replaced by a member of the Public Security on the second photo.
The concert held at the Tichý Hotel in Žižkov on 7 March 1964 was terminated by the Public Security.
Photo: Archive of the author and the Museum of Beat

The band went through quite substantial changes. Although the repertoire
stayed the same (it still included the
music of Little Richard, Elvis Presley
and Cliff Richard), what changed was
the spirit: the music was no longer
a goal but a means. A means to something not yet fully clarified, remaining
in the arena of emotions. Perhaps it
was the sense of freedom, which the
musicians shared with the audience,
which attracted more and more people
to their concerts.
In order to complete the line-up, Evžen
brought in bassist Zdeněk Rytíř. The
band was intended to become above
all a group of people performing in the
same spirit and creating a uniform impression. That was a very important condition for forging a bond between the
musicians and their new management
and, consequently, with the audience.
Zdeněk Rytíř later remembered that
the band existed to express an internal
protest, an inner yell, rather than to
play music. Evžen Fiala was the dominant leader, capable of making those
around him “go crazy about his thing”.
Rytíř added: Evžen came up with lots
of ideas. He was an absolutely natural
leader. He basically crushed me, and
I was always the one who had the upper hand. He had absolute authority.
He was authoritative, yeah, he was. He
told me how to act, what to wear, everything, from really small things to... Well,
he didn’t tell me to go crazy, but he was
working on it. He wanted to make me go
crazy.10
Fiala was undoubtedly a charismatic
leader. But he was unable to formulate

a programme that would be acceptable
to a like-minded audience and later to
a very broad community of music fans,
who considered Hells Devils a cult
band for freaks.
The overall intention of the changes in
the band had to be based on consensus.

making amateur films (for example,
the film Karbaníci from 1961), so the activities of the band grew significantly
wider.
It was the place where a so-called “pornographic film” was shot. However, it
was so tame that it couldn’t be used

From left: Evžen “Toscani” Fiala, Jiřina Stadelmannová,
Evžen Fiala, 1964

From left: Karel Kahovec, Miroslav “Tony Black” Schwarz
and Zdeněk Rytíř. Photos: Archive of the Museum of Beat

Evžen Fiala and Binny Laney couldn’t
present musicians with a fait accompli. Moreover, the rehearsal space in
Košíře wasn’t suitable for this purpose:
it was a basement room where it was
possible to rehearse songs, but not to
hang around in for long. This meant
the band members needed a different
rehearsal room if they were to become
closer to each other.
The spacious flat of the Janda brothers in Prague’s Hodkovičky fit the
bill perfectly. Vladimír Janda was
Evžen’s friend, and by providing his
flat he became a non-playing member
of the band. The rehearsal attendance
in Hodkovičky was disciplined, but the
Hells Devils didn’t rehearse much. The
Janda brothers had some experience

later by the Public Security investigator who brought a charge of corruption of morals against Evžen Fiala. The
file contains the following description:
in Janda’s flat, in the presence of other
young people, he (Evžen Fiala) made
several young girls dance to be filmed as
they were hiking up their skirts to the
waist, stripping to their underwear and
suchlike, and he himself directed the
scene.11 Viewed from today’s perspective, it was an innocent film that could
be shown well before 10 PM.
Binny Laney assessed this period as
follows: There wasn’t much rehearsing. People spent more time talking,
and even more fucking. However, the
band’s quiet and probably most pleasant life in this atmosphere was sudden-

10 Bigbít, Czech Television, documentary series, No. 3
11 Resolution ČVS-VB4-2709/21-64, 1st Lt Přib, 17 July 1964. Author’s archive.
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From left: Ladislav Sandholtz, Miloš “Reddy” Vokurka and Karel Kahovec.
Photo: Archive of the Museum of Beat

Black Devils, from left: lead guitar – Bruno “Hunchback” Ulbrich, vocals – Jiří “Mansfeld”
Lorenc, drums – Štefan Jankulík, rhythm guitar – Petr Smetana, bass guitar – Jaroslav
Nevrlý, Teplice, 1964. 
Photo: Archive of the author

Petr Baďura.
Photo: Archive of the Museum of Beat

Evžen Fiala after being released from custody, July 1964.
Photo: Archive of the author

ly disturbed by an invitation to perform
before the evaluating committee.
It was clear that the rehearsal room was
unusable, so it was necessary to find
a new spot again. Fortunately, there was
a girl in the circle of the band’s friends
who turned out to be the president of
a basic organization of the Czechoslovak Union of Youth in Smíchov. She had
the keys to an agitation centre opposite
Smíchov station and was willing to let
the band rehearse there.
The band had to do regular rehearsals because an appraisal performance
was approaching. The performance
before the committee took place in
April 1963 on Prague’s Slovanský ostrov island and was overseen by “comrade” Zbyněk Mácha from the Municipal House of Education. Hells Devils
passed the test, despite the overt hostility of the political commissar. This
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was the start of the second period in
the life of the band.

Stellar moments
The rest of 1963 and the spring of 1964
was a period of high audience interest
and intensive live activity. Binny Laney
says: We no longer rehearsed, because
there was no time to do so. Given the
scope of this article, I will confine myself only to a list of performances that
had an impact on the band:
– at the Merkur hall in Pařížská St.,
Prague;
– at the Na výhledech restaurant in
Suchdol, Prague (this concert partly
served as a model for a scene in Jan
Hřebejk’s film Šakalí léta, known in
English as Big Beat);
– as part of a show of rock bands at the
National House in Vinohrady, Prague
(October 1963);

– at Slovanský Dům on 14 December
1963, a show that featured several
bands. The compère interviewed the
band’s manager, Evžen Fiala, on stage
in a rather pejorative tone. For example, he translated the name of the singer, Reddy, “humorously” as knackered,
meaning dead; Evžen pointed out that
the band understood the singer’s name
as red, as the name Reddy came from
Miloš Vokurka’s original pseudonym,
Red Gherkin, which later became the
subject of jokes in the magazine My 64.
In the same spirit, the interview focused
on the originality of the songs. Evžen
explained the concept of originality as
viewed by Hells Devils, which consisted in the most faithful approximation
to the original; naturally, the compère
found that funny too. Finally, however,
Evžen took him down a peg by saying
that instead of talking the band would
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like to go on playing, which was welcomed by a thunderous response from
the audience; even greater enthusiasm
– in the form of thunderous applause
and stamping – was expressed by the
audience after each song;12
– 25 January 1964, at an artists’ ball in
Pilsen; the performance provoked a media response, or more precisely, strong
condemnation. Although the band
wasn’t directly named in the newspaper Plzeňská pravda, it was obvious
who the articles were referring to;
– 22 February 1964 in Bratislava; the local press didn’t rate their performance
highly either. They earned condemnation in the daily Večerní Bratislava,
which started a debate with readers
(some of their letters were published).

the Mladá fronta publishing house. The
director Stejskal suggested to Toscani
that the band should perform a halfhour programme there regularly before
the striptease, but due to the discipline
of the musicians it wasn’t possible;
– 13 March 1964, during a Čedok promotion event at the U Fleků restaurant. Although foreign journalists were
present, it wasn’t possible to convince
Binny to turn down the volume in the
small room;
– 16 March 1964, a concert at the little
theatre Poezie ve škole on Ječná St.,
which was probably their most frequently recalled show. The audience
got so excited that the first five rows
of chairs, which hindered them from
dancing, were thrown to the back of

dressing room, carefully watching
monitoring what was going on. The former intelligence officer Fiala (Toscani)
clearly identified them as members of
the State Security;
– 9 May 1964, a concert was to take
place at the Mayakovsky Hall of the
National House in Prague’s Vinohrady.
However, based on a decision of the organizers, it was cancelled for “security
reasons”.13
The power of negative publicity was
revealed. By criticizing and denouncing the band and threatening them
with punishment, the Communist press
stoked the genuine interest of young
people, based on the motto: What Rudé
právo hates could be really good. So
Hells Devils became an icon of banned

Part of the article from the daily Večerní Praha Jak se dělá
bigbeat (How rock’n’roll is made), 27 June 1964.
Source: Archive of the author

First Lieutenant Josef Málek.
Source: Security Services Archive

First Lieutenant Antonín Fiala.
Source: Security Services Archive

This, however, was resolutely brought
to an end by the author of the article
“Devils Again”, at the end of which he
urged Prague’s cultural bureaucracy to
put an end to the Hells Devils’ performing, adding: in the foreseeable future, we
will not see them in Bratislava again;
– 7 March 1964, a concert at the Tichý
Hotel, on the occasion of International
Women’s Day, which was brought to
a halt by the arrival of five police cars
and about 20 members of the Public Security. The concert was halted, but the
women present saved the members of
the band from being taken to a Public
Security station;
– 9 March 1964, at Alhambra, during
the annual prize-giving ceremony of

the hall. The operator charged them
7,000 Czechoslovak crowns for 70 broken chairs;
– 18 April 1964 at the Máj theatre,
where the eager crowd destroyed the
entrance door. There was such a crush
of people in front of the theatre that
the street was blocked, and trams were
backed up all the way to Tylovo náměstí
square. The Public Security confiscated
a camera owned by Evžen Fiala’s brother, Ivan. The hall was so crowded that
the audience even stood on the stage
behind the musicians. Fans from Pilsen
got in through a skylight;
– 28 April 1964, the Svoboda printing
works in Smíchov, Prague. Men in civilian clothes came to the musicians’

rock music opposed by the establishment. Those who had the opportunity
to see their concerts spread their fame,
so it wasn’t surprising that a number
of groups soon emerged attempting to
imitate them.
As mentioned above, in Teplice, for
example, there was a band in 1963
that was the spitting image of the
Hells Devils, both in terms of repertoire and name. Black Devils were
one of the best known and most popular regional bands in North Bohemia.
They were based in the cultural centre in Bystřice near Teplice, which
was called the High House. The band
leader, as well as the lead guitarist,
was Bruno “Hunchback” Ulbrich, but

12 Toscani was later summoned to the director’s office at the Slovanský Dům, where he was told that if it was discovered that the audience’s stamping caused
cracking of the ceiling, the cost of repair would be claimed from the band Hells Devils. This show was also discussed in the Communist Party press. As early as
15 December 1963, the Communist daily Rudé právo published an article called Great Dithering. Hells Devils are also covered by part of the article by Lubomír
Vaculík.
13 Author’s archive; brief information on concerts based on Evžen “Toscani” Fiala’s notes.
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Photo from the magazine Stern, No. 37, 1965.

the main showman was the singer Jiří
“Mansfeld” Lorenc. They even tried to
write their own songs with Czech lyrics, but they became popular with the
same repertoire as Hells Devils. The
band first performed at Lipák or what
was called Mušle, which was an outdoor stage in a park by a theatre, and
at the Dukla restaurant in Pozorka,
and when their fame spread further
they performed at Střelák in Děčín
and at the cultural centre in Ústí nad
Labem, where they appeared in programmes called Youth Plays. Even
this band eventually felt the heat of
the authorities, which at the end of
their existence (1966) led to their being renamed The Riches. The cultural
commissars weren’t irritated by the
English name, but rather by their affinity to Hells Devils.
The second band to arise from the
same scene was a group called The
Devils Bells, composed of students of
the Mechanical Engineering School in
Teplice, where in 1966 the band members all graduated, spelling the end of
their existence.
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Photo: Archive of the author

There was even a group of this type in
the eighth grade of the local elementary school. They were called Yellow
Spooks, and the peak of their existence
was a performance at Lipák, Teplice, in
the grand hall before the whole school
and parents. The result, however, was
that the following day the principal
sent the musicians and their manager
to the barber’s.
Hells Devils themselves went through
a few personnel changes during the
peak of their fame. Karel Kahovec
started playing rhythm guitar. Zdeněk
Rytíř was replaced by Petr Baďura on
bass. The musician later became an informer of the Criminal Service, namely
the department of the Public Security
combating “long-haired freaks”, which
was located in the building of the regional administration of the National
Security Corps on Prague’s Konviktská
St. (his handlers were First Lieutenant Josef Málek and First Lieutenant
Antonín Fiala). Whether Baďura was
in contact with the Public Security at
the time of the existence of Hells Devils cannot be confirmed due to a lack

of archival materials, though in 1967
he demonstrably operated under registration number A-2516/67. Some of his
agency reports have been preserved in
the file LUDO, kept by division II/A of
the administration of the State Security Prague for Zbyněk Lán (Binny
Laney) in connection with his contact
with the music section of Radio Free
Europe.

Prison
On 5 June 1964, at half past five in the
morning, Evžen Fiala was woken up by
First Lieutenants Antonín Fiala and
Josef Málek and taken by them to the
infamous office No. 214 on the fourth
floor on Konviktská St. Fiala was informed of the charge of parasitism, and
after nearly a day of interrogation was
taken into custody at Ruzyně prison
and placed in cell No. 356.
Even then Evžen’s father Toscani assumed that it was a bogus prosecution.
Evžen dated Maria Lena Häkkinen
from Finland’s Embassy at the time,
which, coupled with his involvement
in Hells Devils, must have driven the
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Vladimír Janda from the Hells Devils’ circle.
Photo: Archive of the author

political police insane. Today we know
that this was indeed the case, only with
the difference that his “targetting” had
been initiated in 1961, on suspicion
of espionage; the file was held by the
clerk Burian, working at the 4th directorate of the Ministry of the Interior
(economic counterintelligence), 6th division, 2nd department.14 While he was
in custody, the charge was extended to
include Section 205 (corruption of morals), which he allegedly committed by
showing “pornographic images” – old
postcards inherited from his grandfather – to several persons.
The band members were scared at the
beginning, affected by the nervousness
and apparent fear of Toscani, who had
cancelled two already advertised concerts in Cheb. He almost halted his
involvement in the band as he concentrated on Evžen’s case. Not surprisingly: he knew the mechanisms of power
very well, and the trials of the 1950s
hadn’t been forgotten. However, the
band was welded together internally,
and its existence didn’t depend on individuals. Petr Baďura was replaced
by the bassist Ladislav Sandholtz, and
after the lead guitarist Jiří Hampl left
the band, Karel Kahovec began playing lead, while the rhythm guitar was
played by another new recruit, Miro-

slav Čtvrtník. They even found a new
place to rehearse: a tiny lecture hall at
the Vinohrady

hospital complex.
In July 1964, i.e., when Evžen was still
in custody, the group played an openair show in Kersko. The audience was
ecstatic.
In custody, Evžen developed lung problems, and was even taken to the prison
hospital in Pankrác; on 6 August 1964,
after sixty days of custody, in accordance with law, he was released. Neither his physical nor mental condition
were good.
During his imprisonment, the daily
Večerní Praha published the article
Jak se dělá bigbeat (How rock’n’roll is
made)15, in which he was denounced
by name. In addition, the eighth issue
of the magazine My 64 was published
at that time, containing Šimek’s abovementioned quote that Evžen Fiala, as
the band leader, “mooched off” the other musicians. And, just for fun, here is
one more remarkable line: Sometimes
the level of a band can be identified by its
name. Hells Devils, that is pathetic in the
very selection.16 People often talk about
political liberalisation in the 1960s. It
is probably true, but not for everyone.
Even back then all the animals were
equal, but some were more equal.
Toscani put Evžen’s defence in the

hands of JUDr. Augustína Šulcová from
the Law Counselling Office No. 4 in
Hybernská St. He surely realized that
it was just a formality, since there was
an unwritten rule that a person who
was in custody left the court with an
unconditional punishment. The only
way to effectively intervene was by
intercession. Toscani writes about it
in his memoirs: I neither went to the
chief of the Municipal Administration of
the Public Security, Lieutenant Colonel
Ticháček, nor to Dr. Jiří Počepický, who
served under me as a lieutenant and
in the end was promoted to lieutenant
colonel. I went to JUDr. Ota Adamec at
Karlovo náměstí, the head of the court,
based in office No. 96 at the time, who
I worked for as a private secretary after
the revolution, when he was chairman of
the Central Investigation Committee for
the Czech lands (investigating collaborators from the Nazi era). He welcomed
me with the words: “So, who do you have
here?” He rescued young people where
he could. I told him: “My son.” I think it
was he that influenced the prosecutor
Janda.
And it was prosecutor Janda that
filed a lawsuit against Evžen Fiala on
30 September 1964. On 30 October
1964, headed by Jindřich Hordina, the
District Court for Prague 2 was in ses-

14 Security Services Archive, Ministry of Interior – Counterintelligence Elaboration, Archive No. 600608, Signal File “LUDO”, Ascertainment (Ustanovka) Fiala
Evžen. 27 Sept 1967, prepared by Konvalinka for the Regional Administration of the National Security Corps, Prague, 2nd division, 5th department, clerk Hošek.
15 Jak se dělá bigbeat. Večerní Praha, 27 June 1964.
16 O big beatu z druhé strany. MY 64, 1964, No. 8, p. 56 ff.
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sion and sentenced Evžen Fiala to one
year, conditionally suspended for three
years. At that time, that was a success.
End of Hells Devils – beginning of
the underground
In November 1964, two more concerts
took place in Varnsdorf which were organized by Vladimír Janda and attended
by Evžen Fiala. The wiring to connect
the sound system was inadequate, but
Binny Laney, as many times before, was
able to solve the problem on the spot:
he connected an electric cooker in a series, thereby reducing the voltage, so the
amps could be supplied with the necessary power. At the beginning of the
concert, one side of the stage curtain
was set alight by the red-hot cooker, but
a fireman present extinguished the fire
immediately, and the whole thing looked
like a well-prepared opening effect. The
audience roared with enthusiasm. The
band, however, felt that this was their
swan song. After the first concert, they
got drunk out of frustration, and the hotel room where Evžen, Janda, and Binny
were staying betrayed signs of highly
unscrupulous handling of the inventory.
The very last concert, which took place
on 3 April 1965 in Brandýs nad Labem,
had all the characteristics of later underground events, i.e., without posters
and with all information being spread
by word of mouth. The concert wasn’t
“approved”, so it was automatically illegal. When it ended there was a predictable confrontation with the Public
Security. The audience also included
“steppers”, i.e. long-haired freaks and
their girlfriends who gathered on
the steps of the National Museum in
Prague. Viktor Korejs already had very
long hair, and Public Security men
threatened to shear it off. However,
the main operation against long-haired
youths took place later, in 1966.
On the way back to Prague by train, the
group of musicians and their audience
were monitored by the Public Security,

who were just waiting for the slightest
pretext to intervene. They were successful: some “passengers” didn’t have
tickets. When the police stepped in it
caused chaos on the train, so, paradoxically, Miroslav Čtvrtník and the
drummer Alexander Vávra, who had
tickets, were accused of disorderly
conduct and sentenced to conditional
discharge.
That was the last flicker of activity, and
the band de facto split up. The main
reason for the break-up from the musical perspective, as reported by eyewitnesses, was the departure of Jiří
Hampl. Another reason was the fact
that Toscani stopped helping the band
out, and Evžen was on probation, so he
initially stayed in the background.
Word of Hells Devils also reached the
West. It was only a matter of time before they were covered by the Western
press, as they had become a phenomenon of Czech youth of that time. On
8 June 1965, the Stern photojournalist
Michael Friedel took pictures of the
band on Charles Bridge, and the journalist Carl Schmidt penned an article
about the fate of rock bands behind the
Iron Curtain titled “The Red Beatles
from Prague”, which also mentioned
Hells Devils.
The article was published in Stern
and Paris Match, which, of course,
provoked a violent reaction in Communist Czechoslovakia.17 Toscani first
received a message from Prague Post
Office 120 (the department censoring letters and parcels from the West)
saying that foreign printed matter had
been excluded from delivery for objectionable content, with a note written
by hand: 1× Stern. Toscani managed to
obtain it in a manner typical of him:
using his contacts. An ex-colleague
from his days in the security forces
was working at Post Office 120, and
the man lent him the magazine overnight. Toscani then copied the relevant article at Energoprojekt, where

he worked.
The media reaction included an article
in the magazine Signál, arguing in its
characteristic way: “Merry-looking
boys” can be found all over the world.
Even in this country. Maybe they were
the members of the now non-existent
band Hells Devils. They do not exist any
longer, because they had trouble with
parasitism. And maybe they were those
who were willing – for a little gift – to
pose on the Charles Bridge as “a group
of long-hairs”. And that it really was
posing is demonstrated by a photograph
published in Stern. The arrangement
must have taken quite a while, as evidenced by the double row of “onlookers”
on both pavements of the bridge. And
it is really striking that there were no
“ubiquitous soldiers and police”, because
the Stern report implies that these authorities have nothing else to do than to
keep order at the concerts of beat groups
and hunt long-haired youths, known as
“freaks”, or called “mushroom heads”
by West German journalists.18 The band
didn’t exist, so the representatives of
the Communist regime had nobody to
ban, but it can be assumed that this
case was one reason for a campaign
against long-haired youths that took
place the following year.
The era of Hells Devils was later described by Toscani as follows: When
they told us that we were just aping the
West, I answered: “Yes, that’s why we
do it. We want to get a bit of freedom
here too.” Apart from the substantive
and symbolic consequences, the continuity of Hells Devils within the Czech
underground took the form of a concrete person. In 1967, Evžen Fiala
became the professional manager of
The Primitives Group, leading it until
the end, when he symbolically handed
over the psychedelic sceptre to Ivan
M. Jirous (Magor) and The Plastic People of the Universe.

Author’s acknowledgements:
To Evžen “Toscani” Fiala in Heaven for giving me his archive before his death,
to Binny Laney at Šmukýřka for helping me with his memories,
and to the Popmuseum at Kaštan for visual material.

17 Die Roten Beatles von Prag. Stern, 1965, No. 37; Le rideau de fer n’a pas résisté au ras de mareé ‘Beatle’. Le Match de Paris, October 1965.
18 Rudí Beatles z Prahy (The Red Beatles from Prague). Signál, 14 October 1965, No. 41.
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Promising young playwright Václav Havel in Schiller-Theater-Werkstatt, West Berlin, 1968.
Photo: Czech News Agency (ČTK)
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Operation “Tomis III”
and Ideological Diversion
Václav Havel in the documents
of the State Security, 1965–1968
Pavel Žáček

Václav Havel attracted the interest of the State Security (StB) at the age of 28 at
the latest, remaining in their sights until the end of the existence of the Communist
totalitarian regime in Czechoslovakia. The first phase of his “targeting”, which ran
until March 1968 and was organised by the 6th department of the (culture) II/A section
of the Regional Directorate of the Ministry of the Interior (National Security Corps) in
Prague, under the codename “Tomis III”, is particularly richly documented. This makes
it possible to reconstruct the efforts of the pillars of power to keep the regime going
in the period of social crisis before the Prague Spring. Analysis of the file agenda and
other archive materials allow us to cast light on the circumstances of the creation
of a “candidate agent” file on Havel, which occurred at the start of August 1965,
evidently as the result of poor coordination of individual StB headquarters – and
which 20 years ago became the subject of media controversy.
1

First interest
In the agent report of collaborator
“Mirek” (Pavel Vačkář, b. 1940)2 of 24
June 1964, the superintendent of the
6th department of the (culture) II/A section of the Regional Directorate of
the Ministry of the Interior (KS-MV),
Capt. Oldřich Hradil, wrote that the
“Source” had recently been in regular
contact with Jan Grossmann and Václav Havel from the divadlo Na zábradlí
theatre. The theatre was characterised
as a place that frequently saw Western
visitors and also enjoyed the interest of
the U.S. Embassy. The first visit that the
Source provided a report on was that of
[vice-consul Guy] QUIN […] The mood of
the party that followed the performance
was anti-communist. Mrs. Brejchová
began to attack the dictatorship of the
proletariat and Jungwirth spoke about
problems in the financial structure of the
1
2

national economy […] GROSSMAN delivered a matching analysis of the situation, explained the emergence of liberalism after “Stalin’s fall”, and spoke about
a revolt by artists against rigid and nonsensical Socialist Realism […] Havel later described with a smile preparations
for a programme announcement for
the following season. It was as if they
were laboriously cobbling together prognostication about the fact that their theatre has to and must be uncompromising social satire, etc., followed by titles:
Waiting for Godot […] the dramatisation
of KAFKA’s The Trial, The Memorandum [Vyrozumění] by Václav Havel. The
Source commented on his play: while in
The Garden Party, Havel’s position could
be discovered in an encrypted form, in
this new play it’s entirely clear.
During another visit to the theatre,
Quin said that communism was a more

perfect fascism, and all those present
chimed in. […] The Source said that
he had met nobody at na Zábradlí who
was at least loyal to the government,
either among the friends that visited
the theatre or actors and staff themselves…
“Mirek” described his talk with Havel,
in which he spoke about the possibility of having The Garden Party (Zahradní slavnost) put on in England being blocked apparently […] for export.
The fact is that many Western European
theatres have expressed interest in it
[…] and everybody is interested [in it]
only because HAVEL in his play attacks
the Communist regime in Czechoslovakia, “removes its mask”; this expression
of praise came from GROSSMANN.
Capt. Hradil subsequently proposed
the examination, in cooperation with
the counter-intelligence Directorate

Cf. ŽÁČEK, Pavel: Státní bezpečnost kontra Václav Havel (1965–1968) (The State Security Versus Václav Havel (1965–1968)), manuscript, 1994.
Cf. registration number (hereinafter only r. č.) 6231 of 4.5.1959 in the record of the registration of the files of collaborators of the 1st special section of the KS MV
Prague. Viz http://www.abscr.cz/cs/vyhledavani-archivni-pomucky.
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of the Interior Ministry (MV) (2nd Directorate of the MV), of the contacts of
employees of the U.S. Embassy.3 From
subsequent developments it is does
not appear that the 1st department of
the 2nd Directorate (responsible for
watching American buildings and bases) took this information seriously.

“Subject’s contact”
On the basis of the agent report of
the collaborator codenamed “Pedro”
(Karel Köcher, b. 1934)4, on the arrival of Columbia University professor George Louis Kline (b. 1921), on
23 October 1964, the superintendent
of the 2nd department of the 1st section
of the counterintelligence Directorate
of the MV (2nd Directorate of the MV),
Lt. Col. Miloslav Gvozdek, issued a proposal for the creation of a personal file
named “Professor”. The following day
the deputy superintendent of the section, Maj. Sylvestr Dufek decided to
begin working on it, chiefly in view of
the confirmation by Soviet friends that
Kline was an officer of the intelligence
service of the US Air Force.5
On 10 December 1964, Lt. Col. Miloslav Gvozdek received another agent
report, in which “Pedro” described in
detail a meeting with Professor Kline
that had taken place in the wine bar
U tří zlatých lvů late in the evening of 8
December. He also spoke about some of
his contacts in Prague: about Jiří Němec,
an editor at the magazine Tvář […]. K.
rated the magazine Tvář quite highly
[…]. K. mentioned that he had met with
Grossmann […]. He also spoke about
having been with Václav Havel, who he
described as very talented, saying his
plays were comparable to the best world
average. He spoke Russian with Havel.
In this connection, K. said that there
was marked freedom of speech in the
CSSR [Czechoslovak Socialist Republic], offering Havel’s play as an example
3

4
5
6

7
8

9

Václav Havel with the necessary cigarette, the second half of the 1960s. 

(he brought up Havel in this regard).
The person overseeing the report made
notes on several persons, among them
Professor Kline (known dates, developed in operation PROFESSOR), Jiří
Němec and Jan Grossmann (contacts
known, established, to date without
closer findings); however, there were
none on Václav Havel. A copy of the
report was subsequently to be given in
duplicate to the senior officer of the 2nd
department, 1st Lt. Karel Odvárka, in
connection with the operations “Professor” and “Writer”.6
In the middle of December 1964, the
superintendent of the 7th section of the
2nd Directorate of the MV, Maj. JUDr. Vla
dimír Helísek, produced a plan for his
department (“counterintelligence protection” of science, culture and youth)
for the first half of the coming year.
Increased attention was to be devoted
to individuals or groups in the editorial
departments of literary magazines (Tvář
was the first one mentioned, followed by
Plamen, Literární noviny and Kultúrny

Photo: Czech News Agency (ČTK)

život), artists in film, theatre and the visual arts, the literati and critics. In this
category monitor their reaction to various
party and government measures.7
In an extensive report on operation “Professor”, 1st Lt. Odvárka repeated the information about the
agent’s meeting with Kline, adding that Jiří Němec was now being
survielled by the KS-MV in Prague for
ideological diversion.8 He entered basic data on Václav Havel (b. 5. 10. 1936
in Prague, married, not a party member, writer at the Na zábradlí theatre,
address: Praha 1, nábřeží Bedřicha
Engelse 2000/78), adding that he was
the nephew of the former owner of
Barrandov Film Studios.9
In the meantime, the 6th department of
the II/A section verified “Mirek’s” agent
report describing the events of the turn
of the year, which at first was regarded
as untrustworthy. On New Year’s Eve the
Source went to na Zábradlí after midnight, where HAVEL was making a phone
call when the Source arrived […]. There

Security Services Archive (hereinafter only ABS), collection of documents (hereinafter only f.) Files on Counter-Intelligence Operations – Central Office
(hereinafter only MV-KR), file archive number (hereinafter only a. č.) 597862, Meetings at the Na zábradlí theatre with staff from the VV-USA (U.S. Embassy) –
report, collaborator MIREK, report no. 86, 24.6.1964.
Cf. r. č. 22272 of 1.2.1963 in the registration record of operational files of the 1st special section of the MV. Viz http://www.abscr.cz/cs/vyhledavani-archivnipomucky.
ABS, f. MV-KR, file a. č. 604086, Proposal for the establishment of a personal file on KLINE George Louis, 23.10.1964.
ABS, f. Agent files – central office (hereinafter only MV-TS), file a. č. 816105 MV, target file (31.1.1963–4.7.1966), agent report of 10.12.1964. 20.1.1965 Operation
“Writer” was introduced by the 5th section of II/A section of the KS-MV Prague in the personal file against Jan Beneš, b. 1936; 9.3.1966 it was transferred to
a group file; 20.8.1966 an investigation file was introduced. Cf. r. č. 14259 and 15090 in the record of the registration of files of agent and counterintelligence
operations of the 1st special section of the KS-MV. Viz http://www.abscr.cz/cs/vyhledavani-archivni-pomucky.
ABS, f. Counterintelligence Directorate 1st section (1947) 1954–1990 (A 34), inventory unit (hereinafter only inv. j.) 2749, Long-term plan of the 7th section for
1965, 1st half year, 17.12.1964.
A personal file against Jiří Němec (b. 1932) had been introduced by the KS-MV Prague on 19.10.1961, at first under the codename “Tomis II” (later “Tomis I”).
Cf. ABS, f. MV-KR, file a. č. 749386. Decision on the introduction of a personal file, 19.10.1961, and r. č. 10194 in the record of the registration of group, personal
and agent search, evidential, building and substantial operative files of the 1st special section of the KS-MV Prague. Viz http://www.abscr.cz/cs/vyhledavaniarchivni-pomucky.
ABS, f. MV-KR, file a. č. 604086, Operation “PROFESOR” – report, 6.1.1965.
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Lieutenant Colonel Miroslav Gvozdek, Chief of the
2nd Department of the 1st Section of the Directorate
of the Ministry of the Interior, was the superior officer
of a collaborator code-named “Pedro”, who made the
counterintelligence directorate pay attention to Václav
Havel.
Photo: Security Services Archive

Uršula [Elsa NEAL] told the Source that
it was in connection with an article for
Free Europe […] and that it had to be
completely veracious and sound, so that
everything could be verified at any time.
The Source asked who knew about it and
she told him HAVEL, but that he wouldn’t
know about their arrangement […]. Capt.
Hiřman recommended a measure: The
persons listed in the report will be identified and screened. Otherwise, a check of
the report will be carried out.10
In the middle of 1965, Havel received
by post at the theatre’s address a photocopy signed by the National Democratic Association. Possibly intending
to provoke the authoritites, he took
this “anti-state” leaflet to the municipal
committee of the Communist Party of
Czechoslovakia (KSČ) in Prague. Capt
Odvárka attempted to use the situation
to contact Havel, targeted as a contact
of the subject’s in operation “Professor”.
Along with the senior officer Capt. Rudolf Cinka, responsible at the 8th section
of the 2nd Directorate of the MV for leaflets, he visited Havel’s flat at nábřeží
Bedřicha Engelse on 23 June 1965.

Candidate
According to Odvárka’s record, Havel
replied to questions willingly and ex-

pressed the view that the conservative
style of writing and use of phrases
pointed to an older person, putting one
in mind of the First Republic. Also the
responsibility may lie with our émigrés
living abroad, where our language would
stagnate because in a foreign environment it would not have the opportunity
to develop further. The StB officers immediately focused their questions on
his acquaintances in exile who could
be responsible. Havel replied that that
year he had visited for work reasons
Austria and the Federal Republic of
Germany, where his uncle owned a restaurant in Munich. He’s doing quite
well, but still he’d like to return or at
least visit the CSSR, because the environment he lives in is alien to him. Otherwise he had met with two other émigrés, friends of his uncle’s, who were
only interested in doing deals. The idea
that these people, including his uncle,
would write such leaflets was not worth
considering.
Havel spoke about the high standard
of living in West Germany, saying however that he could not live there. This
was because the whole atmosphere in
the FDR gave him the impression that
everybody saw the meaning of life in
having a full belly and driving a car.
He later mentioned his difficulties
travelling abroad, which the MV had
refused. This became the subject of
a discussion at the Ministry of Education and Culture that was attended by
MV officials.11 He evidently appreciated the open discussion and the chance
to express his views. The whole thing
was resolved in his favour and now
he has no problems travelling abroad.
At the same time, he drew attention
to the quick reaction of the Western
press when he was first refused permission to travel to the premiere of
The Garden Party in West Berlin. They
wrote about the lack of freedom in
Czechoslovakia and such like.
In his record, Capt. Odvárka noted
Havel’s apparent effort to help the
organs of the MV in identifying the
unknown sender of the flyer. He gave
the names of his acquaintances among
actors and dramaturges in Pardubice,

Lieutenant Colonel Miroslav Gvozdek was rewarded, among
other things, for his co-operation with an agent codenamed “Pedro” by receiving a functional pay rise of 100
Source: Security Services Archive
crowns.

Brno and Gottwaldov and his relations.
He himself assessed on the political side
whether some of them were interested in
politics or not. He evaluated the information about the uncle, which Havel
had apparently not been asked about,
as a sign of openness and sincerity. His
discussion and assessment of the situation in the West and in the CSSR made
clear an effort and interest in eliminating a number of shortcomings. The StB
officer was evidently taken with the
view that no capitalist state could ever
compete with “us” in terms of culture.
HAVEL’S relationship to our system can
be viewed as positive.
Both officers of the 2nd Directorate
of the MV ended the discussion by
saying that they would speak to him
again if necessary. Havel agreed and
apparently stated that he was glad that
he had spoken with them because for
him it was inspiration for his further
literary work. On the basis of the above,
Odvárka formulated the conclusion:
HAVEL appears to be a good agent type,
regular contact will be maintained with
him. A proposal for a candidate agent
(KA) file for him will be prepared.12
On 4 August 1965, Capt. Odvárka put
forward a proposal for the creation of

10 Ibid., file a. č. 597862, Report collaborator “MIREK”, 3.1.1965.
11 Cf. copy of the interview conducted with Václav Havel on 25.9.1964, with the participation of Comrade Michl, the head of the passport policy at the Ministry
of Education and Culture Vlastimil Urban, the head of the music section at Pragokoncert and senior officers from the 2nd section of the passports andvisas
authority at the MV, 1st Lt. Milada Vejvodová, 26.9.1964. Ibid. Cf. KAPLAN, Karel: Kořeny československé reformy 1968. (The Roots of Czechoslovak Reform 1968)
Doplněk, Brno 2002, p. 209–210.
12 ABS, f. MV-KR, file a. č. 597862, Record, 24.6.1965. 25.6.1965 the record was paraphrased by Lt. Col Gvozdek. Cf. ČERVENKA, I.: Kandidát HAVEL se neosvědčil
(Candidate HAVEL fails to measure up). Prostor, 27.5.1992, p. 1; From Václav Havel’s archive file. Revue Prostor, 29.5.1992, p. 6.
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no. 24486, was registered by the 1st special section of the MV.
Years later, Václav Havel said of the
record: They could dub anybody they
wanted a candidate in their papers.
They tried to enlist me at the end of the
‘50s […] I too was apparently listed as
a candidate for three months in 1965
and then I was reclassed as a hostile
person. It follows from those records
that they apparently visited me in June
1965. Of course, I don’t remember that
now, or that I behaved so decently towards them that they decided to list me
as a candidate. After three months, they
changed their mind.16

Operation mask
Cpt. Karel Odvárka was responsible for the premature
registration of the “candidate agent” file. 
Photo: Security Services Archive

Extraordinary service assessment of First Lieutenant Karel
Odvárka from January 1965 confirming his involvement
in operations “Professor” and “Writer” based on which he
proposed to create a KA file on Václav Havel a few months
later. 
Source: Security Services Archive

a KA file for the non-party member dramaturge of the Na zábradlí theatre Vác
lav Havel in which he characterised
him as a person from a bourgeois family
of the owner of restaurants in Prague
at the present time working at the Na
zábradlí theatre, where he had worked
his way up to the post of dramaturge.
Senior officer Odvárka wrote that Havel
had written several theatre plays, the
best known of which The Garden Party
was meeting with great success abroad
too. He also mentioned his new play
The Memorandum. In the conclusion
of the opening part of the proposal he
even said of Havel: He is among the
most talented dramaturges and there is
also interest in him in capitalist states,
to which he has been invited. In 1965 he
visited the FDR and Austria.
In his description of the so-called operative situation, Capt. Odvárka again
pointed to the agent findings of the
secret collaborator “Pedro”, according
to which during his last visit in 1964
Professor Kline, regarded as an intelligence officer, had contacted Havel.
He expressed interest in his person

while at the same time describing him
as a very talented dramaturge. Apropos
of nothing, he also mentioned both of
Havel’s uncles – the former owner of
Barrandov Film Studies Miloš Havel,
who in 1951 emigrated to the FDR, and
Ivan Vavřečka, who had been living in
Argentina since 1941. Referring to their
previous contact, Capt. Odvárka made
the recommendation: Havel appears to
be a suitable KA type who, if he is recruited, will be tasked with targeting
“THE PROFESSOR” and his contacts
in Prague with the aim of uncovering
anti-state activities. In the document
he presupposed the maintenance of
further personal contact, the carrying
out of a candidate check, gathering all
available information and written materials on his person.13
On 5 August 1965, the proposal was
approved by the superintendent of the
1st section, Lt. Col. Jaroslav Vosecký,
including developing the use of a collaborator codenamed “Karel” (Tomáš
Řezáč, b. 1935)14 and agents of the
7th section of the 2nd Directorate of the
MV15. A day later a KA file, registration

On 9 November 1965 Capt. Odvárka
put forward a proposal for KA file no.
24486, in which he wrote concisely
that contact with Havel had been
established in June with the aim of
enlisting him to cooperate and subsequently directing him to spy on Professor Kline. During two (sic!) meetings it
apparently became clear that he was
willing to share his impressions from
trips abroad. Despite this, the superintendent of the 2nd department, Lt. Col.
Gvozdek, and deputy superintendent of
the 1st section, Maj. Dufek, were forced
to give up the targeting of Havel – to
the benefit of a different section of the
counter-intelligence: Under Operation
“Mask” a group of literary workers,
among whom the main figure is Václav
HAVEL is being targeted by the 7th section of the 2nd Directorate of the MV. This
operation has a political character. To
clear up the situation surrounding the
figure of interest, the file was entered
into the archive of the 1st special section of the MV. However, to ensure that
contact was not completely broken,
there was to be further maintenance of
contact with him, with the agreement
of the superintendent of the 2nd department (culture) of the 7th section, Capt.
Ladislav Točík.
However, the situation was soon clarified: on 16 November 1965, on the basis
of an agreement with the superintendent of the 7th section of the 2nd Di-

13 At the general level, the approach to enlisting candidates to collaborate was specified by internal norms. Cf. ŽÁČEK, Pavel: „Ostrá zbraň“ Státní bezpečnosti.
Spolupracovníci StB ve směrnicích pro agenturně operativní práci 1947–1989 (The State Security’s “precise weapon”: The StB’s collaborators in guidelines for
agent record work 1947–1989). In: BLAŽEK, Petr (ed.): Opozice a odpor proti komunistickému režimu v Československu 1968–1989 (Opposition and Resistance to the
Communist Regime in Czechoslovakia 1968–1989). Institute of Czech History, Arts Faculty, Charles University–Dokořán, Prague 2005, p. 200–201.
14 Cf. r. č. 14484 of 14.4.1965 in the record of the registration of the files of agent and counterintelligence operations of the 1st special section of the KS-MV Prague.
Viz http://www.abscr.cz/cs/vyhledavani-archivni-pomucky.
15 ABS, f. MV-KR, file a. č. 597862, Proposal for the establishment of a KA file on a person, 4.8.1965.
16 Interviews from Lány. Lidové noviny, 25.2.1992, p. 16. From the notes of the 1st special section of the KS-MV Prague it follows that Václav Havel was registered in
the 1st category of hostile persons (1/273) before 3.12.1966.
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rectorate of the MV, Maj. Helísek, file
no. 24486 was passed on after assessment via operational records to the 6th
department of the II/A section of the
KS-MV in Prague for targeting; there
it was taken on by senior officer Capt.
Otta Majer.17
Nine days later, an officer of the 6th
department II/A section, Sgt. Jaroslav
Zvěřina, proposed the introduction
of a pilot file in which, among other
things, he said of Havel: He is regarded
as a very talented writer and his person is of extraordinary interest in capitalist states, to which he is frequently
invited. The findings made to date by
the II/A section have confirmed that
he has carried out hostile activities
aimed at the cultural policy of the KSČ.
Havel had been named as one of the
main organisers of efforts to prevent
the dissolution of the editorial office of
the magazine Tvář and the initiator of
a petition for the calling of an extraordinary congress of the Czechoslovak
Union of Writers, at which the existing
central committee, whose members he
described as henchmen of the central
committee of the KSČ, was to have
been destroyed and remodelled. He is
the focal point for a wide circle of young
artists who are wedded to him in their
disagreement with the cultural policy of
the party and who wish to produce a demand for “absolute creative freedom” at
the literary activities department.
Sgt. Zvěřina also stated that Havel
maintained contact with the U.S. viceconsul G. Quin, the cultural attaché
of the American Embassy and a great
many Western journalists (including
Uršula Elsa Neal, who according to
agent reports was tasked with enlisting
a correspondent for “Free Europe” in
Prague).
The main aim was the vetting of Václav
Havel and those close to him and above
all to establish whether his activities
were deliberate, what means he would
use, and what their focus was. To check
whether HAVEL is not being operated
from abroad and whether HAVEL is not
passing on reports about the situation
on the cultural front in the CSSR to somebody of another nationality. After the
documenting of the troubling findings
about his hostile ideological activities,

a proposal for a final measure was expected – either preventive, disruptive
or realisation (custodial investigation).
The plan to target Havel consisted
of the usual approach of continuous

Operation “TOMIS”

Senior officer of the 3rd division of the 8th department
of the counter-intelligence directorate of the Interior
Ministry Cpt. Rudolf Cinka, an expert in “anti-state” flyers,
was one of the visitors of the “contact” Václav Havel on
23 June 1965.
Photo: Security Services Archive

Sergeant Jaroslav Zvěřina from the 6th Department of
Section II/A of the Regional Directorate of the Ministry of
the Interior / National Security Corps Prague, was directly
responsible for the “targetting” of operation “Tomis III”
from November 1965 to March 1968.
Photo: Security Services Archive

checking of correspondence (known
as K-3) and telephone tapping (E-4).
A search of his home was to be carried
out by 30 November 1965 with a view
to the possibility of making use of other technology. A base for the defective
individuals around HAVEL, gathering
all the necessary materials, the blocking of persons in the operative record
and evaluating the material was to
be in place by 5 December 1965. In
addition screening and checks on all
of Havel’s foreign contacts was to be
carried out by the middle of December 1965 at the MV’s intelligence Directorate (1st Directorate of the MV)
and at other departments working on
individual states. The final task was
establishing contact with the writer
Miroslav Ivanov with the purpose of
assessing his possibilities with regard
to HAVEL and enlisting him to cooperate (to 10 June 1965).18 The proposal
was recommended by the superintendent of the 6th department, Maj.
František Hovorka, who at the same
time established that the whole plan
for this operation should be targeted
centrally under the name operation
“TOMIS”.19

He offered as a reason suspicion of carrying out an ideological diversion. Maj.
Hovorka and the superintendent of the
II/A section and the deputy superintendent of the KS-MV Lt. Col. Jaroslav
Saksl also approved the codename for
the operation: “Tomis IV”. The file was
entered at the 1st special department of
the KS-MV under registration number
15020.20
On 7 January 1966, officer of the 3rd department of the II/A section Miroslav
Bohůněk processed an agent report
from collaborator “Karel” in which he
presented information gathered after
a meeting of the commission for young
literature at the Czechoslovak Union of
Writers. The Source learned from BOŠEK
that HAVEL had gathered in his flat the
entire agenda of the Active Young, carefully organised in a file. BOŠEK saw the
file and it contained all the gathered
notes on all the meetings of the Active
Young and on HAVEL’S meetings with
members of Active. HAVEL is apparently
gathering it out of hypocrisy. In view
of the fact that 6th department was
targeting the Active Young, because
the central person in the operation is
HAVEL it was recommended to carry

By 15 December 1965, operative worker
Sgt. Zvěřina presented a formula to his
subordinates with a decision on the
conversion of the KA to a personal file.

17 ABS, f. MV-KR, file a. č. 597862, Proposal for the establishment of a KA file no. 24486, 9.11.1965.
18 Sgt. J. Zvěřina put forward a proposal to enlist M. Ivanov (b. 1929) as an informer up to a year later. Cf. ABS, f. MV-TS, file a. č. 622645, Proposal for the enlisting
of IVANOV Miroslav as a collaborator, 7. 12. 1966.
19 ABS, f. MV-KR, file a. č. 597862, Proposal for the establishment of a pilot file no. 15020, 25.11.1965.
20 Ibid., Decision to turn a KA file into a personal file, 15.12.1965.
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out a G-9 operation (secret entering) at
his home with the purpose of possibly
documenting his criminal activities.21
On 1 February 1966, Sgt. Zvěřina put
forward a proposal to place a bug
(operation C-7) at the flat of the unusually talented young writer Václav Havel
with the aim of gaining an overview of
the meetings, planned activities and
other aims of his group. Operation E-4
is being employed simultaneously with
the same aim. […] Within the framework of the planned agent-operative
operation the screening of collaborator
ARTIST is also planned for.22 The operative worker pledged to go through the
details of the operation directly with
officers of the operative technology
section (the 6th section). The proposal
was approved by both Lt. Col. Saksl
and the superintendent of KS-MV in
Prague Col. Bohumil Říha.23
The senior officer of the 6th section
Capt. Bedřich Hrála described the
search of Havel’s home thus: The subject lives on the 4th floor. On the stairway there is one entrance door to the
flat secured with a cylinder lock of the
FAB brand and one ordinary lock with
several teeth. Two other tenants live
in the attic. […] Between the doors to
his flat there is an entrance to the attic space, from where it will be possible
to carry out the assembly of a C-7 device
of the ceiling style.24 He continued: One
room will be engaged, according to the
requirements of the operative workers.
Only one microphone will be used and
the operation will be centralised at the
6th section, where processing will be
carried out. The proposed approach
was immediately approved by the superintendent of the 6th section Lt. Col.
Jindřich Beneš.25
During the morning of 10 February
1966, 1st department officers 1st Lt.
Miroslav Veselý and 1st Lt. Rostislav
Nedbal, in the presence of Lt. Col.
Beneš, rapidly installed the bugging
device. We carried out a ceiling style
assembly of one microphone in the required room in the building, kneading
modelling material and then sprin-

kling brick dust on it. We covered the
cover with plywood and sprinkled it
with the remainder of the brick dust.
We plastered over tiles and placed the
line from the microphone between the
tiles via a bored hole into the adjacent
attic. […] We plastered and dusted the
whole length of the microphone line.26
At the same time, Capt. Jaroslav Rybka and Warrant Officer Ivan Železnov
installed a connection to allow the
bugging device to be listened to at

Service assessment of Sergeant Jaroslav Zvěřina written
by Major František Hovorka, Chief of the 6th Department
of Section II/A of the Regional Directorate of the Ministry
of the Interior Prague. Source: Security Services Archive

distance. In the courtyard at 1997/15,
Gorazdova St., in the telephone distributor – 826 – a 1/37 was attached
to the parallel line 24 23 36, produced
by the Invalids Cooperative Trojanova
no. 1 and transferred to cable 2/1 to
1672/76, ÚR courtyard, first pair. From
the sealed distributor the bugging
line ran along the telephone line to
the attic, where they fed it into a centralized device in a box at the Civil
Defence (CO). At the same time, TRESKA no. 25451 A [an amplifier] was
connected and 120 volt electric power

was connected to the attic in a box
and fed a distance of around 30 m to
the centralisation. Listening at the
spy station – around 4,000 m away
– was controlled and approved by
technician of the 1st grade at the independent technical group of the 6th
section of the KS-MV 1st Lt. Václav
Semecký.27
In his concluding report, Capt. Hrála
wrote that it had been a rapid carrying out of a C-7 operation and therefore
a regular proposal for its deployment
had not been prepared. Legalisation
by the central apparatus was carried
out via a colleague at the 6th section, an
employee of the OPBH [District Housing
Administration Company] in Prague
2 and the superintendent of the apartment management office no. 1 on Karlovo náměstí. The operation is centralised at the 6th section by telephone no.
242336, which is owned by the Invalids’
Production Cooperative. The legend CO
[Civilní ochrana] was used.28
At noon on 18 February Capt. Hrála,
Capt. Rybka, 1st Lt. Nedbal and 1st Lt.
Veselý added another C-7 microphone
to operation “Tomis III”. They removed
two tiles in the attic above Havel’s flat,
screwed off the board and drilled
a hole for the microphone. Into it they
placed an uninuslated microphone and
put plywood over the hole to cover it.
The line from the microphone was run
into the adjacent attic and everything
plastered over and hidden. The operation took about two hours and was not
interrupted.29
On 4 March 1966 the second mic
rophone had to be replaced. Capt.
Rybka, 1st Lt. Nedbal and Sgt. Petr
Hrádek cleaned the hole in the ceiling and placed a new one into it. Using
a transmitter a call was made to the
spot where the C-7 device was being
monitored, where we were informed
that everything was in order. The quality of the reception was not ascertained,
because nobody was present in the flat.
We made the hole in the ceiling look
as it had before and we put plaster on
the tiles and covered them with dust.

21 Ibid., Agent report collaborator KAREL, 7.1.1966.
22 Real name Jan Novotný (b. 1917). Cf. r. č. 6957 in the record of the registration of the files of collaborators of the 1st special section of the KS-MV Prague. Viz
http://www.abscr.cz/cs/vyhledavani-archivni-pomucky.
23 ABS, f. Intelligence Technology Directorate – 6th Directorate (hereinafter only A 27), microfilm C 132, a. č. C/7212. Proposal to carry out action C-7 in operation
“TOMIS”, 1.2.1966. In the text the operation is already marked as “TOMIS III”.
24 Ibid., Reconnaissance of interesting building in operation TOMIS III. čp. 2000/78 Prague 2, 9. 2. 1966.
25 Ibid., Statement on proposal to carry out action in operation TOMIS III.
26 Ibid., Carrying out assembly of C-7 device in operation TOMIS III., 10.2.1966.
27 Ibid., Reconnaissance, assembly of line and centralisation in operation TOMIS III, 10.2.1966
28 Ibid., Report on the carrying out of the assembly of C-7 in operation TOMIS III, 11.2.1966.
29 Ibid., Extension of C-7 action in operation TOMIS, 19.2.1966.
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The “repair” was completed within 50
minutes.30
On 18 April 1966, the deputy superintendent of the operative techno
logy section, 1st Lt. Vítězslav Kumsta
of section II/A, passed on recording
file D/312 with the comment: The two
rooms you requested were engaged. In
tests the audibility and comprehensibility of speech is good. The processing of
the recordings was carried out at the
central HQ of the 6th section and transcriptions of the wiretap were entered
into file D/312. At the same time, comrades from the operative technology
section were warned that original written materials on the operative technology could not be entered into their
agent-operative files.31

Beneš as the “Prague correspondent of
Svědectví”. Havel informed NĚMEC that
BENEŠ had admitted to him directly that
he wrote for SVĚDECTVÍ. In this regard,
Sgt. Zvěřina expressed the concern that
his trip abroad could endanger “the case
of BENEŠ and co.”, which was planned
to take place within three weeks. In the
case the HAVEL is permitted to travel
there is a danger in regard to the link to
the BENEŠ case that he will emigrate out
of fear of criminal prosecution.32

of action C-7 in operation TOMIS III until
the completion of the operation.34
On 20 July 1966, Capt. Hiřman proposed
the carrying out of a secret entering (action G-9) into Václav Havel’s flat with the
aim of the 6th department of the II/A section documenting agent-operative findings, in particular correspondence or
instruction between Havel and Tigrid,
exile magazines like Svědectví and other
“juicy” materials, resolutions of the
Czechoslovak Union of Writers, etc.

Major / Lieutenant Colonel František Hovorka, a longtime
official of the State Security Service and a graduate of the
KGB operative school attached to the Council of Ministers
of the USSR, was Chief of the 6th Department (culture,
church, health) of Section II/A, which was in charge of the
“elaboration” of operation “Tomis”.
Photo: Security Services Archive

Some operative documents related to operation “Tomis”
were signed by senior officer Jaroslav Hiřman, on behalf of
the Chief of the 6th Department of Section II/A.
Photo: Security Services Archive

In a request to extend the wiretap in Vác
lav Havel’s flat from the middle of June
1966, deputy superintendent of II/A section Maj. Ladislav Irovský pointed to
the importance of the “Havel and Co.”
operation, which was being targeted
because of subversive activities in the
culture department. He also drew attention to the exceptionally positive results
of the C-7 action, with the help of which
the operation is successfully monitored
and controlled.33 In September 1966, Lt.
Col. Saksl’s arguments were accepted by
the senior officer of the 6th department,
Capt. Jaroslav Hiřman. Saksl said that the
information garnered by the wiretaps in
operation “Tomis III” was necessary for
the further working of this exceptionally
important operation, particularly at the
moment when Jan Beneš was arrested
in the closely related operation “Writer”.
For these reasons, I request the extension

Lt. Col. Saksl approved the secret entering
of Havel’s home to take place the next
morning, leaving little time. The operation was run by the superintendent of the
6th department, Maj. Hovorka, who had to
coordinate a monitoring group with one
member at Rychnov nad Kněžnou (where
Havel and his wife were staying). If Havel
goes to Prague, the group with is to follow
him to the edge of Prague, from where it
will send a report in order that the Public Security can arrest him for an alleged
traffic offence before he gets to Prague.
His parents Václav Havel and Božena
Havlová and others were being similarly
monitored or checked on. His brother
Ivan Havel was invited to the municipal
military authority for an interview, which
the operative organ of the 6th department
was also due to take part in.35
In the early hours of 21 July 1966, the
senior officer of the 1st group of the 1st

Subversive activity at the culture
department
On 20 May 1966, Sgt. Zvěřina processed an extensive report on Václav
Havel, respectively on operation “Tomis”, in the framework of which all
the former members of the editorial
board of Tvář carrying out hostile activities aimed at the ideological disruption of the moral and political unity of
our people were also targeted. In the
view of the 6th department of II/A section, their activities were inspired and
run by an external enemy including intelligence bodies, émigré centres and
various religious centres, the Vatican
in particular. Attention was also focused on persons surrounding Havel
operating in a hostile manner at the
ideological department, specifically philosopher Dr. Jiří Němec and writer Jan
Beneš. In the operative targeting of the
activities of Václav HAVEL and others
it has been proven that this activity is
not spontaneous but is in fact targeted
hostile activity run from abroad, principally on the part of Pavel TIGRID, who
is justifiably suspected of working with
American intelligence.
From the report it is clear that intercepted correspondence between Beneš and
Paris had alerted the StB to Havel’s trip
to the USA and his forthcoming meeting with Tigrid. A monitored conversation from 10 March 1966 brought
the information that Havel described
30
31
32
33
34
35

Ibid., Replacement of microphone, action C-7 in operation “TOMIS III”, 4.3.1966.
Ibid., Note on the transfer of record file D/312 to the II/M section, 18.4.1966, čj. OT-00764/C-01-66.
ABS, f. MV-KR, file a. č. 597862, HAVEL – report, 20.5.1966.
ABS, f. A 27, microfilm C 132, a. č. C/7212, Proposal for extension of action C-7 in operation TOMIS 3, 15.6.1966, čj. OS-001386/M-60-66.
Ibid., Request for extension of C-7 action in operation TOMIS III., 1.9.1966.
ABS, f. A 27, microfilm G 8, a. č. G 4372, Proposal to carry out action G-9 in operation TOMIS III, 20.7.1966.
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Václav Havel, Jan Beneš (released from prison) and his attorney, Jaroslav Tauš, on Wenceslas Square, 23 March 1968. 

department of the 6th section Capt.
Václav Žaloudek and two colleagues
entered the flat at nábřeží B. Engelse,
while two other operatives supported
the operation in the building. In two
hours they made a great amount of copies, mainly of foreign correspondence,
a draft speech intended for the Pen Club
in New York, etc. Upon completion, the
flat was locked up thoroughly and we
returned to the KS-SNB [Regional Directorate of the National Security Corps]
Prague. Capt. Hiřman subsequently confirmed the receipt of 162 photographs at
the 6th department of section II/A.36

Group file
On 5 July 1966 Sgt. Zvěřina proposed
the transformation of file no. 15020
into a group operative file. While targeting HAVEL it has become clear that he
is the main ideological leader of a group
of young literati, former members of the
editorial team of the magazine TVÁŘ.
Findings showed that the group had
continued to influence the Czechoslovak Union of Writers and was penetrat-

ing other literary magazines with the
purpose of publishing their anti-Marxist
works. Their hostile activities were not
spontaneous but deliberate and under the control of Tigrid abroad. Sgt.
Zvěřina proposed the introduction of
a group file for Václav Havel, the art
critic and writer Věra Linhartová, the
author and dramaturge Josef Topol and
the director Grossman, who were said
to be in personal contact with him. At
the same time, he advocated broadening the file to also take in Emanuel
Mandler, Jan Nedvěd, Jiří Paukert and
Bohumil Hrabal, which Lt. Col. Saksl
did not agree to. As stated, the named
gather at meetings in the flat of Václav
HAVEL and at the Café Slavia where
they discuss how to proceed in their activities aimed against the cultural policy
of the CSSR. The aim of the operation
remained achieving complete control over the activities of the group,
in particular to ascertain all of events
planned and to be carried out according to Tigrid’s orders. To ascertain the
character [of their mutual] connection

Photo: Czech News Agency (ČTK)

[…] and further operations focused on
persons that are in contact with TIGRID.
To prevent the export of their defective
literary work, to ascertain the writers
of that work […]. To reveal other correspondents of the magazine SVĚDECTVÍ.
To document all activities where possible.37
As justification for setting up a group
operative file, Sgt. Zvěřina said that
HAVEL is only one member of a group
of literary workers carrying out hostile
activities aimed against the leading role
of the party. […] Members of the group
are also suspected of being informers
of TIGRID’s and correspondents of the
exile magazine SVĚDECTVÍ. […] The
personal operative file on Václav HAVEL
will be transferred to this group. After
approval by the deputy superintendent
of the II/A section Lt. Col. Josef Erben
and Lt. Col. Saksl on 3 September 1966,
the 1st special department of the KS-MV
Prague created the group file “Tomis
III”, registration no. 15465. 38
In the conclusion of an assessment of
the operation in mid September 1966,

36 Ibid., Carrying out of action G-9 in operation TOMIS III, 22.7.1966.
37 ABS, f. MV-KR, file a. č. 597862, Proposal to transfer to personal file no. 15020, 5.7.1966.
38 Ibid., Justification for establishment of group file; Decision on introduction of group file TOMIS III, 3.9.1966.
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Sgt. Zvěřina wrote: HAVEL is currently
taking steps to ascertain the reasons
for the apprehension of BENEŠ and with
that purpose visited his wife, called
a meeting of the members of the surveilled group and held discussions with
lawyers. At present he is outside Prague,
at the House of Writers in Budislav u Svitav.39
At the end of 1966, the 1st section of
the Monitoring Directorate (4th Directorate) of the Main Directorate of the
State Security assessed its contribution to operation “Tomis 3”: On the basis of a request from the 6th department
of section II/A, Václav Havel was followed for 18 days (10 and 19 February,
18 and 22 March, 4, 7, and 19 April,
25 to 27 and 30 May, 1,7, and 8 June,
21 July, 12 September, 25 October and
14 November). Subject watchful, particularly at café SLAVIA where meetings
with known contacts took place.40
At the turn of 1966 and 1967, the
II/A section summarised the worsening situation at the cultural front department. Capitalist institutions and
exile centres are particularly focussing
on persons from the ranks of literary
workers and artists, who they try to influence in such a way that they become
bearers of liberalistic tendencies and
directly or indirectly take part in or cooperate in the fragmentation of the cultural front of the CSSR, in so doing preparing the ground for hostile ideology
and its penetration into our country. […]
The aim of all of these tendencies and efforts is to paralyse the influence of the
party on the development of our culture.
The report assessed positively the activities of the counter-intelligence section of Prague City in the battle against
ideological diversion, particularly in
the unveiling, documentation and prosecution of the writer Jan Beneš and Co.
Good results were achieved in the timely unveiling of the hostile tendencies
among various representatives of the

cultural front, such as around the former
magazine TVÁŘ, among young writers
and other cultural and literary workers,
which enabled the party organs to carry
out the necessary measures.41
At the start of January 1967 Lt. Col.
Saksl presented his superiors at the
Main Directorate of the State Security
an overview of the most important operations of the coming year. Operation
“Tomis III” remained linked to operation “Writer”: One of members of TVÁŘ
was also the writer Jan BENEŠ, carried
out within the operation WRITER. The

a danger that during his trip he will
[…] inform TIGRID. Subsequently, on 25
January 1967, the Minister of the Interior, Josef Kudrna, decided not to permit
Havel’s foreign trip – until the conclusion of the Svědek case.43
It followed from an overview of operations given priority by section II/A,
directly operated by the 7th section of
the second Directorate of the Main Directorate of the State Security, that Lt.
Col. Saksl regarded this in the case of
“Beneš and Co.” to be the speedy discovery of criminal activities on the part

Lieutenant Colonel Ladislav Irovský and Josef Erben, deputies of the Chief of Section II/A, approved all important
decisions related to operation “Tomis”, including the use of technical operations in Václav Havel’s flat.
Photo: Security Services Archive

whole group is at present in active opposition to the cultural policy of the
KSČ. Regarding operation “Writer” he
wrote: Further working of this operation
is taking place in cooperation with the
Investigative Directorate of the MV and
it is expected to reveal similar criminal
activities on the part of other persons.42
At the end of January 1967 Sgt. Zvěřina
informed his superiors that Václav
Havel had applied for permission to
travel to Western Europe. In view of the
fact that Václav HAVEL is continuing in
his [hostile] activities and is informed
about the planned measures against
Pavel TIGRID and Jan BENEŠ, there is

of other persons. In view of the fact
that a joint plan was prepared for operations “Writer” and “Tomis III” it can
be guessed that the attention of the StB
should also have been focused on those
around Václav Havel.44
In the course of the following months,
the attentions of the StB focused on
preparations for a congress of the
Czechoslovak Union of Writers. Information gathered during operation “Tomas” was continuously sent directly to
the 7th section of the 2nd Directorate of
the HS-StB.45 During June and July 1967
the interest of section II/A focused on
the trial of Jan Beneš, which was un-

39 Ibid., Assessment of hitherto progress in operation TOMIS III, 14.9.1966.
40 ABS, f. Surveillance Directorate – 4th Directorate (A 25), microfiche X 38, TOMIS 3.
41 ABS, f. Secretariat of the deputy minister of the interior, Col. Jaroslav Klíma (hereinafter only A 7), inv. j. 315, Report on the results of the record activity of
section II/A for 1966, 4.1.1967, čj. OS-0035-5/M-1967.
42 Ibid., inv. j. 288, Supplement to the work plan of section II/M for 1967. Overview of the most important activities, 4.1.1967; Cf. ABS, f. SNB Directorate of the
Capital City of Prague and the Central Bohemian Region – StB Directorate Prague (B 1/II), inv. j. 2.
43 ABS, f. MV-KR, file a. č. 597862, Václav HAVEL – report on request to travel abroad.
44 ABS, f. A 7, inv. j. 288, Overview of priority operations at section II/A, KS-SNB Prague on the first half of 1967, 15. 2. 1967, čj. OS-00536/M-S-67.
45 Ibid., S-StB Prague after 1.6.1967. Previous reports on the situation surrounding the magazine TVÁŘ were, by means of the 2nd Department of the 7th Section
of the II. Directorate of HS-StB, respectively the secretariat of the interior ministry, passed on to the head of the state-administrative section of the ÚV KSČ
Miroslav Mamula and the first secretary of the ÚV KSČ Antonín Novotný. ABS, f. Secretariat of the Interior Ministry II. díl 1960–1965 (A 2/2), inv. j. 1018. It was
the same in the course of 1967. Cf. KAPLAN, Karel: „Všechno jste prohráli“. Co prozrazují archivy o IV. sjezdu Svazu československých spisovatelů 1967 (“You’ve Lost
Everything”: What do the Archives Reveal about the 4th Congress of the Czechoslovak Union of Writers 1967). Ivo Železný, Prague 1997, p. 55–58, 96–101 a 127–131.
KAPLAN, Karel: Kronika komunistického Československa. Kořeny reformy 1956–1968. Společnost a moc. (Chronicle of Communist Czechoslovakia. Roots of Reform
1956–1968. Society and Power). Společnost pro odbornou literaturu – Barrister & Principál, Brno 2008, p. 474–478.
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Captain Ladislav Točík, Head of the 2nd Department
of the 7th Section of the 2nd Directorate of the
State Security Main Directorate, received a letter of
commendation from Colonel Jaroslav Klíma, Chief of the
State Security Main Directorate, for the “targetting” of
the 4th Congress of the Union of Czechoslovak Writers,
which also included gathering information related to
operation “Tomis 3”.
Source: Security Services Archive

derway at the Prague Municipal Court,
and on the 4th congress of the Czechoslovak Union of Writers.46 According to
a report by Sgt. Zvěřina, the course of
the congress surprised the group around
V. Havel. Particularly some openly antiparty displays. […] The situation that
arose at the congress pushed their demands into the background. […] HAVEL
and co. were interested in the preceding period, particularly in preparations
for the trial of TIGRID and BENEŠ. At
a pre-congress meeting of the Union of
Writers HAVEL made a proposal that the
Union assume a social guarantee for Jan
BENEŠ. […] HAVEL was the initiator of
sending a message to TIGRID in which
he informed him about the planned trial.
He called on TIGRID to send the court

a letter arguing against some of the
points in the arraignment. HAVEL’S aim
was to preclude the conviction of BENEŠ
on a charge of assisting treason.47
At the start of September 1967 Lt. Col.
Saksl delivered to the Main Directorate
of the StB a list of persons who maintained contact with Václav Havel and
Jiří Němec. In the accompanying information, the II/A section attempt to
indicate an espionage background: The
aim of the group of literati meeting at
Václav HAVEL’S is to achieve the complete liberalization of literary creation
in the CSSR. This group also prepared
Václav HAVEL’S speech for the 4th congress of the Czechoslovak Union of Writers and plans to continue in its activities. Václav HAVEL maintains contact
with the following foreigners who on the
basis of information acquired directly or
indirectly cooperate with the British and
American intelligence services.48
An assessment of operation “Tomis III”
from the end of 1967 was somewhat
more cautious. Several members of the
group are in contact with the emigrant
Pavel TIGRID and have been informed
about the convicted writer Jan BENEŠ
and about his work with the magazine
SVĚDECTVÍ. Foreign journalists and the
cultural attaches of Western states, in
particular the cultural attaché of the USA
WAREN [Robert WARNER], who receives
information from HAVEL of a cultural-political character, show a marked interest
in the group. Their activities predominantly take a legal form and are aimed at
acquiring a position to create anti-party
and anti-socialist tendencies.49
In the course of the year Václav Havel
was surveilled for 14 days (23 May, 14
and 28–30 June, 1, 5 and 13–15 July, 14
September, 5 November and 29 December), while eight contacts and one
address were ascertained. Operation
carried out in the period of the writers’
congress and later, as well as ascertaining subject’s meetings according to necessity. Glitch: 1 loss of the subject.50

Prague Spring
The domestic political and internal
party crisis that reached a climax at
the start of 1968 also manifested itself to a marked degree in the ranks
of the StB. Personnel shakeups in the
nomenclature were gradually reflected
in changes in the management of the
MV and in the secret police.51 With
the fall-off of those representatives [of
the pro-Novotný wing] from the leadership of the police, there has also been
a change in tactics in the leadership of
the police, which, however, remained focused against progressive forces in the
cultural and student milieus. Changes
occurred in connection with pressure
for the dismissal of Kudrna as interior
minister. A reassessment of the direction of the StB led to the closure of selected stations and the destruction (in
some cases the archiving) of materials
including operative files. These measures were carried out and justified by
the self-same functionaries.52
On 7 March 1968 Lt. Col. Hovorka put
forward a proposal for the interruption
of the surveillance of Václav Havel,
which, referring to the current situation, he justified in terms of the danger
of the revealing of the C-7 action, which
could interrupt other active targeting
within this operation. Only deputy superintendent of the II/A section Lt. Col.
Irovský expressed agreement with this
approach.53
In an assessment of the operation
and a proposal for the direction of
future targeting the senior officer
of the 6th department of II/A section
Capt. Stanislav Podrazský stated on
13 March 1968 that there was exceptional interest on the part of Western
diplomats, cultural representatives
and journalists in Václav Havel as the
leading personality among young intellectuals in the CSSR. He maintains
contact with persons assumed to work
in the intelligence services against the
CSSR. Surveillance to date has shown

46 Cf. ABS, f. MV-KR, file a. č. 597862, The situation surrounding persons involved in the trial of TIGRID and BENEŠ, 5.7.1967; Operation TOMIS III – report for
the month of June 1967. KOUDELKA, František: Státní bezpečnost 1954–1968. Základní údaje (State Security 1954–1968. Basic Information). The Institute of
Contemporary History of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Prague 1993, p. 139–140; KAPLAN, Karel: Kronika komunistického Československa.
Kořeny reformy 1956–1968. Společnost a moc, p. 495–499.
47 ABS, f. MV-KR, file a. č. 597862, Operation TOMIS III – report for the month of July 1967, 29.7.1967.
48 ABS, f. A 7, inv. j. 668, List of persons maintaining contact with Václav Havel and Jiří NĚMEC, 4.9.1967, čj. OS-02616/M-60-67.
49 Ibid., inv. j. 299, Work plan for units of the StB KS-SNB in Prague for 1968. Overview of operations to be carried out in 1968, 19.12.1967, čj. OS-0033/M-68.
50 ABS, f. A 25, microfiche X 38, TOMIS 3.
51 ŽÁČEK, Pavel: Odvrácená tvář pražského jara. Státní bezpečnost v Praze a srpen 1968 (The Other Side of the Prague Spring. The State Security and August 1968). Svět
křídel, Cheb 2010, p. 31–32.
52 Situation at the Regional Directorate of the SNB Prague before January 1968. In: HOLÁ, Věra – BÁRTA, Drahomír: Sbírka svědectví z let 1968–69 v Československu
(Collection of Witness Accounts of the Years 1968–69 in Czechoslovakia). Commission of the government of the Czechoslovak Federal Republic for the analysis of
the events of 1967–1970, ÚSD ČSAV ČSFR, 15. 3. 1990, p. 619.
53 ABS, f. A 27, microfilm C 132, a. č. C/7212, Proposal for the ending of action C-7 in operation TOMIS III, 7. 3. 1968.
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that he presents these persons with
information on the cultural and political situation and that in conversations
with them he does not hide his hostile
position towards socialist government.
A list of his most important contacts
was apparently used to support a decision to continue with operation “Tomis
III”. After assessing the information
acquired to date, the writer Václav
HAVEL appears as a person who is deliberately hostile towards the socialist
system in the CSSR and as such deserves further intelligence attention.54
Nevertheless, on the same day, officers
of the 6th section of the KS-SNB Prague
Capt. Podolník, Capt. Nedbal, 1st Lt.
Veselý and Warrant Officer Jaros
lav
Viktoryn, carried out the removal of
both microphones. We filled up the
holes and covered the tiles with a mix of
cement and plaster. We than sprinkled
the places in question with dust and put
everything back as it was.55 Five days
later Capt. Rybka completed the disassembly of the wire. The CO box was
disassembled and the remainders of two
wires were pulled out of the gable wall.
The hole was plastered up and the CO
box was screwed back into its original
place without the devices.56
On 19 March 1968, the superintendent
of the 3rd department of the 6th section, Capt. Josef Hájek, assessed the
use of bugging in operation “Tomis 3”
positively. From 10 February 1966 to 12
March 1968 the listening device was
used in 486 cases, which yielded 7,548
hours. Audibility throughout the entire
period of processing was on the whole
good […]. All of the information acquired
was passed on for further use within the
operation.57
On 29 March 1968 Sgt. Zvěřina put
forward a proposal for the archiving
of personal operative file no. 15020
in operation “TOMIS III”, employing
the argument that indirect contact between HAVEL and the emigrant Pavel
TIGRID had been proven, along with
documented contact with employees
of the American Embassy and contact
with foreigners on visas, and had been

targeted by different parts of the State
Security due to suspicion of intelligence
work against the CSSR. As a result of
the decision of the superintendent of
the Main Directorate of the State Security – probably Col. Jaroslav Klíma – of
4 March 1968 to end the operation, the
senior officer of the 6th department of
II/A section was forced to state: The
operation to date has not proven that
Václav HAVEL committed a criminal act.
[…] Place the file in the archive of the MV
for a period of 10 years. End the blocking of access to file 15020. For formal
reasons this move was recommended
by Capt. Hiřman, received agreement
from Lt. Col. Irovský and approved by
Lt. Col. Saksl.58 Because of the Prague
Spring and its results, operation “Tomis III” has halted for eight months...

Conclusion
One post-August 1968 analysis found
that a political crisis of the bureaucratic system before the Prague Spring had
led to an intensification of pressure
on the StB’s department known as ‘internal platforms’. Their direction was
based on the thesis that it was necessary to reveal hostile activities linked
to ideological diversion. Findings on
the activities of various groups from
among the intelligentsia (and the student population) was misused in order
to dramatize the situation, reports and
analyses submitted by the leadership
of the MV and the then 8th department
of the ÚV KSČ necessarily led to a situation in which the ideological battle department received greater and greater
importance. In the cultural sphere, everybody with a differing opinion from official policy of the KSČ leadership was
suspected. The more the opinion was
contradictory, the more dangerous it
was in the eyes of senior staff at the MV
and the more it was examined for refined
hidden ideological diversion.
The leadership of the Communist Party
requested information on the situation
in the fight against ideological diversion.
Functionaries of the MV subsequently
put more and more pressure on opera-

tives to intensify their agent-operative
activities and produce more frequent
reports. In that period the majority of
cultural workers who engaged politically
in any way were blocked in operative records […] The organisation of work at the
ideological department had one aim – to
throw as much of its forces as possible
into the fight against such activities, and
the situation became more and more dramatic. The high assessment of that state
security work, carried out under the
slogan “the enemy doesn’t sleep” was
meant to confirm the quality of the superintendents and to justify their theory
of the necessity of targeting the intelligentsia as an independent platform. This was
despite the fact a good many of those involved, from the superintendents to rank
and file operatives, were not qualified.
It would have been quite hard for many
of them to assess issues that in many
cases touched on social-academic fields.
Neither Lt. Col. Albín Kožuch, superintendent of the 7th section (previously
deputy superintendent of the second Directorate of the MV), Lt. Col. Irovský, superintendent of the II/A Section, nor Lt.
Col. Hovorka, superintendent of the 6th
department of the Regional Directorate
of the SNB Prague, had even graduated
from secondary school.59
It is not possible to agree with the
suggestion that the crusade against
“ideological diversion” was a personal
reaction on the part of the totalitarian
communist regime to the policy of
détente and gradual broadening of
contacts between East and West. The
power structures of the communist
regime were worried by that process
and needed any means to cast doubt
on and frequently criminalise legal
and naturally arising institutions, representatives and individual citizens
from Western countries and to guard
against the free and natural development of mutual relations. The declared
fight against “ideological diversions”
unequivocally served the StB as a reason to maintain blanket controls on
Czechoslovak citizens, the intelligentsia in particular.60
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ABS, f. MV-KR, file a. č. 597862, assessment of Operation TOMIS III and the direction of future targeting, 13. 3. 1968.
ABS, f. A 27, microfilm C 132, a. č. C/7212, Removal of C-7 device in operation TOMIS III., 13.3.1968.
Ibid., Completion of removal of C-7 device in operation TOMIS III., 18. 3. 68.
Ibid., Concluding assessment of results in processing of Operation TOMIS 3, 19.3.1968. Cf. Assessment of use of C-7 device in operation TOMIS III., Capt.
Podolník, 30.4.1968, resp. Assessment of use of C-7 device in operation in operation TOMIS III., Capt. Hiřman, 20.6.1968.
58 ABS, f. MV-KR, file a. č. 597862, Proposal for the lodging of personal record file no. 15020 Operation TOMIS III, 29.3.1968.
59 Situation at the Regional Directorate of the SNB Prague before January 1968, p. 617–618.
60 KOUDELKA, František: Státní bezpečnost 1954–1968 (The State Security 1954–1968), p. 145–146.
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From Utah Beach to Strakonice
An interview with Harry Feinberg and Harry
Jacobs on the Advantages of knowing Yiddish,
the liberation of Europe, the fear of death,
and why they fought in the War.
Adam Hradilek
Both men experienced Europe’s battlefields as troops with the Fourth Armoured Division of
Patton’s Third Army. From the beaches of Normandy via the Ardennes, they got as far as
Czechoslovakia, where they survived to see the end of the War. Harry Feinberg talks about
the journey through Europe. Harry Jacobs was given his most interesting mission a few
days after Germany’s surrender. On 11 May 1945, he was assigned the task of crossing the
demarcation line somewhere between Strakonice and Prague to obtain an archive from the
German Army that it had kept on the Red Army at the Eastern Front.
Harry Feinberg
Harry Feinberg was born on 28
March 1920 in the Belarusian city
of Minsk as the eldest of five children. His other siblings were born in
America, where his family had emigrated in 1921. Consequently, Harry Feinberg considers himself to be
one-hundred-percent American.
What did your father do in Minsk?
I don’t think he worked much; sometimes he worked in the fields. He told
me that once every so often he would
simply go somewhere with a bit of
rope, and when he came back in the
evening there was a horse at the other
end (laughs). He had stolen the horse.
I never managed to ask him about it in
detail. He died in 1975. My mother died
in 1991, if I’m not mistaken.
Why did they leave Belarus?
Because of the pogroms that were
going on. It was the work of the Bolsheviks. They were frenzied people.
They searched for young Jewish men
and murdered them. My father was
also still a young man at the time. We
had to escape from our one-roomed
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house and hide in the forest, where
we remained for around two weeks.
My father would crawl on his belly
to the cottage to bring us some bread
and milk or at least something to eat.
So we survived like that until the Bolsheviks went away. My paternal and
maternal uncles had already moved
to America in 1906 and they made
a start for themselves in business.
My mother’s brother settled in New
York. He sewed women’s coats. My
father’s brother was in the construction business. And so they decided
one day to send us money so that we
would follow them over. The journey
from Minsk to America lasted around
30 days. I was told that we didn’t have
any luxury cabins on the boat across
the Atlantic or even beds for that matter. They simply locked us up below
deck and we were to be thankful that
we had actually managed to get on the
boat and were able to survive the journey.
What was it like arriving in America?
My father didn’t know English. So
when we arrived at Ellis Island and
they called us to the counter, he didn’t

know what to do. Luckily, his brother
was nearby and he said that my father
was called Joseph Feinberg. His name
was Josif Feifer, but my uncle didn’t
think that was classy enough. So we
took the surname Feinberg from that
time onwards. Our uncles were waiting for us at the harbour. They took us
under their wing. They found my father
work in construction, which is where
I later worked as well. My grandfather
was already an old man. He was very
religious. Naturally, he didn’t have to
work. We lived in Brooklyn or East
New York – as they called it back then
– on the corner of Sheffield Avenue and
Pitkin Avenue. We lived on the ground
floor where there was no heating, just
a kind of black stove, which was also
used for cooking. I haven’t been there
in many years, but I can still picture
the trains there as they whizzed by
overhead.
What language did you speak at
home?
We spoke Yiddish. And I’m glad that
that was the first language I learned. It
really came in handy in Europe when
I was serving in the army from 1942 to
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Harry Feinberg with a gun which he had throughout the war, New Jersey, 2008.
Photo: Adam Hradilek

Harry Feinberg showing a commemorative watch with the
emblem of the 4th Armoured Division.
Photo: Adam Hradilek

1945. It’s a language that’s very similar
to German. Germans understood me
and I understood them. But I’m already
getting ahead of myself.

earth shook. We could have been
about five miles from it, but we saw
everything. And there was quite a lot to
see. For those of us who hadn’t fought
before, it all seemed like an entertaining show. Then they told us that we
would advance at five in the morning.
We were to attack. So we had breakfast and set off to battle for France. We
pushed forward quite nicely. All that
mattered was that we advanced. Drive
to the East at all costs, as Patton put it.
But of course the enemy was waiting
for us. They sat in their tanks and took
aim at us. And their tanks were something incredible. They had huge Tigers.
After a year and 11 months on the battlefield, I lost two tanks. I also lost my
hearing for a while.

When were you drafted?
It was 14 January 1942. I spent the
first week in Fort Dixon in New Jersey,
where we got our bearings a little bit
and were issued with uniforms. Then
they put us on a train with lots of other soldiers and sent us to Fort Knox
in Kentucky, where there was a training camp for armoured corps. I was
really surprised at how old the tanks
they had there were. Those rattletraps
were still held together by screws,
which was pretty dangerous because,
if you were hit, a screw could fly loose.
And that would bounce off the wall of
the tank, which was worse than a flying bullet.
How did you get to Europe?
We sailed from Massachusetts and
landed in Swansea in Wales. There
were 52 ships in our convoy. At the
time, it was the largest convoy to cross
the Atlantic. In Swansea, they put us
on a train and sent us to Devizes in
England, where our company remained
until July 1944. On 16 July, we set off for
France and we landed on Utah Beach on
the second day. The beach had already
been secured by the time we arrived.
There was only one unit there, which
was overseeing operations. They put
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us down about 200 feet from the shore.
Our unit had a ship and three tanks –
a British tanker with a flat bottom and
three Sherman tanks. There were five
men in each tank. It was calm on the
beach. There was no longer any fighting there. We didn’t even see anything
that recalled the slaughter that had occurred there less than a month before.
It was a nice beach; clean and tidy. But
we had to wait for the boats.
After two days, around a thousand
ships with infantry and equipment
were set in motion. When we got the
order, we took the chains off the vehicles. We released our machines, but,
in order to get to the shore, we had to
go through the water, which we hadn’t
expected. I thought it was all over
for us and that we would all drown.
But we had a good man who got us
out of there. We then drove through
Sainte-Mère-Eglises. I can’t remember
the name of the other town, but we
camped there in any event.
When were you first deployed at the
front?
After around five or six days, thousands of British and American planes
appeared from all directions and began
bombarding the front ahead of us. We
were a little bit shaken up, because we
were supposed to attack the next day.
The entire day, they just laid their eggs:
bombs, bombs, bombs. It was a spectacle that I will never forget. The whole

How did you lose the first tank?
We crossed a river in a column. There
was a pretty big field in front of us. We
stopped and we waited for the others
to get across. There was a grove in
the field. It just looked like a few trees
to us. We had no idea that the enemy
was lurking there. We started moving
and they began firing at us. We drove
backwards, battened down the hatches, but they got us. It was a crazy hit.
We saw what an 88 mm gun could do.
We were lucky. The shell did not penetrate inside, because the front armour
had a special incline, so that the shell
just bounced upwards. We got a new
machine in three days. It didn’t have
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Harry Feinberg in the uniform of the 4th Armoured Division.
Photo: Archive of Harry Feinberg

US troops advancing through a French village.
Photo: Archive of Harry Jacobs

a 75 mm cannon like the others but
a 105 mm howitzer with a short barrel. Our battalion had only six of these
machines and they used us as a strike
squad. We would get the coordinates
and then all six tanks would open fire
side-by-side. We mostly didn’t even
see the enemy. We would shoot over
villages, through woods. But then
when the battle ended and we moved
forward and I saw all the devastation,
I would say to myself: “My God, is this
our work?” Soldiers without heads, naked bodies without limbs in a bloody
mess. Our ammunition was so powerful that the explosion would tear off all
a man’s clothes. That was our work.
At heart, I’m a peaceful man. I hadn’t
wanted to kill anybody.

a sniper, so his head was blown off. We
got a new lieutenant straight away. He
told me to take the tank and head up
a hill – while we were on a pretty flat
field – and I was supposed to put the
cannons in position. They were supposed to be somewhere on the road below the hill. Naturally, when I told my
men this, they didn’t like it. It was clear
to them that we would be sitting ducks
and that we should have been hiding
somewhere behind the hill. But, to cut
a long story short, we were on the hill
the whole night. Everywhere was calm,
everything was in order. In the morning,
we sat around the tank. We were eating
breakfast when suddenly a shell flew
by and missed the tank by a whisker
before delving into the ground. Surprisingly enough, nothing happened to any
one, which I was naturally very happy
about. We quickly crept back. I looked
around, but I couldn’t see anything, because there was a wood in front of us.
I was nervous and afraid. Everything
happened very quickly. I told the driver to turn us around, which he did. And
at that very moment, the Germans fired
another shell, which hit us on the left
side, right in the engine. If it had gone
a little bit further, the shell would have
passed through and there would have
been nothing left of us. Luckily, we got
hit in the engine. The tank began to go
on fire. There were sparks flickering under my legs. Everyone jumped out. I ran
down the hill. After a while the medics

You said you lost two tanks. What
happened with the second one?
We were driving through France as
night was falling. We were tired. We
had been having a terrible time of
it. And driving a tank is exhausting.
There is no suspension. It really throws
you around the place. We were really
tired and hungry. We drove into a field
where we were supposed to spend the
night. And my lieutenant, a good man,
was then killed. We liked him a lot. He
would never send you forward without
first checking out how things looked.
He went first in a jeep. He always had
six grenades with him, fastened to his
braces. And one of them was hit by
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caught up with me and they took me to
the infirmary. I was shaking all over.
There were also a couple of seriously
injured men there. One had a broken
leg. The other just sat there like an imbecile. He didn’t react at all. I was very
sorry for him. And then after a while
I felt better. I stopped trembling. Then
we set off for the hospital. I was there
three days and then I returned to my
unit. I went to the commander and I told
him “Captain, I can’t get in a tank again.
Even the thought of it has me shaking all
over.” He told me he understood, but he
didn’t know what to do with me. I told
him that he could put me before a firing
squad in Paris for all I cared, but I could
not go back to the front. I felt like a coward. He made me a liaison officer. We
couldn’t use radio, because the enemy
could listen to us, so he always gave
me a piece of paper, which I had to roll
up and put in a hole in my jacket. And
I always took these messages at night
from battalion to battalion. I was completely alone and I had nothing but
an Italian Beretta, a small pistol with
a 7.65 mm calibre. I was quite afraid because the Germans were cleverer than
us. They would string wires across the
road. That kind of wire could cut off my
head. I would simply be driving along
and suddenly I wouldn’t have a head.
So I was always hunched up against
the dashboard. Of course, I had to drive
with the lights off and had to be really careful and to keep a very good look
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Harry Jacobs before leaving for France, Chippenham,
England, 1944. 

Vannes, 8 August 1944.


out. I always had the pistol in my hand.
That gave me ulcers, because at night
you could be pretty much frightened by
a squirrel or a bird.

Whenever we captured someone, I was
given the order to interpret, which
I did, and we often got a lot of information out of these people. They were
very happy that we had captured them,
because the Americans were the good
guys and would behave decently with
them. Of course, they ended up in
a POW camp, but they got to eat three
times a day. So they were genuinely
happy to have been captured. I just got
information out of them – where they
had artillery, where the tanks were, etcetera.

Where did the Fourth Division actually advance to?
We arrived in Belgium from France
and then advanced to Luxembourg.
The Luxembourgers welcomed us very
warmly. We slept in their homes. We
had to replenish fuel and ammunition
for tanks and other machines. We also
needed to repair a lot of things. And we
needed to rest a little bit. And then we
went directly from there to the battle
in the Ardennes. There was a really
harsh winter at that time. We spent
Christmas and News Year’s in Belgium.
Then we found ourselves in the Bastogne region. One of our lieutenants
from D Company, Charles Borges, told
the colonel that he had found a bind
spot in the enemy’s defences. The colonel told him to take a few tanks and
to give it a try. And so Borges was the
first to arrive in Bastogne. We then fell
in alongside him. Our besieged infantrymen could not believe that we were
Americans. They thought that we were
Germans who had seized American
tanks and that we had changed uniforms. It was only when we dismounted from the tanks that they believed us
and they started embracing us.
You mentioned that knowing Yiddish came in handy for you in Europe…
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Did your Jewish origins influence
your feelings during the War? Did
you know what was happening with
Jews in Europe?
No, I didn’t know, not until we went to
the town of Ohrdruf, where we were
supposed to eliminate all resistance.
There was a concentration camp in
Ohrdruf. [Part of the Buchenwald complex, the first camp to be liberated by
the American Army – Ed.) None of us
really knew what was going on in the
concentration camps, not even our
colonel. No one would even have conceived of it. No one said anything to
us. When we crossed the barbed wire
fence, which meant nothing to a thirty-ton tank, we suddenly saw an area
full of bodies – malnourished, half-naked in striped prison rags. All of them
dead. The smell of decomposing bodies was terrible. You had to cover your
face with a handkerchief. Besides me,
there were other Jewish soldiers in our

Both photos: Harry Jacobs’s war album

unit. We looked and we could not believe it. How could a human being do
something like that to another human
being? Then we found out that there
weren’t just Jews there, but also homosexuals, Roma, and political prisoners.
I walked around the rows of bodies
with a handkerchief over my face and
I saw a strange thing: a man – actually
just skin and bones – lying on his back
with his breath rattling. It seemed to
me that he would draw his last breath
at any moment. He sensed that I was
looking at him and he opened his eyes.
Amerikanen? he asked. Ja, Amerikanen,
I answered. I called our medic. They
very carefully loaded him up and drove
off, and I never saw him again. I could
not understand how he could still be
alive. After 64 years, it is still etched in
my memory. We all cried. Jews, Christians, everyone. We had no idea that
something like that could happen.
Did you come across any guards?
They left two men on guard. They were
around seventy years old – with long
coats, rifles on their shoulders. They
immediately dropped everything and
cried: Kamerad! Kamerad! They told
us everything we needed to know. The
overseers had apparently left half an
hour beforehand when they found out
that we were approaching. Our colonel, Creighton Abrams, jumped on
a tank. He called people to order and
he told us: Boys, now you see why we
are fighting in this War. I saw that he
was also crying. And he was a tough
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us who had them. An American soldier
is supposed to be tough, but we weren’t.

A German army camp near Strakonice.

Harry Jacobs with Czech residents in Sušice.

guy, very kind, but tough. He did not
even have to tell us what we had to do.
He ordered several tank crews to set
off in the direction in which the overseers had disappeared half an hour before. Dispose of them until there is none
of them left, he said. Which they did.
I didn’t see it. I stayed in the camp.
How did your view of Germans
change? Did you want to take revenge after such an experience?
There was no time for that. It was
clear that the War was already over.
We still continued to advance. A light
tank went in front with two loudspeakers and one guy said something along
the following lines in German: Do not
try to resist. We have not come to fight
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with you. We just want to end the War.
If you oppose us, we will kill you and we
will burn down your town. Do not resist.
Hang some sheets or pillow cases out of
your windows so that we can see you are
surrendering. So they hung out some
sheets and we knew that they wouldn’t
shoot at us. We drove on and amazingly people often welcomed us. They
told us that we had liberated them. We
couldn’t understand them. After all, we
had been fighting against them. No,
No, they said. You haven’t been fighting against Germans but against the
Nazis. They Germans did not want war,
they assured us. They were very nice to
us. We played with their children. The
children weren’t afraid of us. We gave
them chewing gum, cookies – those of

Did you ever meet any Russians?
We were not supposed to take any notice of Russians, but they were very
friendly. I remember how one little Russian jumped out of a tank and asked
me: Are you a Jew? I told him I was and
he suddenly started jumping up and
down and he hugged me. We spoke in
Yiddish. I did not know what was happening. He could have been around 65
years of age. I asked him: Warum…?
Why are you still fighting at your age?
Apparently, the Germans killed his
entire family. He had nowhere to go.
He had nothing to return to. Then he
cried: Wait here! and he came back immediately with a big bottle of cognac.
I was never much of a drinker. He
grabbed my canteen. He filled it up to
the brim and filled his as well. Drink,
drink! he said. I soon had enough, but
he kept saying: Drink, drink! It was nice
to meet Russians for the first time.
When did you reach Czechoslovakia?
Just before the end of the War. We kept
going further east. Our orders were
not to shoot, or only to return fire. For
example, once a German tank column
was travelling around four kilometres
behind us. We waited until they ran
out of fuel and then we captured them.
The War ended for us in Czechoslovakia. One day, a guy came up to us in
a jeep and said: It’s ended. It’s all over.
One would expect us to have started
rejoicing, celebrating. But nothing like
that happened. We didn’t feel anything
much. It’s over? I see. So what? We
looked at each other in confusion. But,
well, I guess we were just happy.
After crossing the border, could you
feel any change in comparison to
Germany?
People stood at the side of the road as
if they couldn’t wait for us. And they
just kept saying Nazdar! Nazdar! over
and over again. I will never forget it –
or those beautiful girls who climbed
on our tanks. Even the firemen did
a gala performance for us. They
dressed up in their uniforms, took
their axes, and brought this cart with
a vat in the middle. They had no horses or car. They pumped and sprayed
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Harry Jacobs recalling old times over the war album, Maryland, 2009.
Photo: Adam Hradilek

Harry Jacobs in the uniform of the 4th Armoured Division.
Photo: Archive of Harry Jacobs

a hose. It seemed funny to us. We’d
never seen anything like it before,
but it was nice of them. They wanted to show us how they were able to
extinguish a fire. Czechs gave us sausages that they had made themselves.
They climbed on the tank and offered
some to us. They were very red and
garlicky. I couldn’t eat them. But the
others did. And when we would stop
somewhere for a while, they would
bring us a lot of spirits, liqueurs, and
schnapps. And the local women made
us coffee and they also put spirits in
that. We were not used to it. We put
milk in our coffee. But, well, it was
a great success. We were rejoicing
that the War was over.

Shortly after you arrived in Strako
nice, the War ended. One more task
awaited you, however, What was its
objective?
On 10 May, our small intelligence
unit 24 was given the task of crossing
the demarcation line and finding the
headquarters of the German Eastern
Army, who were meant to have retreated somewhere to the east of Prague.
There was supposed to be an archive
of information there on the Red Army
for the entire eastern campaign. Our
task was to verify this information
and to possibly bring the materials to
Strakonice. We ascertained from the
local inhabitants that absolute chaos
reigned on the other side of the demarcation line. The Russians had not
yet arrived, but they were close. Apparently, the White Russians (i.e. the
anti-communist Russian Liberation
Army headed by General Andrey Vla
sov) were battling with the remnants
of German forces and trying to fight
their way through to the Americans.
They wanted to defect to our side. Also
there were SS units at large there,
who refused to lay down their arms.
And then there were Czech partisans.
A shell almost landed on us across
the demarcation line. They were not
sure if they should send us there.
They did not know precisely where we
were supposed to search. They only
guessed that we should look somewhere between our camp and Prague.
But we assumed that if the headquarters were supposed to be there, we

Apparently, the Americans often
saved the German minority from retribution by Czechs. Did you experience this?
I didn’t experience it myself. But I once
overheard that there was going to be
a hanging. I had never seen someone
hanged and I wanted to see. So I took
a jeep and after travelling about 10
kilometres, I arrived at a camp full of
German soldiers. They were in uniforms, but they had already placed
their weapons in such a huge pile that
it looked liked a pyramid. The officers
had kept their pistols; the soldiers just
lay down wherever they could. When
I drove by, they waved at me. After
a few more kilometres, I came to the
place where the hanging was meant
to occur. They had already managed
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to make a kind of construction, which
had ropes hanging from it, but they
couldn’t find a hangman. You know,
I’m this kid from America. I wanted to
see an execution and nothing came of
it. But I remembered the pile of weapons and I said to myself that a few of
them would come in handy. So I drove
to the camp. The Germans let me in
and I drove up to the pile. A lieutenant
came and saluted, so I responded and
then I began loading weapons into the
jeep. Nimm, nimm! he said to me. Take,
take. It’s alright! After a while, I found
a luger and I immediately put it under
the seat. Then I could hardy get out
of the camp, because they were all
very curious about how this American
looked. I returned with my booty to
Sušice, where we stayed for perhaps
a few weeks. Then we left for Germany
and went home from there.

Harry Jacobs
In 1943, as a 19-year-old first-year diplomacy undergraduate at Georgetown University, Harry Jacobs volun
teered for the army with some fellow
students. During training he was
transferred to military intelligence
where he did a course in intelligence
training. Like Harry Feinberg, he
passed through European battlefields from Normandy to Strakonice,
where they both were when the War
ended. However, Jacobs’ military adventure was not finished.
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wanted to process the documents.
I said to let him on board. We took the
truck and the trailer and drove back to
the partisans’ checkpoint.

Harry Jacobs in a jeep in which he penetrated beyond the demarcation line during the war.
Photo: Archive of Harry Jacobs

would have to find them. People would
have to know about something like
that. We thought about whether to
take an escort, perhaps an armoured
personnel carrier and a platoon of soldiers. In the end, however, we came to
the conclusion that it would be best
for us to go alone, because a larger
group would necessarily attract attention. We would try and thread our
way through. So just two of us set off.
A Czech liaison officer wrote us a letter of safe conduct that said who we
were and that the Czech partisans
should lend us their support.
How did you get your bearings in
such a chaotic environment?
We often heard shooting on the way,
but we did not know if it was aimed at
us. We preferred to just crouch down
in our jeep until we came across a patrol of Czech partisans on one of the
main roads. We showed them our papers and, because one of them knew
a little English, we asked if they knew
whether there was some kind of German headquarters in the area? They
said there was and that just a few
miles away there were partisans
guarding some German officers who
had surrendered to them. They had
apparently still not entered the main

1

German camp, but both sides had
stopped firing at each other. When
we explained to them that we had
orders to get inside, they let us pass.
So we made our way to the Germans
and they called up an intelligence officer. First off, I wanted to know what
kind of people they were. They told me
that they had retreated from eastern
Prussia and that they were the last
operational command of the German
Army. Then they took us to a number
of trucks where we met with a colonel.
We told him that we had orders to find
out what documents they had about
the Russians. He was very pleased. He
took us to a vehicle where he showed
us documents about the command
structure of the Red Army, records of
enemy units, weaponry, strength, and
other intelligence documents. They
had a whole truckload of this stuff.
We told him that we would take the
truck and that two people could come
with us. A driver and himself. He was
very happy. And apparently they also
had a trailer with other items. I asked
what the situation was as regards petrol. Evidently, he could still manage
to get some, but we supposedly had
to take another officer who knew the
documents better than he did. Apparently, we would need him when we

So they just let you go?
No. One of them said to us: You can
go back no problem, but you have to
leave these [other people] here. We
have our orders. We argued with them
for a long time. We showed them the
papers where it was written that they
were supposed to help us. They insisted that, according to their orders, they
could not let us go. It occurred to me to
say to them: You know, we have tanks
nearby, we can call them. I wouldn’t
have called anyone; I was just trying my luck. They said that they still
couldn’t let us go all the same. They
resolutely stuck to their guns. At that
moment, I had a fortunate flash of inspiration. I said to them: Listen, we are
here on the direct orders of General Eisenhower! They evidently recognised
the name. We are supposed to secure
this equipment of the German Army
on his direct orders. The name Eisenhower worked like a charm. They just
waved us on and we drove off. But we
had other problems on the way back.
We were shot at directly. We returned
fire. Luckily, we handled it, but the
situation was a lot more difficult than
it had been on the way there. It was 11
May and the War had officially ended
two days previously.
What happened to the archive?
Upon arriving in Strakonice, we handed the truck and the German soldiers
over to the military police. One can assume that the value of an archive like
that was considerable at the start of
the Cold War. It’s most likely – and as
I said in the article Operation Strako
nice,1 some reports even allude to this
– that the material was stored in the archive of the Gehlen Organisation.
Our unit soon left for Germany, where it
became part of the occupying army. In
the American Army there was a points
system in operation. I had already collected enough points, so I was able to
go back home on 15 December 1945.

JACOBS, Harry A.: Operation Strakonice: In Pursuit of the Soviet Order of Battle. The Journal of Military History, 2001, No. 65, pp. 391–400.
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Martin Wenick during a visit to Prague in 2010. 
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I Really Wasn’t a Spy
An interview with Martin Wenick about Prague
under socialism, ostentatious picnics, James
Bond, and Czech snooping
Jan Hanzlík, Ondřej Šanca
He first arrived in Czechoslovakia in 1965 and immediately became a target of the State Security
(StB). For many reasons. But mainly because he was a Jew, an American, and an employee of
the U.S. Embassy in Prague. Dozens of people informed on him, he was monitored at every step,
and materials about him run to hundreds of pages. Martin Wenick, the former U.S. vice-consul in
Czechoslovakia, has returned to Prague to finally see his file.
What were you actually doing in
Prague in 1965? I ask because the
State Security was convinced that you
were a spy...
I was employed as a clerk of the U.S. Department of State. Together with a few
colleagues, I worked at the consular office, where I was mainly responsible for
issuing tourist visas to Czechoslovak
citizens. I also had other duties, but that
was the most important.

working for the Americans. Of course,
if you’re employed at an embassy, you
gather information – freely accessible
information. The embassy was visited

Řevnice, for example. After matches, we
regularly had a beer. Some of the locals
had meanwhile joined the army, but they
returned to the tournaments, in uniform,

Wenick grew up in a small town in New Jersey. He earned a degree at Brown University in
Providence in 1961 and later undertook post-graduate studies at the University of California,
Berkeley. In January 1962, he entered service at the United States Department of State. During
a career spanning almost 28 years, he was posted to US embassies in Kabul, Prague, Moscow
and Rome. He departed from state service as state secretary at the Bureau of Intelligence and
Research. Following his retirement he became executive director of the National Conference
on Soviet Jewry. In 1992, he became vice-president of the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society, an

Is that a diplomatic answer?
No, it’s true. I was an employee of the
State Department, not the CIA. When
I began to go through my file in the
State Security archives, I noticed at the
very beginning that they thought I was
a CIA agent. But if you read it carefully,
you will find that there isn’t a single
shred of evidence indicating that I was
involved in anything that could be considered espionage against Czechoslovakia. Some of the file is downright lies,
some of it was made up by somebody,
maybe by the agents or the people who
collaborated with them and provided
them with information, and some of it is
true. For example: Did I go to such-andsuch a cemetery? Yes, I did. And why?
Because I knew the man who was buried there and I wanted to visit his grave.
But the State Security agents thought
that I was going to hide some materials for Czechoslovak citizens who were
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organisation that helps refugees throughout the world. Martin Wenick is married to Alice
Tetelman, who accompanied him on his second stay in Prague (1981–1983).

by various people, and they talked with
me. When it was something interesting,
we wrote a report. But I didn’t work for
the CIA. You can also find in my file that
when I was sent to Czechoslovakia for
the second time in 1981, the StB men
asked your brothers in the Soviet Union
about where I worked from 1970 to 1974.
The Soviets answered that I was a CIA
agent, but that’s not true.
I found a mention in your file that
you cooperated with someone who
worked for the StB, but sold you some
information of a military nature.
No, I was never sold any secret information. The embassy staff played softball
with Czech teams. Under the auspices of
the YMCA. We played at Letná, and a few
times a year we went to tournaments, to

of course. We were friends, but none of
them ever took any money from us.
My file implies that the Czechoslovak authorities were interested mainly in those
who didn’t like the regime that was then
in power. After the occupation in 1968,
many of them left the country before the
borders were closed again.
I discovered a lot of funny details in
your file, at least from today’s perspective. First, it says that you very
often talked about your Jewish origin,
which undoubtedly must have looked
suspicious to the StB. And then it says
that you played softball, an American bourgeois sport. Once, when they
were following you, they found that
you were giving an “ostentatious picnic” with your friends. In socialist
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locals to do anything illegal for us. But
these people still felt, for some reason,
that they had to inform on us. I carefully
studied my file, and I didn’t find any secret information that the StB received
from me and that could in any way harm
the government of the United States or
its interests. It never occurred to me: Oh
my God, they got this and that from me.

Martin Wenick leaving the Polish Embassy with Alice Lemaistre, a clerk of the United States Information Agency (USIA), whose file
was kept by the StB under the code name “Plutonium 79”. 
Photo: Security Services Archive

Czechoslovakia, picnics were a symbol of Western bourgeois mentality, so
we didn’t have them. Yours must have
surprised them...
If you read those files carefully, you find
how much the ideology of that time
was reflected in them. There were antiSemites in senior positions who were
afraid of foreigners and who also feared
that the young generation would try to
overthrow the regime. We didn’t like
the regime, of course, but we lacked the
power to overthrow it. The leaders of the
communist government considered U.S.
diplomats to be enemies. That’s why the
StB devoted so much time to us. You’ve
seen that my file is pretty thick. The
StB undoubtedly must have spent huge
amounts of money on activities directed
against the U.S. Embassy and its staff.
That’s true. Judging by the reports in
your file, they had an informer at the
U.S. Embassy. Do you know who it was?
Yes, I do.
And did you know that before?
When I was employed at the consular department from 1965 to 1967, there were
five Czechoslovak female employees.
I suspected all of them at that time, some
more, some less. But when I was reading
my file, I realized who it was – her name
was Helena Schwarzová, and she died
a few years ago. It was she who was their
main source of information. In my file
I also found copies of letters she wrote for
me as well as guest lists, if they were prepared for our events.
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How is it possible that there was an
StB agent working directly at your
embassy?
It’s simple. We employed citizens of the
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic at the
embassy who were selected for us by the
Directorate of Services of the Diplomatic
Corps, which was an organization connected with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the State Security.
You couldn’t choose an American secretary?
Americans were the only people who
could work in places with limited access. But finding an American citizen
who spoke Czech so well as to be able
to handle the daily agenda of the embassy was very difficult. Furthermore, the
number of Americans who were allowed
to work at the embassy was limited, so
we asked the Directorate of Services
to choose someone for the job. When
I read my file, I also learned that there
were fewer agents of the State Security
at the embassy than I’d thought. But that
doesn’t mean that there were no spies or
people who collaborated with the StB.
I also read in your file that once you
warned an agent about another agent
but you didn’t know that the first person was an agent too. That is really
paranoid...
You’re right. When I read my file, I felt
sad a few times, because I normally got
on well with these people. I never concealed that my wife and I worked at the
U.S. Embassy. And we never wanted the

I agree with you, we’re talking about
everyday things here. For example,
there is one source – probably your
housekeeper from the years 1965–
1967 – who wrote that you liked to
have a drink and that you often gave
parties in your apartment.
Yes, the housekeeper’s name was Růžena
Hausmanová, and she is also dead.
I must say I was quite surprised, because
I didn’t have any drink problems. She
counted the glasses that were left in the
living room after the party, and from the
lipstick on them she knew if the glass
was used by a woman or a man. According to her report about me, I sometimes
came home sad or tired. She invented
a lot of things. When you read these reports, you just don’t understand what
made her do it. At the time she worked
for me, she wasn’t getting any younger,
so I can’t imagine what her superiors
could use to threaten her with if she
refused to cooperate. When I returned
with my wife to Czechoslovakia in 1981,
we went to visit her. We also regularly
sent her some money during vacations,
because she was quite poor... And then
I saw how much she wrote about me,
and it made me feel a bit sad.
The StB also quite often mentions that
you tried to play “intelligence games”
with them or something like that, and
that you quite often tried to shake off
your pursuers...
Our main goal was not to shake off our
pursuers, but we tried to find out the license plates and makes of the cars that
followed us. We had a simple reason for
this: if I wanted to see someone, I didn’t
want to make him worry that he was
meeting with an American diplomat.
So when I saw that the car with license
plate 36 25 was going in the same direction as me, I just couldn’t meet a friend.
The surveillance teams usually consisted of three or four cars, each of them
with three or four secret agents. But
sometimes we played hide and seek with
them to make their job a bit more fun.
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The StB also “accompanied” Mr and Mrs Wenick during their trip to Olomouc.

Until I read my file, I had no idea that
if the secret agents lost their man, they
had to write a report that was read by
their supervisor. But I knew one thing for
sure: if they lost you, three or four cars
started combing Prague, trying to find
you. Sometimes we just wanted to have
a bit of amusement, and now that I think
about it I tell you it was sometimes quite
fun. When I went through the records,
I was surprised how many people and
money were required to surveil a single
person. There were twenty people like
me working at the embassy – that means
that a small army was needed just to
watch American diplomats. And there
were many other Western embassies in
Prague.
Do you think there’s something of the
James Bond in you?
Probably not. It’s not really about Bond.
The thing is I felt a strong antipathy
against the communist regime which
was then in power. I was a total anticommunist. You can read about it in my
file, and I don’t deny it. Every day I came
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into contact with about forty or fifty applicants for tourist visas from all parts
of Czechoslovakia, and many of those
people went through hell because of the
regime. There were, for example, cases
where a son or daughter moved abroad
in 1948, their mother was about seventy, and she didn’t see them for twenty
years or more. And when she finally did
get a permit to visit them, her husband
couldn’t go with her, because the State
Security wanted to make sure that his
wife would return. And if not, she would
be sentenced in absentia. And her action
would also affect her husband.
You constantly witnessed violations of
basic human rights. And when you saw
it around you, you simply couldn’t sympathize with the regime. On the contrary,
you just felt like making life difficult
for those who actively supported it. For
example, there were guards standing in
front of the embassy watching the entrance. I treated them as if they weren’t
there at all. They greeted me, but I just
ignored them. You can find that in my file
too. But I definitely wasn’t a James Bond.

Photo: Security Services Archive

You left Prague in 1967 and returned
in 1981. Were you here at the time
that Miloš Forman was shooting Amadeus?
Yes, I was. It was interesting for two reasons. I had known Miloš Forman from
the time of my first stay in Prague. He
left Czechoslovakia after the invasion
in 1968 and then settled in the United
States. But the regime and its backwards
economy badly needed Western currency, so it allowed him to return to Prague
and make the movie here. We became
friends, as did the producer Saul Zaentz
and I. My wife Alice even wanted to take
a role in their film. Like everyone at
the embassy. The permit to shoot Amadeus in Prague was probably arranged
by someone from the leadership of the
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia,
which apparently concluded that finances were more important than ideology.
Like when in 1966 Vladimir Kazan-Komarek, a U.S. citizen of Czech origin, who
was flying with Aeroflot on the direct
Moscow to Paris route, found himself in
Czechoslovakia. He was put on trial for
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Martin Wenick in 1980s visiting West Bohemia, where he regularly honoured the memory of fallen American soldiers.
Photo: Archive of Martin Wenick

The StB also had Wenick’s passport photograph.
Photo: Security Services Archive

subversive activity committed after the
coup. My file doesn’t say much about it,
but at the turn of 1966–1967 there was
real danger that this incident might fundamentally damage relations between
Czechoslovakia and the United States.
After 1948, Kazan-Komarek worked as
an agent on foot in the service of the
French intelligence, smuggling people
across the border. On his last trip, he was
meant to smuggle a group of people into
West Germany, but they were caught by
the border police. Kazan-Komarek finally managed to escape. Although in the
meantime he’d swallowed a poison pill,
which fortunately didn’t work, because
the capsule apparently wasn’t in an airtight container. Eventually, he settled
in the United States, where he founded
a family travel agency.
In 1966, he was invited as a representative of the Soviet travel agency Inturist
on a promotional trip to the Soviet Union
and when he was returning to the United
States, the Aeroflot plane landed unexpectedly at Prague’s Ruzyně and KazanKomarek was arrested at the airport.
That this was a joint operation on the
part of the Soviet KGB and the Czechoslovak StB is evidenced by the fact that
although the aircraft wasn’t supposed
to land in Prague at all, his suitcase
was taken off the plane at Ruzyně too.
In January 1967, Kazan-Komarek was
sentenced to seven years in prison. But
a week later his sentence was reduced,
and he was expelled from Czechoslova-

Cardinal Tomášek and Jiří Dienstbier.
Does this mean that you arrived in
Czechoslovakia in the 1980s with the
task of establishing contact with opponents of communism and helping
them overthrow the regime?
Although I arrived in Prague in July 1981
as charge d’affaires, I was mainly a deputy ambassador, because we didn’t have
one in Prague at that time. I was responsible for the daily running of the embassy.
As for Cardinal Tomášek, we occasionally met at diplomatic parties. Once
I asked him for a meeting in his office
in Hradčany, he agreed and received me
several times. Diplomatic relations with
significant church figures are a normal
part of the job. Unfortunately, in communist countries, this was considered as
subversive activity.
My friendship with Jiří Dienstbier dates
back to the late 1960s, when he was sent
to Washington as a correspondent for
Czechoslovak Radio. When I arrived in
Prague in 1981, I knew that he was serving a sentence for subversion. Therefore,
I went to see his wife, who could visit him
regularly in prison, and asked her to tell
him I was back. Jiří told her that he knew
it, because he had read Rudé právo, which
said that the “sergeant” had signed a bilateral agreement between the United
States and Czechoslovakia concerning
certain requirements. On May 15, 1967,
an article was published in Rudé právo in
which the “sergeant” from the consular
department of the U.S. Embassy was criti-
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kia. The U.S. Embassy responded to his
arrest by suspending the issuing of visas
for Czechoslovak businessmen traveling
to the United States as well as for intellectuals going overseas to study.

Photograph of a tombstone by which M. Wenick stopped.
Coincidence or dead drop?  Photo: Security Services Archive

The Czechoslovak party probably regretted launching this case, and everything
was resolved at the political level. So
business and financial interests finally
won out, as in the shooting of Amadeus.
The contact list in your second file
(1981–1983) contains the names of
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Text written by the StB: “Operation BOR 81: In Prague on 7 Oct 1982 at 10:34 a.m. outside the Ruzyně airport. 1 Bor, 2 Doane James,
3 Doane Jeannine (visitor), 4 driver Valenta”. 
Photo: Security Services Archive

cized for his behavior in the performance
of his work duties. The article was published on the orders of the Czechoslovak
Ministry of Foreign Affairs after I refused
to issue a visa to the Rudé právo editorin-chief and his interpreter, who were
going to a congress of the American Communist Party in the United States. Jiří and
I started using the word “sergeant” when
talking to each other as a joke. After Jiří
was released in 1982, we regularly visited
one another. He came to our apartment
for dinner and movie screenings.
Through contacts with these people,
I got to know the life of the citizens of the
former Czechoslovakia. The StB thought
it was subversion, but I can’t possibly
imagine how my meetings with these
two people could undermine the communist regime.
Why do you think communism collapsed?
It simply failed. How many people really
believed in it?
After 1968, probably no-one...
The very basic assumption that the
state should control both the working
and private lives of its citizens is wrong.
For example, in the Soviet Union – and
in Czechoslovakia it was very similar,
of course – someone in Moscow ordered that a shoe factory produce, say,
2,500 pairs of a certain type of shoes.
That’s absurd. The communist regime
was doomed to fail, and the failure
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Martin Wenick and Rudolf Karpelis on 25 February 1982 at
5:45 p.m. at the U Kocoura restaurant. 
Photo: Security Services Archive

Prague, 25 June 1982, Maxim Gorky Square, 4:40 p.m.
The woman behind M. Wenick reportedly came out of the
place of residence with him. In fact, it is Dorothy Wenick,
Wenick’s mother. 
Photo: Security Services Archive

The StB carefully documented every step it took.
Source: Security Services Archive

came even before I and my colleagues
and friends had predicted. It was kept
afloat especially by the secret police,
which people feared. Communism simply failed. Is capitalism perfect? No, it
isn’t. No system is perfect. But capitalism undoubtedly offers more options
than communism. I think one of the reasons why the communist regimes fell so
quickly in 1989 is that many people had
experience with twenty years of democracy from the period before the Second
World War.
In Czechoslovakia, for example, the U.S.
Army got as far as West Bohemia during the liberation in the spring of 1945.
Based on a prior agreement, it stopped
there, and after the victory over Germany it remained there for a while. In
many villages, people built memorials
to the U.S. Army immediately after the
war in memory of its victory. In the years
1981–1983, around May 9, the anniversa-

ry of the liberation, we passed through
these villages. We also asked people on
Voice of America whether they knew
any monuments or relics connected with
American soldiers who died in the fight
against Nazism. The response was huge.
Lots of people contacted us with their
memories of Americans, both in person
and in writing. And near Bratislava we
even found wreckage of a U.S. aircraft
shot down by the Nazis.
People simply remembered how they
lived before the February coup in 1948,
and they knew that there were systems
other than communism. So I think the
fall of communism had several causes.
People mostly didn’t want someone ordering them what to do every day. They
didn’t want to live “according to the
plan”. Even my file begins with a plan of
action against Martin Wenick, created
by the leadership of the State Security. It
fully reflects the spirit of that time.
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Zdena Tominová in 1979, shortly after becoming a spokesperson of Charter 77. 

Photo: Jiří Bednář
interview

Violence Doesn’t Affect the Spirit
Zdena Tominová discusses life in
Normalisation Czechoslovakia with
the police outside her door, being
a spokesperson, losing her homeland and her
willingness to “get stuck in”
Adam Hradilek
You hadn’t been in Prague for a long
time. Why have you come now?
I’m in Prague for a simple, sad reason.
Věra Jirousová died and I wanted to
attend her funeral. At the same time,
I wanted to meet friends, because
that’s how it goes at funerals now.
I also knew that in Prague I’d get to
see further archive materials from my
StB [State Security, secret police] surveillance team that I hadn’t yet seen.
I combined the sad and the useful.

StB’s sights at the end of the ‘70s, in
connection with the activities of my
then husband, Julius Tomin. I appear
in the file “Machinist”, in which, as
the StB men put it nicely at the time,
Julius was “targeted” because of his
philosophical lectures. Machinist is
a prosaic codename, as Julius had previously worked as a machinist at the

I also found a way to apply my memory,
which was trained from interpreting.
When they locked up Jaroslav Šabata,
he chose me as his fiduciary, so I got
to take part in his court hearings. At
the court they confiscated my pen and
notebook, so I committed the summation to memory and transcribed it onto
paper that night. At that court I discov-

Born in Prague on 7.2.1941. Graduated in acting from DAMU and in philosophy from the Arts
Faculty of Charles University in 1968. Until 1978 worked as an interpreter. Signed Charter 77
on 23.5.1978 and was Charter spokesperson from 8.2.1979 to 1.2.1980. Under pressure from

Have you ever procrastinated about
whether or not to look into the communist security services’ files?
I’ve got friends who to this day refuse
to look into the files. They won’t read
them. They don’t want to know. In my
case, if I can I’d prefer to know, but to
a certain extent I get their position. One
often has to laugh reading the files, because the illiteracy of the entries, and
the political illiteracy of those who
wrote them, is sometimes most amusing. But descriptions of surveillance in
particular are utterly disgusting. When
one reads them, it feels like one had
been walking naked down Wenceslas
Square at the time, without knowing
it. Naturally, I was also worried about
what I’d learn about acquaintances
and friends. But I was lucky that nobody close to me, or among those
I really trusted, betrayed me.
When did the StB first take an interest in you?
If I don’t count one denunciation from
the end of the 1950s, I appear in the
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the StB, she, her sons Lukáš and Marek and husband Julius went into exile in the UK, where
she lives to this day. Worked in exile for the Czech section of the BBC and elsewhere.

Holešovice power station. The StB kept
a file on me from 1978 with the codename “Bishop”, so I claim that I was
one of the world’s first female bishops.
Where they hit upon that name I don’t
know. Otherwise, the StB men gave
me the name “Machinist 1”. Julius was
“Machinist”, and our older son Lukáš
was “Machinist 2”.
How did you become involved in the
movement surrounding Charter 77?
Julius needed a lot of support in connection with the philosophical lectures
that he organised in our flat. I took
care of him during his protest hunger
strike, of the students who regularly
visited us, of our children. I was a kind
of traditional feminine support to
them. In may 1978, my friend Jiří Gruša
was locked up over the novel Dotazník
(Questionnaire). That really made me
angry and I started to organise a campaign for his release. At that time,

ered I could quickly produce a press release in several world languages, and
that I had a lot of guts and an appetite
to do something.
When did you sign the Charter?
I signed the Charter in May 1978, on the
day when I was let go from my job at
the Prague Information Service, where
I’d been a translator, on the orders of
the StB. It wasn’t in their interest to either punish me or to force Julius to find
other manual work, after he left the
power station, and to not have so much
time for other activities. Actually, he
then started working at the zoo. The
most fantastic thing about the Charter
for me was that from one day to the
next I acquired some 200 close friends.
Among them was Marta Kubišová, who
was then Charter spokesperson. I often
visited her. One day she told me she
was expecting a baby and that she’d
have to give up being a spokesperson.
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Václav Benda, Jiří Dienstbier, Zdena Tominová and Jiří Hájek at a meeting of Charter 77 spokespersons in 1979.
Photo: Ondřej Němec

I offered then to take it over from her,
but not even in my dreams did it occur
to me that I’d be selected.
Who proposed and voted on Charter
spokesperson? Who proposed you?
The Charter was a free movement,
a citizens’ initiative without a hierarchy. Everything was based on discussion and trust, without mass meetings
and voting slips. When Charter was
established it was specified that the
spokespersons would include people
from various circles of opinion. At
informal discussions within the different circles of opinion three names
emerged. For instance, among the first
three spokespersons was Jiří Hájek for
the ex-communists, Václav Havel for
the artists and humanist democrats
and Jan Patočka from the academic
community and as a moral authority.
There are several opinions as to who
proposed me. Many friends say that
that it was them, but basically I took
over the post from Marta and continued in her somewhat non-political,
general cultural role.
How did your husband react to the
fact you were to become a Charter
spokesperson?
I was to become a spokesperson of
Charter at a meeting at the Bendas’
in November 1978, but it was suddenly decided that Václav Havel would
be provisionally charged with being a spokesperson, and I would be
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a spokesperson designate. We also understood it as Václav wishing to serve
out the term that’d been interrupted
by his imprisonment. This caused me
difficulties, because I’d started to do
the work anyway. But mainly things
were tense at home. Evening after evening, Julius urged me not to take the
post. He said I didn’t have the authority for it and would go to pieces in the
first interrogation, and how would the
children take it. I think Julius was a bit
jealous and at the same time was sincerely worried about the fate of his flat
seminars. It was clear that the attention of the cops would start to be directed toward me too, and therefore
twice as much toward our flat. However, it’s necessary to say that when on
8 February I became a spokesperson,
along with Jiří Dienstbier and Václav
Benda, Julius changed completely and
was a genuine support to me.
Women in the world of dissidents
met with reproach because of the
children. For instance, Natalia
Gorbaněvská told me how many people upbraided her, and to this day
upbraid her, for taking her small son
to a demonstration against the occupation of Czechoslovakia. As a wife
and mother, did you meet with similar reactions?
I remember one taxi ride during which
I was followed. When the driver realised what was going on he said: I support the Charter; if I didn’t have kids, I’d

get involved too. I said to him that I had
two children and he wouldn’t even take
me home. He put me out on the street.
He said I was an absolute lunatic and
almost spat. Some work colleagues
and a relative admonished me. They
were more surprised: But you’ve got
kids. What will become of them? You’re
so skilled and could make a decent living… etc. But as to whether somebody
genuinely reproached me, that didn’t
happen. On the contrary, I met with
support. Some Chartists had it hard at
home. It was the opposite at our place.
The cops canvassed our neighbours.
They rang every bell and wanted them
to sign a made-up complaint against
our family, that they didn’t want us
there. But nobody signed it. Naturally,
those people were scared. For several
months we had uniformed VB [Public
Security, police] officers in our building. They sat in front of the doors at
night, tramping up and down, because
they alternated three times a day. Despite this, nobody stood against us.
What did the work of Charter
spokespersons’ consist of? In concrete terms, what did you do?
The basic role of the spokespersons
was to ensure a certain consensus in
the Charter, to bring people together.
Also to prepare announcements and
documents meant to draw attention to
problems in the field of human rights
and personal freedoms. Somebody,
who could even have been outside
the Charter, worked up a first draft.
That then underwent discussion in
individual circles of opinion, and then
it came to our trio for finalisation.
We most often met at the Bendas’ on
Karlovo náměstí. I always went there
after noon. I waited until Benda had
woken up after his night shift at the
boiler room, and then we sat with the
semi-finished document and started
to edit it. Jirka Dienstbier would come
later, but then he was priceless on
international matters. Václav Benda
had amazing legal education and consciousness, so the final edit was mainly down to him. I was more of a foot
soldier. I travelled around Prague and
drove around Bohemia among the signatories. I had tough moments. Young
people outside Prague in particular
were annoyed that the Charter was in
correspondence with the Central Committee of the Party, the Federal Assem-
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Zdena Tominová and Kamila Bendová in the sights of the 4th Directorate of the National Security Corps, operation “Machinist 1”, 31 May 1979.
Photo: Security Services Archive

bly and a certain Husák. They didn’t
want to understand it.
Once a text was ready, what was
done with it next? How did it reach
people?
That was still the era of typewriters.
When our final version was ready it was
given to foot soldiers around Prague,
who at night, with an ear pressed to
the door listening out for tramping
feet, made copies by the ten or twenty.
They were then disseminated around
Prague and beyond Prague. It was
a kind of silent post from typewriter
to typewriter. We took a copy of every
document to the relevant party bodies. Once I brought one to the Central
Committee of the party, which was an
experience. We were proffering the
hand of cooperation. State, government and Central Committee – you’ve
signed the Helsinki Agreement on human rights, we’ll offer you help, we’ll
show you where and how they aren’t
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being adhered to, so that a remedy can
be found. In short, that was the original idea of the Charter.
What did you live from? Were
spokespersons’ posts salaried? Did
you get money from “ideological diversionary centres” in the West, as
the communists claimed?
No. It really wasn’t a paid activity. Jirka Dienstbier worked at some office,
Václav Benda was a stoker at night in
a boiler room and our family was supported by Julius, who worked at the zoo
as a night guard. When my son read
the entries of the surveillance team
he laughed: Mammy, you were always
travelling somewhere by car and buying
flowers. It was quite the life! We really
did travel a lot by taxi. Not only was it
the quickest way when you had to visit
a number of circles of opinion in a day
– the main thing was it was the safest
way. Some money from the Fund for
Civic Aid, which was founded thanks

to Sweden’s Monismanien Prize, went
toward our costs. The vast majority of
the funding went to help prisoners and
the families of prisoners. A certain part
went to costs linked to our activities, including taxis around Prague and buses
or petrol for trips outside Prague. And
of course to make typewritten copies.
When they locked up Jiří Dienstbier
and Václav Benda how long were you
in the post of Charter spokesperson
alone, and how did you manage it?
It’s commonly believed, and even Vilém
Prečan writes this, that on 29 May 1979
they locked up my two co-spokespersons
and then I was immediately joined by
Ladislav Hejdánek and Jiří Hájek. That
isn’t true. Hejdánek and Hájek did immediately express the willingness to stand
in for the arrested spokespersons, but
we waited to see if they wouldn’t release
the members of the VONS (Committee
for the Defence of the Unjustly Prosecuted), so I was alone for eight days. That
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The communist propaganda machine continued its campaign against Zdena Tominová years after her emigration.
Průboj magazine, 14 April 1984. 
Photo: Archive of František Stárek

was a terribly long time. I was the only
one left, so the StB deployed a huge team
to tail me. There were so many of them
that it was no longer possible not to notice them. Three jumped on the tram
with me, others flashed about in cars.
They probably decided then that they’d
put me out of action. It’s written word
for word in one StB entry: Preclude Tominová from performing as Charter spokesperson by 30 June at the latest.
Was there a physical attack on your
person in that period?
Yes. It happened on 5 June. That day
the surveillance team left me at Stross-
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mayerovo náměstí, which was unusual. They always escorted us back home
and there, when the object entered
her residence, the surveillance ended.
I went up to Letná and was carrying
a bag with signatures on a petition to
release the members of VONS. I hesitated at our building, because it was half
past ten and the main doors were half
open. I went in and turned to where the
light switch was. And there stood a tall
guy with tights over his head. When
I saw his deformed face and muscular
arms, and that he was raising a nightstick, I yelled out as if I was in a Hitchcock film. Then I don’t know anything,

because he apparently stunned me. He
dragged me out of the building. Then
I remember him getting up and moving away from me. Luckily, two older
people, who had no idea who I was,
heard me. They ran to where the hullabaloo was. They saw the guy moving
away from me, and the woman threatened him with an umbrella. In no time
a VB patrol arrived but it didn’t stop, it
just drove past. A minute or two later
StB men in a Tatra 603 arrived and offered to take me to a doctor. I told them
I’d go nowhere without witnesses. The
unsuspecting pair immediately offered
to be my witnesses. The police had no
alternative but to take them with me.
The doctor wanted to send me from
emergency to the hospital by ambulance. A nurse said to him: Doctor, you
needn’t call an ambulance, the lady has
good friends outside in a 603 and they’ll
take her there. I was really going to
have to go outside. Luckily the doctor
was a Radio Free Europe listener and
said to the nurse: Go tell those men that
Mrs. Tominová can’t travel by car. I have
to call a special ambulance. At the Na
Františku hospital the StB men put it
about that I was a jewel thief and the
following day they closed the whole of
one department. The attack on me was
an effort to destroy the Charter. I think
that the car had been there to take me
out to the woods somewhere and to put
me out of action for a long time with
a real thrashing. A surveillance entry
that I obtained a few days ago also corresponds to this. Written at the end of
the surveillance report for 5 May is:
Surveillance ended at 22:30 on the order
of an operative worker. Written in hand
at the bottom of the document is: The
operative workers wanted to undertake
a measure; it was unsuccessful. Good
people saved me.
Was that violent experience a turning point for you in some way?
The interesting thing I learned was
that physical violence didn’t affect
me. I’d always been afraid that I’d collapse the moment their first blow fell.
Luckily, that’s not how it was. A person
finds that they may have a huge bruise,
they’ve got a terrible headache, but it
doesn’t affect their spirit.
How did your children manage that
pressure? The StB also had a file on
your 17-year-old son Lukáš…
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Lukáš Tomin, Jakub Němec, Marek Tomin, Zdena Tominová and Julius Tomin on the roof of their house at no. 3 Keramická St., a few minutes before their departure into exile on 22 August 1980.
Photo: Jiří Bednář

Our children grew up fast. Lukáš wrote
two or three things for Svědectví and
was simply everywhere with us. He
went to Plastic People and DG 307 concerts, to the VONS trial. He was so mature that he himself became engaged.
At the same time, when I saw his surveillance file for the first time it really
turned my stomach – they’d put his
school photo, from when he was 13, in
it. When Lukáš failed three times to get
into grammar school I cried and said to
myself, God, what am I doing to those
children? Marek was a lot younger,
but it also affected him. I remember an
incident when his father was coming
towards him after he’d returned from
a school trip. At that time Julius had an
open surveillance team, so a 603 of cops
were sticking to him. The classmates
and parents were asking, what’s going on? In the files there’s a preserved
entry about the StB’s discussions with
the personnel vice-director of Barrandov Film Studios to make sure Marek
couldn’t appear in the film Krakonoš
a lyžníci. He’d been looking forward
to it terribly. Marek was tremendously
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brave. During one of the many raids
on our flat, he stood in front of me and
protected me. His classmates’ parents
didn’t allow them to come to play at
our place, but he was friends with the
kids of other Chartists. When I was at
home I had one ear permanently listening out to what was happening in
the corridor, where the cops were on
guard. One time I hear childish squeaking. I flew out to the corridor, where
9-year-old Honza Jonák was crying.
On the ground lay toys that VB officers
had thrown on the ground when they’d
searched his satchel. I grabbed him
and pulled him inside, and that time
I didn’t speak too kindly to the VB officers.
In what way did surveillance influence your everyday life?
For instance, around our place at Letná
I walked with my head down. Because
if I’d met some former classmate or
neighbour who said: Hi, long time no
see – fancy grabbing a coffee? then they
would’ve earned being photographed,
having their ID checked, and so on.

To protect people from that, I looked
down at the pavement. After the arrest
of the VONS leadership, they placed
the aforementioned uniformed officers
in the corridor in front of our flat. That
was huge pressure. They sat there 24
hours a day, alternating in three shifts.
All that separated us was a flimsy door
that would’ve given way if somebody
had pressed it in. Everything was audible. I heard their conversations, or how
they played cards, which made it clear
that they also heard everything. My
trips to the toilet, etc. I had a powerful
sense that they didn’t just hear me, but
saw me. Julius stopped singing while
washing up, which he’d liked to do. He
sang loud and out of tune, but suddenly
he became bashful. We had almost no
privacy of any kind.
Did they just listen, or did you have
contact with them?
In the corridor the cops checked the
ID of visitors entering or leaving the
flat. Most of the time, they let nobody
in. Some cops said nothing, but others
made derisive comments. My 80-year-
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old father climbed four flights and they
didn’t want to let him in to us. I heard
him outside the door saying: How can
you do this to me, after all they’re my
daughter and grandsons? Again I ran
out but they were holding him for a long
time and he’d made a mess in his pants.
He was suffering from bowel cancer.
They were nasty moments, when you’d
be ashamed yourself that somebody
could do something like that. In the
end they had to bring to us what they
called “the guys from Kladno”, because
the Prague and Letná police refused to
serve on our corridor. They laughed at
them in the local pubs for guarding two
small children and a dog rather than
chasing thieves and whores.
When did you decide to emigrate?
We’d refused to emigrate, but they
wanted to get rid of us, so they gave us
an exit permit for five years. After nine
months, we received notification from
the Interior Ministry that we’d been
stripped of our Czechoslovak citizenship, so we found ourselves in exile. For
me it was an open wound, and to this
day I regard our departure as a failing.
At the same time, when I go through
the plans for Operation Clearance in
the StB documents of that time, I see all
the ways they tried to force us to leave:
the spreading of false information, the
psychological pressure on us both, on
the kids, on the whole family. Concrete
tasks are described as to how to spread
the story that Tominová was receiving
money to the detriment of other dissidents, was working as a prostitute, etc.
Genuinely ugly things. They succeeded
in some, they didn’t succeed in others,
but the pressure was great. The worst
thing for me was the impact on the kids.
Documents on, for instance, how Lukáš
applied to school three times, have
been preserved. An agreement with the
school director that Lukáš couldn’t go
to the school and that it was to be made
to look like it was for good reason is described. That was a difficult job, as he
got virtually all As. Marek was a really
brave boy, but it struck me that he had
very adult eyes, that he was seeing more
than a child ought to. Lukáš got boxed
about the ears several times and a 603
even started to follow him. The idea
that they were following my 17-year-old
son suddenly became unbearable to me.
But that wasn’t all. They succeeded in
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breaking up the philosophical seminar.
Julius had to essentially give in, because virtually every seminar ended in
a raid and the arrest of the participants.
He took it hard, so we accepted an invitation of almost a year’s standing to
Oxford University, from where philosophers had come on Julius’s invitation to
give lectures at his seminars.
Could you describe your journey to
Britain?
Associate Professor Kathy Wilkes
came for us from Oxford. In Prague
she rented a Soviet-made car that we
all had to fit into, along with our stuff.
Each of us had one case and Julius also
took a load of books. The whole way
three or so cars were doing exercises
around us. They left us waiting a terribly long time at the border, saying
they’d only let us continue if Julius
gave up his doctor’s diploma to them.
We locked ourselves in the car and
Julius said: OK, take it by force. But in
that moment we return to Prague. They
thought for a while about whether to
let the car through, but in the end they
had no alternative but to lift the border
gate and our path to the British Isles
was free.
What kind of welcome awaited you
in Britain?
People often don’t realise what that
kind of loss of one’s homeland actually means. Even people in the West
thought that we’d been saved and
that was the end of it. They’ve arrived,
hooray, they’re saved! They couldn’t
grasp what it meant when somebody’s stripped of their citizenship
and can never go home. Then in the
Czech Republic the idea prevailed, and
to this day prevails, that émigrés were
in clover. That’s not how it was. From
the start there was great interest in us,
particularly Julius. He was somebody
special to them, a persecuted philosopher. But in the end he didn’t get any
academic work. It turned out the invitation was more of an expression of support, so basically they were unhappy
in Oxford that we’d actually come. Our
marriage collapsed within two years of
our arrival. When you experience such
an intense period, always under pressure, everything is suddenly different
when the pressure disappears. So it
actually ended quite sadly.

What did you do in Britain?
I worked with Amnesty International, travelled around to conferences,
took part in public debates, and was
involved in three documentaries on
the Charter and political prisoners.
I wrote two novels in English, Stalin’s Shoe and The Coast of Bohemia,
on related themes. I was active, but
it wasn’t an easy time. It was real
penury. I had nowhere to live, etc. It
was better when I got a place at the
BBC World Service, where for nearly
ten years I was an editor at the Czech
section.
In Britain they made a TV film about
your family. Were you involved in its
creation?
It was a so-called docudrama and
was titled Enemy of the State. In 1981,
Granada TV asked me to write a screenplay with the aim of getting the experience of totalitarianism across to people in Britain. I think all in all the film
fulfilled its role, including supporting
political prisoners in Czechoslovakia.
Until that time people couldn’t really
much conceive of what the word dissident meant, and thanks to the story of
a real family that film brought it home
to them.
How do you view Czech society’s relationship to dissidents?
Shortly after the revolution it was as
if the nation were glad that they had
somebody who upheld a certain continuity, somebody who ensured that
society didn’t find itself completely
stripped bare. They were grateful
to Havel and those around him, who
safeguarded the transition to democracy. Who else could do it? But then
there was a sudden turning against
them, and it was painful to watch. It
wasn’t a question of making garlanded
heroes of a thousand people with
an exclusive moral entitlement, but
it was terrible hearing remarks addressed at dissidents of the type that
they were a richly paid drunkards who
did everything for their own benefit.
If there hadn’t been Charter, things
might have gone like in Romania. Everywhere you looked, those in power
were tainted by the regime. It’s a great
pity that Czech citizens don’t respect
people who were willing to get stuck
in back then.
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A prison guard checking prisoners in the cells of one of the hundreds of Soviet prisons.

Photo: National
Archives
the story of the 20th
century

When You Understand,
Your Fate Will Not Be So Painful
The story of Jiří Bezděk
Jan Dvořák, Adam Hradilek
Out of thousands of Czechoslovak citizens imprisoned in the Soviet Union, only a few
experienced the first Soviet concentration camp on the Solovetsky Islands. Among them
was the teacher Jiří Bezděk. His imprisonment on the dreaded “Solovki” was only one painful
episode in his life journey full of hardship that led through Soviet labour camps and Siberian
exile to prisons in communist Czechoslovakia.
Jiří Bezděk was born on 28 February
1907 in Svébohov near Zábřeh on the
Bohemian-Moravian border. He was
one of four children born to a small
farmer and forest worker. After graduating from a general two-class school
in Svébohov, he attended a junior
secondary school in Zábřeh, five kilometres away. Because of his family’s financial situation, he did not continue
with his studies. He also had no luck
in finding work. Consequently, at 18
years of age, he volunteered for two
years’ military service in Olomouc with
the 27th infantry regiment. During his
stay in Olomouc, he privately attended
lectures at a teaching institute. He returned to civilian life in 1926 with the
rank of sergeant. He joined the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia in the
same year.1 This decision is best explained in Bezděk’s own words years
later: I grew up in poverty and deprivation. I worked from childhood, with
peasants, bricklayers, on road construction sites and railways, in brickworks,
etc. I know what unemployment is.2 It
was his financial situation and a willingness to help people in difficulties
that probably prompted Jiří Bezděk to
1
2
3
4
5
6

take the decision to leave as a teacher
for a Czech village in the Soviet Union.

A teacher in Ukraine
From the start of the 1920s, reports began reaching Czechoslovakia about the
catastrophic situation of the Czech minority that had settled in Ukraine from
the middle of the 19th century. At that
time, there were around 9,000 Czechs
living in the villages of Vyšehrad, Vinohrady, Bohemka, Čechohrad, Alexandrovka etc., and they had not been
spared the hardship associated with the
Bolshevik revolution, war, and crop failures that afflicted Ukraine in 1921.3 News
of their compatriots’ decimated villages
reached people in Czechoslovakia via
the evangelical Unity of Constance society (Kostnická jednota), which sent the
vicar Rudolf Šedý to the region in 1922
and 1923. On the basis of his reports and
findings, help was organised for their
compatriots by the Unity of Constance. It
provided dozens of children, mainly orphans, with a residence in Czechoslovakia and it intensively looked for teachers
to take on the task of providing tuition
in Czech villages.4 In view of the fact that
Rudolf Šedý had worked in Svébohov,

Jiří Bezděk also learned of his efforts.
Together with Jan Pavlů, another native
of Svébohov, he decided to answer the
call and left for Ukraine. We managed
to secure five teachers for the local Czech
schools, said the Unity of Constance’s annual report for 1926. The first of these,
J. Martínek, with his wife, is working in
Čechohrad… Very soon, Mr Pavlů and
Mr Bezděk will leave for the USSR. One will
go to the brethren’s Sirotínka near Odessa
and the other will go to the school Holovle
u Krivina (Shepetivka constituency).5 The
Soviet side consented to the teachers
being sent and promised them a visa
and a teaching course in Kiev. However, the arrangement of the necessary
documents for Bezděk and Pavlů’s journey did not proceed smoothly with the
Czechoslovak authorities. Instead of
the three days that were promised, the
procedure at the District Political Directorate lasted longer than a month and
it was accompanied by concerns about
the ideological focus of the action. The
following is written in the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs’ report on their application: as regards the teaching course in
Kiev, it cannot be doubted that it is for
the purposes of communist propaganda.6

National Archives (hereinafter only referred to as NA), f. (i.e. fond, meaning a “fund” or a collection of documents): Osobní vězeňský spis J. Bezděk (“Personal
Prison File of J. Bezděk”), sp. zn. (“file symbol”): A – 10 – 1970, handwritten biography dated April 1960.
Ibid., questionnaire filled out by hand by the prisoner J. Bezděk, dated 1 July 1953.
FILIP, Zdeněk: Proces s českými učiteli na Ukrajině v roce 1931 (The Trial of Czech Teachers in Ukraine in 1931). In: RÝDL, Karel (ed.): Historia magistra vitae –
vita magistra historiae: An anthology of articles for the 75th birthday of Prof. Dr. Josef Cach, Karolinum, Prague 1998, p. 62.
ŠEDÝ, Rudolf: České školství na Ukrajině a Krymu (Czech Education in Ukraine and Crimea). In: Naše Zahraničí (Our Abroad), Prague 1924 pp. 73-77; České osady
na Ukrajině a Krymu (Czech Settlements in Ukraine and Crimea). In: Naše Zahraničí, Prague 1923 pp. 121-178.
The Unity of Constance annual report for 1926. Kostnické Jiskry (Constance Sparks) annual 9, 1927, p. 5.
NA, f. Ministry of the Interior I – Presidium, Prague, sign. (“shelf-mark”) 225 – 1202 – 8, Letter from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the Presidium of the
Ministry of the Interior in regard to the case of Jan Pavlů dated 10 September 1927.
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However, on 27 September, the presidium of the Ministry of the Interior issued
a permit for them to travel out of the
country. Consequently, in October 1927,
Jiří Bezděk started work as a teacher
in the Czech school in the village of Vyšehrad, which was attended by around
40 children. The school soon began to
thrive and it was considered to be one
of the best Czech schools in the region.
Bezděk attended teaching courses and
congresses. He quickly adapted to the
local environment. A year after his arrival, he married Helena Jandová and
joined the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union.7 His enthusiasm for socialism is
evident from a letter he sent to friends
in Czechoslovakia, which was used for
propaganda purposes in an article in
1928 by the Czechoslovak Communist
Party weekly Naše Slovo (Our Word):
A Slap in the Face for Detractors of Soviet Russia. Teachers, Your Colleague
Writes: Conditions for workers here are
very favourable and good. It is self-evident that an unqualified labourer earns
barely half the pay of a qualified worker.
The necessities of life are very expensive
here, except for food. I personally became
acquainted with a communist organisation here and when I saw how rigorously
it is implementing a set programme, I also
joined the Communist Party without hesitation and I am an active member here...
An editorial commentary added the following to Bezděk’s letter: All the reports
of our enemies, which are by and large
taken from the workshops of document
forgers, are futile in the face of this.8 Unfortunately, the actual situation of many
expatriates was more dramatic. For example, a month before the article was
published, the Czech teacher Jaroslav
Martínek, who was the first to answer
Unity of Constance’s call in 1923 and
took charge of the school in the village
of Čechohrad9 was arrested in the USSR
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14

and sentenced to death for membership
of the religious-fascist organisation Unity of Constance, economic and military
espionage, and anti-Soviet propaganda
in the Czech colonies.10 Martínek’s case
was definitely not an isolated one. Lists
of interned Czechoslovak citizens in
the USSR have been preserved from

Jiří Bezděk before leaving for the Soviet Union.
Photo: Reproduced from the article Případ učitele Bezděka
(The Case of the Teacher Bezděk)

the 1930s saw an intensification of the
fight against religious groups and the
collectivisation of agriculture, which
primarily met with resistance from peasants in Ukraine. Whereas 33,757 people
were convicted by the secret police bodies of the Joint State Political Directorate
(OGPU)12 in the USSR in 1928, 208,069
were convicted in 1930, 20,201 of whom
were executed.13 With burgeoning repression in Ukraine, pressure also increased on the Czech expatriate villages.
Religiously founded communes of Czech
immigrants, materially supported by the
Czechoslovak government and an evangelical group, and thus also by contacts
with the West, stood in opposition to Stalin’s concept of an ideal Soviet village.
Consequently, contact between Czech
expatriates and Czechoslovakia were
restricted at the start of the 1930s. ...We
have no news at all from the USSR. The
reports we do get are cries of the utmost
anguish and distress, or tales of a great
putsch...The Soviet government jealously
guards all contact with foreign countries
and there is no hope of any kind of cooperation in the foreseeable future, said the
Unity of Constance annual report for
1930.14

A prisoner of the gulag
the 1930s, which were compiled by the
Czechoslovak Ministry of Foreign Affairs
each year. Although these official lists,
which were compiled with difficulty and
delays, only represent a fraction of the
actual state of affairs, they provide one
with an idea of how the persecution of
people of Czech nationality developed
during the Red Terror of the 1930s.
Whereas the lists from the beginning
of the 1930s always comprised a few
dozen names, by the end of the decade
they cite more than 200, thereby corresponding with the waves of repression
in the Soviet Union.11 The beginning of

The statistics for persecuted people
were soon enhanced by the addition
of Jiří Bezděk. A child was born to him
on 7 July 1930, but thereafter the idyllic life of this builder of socialism would
soon come to an end. On 18 July, 11 days
after the birth of his child, he received
a telegram from the district headquarters of the Communist Party telling him
to return to Kiev. On the journey, however, he was arrested and transferred
to the OGPU prison in Kiev. He had no
idea that he had become one of dozens
of victims of an extensive OGPU campaign against the Czech minority in

BEZDĚK, Jiří: Můj proces a proces českých učitelů v SSSR 1930-1936 (My Trial and the Trial of Czech Teachers in the USSR 1930-1936). A manuscript, p. 1.
Políček pomlouvačům sovětského Ruska. Učitelé, váš kolega píše (A Slap in the Face for Detractors of Soviet Russia. Teachers, Your Colleague Writes). Naše
slovo, No. 6, 10 February 1928, p. 2.
In January 1928, Martínek was sentenced in Kharkov to death by firing squad and the confiscation of his assets. On the basis of an amnesty for the 10th
anniversary of the October Revolution, his sentence was commuted to 10 years penal servitude in strict solitary confinement. As of 28 June 1929, he was
imprisoned on the Solovetsky Islands, from where he was transported in December 1930 to the Karlag camp in Kazakhstan. He returned to Czechoslovakia
in 1936. See Seznam československých příslušníků, vězněných v SSSR (List of Czechoslovak Nationals Imprisoned in the USSR), according to the situation on
1 July 1931, NA, f.: Zemský úřad Praha (Prague Provincial Authority) – Prezidium zemského úřadu (the Presidium of the Provincial Authority) in Prague, sign.
207-1428-2.
NA, f. Ministry of the Interior I – Presidium, Prague, sign. 225 – 1202 – 8, a translation of the article: Czech-Slovak Spies. Komunista (Communist), Kharkov,
5.1.1928.
NA, f. They were the first, A list of the USSR’s Czechoslovak nationals as of 31 December 1938.
Objediněnnoje gosudarstvennoje političeskoje upravlenije SSSR, The Unified Main Political Directorate of the USSR, the Soviet secret police in the years 19231934 whose predecessor was CHEKA and the GPU. In 1934, it was renamed as the NKVD, which was subsequently changed to the KGB in 1954.
Altogether, during the terror of the years 1930-1936, 1,391,093 people out of a total of 2,255,722 detainees were sentenced. 40,137 people were sentenced to
death, 897,690 were sentenced to prison and camps, 275,678 were sent into exile and 177,588 people received other punishments.
In: ARTIZOV, A. – SIGACHEV, Ju. – SEVCHUK, I. – CHLOPOV, V.: Reabilitacija: Kak eto bylo. Dokumenty Prezidiuma CK KPSS i drugie materialy Mart 1953 – fevral´
1956. XX. vek. Documents, Moscow, 2000; Document No. 15.
Annual report of the Unity of Constance for 1930. Kostnické jiskry, 1931, annual 13, p. 166.
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Ukraine. From July to December 1930,
31 teachers, heads of expatriate associations, peasants, and other leading
functionaries of Czech communities
were arrested. The arrests took place in
secret. No one from the Czech villages
knew where their elite had disappeared
to. Thus, like his colleagues, Bezděk
suddenly found himself in solitary confinement where he found himself on
a carousel of intimidation, torture, and
interrogations, which took place at any
time of day or night. The interrogations
were terribly tiring and they exhausted
all one’s vitality, he said later. They were
excessively extreme and abrupt as well as
rudely provocative in their accusations.
We were often interrogated for a period of
several days without a break and without sleep...many of us were taken out of
these interrogations completely unconscious.15 In prison, he was given the task
of writing out his life story, a list of the
people he had met, and the places he
had visited. At the end of July, he was
given an opportunity to look at a charge
sheet of several hundred pages, which
included accusations against the functionaries of Czech expatriate associations, teachers, and individuals. These
accusations included espionage, counterrevolutionary activities for the benefit of Czechoslovakia and France, agitation against the Soviet government,
and religious agitation.16 On 25 August,
Bezděk was transferred to Kharkov,
where daily interrogations continued
until March 1931. At night he was presented with confessions for signing. He
was confronted with false witnesses. In
his memoirs, Jiří Bezděk estimates that
around 20 interrogators took turns interrogating him. Some of them didn’t
hide their belief that Bezděk was innocent: We know that you Czech teachers
have not done anything against the Soviet government, but in your case here,
it is not about you but about something
that is for the benefit of everything in its
entirety and for the benefit of our state.
Consequently, your interests must take
a back seat...only then will you understand what we want from you. When you
understand, then your fate will not be so
painful because in this instance you are
doing something for the benefit of the socialist state, is how Bezděk quotes one
15
16
17
18
19

of his interrogators.17 Not all the detainees had an understanding of the needs
of the state and they refused to admit
to the fictional accusations. Mental coercion and violence were used against
these people throughout the course
of an entire year. Bezděk recalled the
following practices: They would wake

We shall destroy kulaks as a class. A propaganda poster for the
collectivization in the USSR from 1930.
Source: Library of Congress

the detainee suddenly. They would not
even give him any clothes. They would
take him up to the investigating judge
and present him with a surprising image
there: an investigator, state policemen,
and his weeping wife. This would be followed by an interrogation with the threat
that he would either be immediately shot
or he would sign a voluntary confession
that such and such a counterrevolutionary group had been formed and it included such and such people. They would
give him five minutes to think about it
and put a watch in front of him. This person would almost lose consciousness and
sign everything.18
On 12 June 1931, 11 months after his arrest, Bezděk was taken from his cell. Instead of the anticipated interrogation,
he was transferred to the building of
the OGPU club in Kharkov, surrounded
by armed guards who also stood in the
corridors and on balconies. Gradually,
21 of 40 detained Czechs were brought
into the building, where they learned

that they were to appear before the
court. One by one, they were brought
into a hall where there was a huge sign
with the following words: Proletarian
Court – a bulwark of revolutionary justice. The judges’ tribunal consisted of
a chairman, two proletarian lay judges, and a prosecutor from the Supreme
Court of the USSR. The trial began with
the questioning of the accused, who
would break down under interrogation
and admit to the fabricated charges.
Then proceedings would continue with
the questioning of the others. Afterwards, the prosecutor would have the
floor and he would demand the death
penalty for all the accused.
On the third day of the trial on 14 June,
the indictment was read to the accused
for two hours and then the court’s verdict was read for almost another two
hours. This extraordinary session of
the Supreme Court of the USSR sentenced 10 of the accused to death.
Five were given 10 years’ penal servitude and the remaining six received
three to eight years’ penal servitude.
Moreover, those sentenced were supposed to spend another five years in
internal exile upon being released. The
court’s verdict was too much for the
only woman among the accused in the
dock – Emilie Čížková, a teacher from
Selyanschina. She had been married
14 days before her arrest and she went
berserk when the verdict was read
out. Besides the main trial, a number
of other Czech teachers, peasants, and
workers were sentenced to many years
imprisonment or the death penalty in
extraordinary OGPU proceedings in
1930.19
The shaken Czechs were again transferred to solitary confinement in the
prison in Kharkov. A month afterwards, the farmer Josef Zezula from
Čechohrad died there of tuberculosis. On 1 December 1931, seven of the
convicts started a hunger strike. Ten
days later, all of them (apart from the
insane Emilie Čížková who was released into the care of her parents)
were sent to a jail for political prisoners in Yaroslavl. When he was there,
Bezděk once again went on hunger
strike several times. The screams of
desperate prisoners that kept him

BEZDĚK, Jiří: Proces českých učitelů v SSSR v roce 1930 – 1931 (The Trial of Czech Teachers in the USSR in 1930-1931). A manuscript dated 4 December 1936, p. 4.
BEZDĚK, Jiří: Můj proces …, p.1.
BEZDĚK, Jiří: Proces ..., p. 2.
Ibid., p. 5.
Ibid., p. 8.
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The Ministry of Foreign Affairs prepared yearly lists of
Czechoslovak citizens interned in Soviet labour camps.
Beginning in 1931, the name of Jiří Bezděk regularly appeared
in the lists.
Source: NA
A list of convicted persons in the trial of Czech teachers in Ukraine, prepared by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, based on Jiří
Source: Estate of Vladimír Bystrov
Bezděk’s testimony, 1936.

awake at night remained etched on his
memory from his stay in the Yaroslavl
prison. The biggest blow he suffered,
however, was the news that his wife
had divorced him and that his child
had died. It had probably fallen victim
to the notorious famine that afflicted
Ukraine at that time (1932-1933) and
which did not spare the Czech villages. For example, during that period,
15 Czech expatriates died in Bohemka. In the archive of the Czechoslovak
Evangelical Church, a letter has been
preserved from Emilie Pujmanová-Andršová, which was dated 22 April 1933
and addressed to the vicar Rudolf Šedý
in Bohemia. It described the situation
in the Czech villages. Dear Minister, we
beg that you don’t put off our request for
even a moment, because death by hunger is terrible. We have seen here how
two Kulhavý boys have already died
of starvation. They were swollen up so
that they glistened and many of us are
very bloated. [...] Perhaps you know us.
I am the Václav Půjman’s daughter-inlaw. We have two children, Anička and

Adolfek. Anička is three and the boy is
seven months old. My husband, Ludvík
is locked up in the ‘dopr’ [in prison]. He
can no longer walk. They have to lift him
up and I am alone at home with the children. The children are crying. They want
to eat and there is nothing to put in their
mouths. Those who can still milk their
cow give us a little of this milk. But what
use is all of this. There are many people
in the same boat among us. Almost half
do not even have a barn or a room where
they could lay their head. We are simply like birds. We are always flying from
cottage to cottage and we have nothing,
not even a spoon, because they stole
everything from us and they drove us
out of the cottages, so there is nothing
left for us to do other than die of hunger.
My father-in-law has been exiled for five
years and, like me, my mother-in-law is
chased from place to place. My father
has also already been in jail for five
months. Many of us are receiving help
from the Czech lands and I trust that our
plea will not be ignored but answered. If
you send something, please address it to

Josef Rejchrt. If you address something
to us, the government would not give it
to us, because it considers us to be ‘landlords’. We are locked up, the last ones.
Please also send something to Bedřich
Rejchrt. He is also locked up. He’s been
sitting in Odessa for six months now.
And Saša Sivačuková and, just like him,
so are all of those who were in Bohemia.
They look awful. Some are just skin and
bone…20
On 25 August 1933, after two and
a half years in Yaroslavl prison, Bezděk was transferred together with
the others to the OGPU’s Solovetsky
corrective labour camp. The group
of Czechs arrived on the Solovetsky
Islands at a time of reorganisation,
when most of the camps were temporarily closed. According to Stanislav
Nikolau, they were placed in the
notorious Sekirnaya Gora (Hatchet
Mountain) penal camp, also known
as Sekirka.21 With a capacity of 300
prisoners, the camp was located on
the Bolshoy Solovetsky Island in two
floors of the former Church of the As-

20 DRBAL, Alexandr: Kazatelé Pujmanovi z Bohemky a český pobělohorský evangelický exil na jižní Ukrajině (The Pujman Preachers from Bohemka and the Czech
post-White Mountain Exile in Southern Ukraine). A paper for the second meeting of the Association of Czechs from Bohemka (Sdružení Čechů z Bohemky) and
their friends, dated 16 February 2003 in Prague. Further on in the text, Drval also outlines the fate of the family of the letter’s author: In the years, 1930-1939, the
repression in Bohemka affected around 30 inhabitants. From the Pujman family, this concerned the preacher Václav Pujman (born 1878, died 1952), who was arrested
in 1930. He spent four months at a gulag in Perm in the Urals and was then in the environs of Moscow, where he cut down trees for five years. He was subsequently
released and returned to Bohemka. In 1949, he was called into an army of conscripted labourers (Trud Army). His nephew Vilém Pujman (b. 1896, d. 1967) was arrested
in 1932. He spent half a year in prison in Odessa. He was conditionally released from there due to lack of evidence, but in 1938 he was hauled away again and did not
return until after 1945. His son Ludvík (Vaclavovitch) Pujman (b. 1910, d. 1933) and his brother Pavel Pujman died of starvation in prison. Václav Pujman’s grandson
Adolf Pujman (b. 1932, d. 1995) was also in the aforementioned army of conscripted labourers.
21 NIKOLAU, Stanislav: Neodkladná povinnost vlády (The Government’s Urgent Duty). Český deník (Czech Diary), No. 15, 16 January 1938, p. 2.
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cension.22 In the same year in which
Bezděk was interned on the Solovetsky Islands, the Czech public were
also able to acquaint themselves with
this “gulag archipelago”. An extensive
book called Death Camps in the USSR
was published in Prague. It was written by Nikolai Kiselov-Gromov, who
had served on the islands as an OGPU
officer. In 290 pages, he not only describes the camps on the “Solovki”
in detail but also outlines the entire
system of penal labour camps in the
Soviet Union.23 He wrote the following about the welcoming ritual at Sekirka: Stripped to their underwear, the
prisoners had to sit beside each other
on a bench for 12 hours a day in a large,
cold room with their hands on their
knees staring silently ahead...If a prisoner had not committed any violation
after 14 days of this regime, he was put
to work... During work, the “Sekiretchnik” had a sack as clothing, which he
had to adjust himself so that he could
wear it.24 A brief description of life
in the camp, based on Bezděk’s story, has been preserved in a chapter
of Ostrovy Solověcké (The Solovetsky
Islands), an unpublished national
history book by Josef Klimeš: In the
summer, the prisoners worked 12 hours
a day, in the winter up to 15. For food,
they were given soup twice a day, 1¼
pounds, i.e. half a kilogram, of bread for
lunch, and gruel. In the summer, they
were plagued by swarms of mosquitoes,
by severe frosts and scurvy (tsinga) in
winter, and by neurasthenia in spring.
The lack of food caused 20-30% of prisoners to fall ill in spring with tsinga and
exhaustion. People with weak nerves
often went delirious.25 It was not only
the teacher Čížková who succumbed
to the solitude, interrogations, the
daily threat of execution as well as
the sense of injustice and uncertainty,
but also Bezděk and other convicts:
On the way to the Solovetsky Islands,
a madness erupted in me, which lasted
until July 1934 Bezděk recalled. Vodseďálek went crazy there for an entire
year. Others went mad as well. Bouček
is insane to this day.

Living conditions in Soviet prisons and labour camps were always very hard. View of the washroom in a labour camp.
Source: National Archives

An exile in Siberia
On 18 July 1935, exactly five years to
the day since his arrest, Bezděk was
informed of a change in his level of
punishment. The death sentence was
commuted to five years in prison and
five years in internal exile. Three days
later he joined a transport and left the
Solovetsky Islands. After five long years
of solitary confinement in Soviet prisons,
I left the ‘white hell’ of the Solovetsky Islands in the White Sea to head into the
unknown [...] After that terrible time,
I caught my first glimpse of living people
in the real sense of the word, when I left
a steamer accompanied by two guards
and got on a train.26 The train took Bezděk to Murmansk, where he was once
again imprisoned in the central OGPU
camp for northern camps, where he
waited for another transport. Nobody
knew where they would be taking us, but
everyone kept thinking of one word: Siberia.27 Using the system of transporting
prisoners in so-called stages, he was
transferred via Petrozavodsk, Leningrad, Vologda, Vyjatka, and Perm to the
Urals. The foothills of the Urals were so

reminiscent of my native north Moravia.
The hills and uplands awakened so many
memories and my mind was transported
far away to the west, under the family
roof of my father’s house. A sorrowful
tone of lost youth swept through my
soul.28 Bezděk then went via Sverdlovsk to Tyumen, where he managed to
secretly send a letter to the Polish Red
Cross in Moscow, which subsequently
informed the Czechoslovak authorities
and Bezděk’s parents in Moravia about
his fate. He continued onwards from
Tyumen to Krasnoyarsk via Omsk. We
arrived in Krasnoyarsk in a physically
and mentally exhausted state, and the
gates of Krasnoyarsk prison immediately
closed behind us. This prison lies to the
west of the city and it is generally one
of the oldest and most horrible prisons
in Russia. A high wall divides an area of
several kilometres from the rest of the
world and a watch tower stands within
the enclosing wall. Besides this, each section has its own watch tower [...] It’s kind
of like a final-stage station from where
prisoners are transported after a while to
their final destination altogether. 29
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BYSTROV, Vladimír: Průvodce říší zla (A Guide to the Kingdom of Evil). Academia, Prague 2005, p. 520.
KISELOV (GROMOV), Nikolai Ignatyevitch: Tábory smrti v SSSR (Death Camps in the USSR). Self-published, Prague 1933.
Ibid., p. 156.
KLIMEŠ, Josef: Na dálném severu (In the Far North). A manuscript in the District National History Museum (Okresní vlastivědné muzeum)
BEZDĚK, Jiří: Ze Solověckých ostrovů do východní Sibiře (From the Solovetsky Islands to Eastern Siberia). Širým světem (Wide World), annual 15, No. 5, 1938,
p. 269.
27 Ibid., p. 271.
28 Ibid., p. 272.
29 Ibid., p. 321.
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At the beginning of September, together with another 80 prisoners, Bezděk
was put on board a steamer on the
Yenisei River, which was intended to
take them to the Kezhemsky District
on the Angara River. After several
days, they arrived in Strelka, where
the Angara flows into the Yenisei. After
several days waiting there, they were
put on board three small boats pulled
by a tug, which took them upstream
on the Angara at walking speed. In
several places, the prisoners and the
exiles had to get out of the boat and
pull them one after the other over rapids until they reached the small town
of Kezhma. Bezděk went on from there
in a small dinghy without any OGPU
guards this time, but with one Evenk
and several indigenous women who
alternated between rowing and towing
the boat on a rope. After a two-and-ahalf-month transportation from the
Solovetsky Islands, he arrived in the
village of Selengino on 9 October 1935.
It was actually just a cluster of huts
bunched together on a little island in the
middle of the Angara River, said Bezděk,
describing his first impressions of being in exile. This clump of Evenk cottages and yurts was dominated by a little
Orthodox church [...] transformed into
a youth club. The inhabitants of the
settlement did not welcome Bezděk
with open arms. They looked with natural distrust at this foreigner/convict
who had just been released and who
materialised in poverty from the surroundings of the isolated hamlet just
before the start of winter. A yurt holder
welcomed me in broken Russian and the
sparse grey, but long thin hairs of his
overgrown beard suddenly bristled and
the flames of a cruel hatred for the newcomer burned in his eyes, is how Bezděk
described the greeting he received in
the dwelling where he had been ordered to make a home for himself by
the local selsoviet or local council for
five years. A fish-oil lamp dimly lit the
interior of an incredibly dirty room and
the wrinkle-seamed face of an old Evenk
sitting on a pile of animal skins [...] two
streams of hot pitiful tears trickled down
my cheeks, because to be unhappy and
also hated is too much for a person to

take.30 During the first few weeks, he
had to report every day at the office of
the selsoviet, which nonetheless refused to give him any kind of help in
terms of sustenance with the words:
We cannot support political criminals
who want to subvert the proletarian
homeland. Feed yourself however you

Stairs leading to the Hatchet Mountain prison camp on the
Solovetsky Islands, 1930s.
Photo: Reproduced from the book Věčné světlo (Eternal Light)

can.31 Consequently, Bezděk spent the
whole winter going around the huts,
offering help and begging for food. He
did not get any relief from hunger until the fishing season, which started at
the end of 1935. At the same time, the
Evenki stopped viewing him as an interloper when they found out that he
was literate and willing to help with
writing letters and applications to the
local authorities. They paid the foreigner for filling out applications by
giving him food.

Back at home
On 20 August 1936, after a year spent in
exile, Bezděk suddenly received permission to travel to Czechoslovakia. His release into freedom was as unexpected as

being thrown into jail. It is certain that
the Czechoslovak Ministry of Foreign
Affairs played an important role in Bezděk’s release. It is evident from archive
materials that although the Czechoslovak government only learned of detained Czechs sporadically and some
time after the fact, it strived to keep
tabs on them. It regularly updated lists
of prisoners and appealed to the Soviet
government for their release. Similarly
this is how it was in Bezděk’s case, as
illustrated by a document from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs dated 1 July 1931:
At several intercessions of the l.k.z.v.
[the people’s commissariat of foreign
affairs] notification was given that the
investigation had been completed and
that the matter had been deferred to the
court. The consulate expects that Bezděk
will be convicted by a decision taken by
the GPU committee.32 A report from the
Czechoslovak embassy in Moscow dated 2 December 1932 also testifies to the
efforts made by Czech officials: During
visits to the people’s commissariat of foreign affairs, I constantly referred to the
high number of imprisoned Czechoslovak
nationals, most of whom had been convicted by the GPU court [...]and I requested that they be freed [...] Mr Štern promised that he would discuss the matter
with the people’s commissar Mr Litvinov
and with the other relevant functionaries. Now, he has informed me that that
the official for Czechoslovakia, Mr Shapiro, had been given the task of studying
the relevant files so that at least in some
cases my request could be accommodated. Unfortunately, Mr Shapiro is just now
going on a month’s holiday and he promised me that he would rectify the matter
immediately upon his return.33 It is also
borne out by a letter from the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs to the Ministry of the
Interior, dated 1 February 1933: The people’s commissariat of foreign affairs gave
notification at a personal intervention
that no amnesty had been declared, but
he promised to assist with the competent
central authorities in regard to individual requests for sentence reductions. Intercessions are ongoing.34 The first person
to be released from the group convicted together with Bezděk was a teacher
from Třesovice near Hradec Králové,

30 Ibid., p. 379.
31 Ibid., p. 514.
32 NA, f. Prague Provincial Authority – the Presidium of the Provincial Authority in Prague, sign. 207-1428-2, Seznam československých příslušníků vězněných
v SSSR (A List of Czechoslovak Nationals Imprisoned in the USSR) dated 1 July 1931.
33 NA, f. Ministry of the Interior I – Presidium, Prague, sign. 225 – 1202 – 8.
34 NA, f. Prague Provincial Authority – the Presidium of the Provincial Authority in Prague, sign. 207-1428-2.
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Václav Pišl, who was freed on 20 July
1935. He was followed by Jan Adamec
– a labourer from Golčův Jeníkov, who
arrived at the Czechoslovak embassy on
3 September 1935 and was repatriated
to the Czech lands with his wife on 23
September 1935. On 17 May 1936, Jaroslav Martínek left for Czechoslovakia

survive – Josef Balaš, Alexandr Vavřín,
and Antonín Pavlas. At the time of the
so-called Great Terror, they were again
convicted on the Solovetsky Islands
and the UNKVD Troika for the Leningrad region sentenced them to death on
14 October 1937. In a transport of 1111
prisoners from the Solovetsky gulag,

ter a while he decided to go to Prague,
where he started work at the State
Statistics Bureau on 1 March 1937 as
a contractual clerk. Besides his employment, he soon began publishing
his writings. His main theme was his
recollections of his imprisonment and
exile in the USSR, which were published most frequently in the geographical magazine Širým světem.

An anti-Bolshevik propagandist

New prisoners arriving in the Solovki camp.
Photo: Reproduced from the book Věčné světlo (Eternal Light)

after nine years’ imprisonment. After
a month travelling on the Angara and
Yenesei rivers and a trip by train from
Krasnoyarsk, Jiří Bezděk also arrived in
Czechoslovakia on 20 September 1936.
The fates of most of the other convicted
Czechs have not yet been mapped out.
Nonetheless, it is apparent from a research project conducted by Mečislav
Borák that not all of them were fortunate to live to see their release. Besides the aforementioned Josef Zezula,
who died in prison in Kharkov, another
three of his colleagues from a collective farm in Čechohrad also did not

they were transferred to the gallows in
the settlement of Sandarmokh,35 where
they were executed on 1 November and
buried in a mass grave. Josef Petrovský,
a steam engine driver for a peat-extraction company from Jindřichův was
sentenced and executed with them.36
After coming back from the USSR,
Bezděk returned to his parents in his
native Svébohov and began integrating into normal life. Nonetheless, he
did not return to the teaching profession. Moreover, he was only able to
find suitable employment in Zábřežsko
with some difficulty. Consequently, af-

Initially, the establishment of the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia as
well as other wartime events had no
significant impact on the life of Jiří
Bezděk. He continued to be employed
at the State Statistics Bureau and if
it had not been for a decisive turnaround in the course of the war after the
German Army’s unsuccessful Russian
campaign, he would probably have remained there. But fate dictated otherwise.
On 1 August 1944, reportedly on the initiative of the head of the cultural and
political section at the State Ministry
for Bohemia and Moravia, Sturmbannführer Martin Wolf, he was transferred
from the Statistics Bureau to the Public
Education Service (Veřejná osvětová
služba, hereinafter only referred to
as the VOS), whose main task was to
propagate Nazi ideology and to incite
anti-Soviet feeling.37 Immediately after he started, he completed an 11-day
public-speaking course in the village of
Čeperka near Unhošť, where the ideological mindset of VOS functionaries
was meant to be consolidated. In this
place Bezděk lectured on the subject
of The Teacher in the Battle for a New
Order and, according to the comments
of his superior, he was a big success.38
After returning from training, he became one of the officials in a commissary station for the district educational service − specifically he was head
of the Fifth Department for Statistics.
However, statistics did not become the
main content of his work at the VOS.

35 Sandarmokh – a gallows and graveyard for the victims of the so-called Great Terror near Medvezhgorsk in the Leningrad region, discovered in 1997 by workers
from the Memorial association. Out of a total of nine thousand victims, four and a half thousand prisoners from Belbaltlag, who worked on the construction of
the White Sea Canal, and 1111 prisoners from the Solovetsky Islands lie here in 360 mass graves. According to research by Mečislav Borák (see footnote No.
36), a number of other Czechs were executed here, e.g. Marie Dluhošová from Zhytomyr, the accountant Ota Kleinert, the gulag prisoner Vladimír Krejčí, a fire
inspector from the Lumbushsk Village Soviet, and Konstantin Zahradník, an economist and planner from the Kemsk district.
36 BORÁK, Mečislav (ed.): Perzekuce československých občanů v Sovětském svazu (1918-1956). Sborník studií. Část I. – Vězni a popravení. (The Persecution of
Czechoslovak Citizens in the Soviet Union (1918–1956). An anthology of studies, Part I – Prisoners and Executed). Opava, Silesian Museum (Slezské zemské muzeum)
and the Silesian University 2007, p. 169.
37 Archiv hlavního města Prahy (Prague City Archives, hereinafter only AHMP), f. Malý dekret (Small Decree), sign. 36-621/5, Protokol sepsaný u Krajského
trestního soudu v Praze Subkomisí I. ústředního vyšetřovacího výboru při KVNB (A record written at the Regional Criminal Court in Prague, Sub-Commission I of
the Central Investigation Committee at the Commission for Internal National Security (Komise pro vnitřní národní bezpečnost, i.e. KVNB)) dated 7 August 1945.
38 Archiv bezpečnostních složek (Security Services Archive, hereinafter only ABS), f. Studijní ústav ministerstva vnitra (Study Institute of the Ministry of the Interior,
hereinafter only Z), sign. Z-6-282/28, Report on the activity of VOS; Ibid., f. VOS (44), sign. 44-1/123. An evaluation of J. Bezděk, dated 28 November 1944.
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Bezděk’s memoirs of his Siberian exile were illustrated by Zdeněk Burian. Right: A patient Jiří Bezděk taken care of by an Evenki shaman.
Source: Reproduced from the magazine Širým světem, 1940, No. 3

In view of the possibilities for exploiting Bezděk’s negative experiences of
the USSR, lecturing became his main
activity. Consequently, Bezděk’s main
task was to travel around the larger
Czech towns and cities to give lectures
on his experiences in the USSR and on
the conditions that prevailed there. He
remained in this job until the disbandment of the VOS in May 1945.39
Immediately at the end of the War, public life began to be purged of occupants,
traitors, collaborators, and people who
cooperated or flirted with the Nazi regime. As early as May 1945, many people who committed offences against the
Czechoslovak Republic and nation during
the period of oppression were arrested. All
the employees of the former Ministry of
Education and People’s Enlightenment

(Ministerstvo školství a lidové osvěty)
were immediately at risk of arrest.40 Jiří
Bezděk was detained on 29 May and he
was subsequently taken into custody at
Prague police headquarters. He waited
in jail in Pankrác for a decision by the
relevant investigatory bodies.41
Bezděk’s activity under the Protectorate was examined on the basis of a decree on the punishment of certain offences against the nation’s honour (the
so-called Small Decree). Up to his transfer to the Ministry of Education and
People’s Enlightenment, there was no
evidence of Bezděk’s collaboration or
inappropriate cooperation with the Nazi
occupiers. According to colleagues from
the Statistics Bureau, there had never
been any complaints against him and
he always behaved decently. The only

blot on his reputation was his alleged
participation in producing an anti-Soviet brochure, which was not specified in
detail and which had never been published, and articles on conditions in the
USSR, which he published from time to
time (under the pseudonym J. Bezděkovský) in the geographical magazine
Širým světem.42
Logically, the most serious accusations
pertained to Bezděk’s work at the VOS.
In his post-War testimony, Bezděk himself gave the following reason for his
transfer: I think that I was transferred
to the specified ministry because I had
spent such a long time in Russia and because documentary materials concerning Czech teachers in Russia had been
published from the archive of the Czech
Foreign Ministry.43 Bezděk’s defence can

39 Ibid., Report on the activity of the VOS; Official record of the testimony of the prisoner Josef Prokop, dated 27 April 1949.
40 AHMP, f. Malý dekret, sign. 36-621/5, A declaration by Jiří Bezděk on his activities during the occupation addressed to the chairman of the Prague Revolutionary
National Committee (RNV Praha) dated 18 May 1945.
41 Ibid., A record written at the Regional Criminal Court in Prague, Sub-Commission I of the Central Investigation Committee at the KVNB dated 7 August 1945;
The investigation commission of the Central National Committee of the Capital City of Prague 19 (ÚNV hl. města Prahy 19) – a record of the interrogation of the
accused J. Bezděk, dated 20 March 1946.
42 Some of Bezděk’s texts were published in connection with the Soviet Paradise (Sovětský ráj) exhibition, which took place in Prague as of the spring of 1942. The
exhibition was meant to show visitors the poverty and destitute life of the Russian population and to warn them against the Bolshevik threat. Cf., for example.
BEZDĚKOVSKÝ, Jiří: Vykořisťování sibiřských domorodců (The Exploitation of Siberian Natives). Širým světem, 1942, No. 15, pp. 549-554.
43 AHMP, f. Malý dekret, sign. 36-621/5, A record written at the Regional Criminal Court in Prague, Sub-Commission I of the Central Investigation Committee at the
KVNB dated 7 August 1945.
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Stanislav Nikolau, a well-known fascist journalist and editor-in-chief of the monthly Širým světem, informed the public of the trial of Czech teachers in Ukraine in the daily Český deník. In his article, he
Source: NA
also appealed to the Czechoslovak government to be more active in terms of their release from Soviet labour camps. 

be considered credible. The occupying
authorities genuinely needed to exploit
people who could describe actual conditions in the USSR, thereby improving
the reputation of the German occupants.
Of course, the main subject of the investigation became Bezděk’s public
lecturing activity. It is indisputable that
during his time working at the VOS,
he was a speaker at a whole range of
assemblies, where he most frequently
presented his experiences of the USSR.
In a post-War report on the VOS’s activity, he is even listed among the 11
most active speakers. According to
Bezděk’s reports that have been preserved, it is estimated that he gave several dozen similar lectures in roughly
20 larger Czech towns and cities.44
The actual titles of Bezděk’s lectures offer the best testimony about the topics
he covered in front of workers: The Experiences of a Czech Teacher in the USSR,
What I Experienced as a Czech Teacher in
the USSR, Under the Knout of Bolshevism,
Under the Control of Bolshevism, Bolshe-

vism – the Enemy of the World, Topical
Problems Today. After the War, Bezděk
defended his lecturing activity by saying his talks were not against Russia but
about Russia regardless of whether they
concerned the positive or negative aspects
of this.45 The fact remains that he was
one of the few who based what he said
on his own authentic experiences and,
in general, he could justifiably warn others against Bolshevism and its unlawful
practices, which he had come to know
firsthand in the USSR. Whatever it was,
Bezděk’s superiors had evidently been
satisfied with his lectures – he had even
been awarded an honorary shield with
a St. Wenceslas Eagle on 15 March 1945
for his exemplary work.46
Throughout the entire investigation,
Bezděk defended himself by saying he
only did what he was ordered to do by
the Germans, and he made reference
to the fact that he was constantly under threat of arrest because of the resistance activities of his brothers – his
older brother Jan had been arrested
because of his resistance activity and

was interned for more than a year
in Terezín while his younger brother
Gabriel joined the partisans in Šum
perk after escaping from prison. He
was even meant to have been interrogated at the Gestapo’s headquarters
in Petschek Palace in connection with
the cases of both his brothers. Bezděk’s parents were also persecuted in
the annexed borderlands.47
The examination of Bezděk’s case lasted for almost a year. There was a lack
of any more detailed information about
his activities and there was no direct
evidence that could corroborate his
collaboration with the former regime.
Consequently, in October 1945, he was
released from custody and he continued to be investigated while he was at
liberty.48
The testimony of many witnesses helped
finally clear Bezděk’s name. Some confirmed that he had not voluntarily gone
to the Ministry of Education and Public
Enlightenment. Others again described
him as a decent person who had no
love for Germans. He had anti-German

44 ABS, f. Z, sign. Z-6-282/28, A report on the activity of the VOS. In later testimony, Bezděk stated that he had also been sent to Dresden at the end of 1944 to
lecture among Czech workers in the same vein. He apparently returned from Germany without giving a single lecture there.
45 AHMP, f. Malý dekret, sign. 36-621/5, A record written at the Regional Criminal Court in Prague, Sub-Commission I of the Central Investigation Committee at the
KVNB dated 7 August; The investigation commission of the Central National Committee of the Capital City of Prague, The interrogation of the accused J. Bezděk,
dated 20 March 1946.
46 As a result of the defeats of the Nazis on all fronts, the need arose to award and strengthen the declining enthusiasm for the victory of the Great German
Reich among Czech collaborators, particularly the government. On the basis of an edict from Karl Hermann Frank dated 4 June 1944, selected members of
the Protectorate who had proven their worth through their attitude or the fulfilment of their duties and constant readiness to be deployed were meant to be
awarded the Honorary Shield of the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia with a St. Wenceslas Eagle.
47 AHMP, f. Malý dekret, sign. 36-621/5, A record written at the Regional Criminal Court in Prague, Sub-Commission I of the Central Investigation Committee at the
KVNB dated 7 August; The investigation commission of the Central National Committee of the Capital City of Prague, The interrogation of the accused J. Bezděk,
dated 20 March 1946.
48 Ibid., Final Report of the Prague Sub-Commission, Pankrác, dated 29 August 1945; ABS, f. Vyšetřovací spisy – Ústí nad Labem (Investigation Files of the Ústí nad
Labem, hereinafter only UL-V), sign. V-876 UL, biography of Jiří Bezděk.
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a good Czech.50 Criminal proceedings
against Jiří Bezděk were therefore definitively brought to a halt.

A teacher of young miners

A propaganda poster of the Czech League against Bolshevism, Prague, 1943.
Source: Reproduced from Velké dějiny zemí Koruny české (A Comprehensive History of the Lands of the Bohemian Crown)

sentiments. He had never worn fascist
insignia, let alone harmed anyone or denounced anyone, etc. At the end of the
War, he was also supposed to have got
involved in the Prague Uprising.49
Based on Bezděk’s testimony, witness
statements, and preserved documents,

the criminal adjudication commission
of the Central National Committee for
the Capital City of Prague came to the
conclusion in June 1946 that Bezděk
had not deliberately collaborated with
the German regime during the occupation and that he had always behaved as

Although Bezděk could enjoy his regained freedom, he still lacked certification of his national and political reliability, which left him in a very difficult
situation while looking for suitable employment. At the end of 1945, however,
he met with a former colleague from the
Ministry of Education and People’s Enlightenment. He introduced Bezděk to
the fiancé of his sister, Jaroslav Honl.
At that time, Honl was already director
of the North Bohemian Lignite Mines
(Severočeské hnědouhelné doly, hereinafter only referred to as SHD). Just
after the War, the nationalised enterprises of the mining industry were also
suffering from a shortage of qualified
workers. Consequently, every (at least
partially) qualified professional was
welcome. Therefore, Honl decided to
employ Bezděk even despite the lack of
certification. As of 1 January 1946, he
started as a teacher with the vocational apprenticeship school at the Pluto
mine in Louka u Litvínova. Thus, after
many years, he went back to working
with young people. Bezděk’s natural
intelligence and professional experience could not go unnoticed for long.
As a result, he soon advanced in his
career. As early as the end of 1946, at
the suggestion of the director of the
Department of Vocational Training
(Odbor odborného výcviku, hereinafter
only referred to as the OOV) Adolf Vinkler,51 he was appointed as the head
of education for young miners at SHD
Most and he gradually became Vinkler’s closest collaborator.52
Even though it appears surprising in
view of Bezděk’s prior life experiences,
he decided in November 1947 to join
the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia
(KSČ) once more. If we take account of
his past, then the testimonials about
him from his comrades from the District Secretariat of the KSČ in Litvínov
appear almost tragicomic. Among oth-

49 Ibid., Testimony of summoned witnesses, Report of an Investigation conducted by V. Šerák, dated 11 September 1945; Report by the police-security committee,
dated 3 October 1945. Bezděk later stated that he had participated in fighting at the barricades in Letná.
50 Ibid., Criminal adjudication commission decision No. 45 at the Central National Committee of the Capital City of Prague, dated 17 June 1945.
51 Adolf Vinkler (born 1900) − after completing his studies at the Mining College (Vysoká školá báňská) in Příbram, he held various positions in the mining
industry. In the years 1939-1945, he worked as a works manager at the Anna-Laura mine in Rynholec. While he was there, he also completed a course for
teachers of training for young miners. From May 1945, he worked as a works engineer at the Pluto mine. In the years 1946-1949, he subsequently worked as head
of the Department of Vocational Training for Young Miners at the SHD headquarters in Most. In October 1949, he had to leave this position and he led the fifth
inspectorate for selected Jáchymov mines until December 1951. After that, he began work as an SHD official with responsibility for excavation depths. He was
a member of the National Socialist Party (Národně socialistická strana) from 1945.
52 ABS, f. UL-V, sign. V-876 UL, Evidence materials on J. Bezděk – a copy of J. Bezděk’s biography; Record of testimony with J. Bezděk, dated 6 December 1952.
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Jiří Bezděk’s wedding photograph, 1949.
Photo: Archive of Jana Léblová

One of the few moments of happiness in Jiří Bezděk’s life – with his family on holiday at the Fláje dam, North Bohemia, 1950.
Photo: Archive of Jana Léblová

er things, it’s possible to learn the following from his vetting report: politically mature, with a very good attitude
towards the party, executive director of
the KSČ works organisation, does a good
job of vocational training. Calm, prudent,
greater assertive power is recommended. Properly pays his dues. Worked 297
hours, takes the Rudé Právo (Red Right),
Funkcionář (Functionary), Tvorba (Production), and Svět Sovětů (World of Soviets) publications, has read All-Union
Communist Party (Bolsheviks), Marx,
Engels, and Lenin. A good reputation in
the party and in public, an orderly private life, has undergone mass training,
is capable of higher office, recommended for district training. In a character
reference, a personnel officer of the
Communist Party even recommended
using his experiences of the USSR: after
experience in the Communist Party in the
USSR and as a member of the party’s regional committee in Kiev, his relationship
to the party is more than considerable,
his experience needs to be fully exploited, which will also be of benefit in higher-ranking positions. District and regional training for the youth commission or
cultural propagation is recommended.53

Bezděk remained in his post as head
of education for mining apprentices
until April 1950, when he took over
the job of managing the so-called
Lány Campaign54 at SHD. He therefore
found himself in his most prestigious
position to date but also his most responsible one within the management
of the SHD state enterprise. However,
he only lasted less than 14 months
in this management position. In June
1951, he was dismissed from SHD as
a result of the poor fulfilment of his duties. It was not just Bezděk’s dismissal
that heralded the fact that clouds were
beginning to gather over him and some
of his former colleagues. Although he
remained at liberty for the time being,
his professional career took a sharp
downward turn – he could only find
work as a labourer with the Průmstav state enterprise in Most. It is also
necessary to note that at this time
he had already been happily married
for two years. In 1949, he had married for a second time and taken the
clerk Růžena Korejtková as his wife.
Besides a son born out of wedlock,
a daughter was born to the married
couple in December 1950.55

An enemy of working people
Of course, the beginning of the 1950s
was not an ideal period for a peaceful
family life for many people. Mass persecutions by the communist regime,
affecting all strata of society, reached
their peak. Their purpose was not
only to punish and take political opponents out of the game, but to also
preventively intimidate hitherto passive or undiscovered enemies and the
public as a whole. Everything culminated in the hunt for enemies within
the party and the subsequent discovery of an anti-state circle of conspirators led by Rudolf Slánský. The Slansky Trial was followed by a whole
range of trials of people who held
important positions in the economic
sphere. In this way the communist regime responded to economic troubles
that could have given rise to a lack of
confidence among citizens in the correctness of the objectives laid out for
the five-year plan.
Trials of management workers at nationalised mines and leading mining professionals took place in almost all coalfields
(we’re mentioning the Jáchymov and Ostrava trial, for example)56 and the north

53 Ibid., Evidence materials on J. Bezděk, Vetting report and character reference – copy, District Secretariat of the KSČ in Litvínov – undated.
54 The Lány Campaign was the name of a national plan for the organised recruitment of labour – especially young people – for heavy industry apprenticeships.
The campaign was announced in July 1949 by President Klement Gottwald at a meeting with mining apprenticeships at the chateau in Lány, from which the
campaign took its name. The Lány Campaign responded to the growth in heavy industry at that time and the focus on this sector. It was announced in order to
ensure a supply of workers for mining and metallurgy. It not only covered recruitment itself – the construction of education centres and mining homes (halls of
residence) also took place within the scope of the campaign. Recruitment didn’t just pertain to apprenticeships but also temporary seasonal workers. Moreover
it included taking on female workers – miners and bricklayers. The Lány Campaign also made its presence felt in the recruitment of temporary agricultural
workers. For more information, see VILÍM, Josef: Jak se zrodila Lánská akce (How the Lány Campaign Was Born). In: Od nálezu uhlí po útlum těžby na Ostravsku
(From the Discovery of Coal to the Decline of Mining in Ostravsko), No. 1. Klub přátel Hornického muzea OKD (Club of Friends of the OKD Mining Museum),
Ostrava 2001, pp. 96-97.
55 ABS, f. UL-V, sign. V-876 UL, Evidence materials on J. Bezděk – a copy of J. Bezděk’s biography.
56 For more on the detection of sabotage in the Czechoslovak economy, see KAPLAN, Karel – PALEČEK, Pavel: Komunistický režim a politické procesy
v Československu (The Communist Regime and Political Trials in Czechoslovakia). Barrister & Principal, Brno 2008, pp. 142-146.
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Bohemian coalfield was no exception. As
early as March 1951, some lower-ranking
employees of SHD were arrested – State
Security (StB) investigated a four-member group of former instructors for disorder and a poor method of teaching young
miners at SHD.57 In connection with investigating the Bernhard et al case, the
superiors and colleagues of these people

following people found themselves
in custody: Adolf Vinkler, the former head teacher of the apprentices’ home in Osek (now a storeman),
Rudolf Nevečeřel, a former manager
(now a labourer), Josef Egermayer,
and a former official from the Revolutionary Union Movement (ROH) Alois
Hradecký (now a miner).59

Jiří Bezděk in a Czechoslovak prison, 1952.

also couldn’t escape the attention of the
omnipotent StB, and their personnel
profiles were not without blemishes –
and that was completely true in regard
to Jiří Bezděk.
Jiří Bezděk was the very first of the
entire group to be arrested on 28 January 1952 in the afternoon directly at
his workplace. He was subsequently escorted to a detention centre in
Litoměřice.58 The detention of other former SHD workers continued
until October 1952 – gradually the

others could not have boasted about
their past (if we take the atmosphere of
that time into account), Jiří Bezděk was
the most vulnerable in this respect and
the investigators could very easily intimidate him. After all, it had not been
that long since officers of the Soviet secret services had taken Czechoslovak
citizens to Soviet labour camps with

Photo: Security Services Archive

The investigation of the Lány Campaign case lasted the entire year of
1952. The reason for this was probably
that even bigger fish were meant to
end up in the StB’s nets. The investigation was also led in this direction – in
the future, the former director of SHD,
Jaroslav Honl,60 was also meant to end
up among the members of Svatopluk
Rada’s circle of conspirators.61
There was probably a reason why Bezděk himself was the first to be arrested
from the entire group. Even though the

the silent consent of the Czechoslovak
authorities.
The interrogation records that have
been preserved indicate that Bezděk
did not make any effort to defend his
actions during questioning. Unlike
some of his colleagues, particularly
Vinkler who vehemently denied his
guilt, at least initially, and stonewalled
the interrogation, he fully admitted to
his crime, His testimony did not help
the others who were under investigation, especially Honl and Vinkler, who

57 Emilie Brožová, Bořivoj Hercog (Bezděk’s successor as head of the SHD Lány Campaign), Karel Bernhard and Jan Líman were accused of the crimes of treason,
espionage, sabotage, and jeopardising state secrets in June 1952 in a trial conducted as Brožová a spol. (Brožová et al), they were sentenced by the State Court in
Prague to a total punishment of 52 years’ imprisonment.
58 ABS, f. UL-V, sign. V-876 UL, Report on the arrests of 28 January 1952.
59 Ibid., An evaluation of archive folio V-876 Ústí nad Labem, 7 December 1966; ABS, f. Inspekce ministerstva vnitra 1953–1972 (Inspectorate of the Ministry of the
Interior 1953–1972, hereinafter only A 8/1), inv. j. (inventory unit) 521, Testimony of Lt. Karel Hocek and Lt. Karel Jenšík, dated 19 June 1957.
60 Ing. Jaroslav Honl (born 1897) – director of SHD from 1945. Eventually, he was also arrested in May 1953. With other SHD and mining project executives –
Jaroslav Lokvenc, František Osvald, and Adolf Šíma, on the instructions of Svatopluk Rada, they were supposed to have committed a whole range of crimes
in the economic sphere in the Ustí region. In September 1954, the members of Honl’s group were given long sentences for the crime of treason, espionage,
endangering supplies, jeopardising state secrets, and stealing state property. Osvald was sentenced to life behind bars, Honl and Lokvenc were given 20 years’
imprisonment, and Šíma got six years’ imprisonment.
61 The StB’s Svatopluk action was also linked to the Slánský trial. This involved the so-called targeting of Svatopluk Rada, a government commissioner for uranium
mining and a member of the intergovernmental Czechoslovak-Soviet commission for uranium mining. Svatopluk Rada (born 1903) – from 1939, he headed the
Sofia branch of the mining and metallurgical company Báňská a hutní společnost. During the War, he built up an intelligence organisation in Bulgaria, whose
information from the highest echelons of Nazi Germany’s ally was of use to the Czechoslovak resistance. After his escape to the USSR, he joined a Czechoslovak
military unit in the USSR. After 1945, he became general manager of the state enterprise Československé doly (Czechoslovak Mines) as well as the head of the
Czechoslovak part of the Czechoslovak-USSR commission for uranium mining. After several years of surveillance, he was supposed to have been arrested on
18 April 1952, as the StB suspected him of criminal subversive activities and of criminal property activities. However, the evening beforehand, he committed
suicide in the garden of his Prague villa. The participation of the StB in his death cannot be ruled out.
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Shortly before his death, Jiří Bezděk was rehabilitated for his imprisonment in the USSR. 

had to bear the biggest portion of guilt
for the treason and sabotage activity of
SHD employees.62
In assessing the interrogation records,
however, it is necessary in this case
to take account of the investigation
methods of the StB in the 1950s, particularly in terms of the physical and
mental pressure applied to those under
investigation. The actual interrogation
record for Bezděk was not created until
11 months after his arrest. A confrontation with Vinkler, during which Vinkler was incriminated by Bezděk, only
took place a month earlier. It is difficult to precisely reconstruct what happened in the interim. Of course, there
are immediately several facts that
point to the physical and mental coercion of Bezděk. During a subsequent
examination of the entire case, the
investigator Karel Hocek had to immediately refute several complaints from
Bezděk about the course of the investigation, i.e. he had been forced to give
his testimony, before confrontations he
had to learn some passages from memory, and he spent 14 months in solitary
confinement. Vinkler and Nevečeřal
also complained about physical and
mental torture as well as being forced
to give testimony. Even though, in the

Source: Archive of Irena Přibylová

case of the recalcitrant Vinkler, Hocek
admitted to occasionally employing authorised punishments in that he had to
scold him for his insolent behaviour, he
rejected the other accusations out of
hand. Conversely, he had the following
to say about Bezděk’s behaviour: From
the start of the investigation, Bezděk
behaved very well. He did not complain
in any respect. On the contrary, he testified seriously and in detail. Because his
testimony was very detailed and comprehensive, I allowed him with the consent of the section head to have a pencil
and paper in his cell, where he himself
described the overall situation concerning the education of young miners [...] In
view of the fact that the papers written
in pencil by Bezděk were very extensive
and fully depicted the general activities
of both Bezděk and his partners, I used
them while compiling Bezděk’s own report and in this way I simply formulated questions for individual passages in
these pages. Bezděk was even able to
enjoy such trust from his investigators
that they used him to check work while
investigating his case.63 However, as
the historian Karel Kaplan adds in regard to the methods used for compiling
interrogation reports at that time: initiative and co-participation in writing re-

ports reflect the high extent to which the
interrogated party had been physically
broken.64 Moreover, the recollections
of Bezděk’s daughter also testify to the
use of physical violence against Bezděk. After his release, he mentioned
torture several times – there were scars
from burning on his arm and leg.65
If we look beyond the StB’s investigation methods and Bezděk’s character
traits, his experiences of Soviet imprisonment would have completely
stood him in good stead during interrogation. After all, the political trials
in Czechoslovakia literally aped the
Soviet fabrication of trials. Naturally,
after the first interrogations, Bezděk
must have sensed the hopelessness of
his situation and recognised that any
resistance to the confession desired by
the investigators was futile. Common
frustration at his own fate must have
undoubtedly played a role as well. All
the suffering he experienced in some
defence of the truth, would have simply dulled Bezděk over time and he
tried to prevent himself from getting
another severe punishment. A reduced
sentence for confessing was probably
offered to him by the investigators
themselves.66 Ultimately, after several months of investigation, the other
detainees also did not behave loyally
toward their former co-workers, and
most of them testified to Bezděk’s detriment.67
At the end of 1952, the investigation of
the group Vinkler et al was completed
and the Regional Prosecutor’s Office
in Ústí nad Labem could compile a report on the commission of a crime. An
accusation of guilt could be specifically
laid against Vinkler as the leader of the
entire group: having the full support of
Mr Rada, he carried out extensive detrimental activities in the education of
young miners throughout the entire SHD
coalfield. He put people with a dubious
past and without the necessary knowledge in positions of responsibility in the
education of young miners. In accordance
with his direct instructions they inflicted immense damage on the education
of young miners. The poor educational

62 ABS, f. UL-V, sign. V-876 UL, Record of a confrontation between A. Vinkler and J. Bezděk, dated 1 November 1952; Record of testimony with J. Bezděk,
dated 6 December 1952.
63 ABS, f. A 8/1, inv. j. 521, Testimony by Lt. Karel Hocek, dated 19 June 1957.
64 KAPLAN, Karel: Nebezpečná bezpečnost (Dangerous Security). Doplněk, Brno 1999, p. 154.
65 Collection of interviews, Documentation Department, Ústav pro studium totalitních režimů (Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes, hereinafter only
USTR), interview with Jana Léblová (née Bezděková), recorded by Adam Hradilek and Jan Dvořák, 20 September 2011 (hereinafter only Interview).
66 ABS, f. A 8/1, inv. j. 521, Testimony by Lt. Karel Hocek, dated 19 June 1957.
67 ABS, f. UL-V, sign. V-876 UL, Record of testimony with J. Honl, dated 16 July 1952; Record of a confrontation between J. Bezděk, A. Hradecký, and J. Egermayer,
dated 13 and 14 November 1952.
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methods of these enemies of the socialist
system was meant to have had literally
incalculable consequences for mining
apprentices: Together with the other
co-accused, Vinkler deliberately created
a situation in the education and training
of mining apprentices that would have
discouraged them from pursuing their
honourable occupation. This was meant
to result in their frequently leaving the
apprenticeship. Furthermore, with his
partners, he inflicted the most grotesque
damage on the moral and, in particular,
the political development of our young
miners, which manifested itself in a poor
work ethic and frequent attempts to escape abroad while also hampering the
entire recruitment of new apprentices,
thereby causing great economic harm.
Bezděk himself was supposed to have
got involved in subversive activities
immediately after joining SHD in 1946.
At the same time, he followed the instructions of his superiors Honl and, in
particular, Vinkler: ...in the OOV thus
helped Mr Vinkler select poor personnel while taking on teachers and other
people for the OOV who then became direct or indirect accessories in the commission of their subversive activity [...]
He exploited his positions and directed
education in such a way that he trained
young miners to become proponents of
the capitalist system. After Vinkler left
the OOV in October 1949, he allegedly
even took over the management of the
entire group. As the head of the Lány
Campaign department: ...he continued
to leave incompetent people in responsible positions in the Lány Campaign.
He did not remove the deficiencies that
caused dissatisfaction among young
miners and he continued to commit
staffing sabotage in that he kept putting people in positions of responsibility
for the education of mining youths who
had a dubious past and who lacked the
necessary proficiency and who inflicted immense damage on the education
of young miners in accordance with
his direct instructions. Naturally, Bez-

děk’s past also didn’t help him – his
conviction in the USSR and the postWar investigation of him because of his
activities in the VOS were considered
to be an aggravating circumstance.
According to the indictment, it was
his hatred of the USSR which was the
main impulse behind his divisive and
subversive activities. Bezděk’s joining
the Czechoslovak Communist Party
was thus considered to have been an
action that was meant to divert attention from his own criminal activity and
that of the entire group.68
The trial of the group Adolf Vinkler et al
was held between 16 and 18 November
1953 before the Regional Court in Ústí
nad Labem. Even this time the script
of the trial was fixed in advance and
the accused, Jiří Bezděk, only played
a preordained role in it. All of the accused (except for Alois Hradecký) were
eventually found guilty of the crime
and sabotage and the condemned men
were given long sentences – Adolf Vinkler was given 23 years, Jiří Bezděk got
18 years, Rudolf Nevečeřal received
eight years, and Josef Egermayer got
six years. Alois Hradecký was sentenced to one year in prison.69

A career prisoner
Even after his conviction, Bezděk remained in Litoměřice prison. In view
of the fact that he wasn’t in the best
of health, he was most often assigned
to light manual work while serving
his sentence. But because of his state
of health, he was relieved of work
duties several times and even spent
a few weeks in the prison hospital in
Pankrác in Prague. His health problems were undoubtedly linked to his
long-term imprisonment. Even before
his conviction, he himself complained
that, in view of his long solitary confinement and separation from his family, he was suffering from symptoms of
silent frenzy similar to those that he
experienced once during his imprisonment in the USSR.70

In October 1957, Jiří Bezděk was transferred to the prison in Mírov. Even
there he primarily performed less demanding work, e.g. he installed electric cables at the MEOPTA workshop.
Bezděk was never one of the problem
prisoners and even the members of
the prison command appreciated his
behaviour and commitment to work.
He didn’t have many dealings with the
other prisoners and he preferred to
read the daily press or to devote himself to literary activities.71
Just like hundreds of other families
affected by communist persecution,
Bezděk’s family also had to cope with
being separated from the husband and
father of the house. In the meantime,
his wife had to look after both children.
Her income was far from sufficient to
feed her two children. In the end, she
divorced him by mutual agreement and
remarried, but she never broke off contact with him.72
Even from his prison cell, Bezděk tried
to have his case reviewed. Of course,
all his applications over the years to
the General Prosecutor’s Office, the
Central Committee of the Communist
Party, and the president of the republic fell on deaf ears.73 Although the Inspectorate of the Ministry of the Interior examined the circumstances of the
Vinkler et al case, it did not find any
serious misconduct on the part of the
investigating bodies. In 1959, Vinkler
and Bezděk filed a request for their
cases to be reopened. They had been
prompted to do this by the success of
Jaroslav Honl, who had been subsequently acquitted of sabotage activities
in the education of young miners after
the Inspectorate of the Ministry of the
Interior recognised that inadmissible
investigation methods had been used
in his case. In the reopened criminal
proceedings, his sentence was reduced
to nine and a half years imprisonment.
However, Bezděk later withdrew his
request in expectation of a presidential
amnesty.74

68 Ibid., Report on the commission of a crime, dated 20 January 1953.
69 Ibid., Verdict of the Regional Court in Ústí nad Labem, dated 18 November 1953.
70 NA, f. SSNV, Osobní vězeňský spis J. Bezděka (J. Bezděk’s personal prison file), sp. zn. (file symbol) A-10-1970, A questionnaire filled out by J. Bezděk,
dated 1 July 1953.
71 Ibid., An appraisal by a guard called Julda, dated 31 March 1960, and an appraisal by the head of the Mírov forced labour camp (NPT) Eduard Himmer,
dated 4 August 1960.
72 Interview.
73 NA, f. SSNV, Osobní vězeňský spis J. Bezděka, sp. zn. A-10-1970, A report by the prison warden Col. J. Sivous addressed to the Regional Prosecutor’s Office
in Ústí nad Labem, dated 16 January 1957.
74 A retrial for Adolf Vinkler was eventually authorised. But the Regional Court in Ústí nad Labem primarily proceeded on the basis of the results of the
investigation in 1952 and the conclusions of the report by the Inspectorate of the Ministry of the Interior. Consequently, in the retrial on 1 December 1960,
it handed down a new sentence of 9 years’ imprisonment to Vinkler for the crime of sabotage. Cf. ABS, f. UL-V, sign. V-876 UL, Record of the trial
on 1 December 1960; Verdict of the Regional Court in Ústí nad Labem, dated 1 December 1960.
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Free at last
In the end, Jiří Bezděk was actually freed on the basis of an amnesty
from the president of the republic,
Antonín Novotný, dated 9 May 1960.
He passed out through the gates of
Mírov Prison one day later.75 He lived
for the next few weeks with his former family in Litvínov. Afterwards, he
moved to Jablonec nad Nisou, where

he was employed making jewellery
at the SVED cooperative. Apart from
his family, he only maintained contact with a few of his closest friends,
primarily Rudolf Nevečeřal, who had
already been released. However, his
health had deteriorated by the time he
came back from prison and in 1967 he
had to be hospitalised in a sanatorium
in Křemýž near Teplice. He probably

already didn’t expect to live long
enough to see his rehabilitation for
his conviction in the USSR, which he
received in March of the same year.76
He did not live to see his rehabilitation for his conviction in the 1950s.
Jiří Bezděk died an untimely death on
16 September 1968 at the age of 61,
less than a month after the Warsaw
Pact invasion.77

75 NA, f. SSNV, Osobní vězeňský spis J. Bezděka, sp. zn. A-10-1970, A report by the head of the NPT Eduard Himmer, dated 10 May 1960.
76 Bezděk’s case was examined by the plenum of the Supreme Court of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic in November 1964. On the basis of a decision by
the Supreme Court of the USSR, dated 24 February 1967, the verdict dated 14 June 1931 was annulled and Jiří Bezděk was fully rehabilitated. Confirmation from
the Supreme Court of the USSR, Ref. No. 1167-64, dated 24 February 1967, with the signature of the deputy chairman of the USSR Supreme Court committee in
criminal cases, T. Yevsyenko. The copy of the confirmation and a legally verified translation comes from the personal archive of Dr. Irena Přibylová.
77 Interview.
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Captain Jacques Saint Paul awarding Pavel Knihař the Medaille Militaire, Vietnam, October 1955.
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Thirty Years
in the French Foreign Legion
The crossroads in the life of Pavel Knihař,
Commander of the Legion of Honour
LADISLAV KUDRNA
Those who are silent when freedom is violated are the violator’s partners in crime.


Pavel Knihař, 17 November 2010

Free Voice
Pavel Knihař celebrated his 80th birthday on 9 January this year. Many
a young man could be envious of his
physical and mental condition. But
things were exactly the opposite when
he was born in Třešť in Moravia. As he
says, he survived only thanks to a “miraculous elixir”. A local quack smeared
cat’s lard on the newborn’s little body
and cured him. Pavel Knihař spent part
of his childhood in Slovakia, where
his father Josef worked as an inspector of farming co-operatives, while his
mother Marie (née Burdová) took care
of the household and the children –
two daughters and two sons. Slovak
schoolmates abused little Pavel, called
him a dirty Czech and bullied him. The
teacher was not kind to him either. The
family came back to Bohemia in early
1939. Slovakia had become autonomous by then; separatist tendencies
gained momentum there, and relations
between Czechs and Slovaks deteriorated sharply. Back in Bohemia, Pa
vel’s situation was similar. His schoolmates abused him, calling him a dirty
Slovak idiot, and the teacher punished him for speaking Slovak. It was
not until the family moved to Prague
in the summer of 1939 that the problems ceased and he finally “became”
1
2

a Czech. Thanks to excellent academic
results, Pavel went to the Higher Industrial Chemical School in Prague 1 in
1946. But politics thwarted his dream
of becoming a chemist. He would certainly have had a successful career in
chemistry, since he had completed his
second (and final) year with honours.1
But February 1948 changed his life forever.
He was just 17 years old when the government crisis reached a peak, yet he
showed his democratic convictions.
He and other students that shared his
ideals took to the streets of Prague
on 25 February 1948. They made it to
Wenceslas Sq., but there National Security Corps (SNB) guards forced them
out. But that was not to be the end for
Pavel. Soon afterwards, he published
his first leaflet, entitled Svobodný hlas
(Free Voice). After initial hesitation, he
got in touch with fellow student Adolf
Innemann and they formed an organisation called the Union of Free Students. Innemann was exactly 20 years
old on the day the Communists seized
power. Despite his poor health, he embarked on the risky business with his
friend.
One gets shivers reading the young
lads’ stories: The reason I joined an illegal organisation was the coup in Feb-

ruary. I saw with my very own eyes the
political divisions, how a single party
was grabbing power, the resignation of
12 ministers, Edvard Beneš’s departure
from the Castle, all the demonstrations,
protests, the guns, the bayonets, the
workers’ militias... It looked like a prelude to revolution or to a fratricidal war.
I felt that something wrong was going
on – the advent of dictatorship, terror
and violence. And being a student, I hate
violence, which is why I confronted it.
I confess to having participated in student protests, primarily the procession
to the Castle. What followed was the
persecution and arrests of my colleagues
from various schools, teachers and other
people in public life, mainly members
of the intelligentsia, or their expulsion
from schools and jobs.2
The pair admitted schoolmates Ivan
Horák, Jaroslav Holubec, Vratislav
Mika and Miroslav Beran into their
newly founded organisation. The latter two contributed to the illegal work
by providing a typewriter and a mimeograph to print their magazine. The
young men worked to set up branches
of the Union of Free Students in major
Czech towns, and perhaps eventually
all over Czechoslovakia. We were not
working on a revolution; that would not
be worthy of students. We just wanted

KNIHAŘ, Pavel: Vzpomínky (Memoirs), handwritten (the author holds a copy), p. 6–10; cf. also Soukromý archiv Pavla Knihaře (Pavel Knihař’s Private Archive,
hereinafter only SAPK), half-year report card for the 1947/48 academic year.
Security Services Archive (hereinafter only ABS), collection of documents (hereinafter only f.) Technical Files – Headquarters (hereinafter only MV–T), file archive
number (hereinafter only a. č.) T-1584, sheet (hereinafter only l.) 28, minutes of Adolf Innemann dated 19 June 1948 written at the Prague Area Office of the State
Security.
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Students of the Higher Technical School of Chemical Science in Prague. Upper row: Adolf Innemann (second from right), middle row:
Vratislav Mika (far right), Ivan Horák (second from right), Miroslav Beran (third from right), Pavel Knihař (seventh from right).
Photo: Archive of Pavel Knihař

to continue promoting the ideals of T. G.
M. (Masaryk) and Beneš, of freedom and
democracy, which we believed were contrary to the existing regime.3
The new political system went against
Knihař’s convictions. His father read
a lot and encouraged his children to
do likewise. He taught them about
what had happened in Moscow and
what the real background to the trials
in the USSR in the 1930s was. Personally, Pavel felt Pan-Slavic at that time;
he had nothing against Russians, but
was against their regime, which was
at odds with the democratic traditions
of the pre-war Czechoslovakia.4 Being
aware of his limited options, he chose
to fight the regime with ideas encapsulated in leaflets and later in the Svobodný hlas periodical. He put the first
issue out in early March; the second,
with Inneman involved, at the end of
the month; the next in the first half of
April; and the fourth (and last) in late
May 1948. The content of the surviving
issues is quite “explosive”.
The last issue was subtitled The Truth
Conquers. Its editorial introduced the
Union of Free Students and its goals.
It welcomed everybody who wanted to
fight actively for freedom and democracy. The aim was to form a network
of underground units subordinate to
3
4
5
6

the headquarters. Svobodný hlas was
meant to provide instructions and the
requisite materials, initially in the
form of articles and leaflets. Stringent
discipline and a high morale was an
essential requirement for continuing
the secret activity. Political instruction
was to be provided by university staff,
hitherto active in secondary education.
The chief task and duty of the Union
of Free Students remained to ...overturn the dictatorship of the fanatical
and communised proletariat. However,
the proletariat is not communised as
much as it is fanatical. And we must
fight these fanatics; drive them away
from purses of gold, from pompous titles
and offices, from cars and luxury – simply, destroy to the last atom the plague
that this new aristocracy spreads; destroy these communist capitalists who
pretend to be the patrons of workers
while merely using workers as a vehicle
to seize power and wealth (compare
the standards of workers in the USSR
and in the USA). Overturning this communist feudalism will be a tough fight.
But our cause – our fight for truth and
freedom – will win eventually, even if it
claims many victims. And once democracy wins, we will work on eliminating
the last remains of the damage caused
by these barbarians; in particular the

damage to our people’s souls and minds.
We will mercilessly eliminate all elements that collaborated with Germans
during the war, only to become communist barons after the war. [...] We are not
fighting for material benefits, power and
control of the crowd: we are fighting for
the sheer downtrodden Truth, and will
continue the fight despite all adversities
until complete victory. This we promise!5
The next (never published) issue was
intended to carry information on the
communists’ deceptive propaganda,
which was spread via the daily newspapers and the radio. The article Why
We Are Not Communists, printed in the
second issue, was to be completed. The
young men also discussed the situation
prior to the “gleichschaltung” election
in May 1948: The white ticket has gotten advertising enough in print and on
the radio. Traitors of the nation, allies of
the Germans and God knows what other
names were given to those who, in the
election, dared to show their disapproval of the Communists’ “unified ticket”. At
the same time, there were many among
us who hoped that they could thus voice
their protest against the violation of all
principles of humanity, which a majority
of the nation, faithful to Masaryk and
all his predecessors, always supported.
Those in power hit the public mood and
prevented this option by violating the
most basic principle of democracy – the
secret ballot. The Constitution guarantees secret elections, but the KSČ (Communist Party of Czechoslovakia) lets
its members and all citizens choose: do
you want to show your approval of the
unified ticket publicly, or vote secretly
(in the booth) with a white ticket? We
know how voting was in Germany in Hitler’s time; we know what white tickets
mean in the USSR, and thus in our country – a concentration camp [...].6
Adolf Innemann contacted several
people on behalf of the organisation.
Teacher Ladislav Plechatý was clearly
the most important of them. The State
Security (StB) detained him briefly in
Chomutov after February. He was released and allowed to continue teaching at the local high school. In April
1948, however, he was sacked by the
action committee and then transferred to a high school in Žatec. Like
Innemann, he was a member of the

Ibid.
Author’s interview with Pavel Knihař on 17 Nov 2010.
ABS, f. MV–T, file a. č. T-1584, l. 28, Attachment – Svobodný hlas, issue 4.
Ibid.
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National Socialist Party of Czechoslovakia and was active in youth circles.
The Communists rated him as a very
agile and capable National Socialist.
The high school teacher drafted some
of the illegal magazine’s articles and
promised financial aid to the young
men. He would meet Knihař, Innemann
and Horák at Prague’s Arco café where
they discussed how to proceed in their
resistance activities. Due to a minimum level of conspiracy and a great
deal of youthful naiveté, the group was
soon uncovered. The uncovering of illegal organisations due to poor conspiracy was not unusual in later times
either. However, the age of the resistance members was not the main culprit – the StB’s infiltration was.
The first information about the establishment of an illegal student organisation in the capital city came to the
State Security’s local office in Písek
on 25 May 1948. An unknown StB collaborator made the report, specifically
naming Adolf Innemann, Mojmír Machovec (a student of Písek grammar
school) and Josef Jaro, a music teacher
at Písek grammar school. Evaluating
the report, the Písek office staff recognised that Innemann was beyond
doubt a member of a nascent illegal
group and were aware that the town
was a hub of schools with reactionary
teachers and students; that Jaro was
a leading National Socialist official
whose son was executed for illegal activities as a member of the Communist
Party during the occupation; and that
Machovec was the son of a teacher
whom the Nazis had tortured to death
during the war.
Machovec was brought in for interrogation soon afterwards – on 4 June.
However, this was not to do with his
connection to an unknown illegal organisation, but as a witness in the
case of his schoolmate Karel Pasovský.
A 7th grade student at the grammar
school, Pasovský would tell just about
anybody he met about a secret organisation of some 400 people that he
led. Furthermore, he added conspiratorially, he was in direct contact with
the UK’s Intelligence Service. Machovec told everything to his teacher Dr.
Žlábek on 1 or 2 June. The teacher then
instructed him to find more details
about the case. By coincidence, Machovec received a letter from Innemann
in Prague with an invitation to form
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a branch of the Union of Free Students
on the same day (the music teacher Jaro
received a similar letter). The interrogation of Machovec thus yielded more
information about the illegal organisation. Another high school student,
Josef Pejchl, was questioned on the
same day and on the same matter. He
confirmed his friend’s statements and

A letter written and sent by Adolf Innemann to Mojmír
Machovec, student of the grammar school in Písek.
Source: Security Services Archive

told the investigators that the two had
agreed to proceed together in the matter. Should Pasovský not start to act
reasonably, they would report it all to
their teachers, as Machovec in fact did.
Pejchl’s father allegedly also recommended to his son that he inform the
authorities promptly. However, Pejchl
did not mention the illegal organisation in Prague, as he knew nothing of
it. The interrogation of another Písek
grammar school student, Karel Noháč,
also confirmed the previous reports on
Pasovský. However, not a word was
said about Innemann. Noháč talked
about the “boss” of a large resistance
organisation with his schoolmate Jan
Bouček, who notified teacher Antonín
Voříšek.
Initially, there were plans to infiltrate
the group, but a concern that Innemann
might try to escape abroad soon arose.
Hence, he was arrested on 16 June.
Four days later, they also arrested Plechatý and Knihař. Under interrogation
Innemann said that the two were the
most active members of the organisation, while Mika and Beran were primarily responsible for the printing and
distribution of Svobodný hlas. Holubec’s task was to spread the group to

Liberec, Vrchlabí and Jilemnice. Plechatý was to be active in the area of
Žatec, Chomutov and Jirkov. Knihař
was meant to extend the organisation’s reach to Moravia where he used
to work at his aunt’s farm in Lovětín
as a child. Innemann was tasked with
building the network in South Bohemia. He explained his Písek connection simply by stating that he used to
stay at his grandmother’s there during
the occupation. That was also when he
met Machovec and music teacher Jaro.
Knowing their thoughts, he sent them
a copy of Svobodný hlas and asked them
to distribute it. Through his friend Eva
Žáková, a student at Chrudim grammar
school, he established contact with her
school
mate Dana Rongová and asked
her to join the organisation and find
out about the situation in the local barracks. Aged just 15, she promised to
help him.
During an interrogation at the Prague
Area Office of the StB, Plechatý confirmed he had known Innemann since
early April 1948. They had met on
a train going from Žatec to Chomutov
(Innemann said he knew Plechatý from
Chomutov, where Plechatý taught his
brother). The Latin teacher was surprised to see someone so small embarking on such a big project. He did
not deny being active in the illegal
organisation. He confessed to having
written several articles and having offered financial help.
Two StB officers came for Pavel Knihař
on a Sunday morning. They treated
him with civility and, fortunately, did
not carry out a search of his home.
Otherwise, they would most certainly
have found a pistol hidden in the folding dinner table. The interrogation at
Bartolomějská St. was completely different. The boy, 17, experienced a real
shock. The dirty cell, atrocious sanitary conditions and his brutal treatment during the interrogations represented a huge onslaught on his psyche.
The investigators used “just” their
fists and palms instead of nightsticks.
Knihař remembers that Innemann was
even worse off. He was abused due to
a speech defect and when Knihař first
saw him after his arrest, Inneman was
hardly able to speak. The use of physical violence explains the “sudden” recollections of those subjected to it, who
remembered their other crimes “ex
post”.
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One of many operations in Indochina in 1951. 

During his interrogation, Knihař said
that he had published the first leaflet
three weeks after the events of February, asking non-Communist students
to unite and oppose Communist ones.
The collaboration with Innemann, the
creation of an illegal organisation and
the publication of the underground periodical followed. He wrote the texts
on a typewriter loaned by Mika. Mika,
however, did not have an inkling about
the project, Knihař stated bravely.
Also, he did not mention teacher Plechatý’s full name. He only spoke about
him as about one teacher P. The reason they brought out the final issue of
Svobodný hlas in late May was simple.
From 14 June 1948, Knihař worked
part-time at Peyrl, a company that
treated used oils. As for the origins of
the organisation, he admitted to founding it himself. He also tried to convince
the investigators that, by then, he had
got to know the workers somewhat
better, had thought about everything
and did not intend to continue his illegal activities.7
The State Security officers were well
aware of the fact that they were interrogating a minor in the absence of his
parents (or a legal or social representative). Innemann’s arrest was planned to
take place without his relatives’ knowledge. Fortunately, however, things did
not happen that way. The Prague State
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Attorney’s Office filed a criminal complaint against Innemann, Knihař, Plechatý, Beran, Horák, Mika and Holubec
on the grounds of confederacy in an
anti-state organisation and publication
of an illegal periodical (Act No. 50/1923
Coll.) on 24 June 1948.8 Prior to that,
the official physician at Bartolomějská
noted that Innemann was incapable
of prolonged detention for medical
reasons. The investigation authorities
issued an instruction to drop the case
forthwith.
The youngsters were released from detention on 23 June 1948, likely due to
poor health and the fact that they were
still minors. Innemann was found to
be suffering from a strong speech defect as well as overall physical weakness. The brutal treatment during the
interrogation certainly did not help his
weak physique. The report said briefly:
Innemann, who suffers from serious tuberculosis, was released from detention.
So was Knihař, in part due to illness
and in part due to his young age. Beran,
Horák, and Mika were released after investigation and interrogation. Holubec
was not questioned as he had left Prague
for his parents’ place.9 It cannot be ruled
out that the students were released in
connection with the presidential election. The National Assembly elected
Klement Gottwald the president “unanimously” on 14 June 1948. Six days lat-

er, the new president pardoned those
convicted under civil and criminal law.
Ladislav Plechatý was the only one
left in detention. He was then sent to
an unspecified forced labour camp for
two years. Based on a decision of the
Ministry of National Security, he was
released after one year and worked as
an assistant construction worker with
Pozemní stavby in Ostrava from 20 October 1950. The others were “merely”
expelled from school. As far as the in
part due to illness note on Pavel Knihař
(who was otherwise a healthy youth)
is concerned, it was probably based on
his physical condition after the brutal
interrogation.
The Prague office of the StB stated in
a description of the case that its officers
had known the leaders of the illegal
groups and monitored their activities.
Following the sudden intervention of
the teachers at Písek grammar school,
they were forced to refrain from any
further intelligence monitoring. The
main initiators were then arrested. The
Union of Free Students was well organised and its members mostly came from
among the members of the former National Socialist Party of Czechoslovakia.
According to an (unspecified) official,
the illegal group would certainly have
grown, as documented by the materials obtained; on the other hand, the
quoted official admitted that most of
the planned events never took place,
since nine members of the group were
arrested prematurely.10
The fact that the majority of their plans
never came to fruition was a major
factor contributing to the release of
the students. If an StB agent had infiltrated the group, it is highly probable
that things could have culminated in
to shooting, provocations and subsequent severe prison terms.
Pavel Knihař never doubted that, sooner or later, he would be arrested again
and convicted for his activities or sent
to a forced labour camp. Subsequent
developments showed that he was
right. On 18 January 1950, the Prague
State Attorney sent an urgent application for the re-assessment of the Adolf
Inneman et al. case to the Prague Regional StB Directorate. Aside from the
aforementioned students, eight others

ABS, f. MV–T, file a. č. T-1584; also author’s interview with Pavel Knihař on 17 Nov 2010.
ABS, f. State Security Headquarters 1945–1948 (305), shelf mark 305-63-3, criminal complaint of Adolf Innemann et al.
ABS, f. MV–T, file a. č. T-1584, l. 1–2, final report on the Innemann et al. group.
Ibid., l. 13, report of the Prague Area Office of the State Security dated 29 Jun 1948.
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involved directly or indirectly in the
activities of the Union of Free Students
were suspect. At the request of the
State Attorney’s Office, an unknown officer added a hand-written note of key
importance: Comrade Kotlík refused,
citing a lack of staff and because these
are new persons. Nevertheless, Adolf
Innemann, now an assistant accountant in Chomutov, was interrogated
again on 13 February 1950, as were
Dana Rongová and Eva Žáková, third
grade students of Chrudim grammar
school, on 23 February.
It was only on 24 October 1952 that
the District Criminal Court for Prague
2 acquitted Ladislav Plechatý and Ivan
Horák of the accusation of confederacy against the republic aimed at
overthrowing the regime. The court
dismissed the entire matter as ridiculous. The fact that the accused, Adolf
Innemann, Miroslav Beran, Jaroslav
Holubec, Mojmír Machovec, Vratislav
Mika and Dana Rongová, had been acquitted by an enforceable decision of
the District Criminal Court in Prague of
29 May 1951 contributed to the above
court decision.11 By then, Pavel Knihař,
aged 20, had been fighting in Indochina for almost two years.

Newsreel
He did not confide his decision to emigrate illegally to anyone. He was intent
on continuing to fight communism in
an “intelligent” way. Released from detention, he worked as an assistant at
Peyrl. Nobody asked him where he had
been while absent from work for five
days, and he told no one. He received
his pay on Friday 6 August 1948 and,
armed, crossed the border to Germany
near Klatovy on the Sunday. He then
came to a refugee camp in Ludwigsburg
(housed in a former SS barracks).12
The war had ended just three years
earlier, so the camps were overflowing with war refugees, joined by the
thousands fleeing from Central and
Eastern Europe. The result was ubiquitous hunger, poor sanitary conditions
and moral anguish. The exiles wanted
to go further west, to the US and South
America mostly. Experienced camp
denizens taught newcomers the sad
truth that they could be waiting for an

On holiday in Nam Dinh, from left: Dallfuss, Pavel Knihař and Willy Meier, June 1952. 

exit permit for a year or even longer,
unless they were prominent members
of anti-communist parties or important
figures in the fields of science or culture.13
For the first time, Pavel Knihař was
abroad and knew nobody. Initially, it
was tough to navigate the complex
nuances of camp life. He was lucky
enough to share a room with Czechoslovak aviators, Royal Air Force veterans who helped him to adapt to the
role of an exile. Another happy accident (helped by his knowledge of
German) led to him getting a job with
the camp police. That earned him several marks a month, and as a result he
could go to the town’s cinema now and
then. A newsreel was shown before every film. One mentioned France and its
fight against the Ho Chi Minh regime.
Today, Pavel Knihař cannot remember
if it also mentioned the French Foreign
Legion. What counted was that France
was fighting communism in Indochina.
One day, a young man with a brief Legion history came to the camp. Pavel
Knihař was interested in joining. He
could not go any further westward at
the time, and there was no future for
him in occupied Germany. That young
man was probably a Legion canvasser,
scouting new “souls” for it for consideration. The path to the Legion was
simple. You just followed the agent to
the nearest French garrison and then

Photo: Archive of Pavel Knihař

to the camp in Offenburg or directly
to Kehl, near Strasbourg. If you were
completely fit, you continued to the St.
Nicolas Fortress in Marseille 14 days
later.
Knihař decided to join the Foreign Legion on 10 November 1948. He could
hardly envision that he would leave it
as a high-ranking officer after 30 years
of active and very dangerous service.14

Passage to the fabled Orient
Pavel Knihař was a young, healthy man.
The Legion welcomed those like him
with open arms. The problem was that
he was too young. Officially, the Legion
was only allowed to draft men aged 20
or more. But human imagination – and
that of legionnaires especially – is limitless. Many a minor gained a full three
years in age just by a simple swish of
the pen. The 17-year-old youngster
knew nothing about the Legion, save
perhaps for what he may have read in
pre-war pulp literature. He had first
heard of Indochina from the newsreel.
For Central Europeans (and not just
young ones) at the time, France was
at the very end of the world, let alone
Indochina, which they could not even
locate on a map. All he knew was that
he could fight communism as a legionnaire, and that was all that mattered.
He left Europe on Christmas Eve, 1948
and set out for the shores of Africa
with other Legion recruits.

11 Ibid., l. 14–16, the wording of the ruling of the District Criminal Court in Prague 2 of 24 Oct 1952.
12 Author’s interview with Pavel Knihař on 17 Nov 2010.
13 More in KUDRNA, Ladislav: Bojovali a umírali v Indočíně. První vietnamská válka a Čechoslováci v cizinecké legii (They Fought and Died in Indochina. The First
Vietnamese War and Czechoslovaks in the Foreign Legion). Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes – Naše vojsko, Prague 2010, p. 24–36.
14 KNIHAŘ, Pavel: Vzpomínky, pp. 16–17.
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Having landed in Oran, he proceeded
to Sidi-bel-Abbès, which had been the
Foreign Legion’s chief garrison town
since 1933. Following the required hygiene measures, including a military
haircut, the newcomers received clean
uniforms. It was only there that private
Knihař got rid of some irritating “companions”. Lice had afflicted him all the
way from the refugee camp to Algeria.
It was virtually impossible to get rid of
them without clean water and clothes.
He celebrated the Christmas of 1948 finally free of lice, which he had first got
to know at Bartolomějská.
By chance – probably due to a mistake
on the part of his superiors – he did
not undergo the demanding introductory training and was included among
experienced legionnaires soon after
arriving in Sidi-bel-Abbès. He then volunteered for service in Madagascar,
but was assigned to a group going to
Indochina. Most legionnaires, himself
included, looked forward to the exotic
Orient. Everyone dreamed of a distant
land, full of riches and adventures, at
the other end of the world. The very
word Indochina evoked images of unheard of experiences in their young
minds.
According to Pavel Knihař, the legionnaires knew that France was not
fighting to retain its colony but taking
on the regime represented by Ho Chi
Minh and his followers. They had no
time to think about the background to
the conflict in any case. Still, it was apparent at the time that it was not just
a colonial struggle. Both sides’ ideologies increasingly permeated the war.
Knihař believes it was a pity that the
Americans had not supported France
from the very beginning of its confrontation with the Viet Minh; if they had,
it would all have ended differently.15
Both Washington and Moscow only began to pay attention to the conflict after the struggle in Southeast Asia had
crossed over to the competition in the
bipolar world, that is to say, to the Cold
War, which turned into a very hot war
on the Korean Peninsula in June 1950.
The US would then support Paris substantially, both financially and materially, in its activity on the Indochina
battlefield.16

Legionaries in the hull of the LCT invasion ship, Pavel Knihař far left.

Photo: Archive of Pavel Knihař

Pavel Knihař’s military ID card; he was awarded the War Cross, Algeria, 1956. 

Photo: Archive of Pavel Knihař

Pavel Knihař came ashore in Saigon, after a month’s voyage at sea, on 26 April
1949. He was assigned to the 2nd battalion of the Foreign Legion’s 2nd infantry
regiment. Again, he was very lucky, as
he served “down” in South Vietnam, in
the Annam province, until July 1951. The
Viet Minh were not as strong there as
they were in the north, especially near
the border with China, home to the traditional bastion of Ho Chi Minh’s regime.
He survived the mandatory two years of
service in Indochina thanks to that fact.
Had he been deployed “up” in the north,

he would without a doubt have been affected by the fierce fighting in the autumn of 1950. On 16 September 1950,
the Viet Minh attacked the Dong Khe
fortress, launching a major offensive in
the northwest part of Vietnam, along the
Chinese border. The fortress was won,
resulting in a loss of positions in a key
region and, most notably, severe loss of
life among French soldiers and legionnaires. Just a handful of men escaped
Vietnamese captivity, a fate experienced
by some 44 Czechoslovaks in the ranks
of the Legion. Just 13 of them survived.17

15 Author’s interview with Pavel Knihař on 17 Nov 2010.
16 More in MARR, David G. – KERKVLIET, Benedict J.: Vietnam. Institute of Southeast Asian Studies Softcover, NIAS Press 1992.
17 More in KUDRNA, Ladislav: Živí záviděli mrtvým. Českoslovenští dezertéři a zajatci ve vietnamských zajateckých táborech 1949–1951 (The living envied the
dead. Czechoslovak deserters and prisoners of war in Vietnamese POW camps 1949–1951). Paměť a dějiny, 2010, issue 4, pp. 52–57.
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Interestingly, Mr Knihař notes that rankand-file legionnaires in the south had no
idea of the scope of the disaster in the
north. No newspapers were available
and, unlike officers, they received no
information from HQ. Although service
in Annam was much safer than in the
north, the young legionnaire’s career
could still have been cut short.

First blood
At the end of September 1949, the 2nd
battalion left the barracks in Phan Ri
and relocated to Long Huong, a small
fishing town some 10 kilometres from
the starting point. The main activity of
the legionnaires was unchanged. They
escorted transports, filled up holes dug
by the Viet Minh in local roads, held
day and night watches, and guarded
the roads near friendly villages. Pavel
Knihař experienced his first encounter
with the Viet Minh in October 1949.
His platoon was to enter a nearby village where the enemy was reported to
be present. In front of the village there
were sand dunes where the legionnaires were forced to hit the ground by
fire from the Vietnamese guerrillas’ machine guns. The situation was becoming
critical. The Vietnamese controlled the
elevated positions and the legionnaires’
English-made Enfield guns got clogged
with sand after a few shots. Many, including Pavel Knihař, thought that this
would be their end. Fortunately, the
battalion commander with the rest of
the team rushed to the rescue, forcing
the enemy to withdraw pell-mell. Two
Vietnamese spies with the legionnaires
were killed and a second lieutenant
was injured. Private Knihař suffered
a painful swelling in his leg soon after
the skirmish; he could not even stand
on his foot. Faced with the Viet Minh,
he had jumped into the nearest pit, one
full of cactuses that pierced his leg and
caused the injury. Fortunately, the swelling burst after several days in hospital,
as Pavel Knihař was getting out of bed.18

A young man’s rapid career
About six months into his stay in Vietnam, Pavel Knihař was finally able to
communicate in French. In addition,
he studied the military arts. He used
a military manual translated from
English about the British soldiers’

December 1950, trenches in Quang Mang. 

fights against the Japanese in Malaysia and Burma.19 Subconsciously, he
felt that he should have known this
from the initial training that he had
not received. For his entire military
life he followed the simple yet very effective principles set down by a British officer, and apparently it paid
off. He survived all the pitfalls of his
military career, whereas many of his
friends – and foes, for that matter –
were not so lucky.
Commanders soon noticed the young
legionnaire’s intelligence and military talents, and he was sent to an officer candidate course to the regiment
headquarters in Nha Trang at the end
of 1949, before being promoted to the
rank of corporal on 1 March 1950. He
was just 19 years old and life could
not be better. Just a year later, he
was sent to a non-com officers course
and promoted to sergeant on 30 April
1951. The one extra golden chevron entailed significant material comfort, as
his pay was almost as high as a staff
sergeant’s, but meant less responsibility. However, this did not last long,
as Knihař was promoted to senior
sergeant on 1 August 1951, a non-com
rank of some stature in the Legion. In
the meantime, his regiment relocated
to Tongkin in the north. His “holiday”
was definitively over.20

Photo: Archive of Pavel Knihař

Injured
After the French forces’ defeat near
Dong Khe, a new commander in chief
came to Indochina – one who earned
the respect of both his subordinates
and his enemies. General Jean de Lattre de Tassigny was a brilliant strategist. He was clearly capable of achieving much more than “just” reversing
France’s temporary failure in Indochina. Sadly, fate allotted him too short
a time.
He took to his position vigorously on
19 December 1950. He was both commander in chief and the head of the
civilian administration. The previous Vietnamese offensive left the Viet
Minh in control of a large area north
of the Red River delta. The military and
political leaders of Viet Minh expected
“uncle” Ho to celebrate the Tet 1951
New Year festivities in Hanoi. But that
was not to be, as the Viet Minh crossed
paths with General de Lattre.
The new commander strengthened the
French influence in the Red River delta
with a chain of strong fortification (the
de Lattre Line), with the Foreign Legion its primary crew. The first phase
of the Viet Minh’s offensive, a “human
waves” attack on Vinh Yen in January
1951, failed. Another major attack near
Mao Khe and on the River Day in May
1951 ended with heavy losses. The road

18 Author’s interview with Pavel Knihař on 17 Nov; KNIHAŘ, Pavel: Vzpomínky, pp. 36–38.
19 It could have been a booklet written by British officer Spencer Chapman, The Jungle is Neutral. CHAPMAN, Frederick Spencer: The Jungle is Neutral.
Chatto & Windus, Londýn 1948.
20 KNIHAŘ, Pavel: Vzpomínky, pp. 47–48.
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to Hanoi remained closed, leaving the
Viet Minh to focus primarily on the
northern part of Vietnam.
The French forces took Hoa Binh in
November 1951. They saw the town on
the southwest edge of the Red River
delta as an important link between the
Viet Minh headquarters in Viet Bac
and the central and southern parts of
Vietnam. General Giap launched a series of heavy attacks on Hoa Binh with
the approval of his Chinese advisors.
Battles comparable with the Great
War’s trench atrocities began. Following a heroic effort and heavy losses,
the French troops were forced to clear
Hoa Binh in February 1952. In the
meantime, General de Lattre returned
to France, where he died of cancer on
11 January 1952. He had lived to see his
23-year-old son Lt. Bernard de Lattre
de Tassigny die near Ninh Binh on 30
May 1951.21
As the 2nd battalion of the 2nd regiment
did not boast the reputation of great
warriors, they were assigned to build
a modern defensive line once they
came to the north. The concrete fortification was built in Phuc Yen, some 15
kilometres north of Hanoi. Senior Sergeant Knihař quickly became an expert
at erecting reinforced concrete blocks
and, as such, became the leader of
a formwork and reinforcement group.
In September 1951, he was included
in a specialist team sent to Vietri with
a view to launching the construction
of block buildings and training Senegalese fusiliers for the task. Vietri
was a small, forlorn town at the time.
On the night of 3 to 4 October 1951,
the Viet Minh attacked the specialists’ station. Snr. Sgt. Knihař suffered
a painful injury in his left buttock. The
bullet stopped at his femur but fortunately did not shatter it. Paralysed by
pain, he was evacuated to Hanoi and
operated on by French doctor Captain Stein; she saved his ischial nerve.
Knihař did not wait until he fully recovered but returned without permission to his battalion stationed near
Phuong Lan. He went on to work as the
squadron’s main accountant, not a job
he was particularly fond of. His squadron relocated to Quan Mang about 24
kilometres north of Chine, the Viet
Minh’s administrative centre in the

Christmas card from General de Lattre. The first and last card that the soldiers of the French army received in Indochina from their
commander-in-chief. None of the followers of this respected general continued this tradition. 
Source: Archive of Pavel Knihař

area at the time, which was December 1951. The post was conquered on
11 November 1951. The first foothold
there had fewer than 400 men, facing
attack from 1,500 Viet Minh forces.

Hell in Quang Mang
Having arrived at the new station,
Snr. Sgt. Knihař noticed the prevailing melancholy fed by rumours the
things were breaking down irretrievably. Trying to take advantage of the
situation, the Viet Minh attacked the
psyche of the legionnaires defending
a godforsaken post. Their political
workers used megaphones to call on
the legionnaires to desert. One day,
a legionnaire of Czech origin named
Benda disappeared from his post; he
had worked as a “batman” to officers.
Most likely, he deserted the unit, since
neither his body nor any traces of
struggle at his post were found. The
legionnaires considered their deserter mate to be a traitor who deserved
a bullet, and knew full well that, once
he had deserted, he would tell the enemy everything about his unit’s position.22
While many see Vietnam as a country
of tropical vegetation, Tongkin in the
north of the country is subject to real
winter in December – without snow,
but with cloudy skies and lots of rain.
The foothold of Knihař’s squadron was

situated on a little hill within a barren, de-forested zone in front of barbed
wire barriers. Unfortunately, the Viet
Minh had taken a hill above the legionnaires’ position, commanding a great
view of it. Snr. Sgt. Knihař was thrust
into a war of mud and trenches, which
the legionnaires continued to deepen
and improve. Over time, their foothold
became almost perfect. Initially, the legionnaires were subjected to the enemy fire of mine launchers and machine
guns in Quang Mang day and night.
Heavy land attacks soon followed.
Fortunately, the legionnaires’ defence
was effective and their firepower consistently massacred tens of Viet Minh
soldiers.
In the evening of 28 December 1951,
one of the non-coms, having had too
much to drink, walked out of the dining room to get some fresh air and sat
down on one of the firing positions.
Suddenly he heard a voice in front of
the barriers, near the minefields. The
Viet Minh were finally attempting to
seize their foothold under cover of
darkness. All the legionnaires were
in their positions immediately. In the
middle of the night, they heard heavy
firing from the nearby elevation point
74. Overpowered, their mates fought
the Viet Minh there. The attack on
Quang Mang came at 2:00 AM. The
legionnaires were prepared to fight

21 More in WINDROW, Martin: The Last Valley. Dien Bien Phu and the French Defeat in Vietnam. Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London 2004, pp. 114–115.
22 More in KUDRNA, Ladislav: Akce „Vietnam”. První repatriační transport Čechoslováků z Vietnamu do vlasti (Operation “Vietnam”. The first repatriation
transport of Czechoslovaks from Vietnam to their country). Paměť a dějiny, 2010, issue 2, p. 46.
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Pavel Knihař appointed Chevalier of the Legion of Honour, France, 5 July 1978.

hard, and the Vietnamese attack was
finally pushed back in the morning.
However, the fierce fight for elevation
point 74 in the north continued. It was
only around 9:00 AM that reinforcement came from Quang Mang. They
found a terrible scene. The surviving
legionnaires held the post at the cost
of huge casualties. Screaming human
waves of Viet Minh attacked the two
squadrons all through the night. The
captain in charge finally undertook
a desperate move: he ordered artillery
to fire directly at their own position.
That allowed him to keep the position until the morning of 29 December
1951.
From then on, all fighting with the Viet
Minh was a merciless struggle for Snr.
Sgt. Knihař and his men – no mere
skirmishes like those in Annam in the
south. The Vietnamese possessed quality equipment thanks to help from China. Luckily, they lacked heavy artillery
at the time, but they still had a large
amount of mine launchers and recoilless guns.
Snr. Sgt. Knihař became the commander of the 1st combat unit of the
8th squadron in January 1952. Aged 21,
he was in charge of 20 men (theoretically, the combat unit had around 40
legionnaires, but their losses and the
repatriated, sick and injured soldiers
were not made up for quickly). He cel-

Photo: Archive of Pavel Knihař

ebrated his birthday modestly in the
Quang Mang quagmire on 9 January
1952.
The legionnaires learned that Hoa
Binh had been cleared in late February 1952. Naturally, this did not lift
their spirits. In the end they were
replaced by a small squadron of Morocco fusiliers in early April the same
year. With some simplification, we
can say that Pavel Knihař was involved in incessant fights and skirmishes with the Viet Minh until the
end of his stay in Vietnam. The goal
of many operations was to try and
force the enemy from key areas and
reassert the influence of the French
armed forces. The fighting was hard
and bloody and claimed the lives of
many of his mates. It bears emphasising that Snr. Sgt. Knihař often distinguished himself.
His team frequently led the attack. That
was also the case on 30 January 1953 in
the battle for Tho Cau village. The Viet
Minh were well fortified there and the 2nd
battalion of the 13th demi-brigade could
not take the village. It was an oblong
settlement with a bamboo grove around
it. The Viet Minh had an observer in the
church tower who directed precise fire
at the legionnaires. Heavy fighting continued all day. Then, at 5:00 PM Knihař
received the order to conquer the village
with his team of 15 men.

First, he asked for several men from
the 2nd team as reinforcements. Then
it was time to “blind” the Viet Minh.
The church tower was finally destroyed by gunfire. Curtain fire from
machine guns ensued. Meanwhile,
Knihař and his men stood in an icecold river up to their shoulders, hiding from the enemy fire. Snr. Sgt.
Knihař ordered his men to put on
their bayonets and, facing the deadly
fire of the Viet Minh, to charge. He
was sure he would die the instant he
stepped out of the river. However, the
legionnaires burst out of their hiding
as one man screaming and conquered
the village. Three died in the hail of
bullets. Pavel Knihař was saved by
his Mauser pistol, whose cartridge
magazine caught an enemy bullet
that would otherwise have crushed
his right femur. Such a serious injury
could have had fatal consequences in
the field.
His bravery in combating the enemy
earned him (among other things) three
mentions in army orders, three War
Cross medals, and the highest possible
medal for a non-com, the Médaille Militaire. With his courage and personal
involvement, he saved the life of the
future Brigade General Robert Basset
in Indochina. Basset suffered a serious
injury in action and Snr. Sgt. Knihař
dragged him through enemy fire across
a rice field to the infirmary.23
Knihař’s stay in Indochina came to an
end in late March 1953. Since he had
served on the front for four consecutive years, he could not stay any longer. Once all formal procedures were
over, he boarded a cargo ship in Hai
Phong on 2 April 1953 and headed
back towards the shores of Africa. He
left behind his best friends who were
not as lucky: They were a part of my life
and they disappeared forever, as did my
youth and illusions. But I felt that I had
fulfilled my duties as I should have. And
I felt satisfied to have participated, with
a gun in my hand, in combating the
ideology that drove me away from my
homeland.24

Friends and foes
Many Germans served in the Legion
during the first Vietnam War and it
would not be an exaggeration to say

23 SAPK, recognition of courage and bravery on the night of 17 Nov 1952, later mentions in army commands, and Basset’s congratulation to Pavel
Knihař’s promotion as the Commander of the Legion of Honour.
24 KNIHAŘ, Pavel: Memoirs, pp. 47–48.
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that they formed its backbone at the
time.25 A great majority of them were
seasoned Wehrmacht veterans, very
proficient in war craft. Former members of the SS were not admitted to the
Legion as a rule. During the occupation
era, Pavel Knihař had a sad experience
with Prague Germans, or the Hitler
Youth to be precise, at the age of 14.
He liked to walk from his residence in
Žižkov all the way to the distant zoo in
Troja. Returning home one day in April
1945, he was stopped by a group of
Hitler Youth who beat him up because
he refused to pay tribute to their Nazi
flag. Many Germans served along with
him in Vietnam, and some became his
subordinates later on. But he treated
them like everybody else. They were
all in the same boat. In the Legion, an
individual’s conduct mattered, not his
nationality, and many Germans were
good companions. Knihař befriended
two of them. Rolf Linke hailed from the
Sudeten area, the Czech borderland,
and was somewhat older. He had acted
as a Panzerjäger (tank hunter) towards
the end of the war. He had several successes under his belt. He was a good
chap who never boasted and was very
brave. Willy “Cognac” Meier was the
oldest of them. He was as “old” as 25
when he signed up to the Legion. A former paratrooper, he was captured by
the Americans during the invasion.
They both died in Vietnam.
And how did Pavel Knihař see Viet
Minh soldiers? He says they were
particularly brave when attacking as
a group, in a wave. Political instructors
were skilled at ideological work with
soldiers. Neither he nor his mates had
anything against the Vietnamese. Legionnaires liked and respected them.
Knihař says they are a nation of beautiful and hard-working people. But the
matter was simply that those who happened to fight against him were “red”.
Regarding violence against prisoners
and civilians, which was committed
on both sides,26 he said that he and his
men were soldiers, first and foremost,
and that they never tortured or raped

anyone. But he noted correctly that every army in the world will be home to
disturbed crooks that enjoy violence.27
The battle of Guadalcanal is evidence
of this. It meant a turning point in
the war in the Pacific, and is now
a part of the famous legacy of the US
Marine Corps, but it also showed the

Pavel Knihař as Commander of the Legion of Honour, France,
30 June 2009. 
Photo: Archive of Pavel Knihař

“problematic” conduct of certain marines. As in any armed force, there were
too many of those who found real pleasure in killing there; too many thieves,
too many crooks for anyone to really
love them all.28

Departing after 30 years
Prior to arriving in Algeria, his commanding officer ordered Snr. Sgt.
Knihař to study at l’Ecole Spéciale
Militaire in Strasbourg. He got there
in September 1953 and, as he puts it,
totally “butchered” his exams. He did
not mind – by contrast, he believed he
would be able to return to Indochina,
where matters were getting dramatically worse for France. The overall situation in the world did not offer reasons
for optimism, either. The Korean War

ended in a ceasefire, and France was
the only country actively combating
communism. Snr. Sgt. Knihař’s fiveyear term expired and he opted to extend his service. His personal life also
changed radically. He met Hugette
Portes, a Frenchwoman, at Sidi-bel-Abbès and married her on 1 April 1954. He
left his pregnant wife in September of
the year and went back to South Vietnam, coming ashore in Saigon on 24
October 1954.
The war in Indochina was ended by
the Geneva Agreements of 21 July 1954,
which also divided Vietnam along the
17th parallel. The demarcation line divided the country into the territories
north of it and south of it. The Viet
Minh were supposed to withdraw to
the north and the French forces to the
south of the coordinate. Free elections
were to be held within two years in
order to unite the temporarily divided
country. The United States refused to
recognise the Geneva Arrangements
as binding, as did the new Saigon administration. The Republic of Vietnam
led by President Ngo Dinh Diem was
formed in October 1955 and Washington guaranteed its existence in
a treaty. The last French troops exited
South Vietnam the following year. US
soldiers took their place. It was just
a matter of time before a conflict between north and south erupted with
full force, as the communists led by
Ho Chi Minh never gave up the idea of
controlling the entire territory. In the
late 1950s, the Viet Cong would murder some 2,500 South Vietnam officials
a year.29
Snr. Sgt. Knihař served with the 1st battalion of the 5th regiment of the Foreign
Legion at Phuc Thuong. The plain is
situated some 20 kilometres northwest of Tourane. He celebrated the
birth of son Yves with his mates on 15
January 1955. His second son, Patrick,
was born on 26 October 1958. The last
child in the family, daughter Danielle,
was born on 26 July 1961. Knihař was
promoted to warrant officer on 1 July
1955. In September of that year, the

25 After the war, there were no jobs in Germany and many released prisoners of war never found their families that had perished or disappeared. For others,
the Legion was an escape from the sorry state of the French prisoner camps. According to estimates, some 40,000 Germans were in the Legion during the
First Vietnam War (1946–1954). Later, they even formed a separate battalion of some 900 men within the Legion. It was disbanded following the French
public’s protests against “la sale guerre” (dirty war) in 1952. Confront In fremden Diensten – Deutsche Legionäre im Indochinakrieg, http://video.google.com/
videoplay?docid=-3466220835816625049# (quoted as of 30 January 2011); MacDONALD, Peter: Cizinecká legie (The Foreign Legion). Naše vojsko, Prague 2004,
pp. 95 and 102.
26 More in KUDRNA, Ladislav: Bojovali a umírali v Indočíně, pp. 172–179.
27 Author’s interview with Pavel Knihař on 17 Nov 2010.
28 MERILLAT, Herbert C.: Nezapomenutelný Guadalcanal (Unforgettable Guadalcanal). Naše vojsko, Prague 2007, p. 17.
29 HERRING, George C.: America’s Longest War. The United States and Vietnam 1950–1975. Alfred A. Knopf, New York 1986, 2nd edition, p. 68.
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5th regiment was withdrawn towards
Saigon with a prospect of returning to
Algeria, where the National Liberation
Front launched a bloody and, at times,
terrorist struggle for national liberation in November 1954. Along with the
1st regiment of the Foreign Legion, they
boarded the Pasteur luxury liner on
14 January 1956 and set out for Algeria. Having landed in Oran, the legionnaires learned of the massacre of European civilians and massive desertions
from the fusilier units located near Algerian bases.
Fierce fighting continued throughout
1956. The entire conflict was in fact
a never-ending series of skirmishes
and atrocious bloodshed. The “Battle
of Algeria” ended only in July 1962 with
the official declaration of the country’s independence. General de Gaulle
left a million French settlers, whose
families had lived there for several
generations in many cases, to their
destiny in the country.30
Warrant Officer Pavel Knihař lost
many good friends in Algeria. For example, Czech exile and legionnaire Josef Laštovka was best man at his wedding. The former teacher from Jičín and
veteran of Indochina suffered a severe
spinal injury in 1956 and returned to
Paris disabled. The two friends never
met again. Pavel Knihař also became
a French citizen the same year (on 15
July). He applied for French citizenship
after thorough consideration. He did so
because of his wife and son, and also
because it was apparent that returning
to his home country was impossible
in the bipolar world. Events in Hungary three and a half months after his
naturalisation proved him right. It was

obvious that the West would not do
anything for Central and Eastern European countries suffering under their
own totalitarian regimes directed from
Moscow.
After Algeria had been promised independence, Pavel Knihař and his family
boarded a cargo ship overloaded with
French refugees and landed in Marseille on 1 July 1962. He was promoted
to second lieutenant in 1968. He then
served in Madagascar, among other
places. His career ended in Tahiti, on
the island of Mururoa, where France
conducted trial nuclear explosions.
Knihař decided to leave the Foreign
Legion in 1978 due to the sluggish
progress of his career. Even though he
was a French citizen, he was still officially a foreign officer (titre étranger).
In practice, this meant that he was
supposed to serve as second lieutenant for two years, then as a first lieutenant for six years, and then he could
be nominated to the rank of captain
of the Foreign Legion. He should have
reached the latest rank mentioned as
of 1 January 1976. However, Valéry Giscard d’Estaing had become president
in 1974. He introduced many reforms,
one of which applied to foreign officers and froze their career progress.
After a struggle, Pavel Knihař finally
received his captain’s rank only in October 1977. For the sake of illustration,
his adjutant (a native Frenchman) on
Mururoa benefited from being eligible
for his captain’s nomination after four
years of service, whereas Knihař had
to wait for the same rank for a full
eight years.
Although the slow progress of his career gave Captain Knihař a sense of

injustice, and for good reason, his
new home country eventually showed
that it appreciated his services. Prior to ending active service, he was
nominated Chevalier of the Legion of
Honour on 5 July 1978. He retired at
the end of the year. In October 1984
he was promoted to the rank of battalion commander, i.e. the rank of
lieutenant colonel. But that was not
the end of his French honours. He
was named the Officer of the Legion
of Honour at the end of July 2003 and
a Commander of the Legion of Honour
six years later.31 The Legion of Honour is France’s supreme state honour,
bestowed only on the most important
personalities of the military, scientific, cultural and social life who have
benefited France in their respective
fields. When I suggested that this honour is not given to just anybody, Mr
Knihař answered with typical modesty: Well, I guess I had some merits
after all.32

On the Moon
Pavel Knihař visited his home country
only in 1990. He felt like he was walking on the Moon. Everything was grey,
whereas in the West it shone with colours. To date, his old homeland has
found him worthy of a single honour.
The Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes bestowed the Václav Benda Prize and the memorial Freedom
and Democracy Medal on him on 16
November 201033 and the Institute, in
co-operation with the Academia publishing house, is preparing to publish
Pavel Knihař’s memoirs, as well, with
the involvement of his great-grandson
Petr Kos Jr.

30 More in REY-GOLDZEIGUER, Annie: Aux origines de la guerre d’Algérie 1940–1945: de Mers El-Kébir aux massacres du Nord-Constantinoil. La Découverte, Paris
2001.
31 Pavel Knihař is one of the approximately 3,000 holders of this high honour. There are not many Czechs among them. They include Václav Havel and the late
Colonel Slavomír Ungerman, a member of de Gaulle’s Ordre de la Libération and a hero of El Alamein. Pavel Knihař’s letter to the author dated 13 Feb 2011.
32 Author’s interview with Pavel Knihař on 17 Nov 2010.
33 Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes, Official presentation of the Václav Benda Prize, http://www.ustrcr.cz/cs/slavnostni-predani-ceny-vaclavabendy-2010 (quoted as of 30 January 2011).
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The Rise and Fall of Miroslav Kvítek
The Family Drama of a Communist Stalwart
Pavel Žáček
For quite logical reasons, the communist totalitarian regime tried to isolate completely both
its enemies and members of its own repressive organisations, who were not allowed to meet
political opponents, holders of foreign visas and criminals without permission. The regime
regarded all attempts at breaching this barrier very negatively and the response of the state
and party authorities to such efforts was often aggressive and exaggerated. The case of
Miroslav Kvítek, a member of the political police who participated in targeting “free youth”
and whose son signed Charter 77, was no exception.
Joining the Ministry of the Interior
Sergeant Miroslav Kvítek of Military
Unit 9687 in Prague applied for a position with the Regional Directorate of the Ministry of the Interior on
18 February 1957.1 His social origins
were excellent: his father František
Kvítek worked as a plant guardsman
with the Svoboda a Hynais coal supply
firm (later known as Pražské uhelné
sklady) and his stepmother Marie (née
Myslivečková) worked with the same
firm as a coal loader. In addition,
both parents joined the Communist
Party of Czechoslovakia (KSČ) in 1945.
Having left eight-year elementary
school, Miroslav Kvítek took up vocational training at the Autodružstvo
co-operative in September 1948, before in October 1952 switching to Motorlet in Prague’s Jinonice district as
a metal polisher.2 While at vocational
school in the city’s Hloubětín district,
he joined the Czechoslovak Youth
Union (ČSM). I later switched to the 1st
Georgi Dimitrov Local Group in Prague
16, where I was actively involved until
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

the abolition of the local organisations
in 1952.3
Kvítek was drafted by the regional
directorate having served his military service, which he started in June
1953, first with the 21st Air Battalion
in Hradec Králové, and then from November 1955 as a non-com compressor
mechanic of the Czechoslovak People’s Army with the 31st Air Battalion
in Prague’s Kbely district. In the meantime, he married Zdenka Bízová, his
second wife.4 I have no relation to religion. I have not exited the church legally
yet. I am in the Czechoslovak church,
he succinctly informed personnel officials at the regional directorate of the
Ministry of the Interior in Prague.5
Capt. Oldřich Hlavnička, the head of the
3rd Department of the 2nd Section of the
7th Directorate of the Ministry of the Interior (MV), noted during the recruitment
process that a report on Miroslav Kvítek
had been written in May 1954 due to suspicion of anti-state activity.6 The cadre
management section of the Regional Directorate of the MV Prague perused the

document, in which the members of the
Surveillance Directorate stated that, as
a result of his unsatisfactory family situation, Kvítek had made his living in any
way […] but properly. Therefore, he was
to be brought to the Public Security (VB,
police) and put to work as a miner. Soon
after that he reportedly returned to an
idle way of life and then got married for
the first time in December 1952, but the
marriage failed. He was not organised in
any political party or a mass organisation.
[…] Politically he has not taken a side
publicly, as a result of which it is difficult
to determine his real opinion and position
on the people’s democratic system…7
Sgt. Maj. Bohuslav Janoušek visited the
Investigation Directorate of the MV in
the latter half of 1957 to obtain information on the course of the investigation concerning a group of young men
led by Pavel Bösser who, according to
investigators, were involved in the illegal activities of Junák (a banned boy
scouts organisation). Kvítek was said
to be a member of the group, but since
he was not involved in any criminal

Security Services Archive (hereinafter only ABS), personal files; personal file of Miroslav Kvítek, born on 2 Feb 1933, archival number (hereinafter only a. č.)
2910/33. Job application dated 18 Feb 1957.
Ibid., Special Questionnaire, 15 Feb 1957.
Ibid., CV, 18 Feb 1957.
Zdenka Kvítková (b. 29 Oct 1937), née. Bízová, came from the farmers family of František and Zdenka Bíza. The ustanovka document prepared prior to her
husband joining the Prague Regional Directorate of the Ministry of the Interior said: She is known to have worked as a cook at the U Holubů restaurant in Smíchov
while still single […] She now works as an assistant at the ČSAD Smíchov bus station, as well as working as the janitor in the house of her residence. She is said to
be a quiet and shy young woman who does not meet or talk to people at her place of residence too much. Ibid., Ustanovka dated 8 Mar 1957, Ref. A/6-003401/20-57.
She became a candidate for KSČ membership on 28 Nov 1957 and a member on 22 Apr 1959. As of 15 Sep 1959, she joined the RD MV as a guard for Correctional
Facility No. 2 in Prague (Pankrác), and on 1 Sep 1963 she was relocated to Correctional Facility 1 in Prague (Ruzyně). After the inception of the Correctional
Facilities Corps (1 Aug 1965), she was transferred, as part of it, to the Ministry of Justice sector on 1 Jan 1969.
Ibid., Special Questionnaire, 15 Feb 1957.
Ibid., Ustanovka of 8 Mar 1957, Ref. A/6-003401/20-57.
Ibid., copy of Ustanovka of 23 Mar 1954, Ref. A/6-042/203-54, made by Sgt. Major B. Janoušek, 19 Aug 1957.
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After the informer emigrated, his former controlling officer could be jeopardized.
Source: Security Services Archive

activity, no criminal proceedings were
instituted against him. Still, the official
in charge of cadre policy found the relevant investigation files in the operative
archive and studied them. Concerning
applicant Miroslav Kvítek, the files were
investigated, specifically the testimony of
witness Jeroným Březina […] that he met
Kvítek in 1952 and they took the pistol of
his father who was a militia member and
shot 25 rounds near the airfield outside
Točná. When Kvítek’s father learned of
this, he forbade his son from maintaining any contact with said Březina, who
also confirms in the files that he has had
no further contact with Kvítek. Along
the same lines, Bösser said in his deposition that they wanted to make him
a member of the group, but that had not
happened due to his lack of interest, as
he never came to any meetings.8
By contrast, the Prague 16 local section of the VB confirmed on the basis
of an investigation at Kvítek’s place of
8
9
10
11
12

Miroslav Kvítek in the 1960s.
Photo: Security Services Archive

residence that he has a good reputation and is not known to lean towards
the Western style of life or towards
acting like a hood.9 What was decisive
was probably the opinion of the 31st
battalion’s KSČ organisation and the
ČSM leadership: His political maturity is average. His relation to the people’s democratic regime is completely
positive. […] His temper can be impulsive; otherwise he is collectively minded
and fair […] with a good military demeanour and, above all, work morale. If
managed properly, he is guaranteed to
fulfil his tasks.10
Sgt. Maj. Janoušek finally proposed to
recruit him for the guards department
of the Correctional Facilities Section of
the Prague Regional Directorate of the
MV: He spent a large part of his leisure
time on parachuting training organised
by Svazarm. No specific findings concerning his political opinions were obtained, as he did not show any signs in

this respect. The military unit’s opinion
indicates that the person is committed
to the people’s democratic system. He
fulfils his tasks scrupulously in his position and his work morale is good.11
On 1 November 1957, Senior Sergeant
Kvítek took the oath of the National Security Corps (SNB), promising among
other things to unconditionally carry
out his duties and to follow the orders of his commanders and superiors.
I swear to be true and dedicated to the
Czechoslovak Republic, its people, the
people’s democratic regime and laws,
the president and the government to my
last breath. […] Should I break the oath,
let a severe punishment, general hatred
and the contempt of the working people
afflict me.12 He became a candidate for
membership of the KSČ on 6 October
1958.
The first evaluation of guardsman
Kvítek took place in mid-October 1959.
Senior Guard Officer Lt. Josef Bursík

Ibid., Investigation Report. Re: Kvítek, Miroslav, suspicion of anti-state activity, 21 Aug 1957.
Ibid., Investigation of SNB candidate, Kvítek, Miroslav, 13 Mar 1957, 1st Lt. Černý.
Ibid., Evaluation of UO KSČ and ČSM, Military Unit 9687, 8 Aug 1957.
Ibid., Proposal of approval of admission to MV service, 23 Aug 1957.
Ibid., SNB Officer Service Oath, 1 Nov 1957.
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found his service to be completely conscientious and flawless. He is duly alert
and vigilant in any position. He always
obeys the commands of his superiors
without any reservations.13 On 1 April
1960 Sgt. Maj. Kvítek was confirmed
as guard platoon guardsman, and on
5 September 1960 he was called for the
11th course of the three-month State Security elementary school at Slapy.

Secret police officer
A fresh Communist Party member, Kvítek
became an officer of the Prague 3 District Section of the Ministry of Interior on
22 December 1960 and was assigned to
the field of education and culture within
the 3rd Department (political counterintelligence). In May 1961, he was not yet
working on an operative file or running
any collaborators. His job was to learn. In
this respect, he appears to be diligent and
fulfils his assignments. His primary focus
is obtaining agents for the objects that he
is in charge of, and he has been successful since he has three tips for collaborators at this point. […]. Comrade Kvítek
has pledged his personal commitment
to serving the movement through highquality work, which will certainly help him
to improve his professional qualifications
and gain insight into operative work. The
evaluation prepared by the head of the
district division, Capt. Eduard Dluhoš,
was approved by the head of the Prague
Regional Directorate of the Ministry of
the Interior, Lt. Col. Miroslav Mašek.14
Three years later, Capt. Dluhoš described Kvítek as being diligent but
lacking operative experience. In 1962
he opened an investigation into a fivemember group of former National Socialist Youth members on the grounds
of subversion, which he subsequently
assigned to the investigations section.
He completed two projects involving
preventive/educational measures the
following year. By December 1963 he
was running seven fixed collaborators of the State Security. His evaluation also said: In terms of political work,
Comrade Kvítek holds the position of
party group agitator and he is currently
the head of the party group. Under the
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Year of Party Education project, he has
been studying international relations on
his own. He is popular in his collective.
As far as his family life is concerned, it is
respectable; he is married, has two children and takes care of them.15
As part of the restructuring of the
counterintelligence units of the Prague
Regional Directorate of the MV, Warrant Officer Kvítek was relocated to the
internal intelligence unit of Section
II/A (a counterintelligence unit for the
city: also known as II/M), 6th Department, Youth, as of 1 February 1964. On
18 May, he applied for re-assignment to
the Correctional Facilities Section for
family reasons, citing a difficult family situation relating to his wife’s shifts
at Correctional Facilities Unit 1 in
Ruzyně.16 The 6th Department did not
recommend his application for approval. Comrade Kvítek works at the youth
section and carries out his duties well.
Based on a note made by senior cadre
section official Capt. Václav Tvrdík, he
withdrew his application after an interview.17
On 1 December 1964 Officer Kvítek was
relocated to the 7th Department of Section II/A, and put in charge of physical
education and sports. His responsibility included the Slavia, Bohemians,
Slavoj Vyšehrad, Slavia Vysoké školy,
Svazarm physical education organisations, and the Physical Education and
Sport Institute (ITVS). He ran eight
collaborators of average qualities assigned to those organisations and provided “protection” in connection with
24 instances of travel abroad. According to the department head, Capt. Jiří
Dvořák, he fulfilled his assignments:
He recruited 6 good confidants for systematic protection of trips abroad, 3 other confidants for specified organisations
and two collaboration candidates with
a promise of work in international associations. He also obtained a conspiracy
flat and covered [in terms of agents] the
SLAVIA fans and friends club.
WO Kvítek was tasked with building an
extensive network of confidants – primarily among sports organisation officials – in basketball, swimming, canoe-

ing and volleyball sections. His task was
also to find two candidates as agents to
work at the Svazarm car repair schools
with a view to targeting foreign visa
holders.18 Although the comrade does
not have the qualification, he is intelligent, smart, and civil in demeanour,
which shows in his agent management
and recruitment. He also gradually improved his cadre profile: Politically, he
is socially aware and has less theoretical
knowledge, which is why I recommend
that he study at the Evening University
of Marxism-Leninism. A member of the
local KSČ organisation’s committee, he is
active in Svazarm in Prague 3. Col. Bohumil Říha, the head of the Prague Regional Directorate of the MV, approved
the evaluation.19
Until the spring of 1968 the HQ of the
StB’s Prague Directorate insisted that
the 7th Department of Section II/A roll
out a qualified agent network that
would be able to control the various
“hostile groupings” allegedly trying to
misuse university students’ activities
to their own ends. Another task was to
uncover channels whereby ideological
subversion has infiltrated from abroad.
Hostile elements inspiring students to
anti-party and anti-socialist acts were
to be uncovered among university
teachers and their subversive activities
prevented. The agent-informer network, confidants and official contacts
were to be used to disrupt various antiparty and anti-socialist tendencies imported to the student environment – as
the State Security maintained – by both
internal and external enemies. Last but
not least, foreign students were to be
recruited as agents capable of detecting
provocateurs and persons suspect of contact with hostile intelligence services and
the enemy’s foreign institutions.20

Occupation: Turning point
CWO Kvítek was strongly against the reforms during the Prague Spring of 1968
and opposed the idea of weakening the
Communist Party’s position in Czechoslovak society. A turning point in his
career occurred with the occupation
by the armies of five Warsaw Pact

Ibid., Proposal for promotion to senior sergeant rank, 19 Oct 1959.
Ibid., Service evaluation, 15 May 1961.
Ibid., Proposal for “For Service to the Country” medal, 9 Dec 1963.
Ibid., Application of relocation within MV, 18 May 1964.
Ibid., Miroslav Kvítek’s application for relocation – response, 18 May 1964.
Ibid., Evaluation, 9 June 1965.
Ibid., Service evaluation for proposal for promotion to the WO rank, 19 Jul 1965.
ABS, f. Secretariat of Deputy Minister of the Interior Col. Jaroslav Klíma (A 7), inventory unit (hereinafter only inv. jed.) 299, Plan of Work for StB KS-SNB Forces
in Prague for 1968, 19 Dec 1967, Ref. OS-0033/M-68.
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countries, as he and other StB members
led by the deputy head of the Prague
Regional Directorate of the SNB, Lt.
Col. Bohumír Molnár, played a role in
supporting the occupation forces after
midnight of 20 August 1968. It was apparently with regard to his correctional
facilities past that he and the senior officer of the 5th Department of Section
II/A, Maj. Jan Sokol, were chosen to
guard the isolation room on the premises of the Intelligence Technology Section on the 5th floor at Bartolomějská St.
7, where up to 20 reform-friendly officers supporting Minister of the Interior
Josef Pavel were to be interned.
The first person arrested was Grade
II technician of Section VI CWO Ivan
Železnov, whom the head of the Intelligence Technology Section, Lt. Col.
Jindřich Beneš, handed over to Maj.
Sokol and CWO Kvítek, both wearing
field uniforms and carrying submachine guns, at 1:45 AM, saying: “Here
is the first one.” Both guards repeatedly
asked the interned officer to hand in
his firearms and pocket knife. Maj. Sokol said he would feel silly conducting
a personal search and preferred to
“trust” Železnov, saying that opposition would not help him. CWO Železnov
noticed that the window in the internment room had been fitted with a bar,
the door handle replaced with a knob,
and the telephone and all other equipment removed. I sat there alone (that is,
with the guards). They loaded their gun
magazines with live cartridges while
I rested my head on the table.
Senior Officer of 1st Department, Section II/A and a member of the unit
committee of KSČ (Prague City) Maj.
Jaroslav Mejstřík, whose 6.35 mm pistol was taken from him in a personal
search, arrived at work at about 4:45
AM and was taken to the top floor by
the guard. Maj. Mejstřík came to the
room where CWO Železnov had been
present with Maj. Sokol and CWO
Kvítek in field uniforms. They took my
pocket knife and when I asked them why
I was interned, they answered that the
leaders would talk to me in the morning.
Before 6 AM, the building’s security
guards wanted to bring Senior Officer
of the 4th Department, Section II/A,
Capt. Vítězslav Horák and Second
Lieutenant Petr Beran of the 1st Department to the internment room. The

deputy head of Section II/A Maj. Václav
Pechek told them that, due to an order
from Lt. Col. Molnár – and reportedly
also the new minister, Comrade Šalgovič
– they should wait on the 5th floor.
Having reached the 5th floor, we were
taken to a room at right at the end of the
corridor where Comrades Mejstřík and
Železnov were at the time. Both were
guarded by the fully armed Comrades
Sokol and Kvítek. 2nd Lt. Beran handed
in his pistol at their request.
Officer of the 1st Department, Section
II/A 2nd Lt. Vladislav Lapáček was
placed in isolation at about 6:45 AM. He
handed in his pistol, which Maj. Sokol
proceeded to lock in the table drawer
together with other firearms. Comrades
Kvítek and Sokol answered all questions
as to the reasons why they did what
they did, to the effect that this was Comrade Molnár’s order, and that we had to
wait for his further instructions in the
room. […] We were not allowed to leave
the room freely, so all we heard was occasional firing in the streets, we had no
other information on the developments
and we were completely isolated. He
said that both guards treated the interned people with civility, but that
they perceived their position and outlook as hopeless to disastrous.
Following a verbal spat, Senior Officer
of the 6th Department, Section II/A Lt.
Jiří Kavčiak also ended up in the isolation room, after his department colleague Capt. Stanislav Podrazský had
instructed him not to do anything silly
while he had his hand on the holster of
his pistol. When asked for an explanation, he said: “You know, we don’t trust
you or count on you in the event of action.” He was taken to the fifth floor
with the comment: “Here’s another one
for you.” According to Kavčiak, CWO
Kvítek and Maj. Sokol treated them
correctly given their position. However,
they were unable to offer any explanation to Kavčiak.
After 8 AM, senior official of the 1st Department, Section II/A First Lt. Jiří Vajs
and 12th Department Officer Capt. Jaroslav Slovák joined those interned, with
the latter understanding, based on the
remarks he had heard, that he had been
taken to the fifth floor as someone interned on political grounds, without any
further specification. An absurd conversation between Vajs and Kvítek fol-

lowed, Vajs having known Kvítek from
his previous position at the MV District
Department in Prague 3. I also had an
opportunity to meet his family and I photographed his two children out of friendship. Since the last restructuring, we had
been separated due to operative work, so
the next time we met in person was in the
room where I was interned. Guardsman
Kvítek reportedly jokingly promised
Vajs that, once he is [in prison] somewhere in Ruzyně or Pankrác, he will have
his warden wife bring him larger food
portions.
Maj. Sokol brought in the deputy head
of Section II/A Lt. Col. Josef Erben and
chairman of the unit KSČ committee
(Prague City) Maj. Karel Peška in the
morning – i.e. after the political failure
of the occupation. A heated argument
ensued, with the party official defending
the internment, citing arguments such
as that they had done “things behind the
Party’s back” that irritated many people.
Lt. Col. Erben stated that he recognised
the sovereignty of the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic, the government and
the law, but he did not respond to a request that he call a state attorney or
end the internment. Responding to a request that a party organ be summoned,
Maj. Peška saids: Why? What for? This
is a service matter, not a political one.
When 2nd Lt. Lapáček asked directly
whether Maj. Peška approved of the invasion of the armies to the CSSR, Peška
was initially unable to answer and then
he said that he would not answer questions like this.
Lt. Col. Erben and Maj. Peška arrived
again between 10 and 11, the interned
officers estimated, and said that with
Lt. Col. Molnár’s approval, they would
be released from internment and released. The guardsmen were instructed
to hand them back their personal belongings. Prior to letting the interned
officers out of the building, Lt. Col. Erben insisted that none of them make
any calls or report anything anywhere
– simply, that they act reasonably.21
The positions of pro-soviet StB members strengthened again during the
autumn of 1968. The head of the 7th Department, Section II/A of the Regional
SNB Directorate Maj. Dvořák proposed
the awarding of the Homeland Service
Medal to CWO Kvítek in early 1969.
Comrade Kvítek […] has always fulfilled

21 For quotations in this sub-chapter, refer to ŽÁČEK, Pavel: Odvrácená tvář pražského jara. Státní bezpečnost v Praze a srpen 1968 (The Other Side of the Prague
Spring. The State Security in Prague and August 1968). Svět křídel, Cheb 2010, pp. 116–127.
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his assignments with exemplary responsibility, in particular when taking
extraordinary measures and actions. In
such cases, he disregarded his workload and time restrictions. He carried
out his assignments independently and
achieved good results in assigned cases.
[…] Politically, he is class-conscious and
defends KSČ policy always and under
all circumstances. The head of the Regional Directorate Lt. Col. František
Němec approved the recommendation
of the committee of the Regional SNB
Directorate in Prague, which was led
by Deputy Head for State Security and
Head of Section II/A Lt. Col. Miroslav
Šmakal.22

Career advancement
As the Prague Regional Directorate
of the SNB underwent restructuring,
CWO Kvítek became an official of the
3rd Department, 6th Section of the State
Security as of 15 April 1969. The head
of the Department Maj. Václav Marek
stated in the proposal for his extraordinary promotion that Kvítek was very
responsible and diligent. He tries hard
to manage his assignments, and this is
why he achieves good results in operative work, as well as in enlisting secret
collaborators. He has a very good operative knowledge of the state security
aspects of the area he has been tasked
with. His work morale is very good and
he approaches his assignments responsibly outside of his working hours as
well. His demeanour is disciplined and
serious. This shows in the collective at
the workplace, as well as when dealing with people as part of work on operative tasks and in his contact with the
informer network.
Kvítek’s political growth was also confirmed by his various party positions,
including membership of the committee of the primary KSČ organisation.
He demonstrated his political maturity
in 1968 particularly, when he firmly
held the position of Marxism-Leninism
and proletarian internationalism. He
showed this openly in many discussions
both before and after August 1968. He
condemned hostile tendencies and actions aimed against the KSČ. He openly
promoted friendship with the USSR.
Hence, he never doubted the necessity of
the allied armies’ coming to Czechoslovakia and considered this to be the right

Rewards and praise of the State Security officer Miroslav Kvítek.

solution, given the situation that developed after January 1968. He voiced his
opinions and defended the actions of the
Soviet Union in this sense. As a result,
he fulfilled all assignments during the
extraordinary measures after August
1968 in a disciplined manner. […] His
class and political convictions, which he
demonstrated during the critical period
in 1968, provides full assurance that he
will continue to be an uncompromising
defender of the Party’s political line in
the field of state security. Even though
he did not meet the qualification requirements for an officer of the SNB,

Source: Security Services Archive

he was proposed for promotion to the
rank of lieutenant on the occasion of
the 25th anniversary of the liberation of
Czechoslovakia by the Red Army, and
promoted to that rank on 1 May 1970,
following the recommendation of the
head of the Regional Directorate Lt.
Col. Němec.23
Based on an arrangement between the
top officials of the 2nd Department of the
Main Counterintelligence Directorate
and the Prague State Security Directorate, senior official Lt. Kvítek was
relocated to the 5th Department of the
2nd Section of the 2nd Directorate of the

22 ABS, f. personal files; personal file of Miroslav Kvítek, born on 2 Feb 1933, a. č. 2910/33. Proposal for the medal “For Service to the Country”, 21 Jan 1969.
23 Ibid., Service evaluation for the proposal of extraordinary promotion to the rank of lieutenant for the period from 1 January 1968 to 3 March 1970.
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Zdenka Kvítková became the correctional facilities guard in Prague in 1959.
Photo: Security Services Archive

FMV (Federal Interior Ministry, illegal
written materials), replacing 1st Lt. Jiří
Milis, who joined the 2nd Department
of the 7th Section of the Prague S-StB
Directorate as a handwriting analyst.24
In an addendum to a questionnaire
that every member of the SNB had to
hand in at the beginning of the 1970s,
Lt. Kvítek expressed his political credo
not only in regard the crisis period of
1968 to 1969, but with regard to the
Soviet Union in particular. I took this
political position at my former workplace during 1968 when the then political situation was evaluated as part of
various discussions. This also entailed
a difference of opinion. In August 1968
during the armies’ arrival I carried out
my service assignments following from
the political situation. I personally established contact with Soviet units
temporarily stationed at various places
in Prague. The contact lasted until
their departure. As far as my political
opinions are concerned, I did not keep
them secret. Debating with citizens in
my place of residence, I explained the
situation and defended the necessity of
the armies’ arrival. Other comrades from
my former workplace and I participated
in distributing “ZPRÁVY” (“NEWS”) to
quite a broad range of the public. My
wife, also a Party member, participated
in similar activities connected with the

Daughter Miroslava Kvítková joined the Passports and Visas Directorate of the Federal Ministry of the
Interior in 1977.
Photo: Security Services Archive

distribution of ZPRÁVY at her workplace
in Ruzyně. Last but not least, he said
that those interned on 21 August 1968
had filed a criminal report against him
with the High Military Prosecution
Authority on the grounds of breach of
socialist law. Since no proceedings have
been instituted against me or any other
comrades to date, I understand that the
case was closed as unlawful.25
The first assessment of Lt. Kvítek in
his position at the State Security headquarters of August 1972 rated his political profile highly: His class and political awareness gives full assurance
that he will continue defending Party
policy uncompromisingly. […] He currently studies at the Evening University
of Marxism-Leninism and has received
Very Good ratings for the subjects Marxist Philosophy and KSČ History. In addition, the head of the 5th Department
of the 2nd Section Maj. Jaroslav Jareš
noted that, over time, senior officer
Kvítek had become so familiar with the
subject of illegal written materials that
he was able to take over the management of activities of selected officers
of the State Security directorates in
Hradec Králové, České Budějovice,
Brno and Ústí nad Labem, which had
posted the highest numbers of uncovered cases in 1971. Aside from the assignments cited, he records all internal

and international written materials and
works on the EKONOM project independently. Since he is a young comrade in
terms of both age and years served and
can be expected to focus on these subjects in the future as well, he was given
multiple assignments so that he could
familiarise himself with the matter in
its full breadth. His working morale
was reportedly very good, as he approached his assignments responsibly.
He is disciplined and serious in demeanour, which shows in the collective at his
workplace, as well as in dealings with
people as part of fulfilling his operative
tasks. […] He is of a friendly character,
with a sense of duty. He is popular in his
collective for his merry and witty manner. The 1st deputy of the head of the 2nd
Directorate of the FMV, General Maj.
Bohumír Molnár, approved the evaluation on 19 January 1973.26
On 15 April 1973, Lt. Kvítek was relocated to the 4th Department of the
2nd Section and then, on 1 November
1973, reassigned to the 3rd Department
of the 1st Section of the Main Counterintelligence Directorate of the FMV
(in charge of young people). Towards
the end of June 1974, he passed the
required examination and completed
his four-year studies at the Evening
University of Marxism-Leninism of
the Prague-East District Committee

24 Ibid., LT Kvítek, Miroslav – proposal for lasting relocation to the 2nd Dept., 2nd Directorate of the FMV, 18 Jun 1971.
25 In the addendum, he wrote, among other information, that he was a member of the KSČ, Union of Czechoslovak-Soviet Friendship, and Svazarm, and also the
Left Front from 1968 to 1970. Ibid., Addendum to MV questionnaire, 25 Jan 1972.
26 Ibid., Service evaluation of SNB officer M. Kvítek, 24 Aug 1972.
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of the KSČ.27 Following the 1 July 1974
restructuring of the Federal Ministry
of the Interior and the formation of
the Counterintelligence Directorate
for Combating the Internal Enemy
(the 10th Directorate of the FMV), he
became a senior official of the 2nd
Department of the 3rd Section led by
Col. František Herein, and continued
focusing on matters associated with
young people and illegal youth organisations.28
His evaluation of March 1975 lauded
his class and political convictions, referring to the crisis period, and anticipated that he would certainly continue
to be an uncompromising defender of the
political line of the Communist Party in
terms of the State Security. He openly
and courageously criticised and condemned the activity of Minister Pavel,
monitored the moves of the right wing
and uncovered intentions aimed against
the Party. […] Following the crisis period,
he worked on various audit committees,
thus participating in the purging of the
SNB of right-wing opportunists. Having
graduated from the Evening University of Marxism-Leninism, he became
a member of the committee of the 3rd
Basic Unit of the KSČ.
Lt. Kvítek achieved good results in
working with young people from the
beginning. In 1974, he completed the
project “Vlk”29 applying a preventive/
destructive measure and was working
on projects “Skaut”30 and “Jeskyně”.31
He had also set his sights on several
candidates for secret collaboration,
expecting to exceed the planned number of secret collaborators. His work
morale, relationship to his assignments,
political assessment of the operative situation, and personal traits are of a high

quality, combining to serve as a model
for the other members of the 2nd Department.
Overall, Kvítek was rated “very good”.
Even though he did not meet the requirement for secondary education,
the head of the 2nd Department of the
3rd Section Maj. Miroslav Lagron proposed to promote him to the rank of
first lieutenant on the occasion of the
30th anniversary of the liberation of
Czechoslovakia. Following a discussion of the committee of the 3rd basic
unit of the KSČ, the head of the 10th
Directorate of the FMV Col. Vladimír
Stárek approved the evaluation.32 Senior officer Kvítek was named first
lieutenant on 1 May 1975.
On 19 January 1979, 1st Lt. Kvítek signed
the compulsory representation concerning his private contacts, confirming
that he did not maintain direct or indirect private contact with […] active opponents of the socialist social and state
regime, the policy of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, and enemies of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and
other allied socialist countries. He also
stated that he was aware of his duty to
promptly inform his immediate superior
in writing in the event any of the aforementioned contact taking place on his
part, of if he found out that any of his
closest relatives sharing his household
had any such contact.33
According to the head of the 2nd Department Capt. Václav Kubíček and
Head of the 3rd Section of the 10th
Directorate of the FMV Col. Václav
Šubrt, 1st Lt. Kvítek had worked his
way up to become one of the leading organs of the Department. He had
good insight into the work he was
tasked with34 and obtained good re-

sults via organised and focused work
on the projects “Profesor”35, “Hortenzie”36 and “Klára”37. In April 1979 he
directed five secret collaborators and
targeted three more secret collaborator candidates, expecting to win them
over for collaboration in a matter of
months. Comrade Kvítek is a member
of a collective competing for the title
“Model SNB Collective”, fulfilling his
obligations as well as initiating more
difficult assignments for his team. In
addition to further improving the
search activities and agents/operative work regarding unauthorised
youth organisations, and markedly
expanding the agent network, he was
to participate in reinforcing what
was referred to as the “moral-political condition” and the professional
development of young comrades (he
was a patron to Lt. Medek at least).38
Kvítek was promoted to the rank of
captain on 1 May 1979.

A Charter 77 signatory in the
family
Members of the Prague StB Directorate seized a hitherto unpublished list
of new Charter 77 signatories during
a search at Jan Bednář’s home on 2
April 1981. A check on the names and
verification of their family members
led to the discovery that one of the signatories was Zdeněk Kvítek, born on
21 August 1962, the son of an officer of
the Counterintelligence Directorate for
Combating the Internal Enemy. Eight
days later, the finding was referred to
officials of the 10th Directorate of the
SNB: head of the 3rd Department of the
1st Section Lt. Col. Karel Časar; head
of the 1st Section Maj. Karel Vykypěl;
deputy head of the 3rd Section Maj.

27 Ibid., Certification from the Evening University of Marxism-Leninism of the Prague-East DC KSČ, no. 63, 27 Jun 1974.
28 Ibid., Record on instruction about obligations and restrictions under Act No. 102/1971 Coll. and other regulations on the protection of state secrets in the
sectors of the MV, SNB, and MV Armed Forces, 16 Dec 1974. For organisational structure and work of the 3rd Dept., cf. KOUTEK, Ondřej: The 10th directorate of
the SNB – the State Security section for the fight against the so-called internal enemy. Securitas Imperii 14, 2006, pp. 359, 376–381 and 409; ŽÁČEK, Pavel: Přísně
tajné. Státní bezpečnost za normalizace. Vybrané směrnice a metodické pokyny politické policie z let 1978–1989 (Top Secret: The State Security During Normalisation.
Selected Guidelines and Methodological Orders of the Political Police from the Years 1978–1989). Votobia, Prague 2001, p. 206.
29 The “Vlk” pilot folder with registration number (hereinafter only r. č.) 6793 was opened on 11 Jan 1974 for Jiří Kafka (born 1936) and archived until 29 Sep 1976
under a. č. 573502 MV.
30 The “Skaut” control folder, r. č. 8289, was maintained by the 2nd Section of the 3rd Dept. of the 10th D-FMV for Václav Ševčík (born 1930) from 16 Dec 1974 to 24
Feb 1977.
31 The “Jeskyně” investigated person file (a pilot folder from 4 Sep 1974), r. č. 7122, was opened for Jaroslav Vaněk (born 1928) on 5 Apr 1974 and archived on 4 Nov
1977 under a. č. 662642 MV.
32 ABS, personal files; personal file of Miroslav Kvítek, born on 2 Feb 1933, a. č. 2910/33, Service evaluation of an SNB officer, 24 Mar 1975.
33 Ibid., Statement on private contacts of the SNB and Border Guard Corps members and professional soldiers of the MV Armed Forces (RMV ČSSR, Czech Socialist
Republic, Slovak Socialist Republic No. 15/1978), 19 Jan 1979.
34 In addition to the mentioned counterintelligence folders, 1st Lt. Kvítek was responsible for the folders on enemy persons (NO) with r. č. 15635 (Jaroslav Dědič,
born 1911) and r. č. 15536 (Karel Vinecký, born 1921), the “Punkva” searching folder with r. č. 15671; and on 7 July 1980 he assumed responsibility for the “Kras”
object folder (on the Czech Union for Nature Conservation) r. č. 19896 and the “Lubka” control folder r. č. 19897 (Lubomír Škaloud, born 1930).
35 The “Profesor” pilot folder, r. č. 11407, on František Němec (born 1907) was opened on 8 Jul 1976 and archived on 16 May 1980 under a. č. 687742 MV.
36 The “Hortenzie” pilot folder, r. č. 14894, on Dagmar Skálová (born 1912) was opened on 20 Apr 1978 and archived on 16 May 1980 under a. č. 687764 MV.
37 The “Klára” pilot folder, r. č. 16076, on Karla Emlerová (born 1947) was opened on 24 Oct 1978 and archived on 12 May 1981 under a. č. 698475 MV.
38 Ibid., Comprehensive service evaluation of an SNB member, 25 Apr 1979.
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Lagron; and Kvítek’s direct superior
Capt. Kubíček.39
Maj. Lagron informed Capt. Kvítek
that his son had become a signatory
of Charter 77 on 13 April 1981. The
news astounded the StB officer. My son
grew up in very good social situation,
he tried to defend himself. I declare
responsibly that he received systematic
care from our family, aimed towards
a single goal – to let him grow up a good
citizen and a partisan of the socialist regime throughout the entire period of his
being a minor. He noted that his wife
had been a member of the Communist
Party since 1957 and had been working
at the Correctional Facilities Corps. In
addition, their daughter Miroslava had
since 1978 been a member of the SNB
and a candidate for KSČ membership.40
Up until September 1980, son Zdeněk
had developed without any major
changes of behaviour. He was an active
member of the Pioneers organisation of
the SSM while a schoolboy. Having completed his primary education, he took
vocational training at Léčiva Praha 10,
completing it with a final exam in 1980.
His behaviour changed once he became
an adult. He terminated his employment
and joined the Metro as a maintenance
worker, employed until 31 March 1981.
At present, he has told me, he is searching for a suitable job.
The changes that occurred became apparent in that, probably under the influence of persons unknown to me, he
started forming his own opinions on the
development of society. At that time, i.e.
September 1980, my wife and I tried to
get our son to escape the environment
that he had entered. Since I was not
aware of any serious circumstances at
the time, I did not seek help with the
Party organisation.
The differences in our relationship – not
in his behaviour – started to deepen in
late October and early November 1980,
as he said that he had come of age and
would make his own living and refused

any help from the family. Since then,
he has been cooking and shopping for
himself and taking care of other associated things. Another major change
in his character is that he has become
sort of reserved and stopped confiding
his affairs and problems to us. Despite
all efforts by my wife, my daughter and
myself, there have been no results so far.
I am not trying to apologise for my son
and he knows best how vigorously I explained to him what he had got himself
into. So far, I have not broken his conviction or made him change his mind
or, for that matter, made him withdraw
his Charter signature. Since no one in
our family knows his current friends, it
is very difficult to find an effective solution with regard to how to treat him. My
subjective opinion is that the best and
perhaps the most efficient solution is to
call him up for military service, and also
to use a third party capable of talking
to him about his actions and the related
problems in a fitting manner, and to impress this on his psyche in an emotional
way.
Given the seriousness of the case, Capt.
Kvítek asked the Department’s leaders
as well as the chairman of the 3rd basic
KSČ unit for help.41
The head of the Counterintelligence Directorate for Combating the Internal Enemy Gen. Maj. Vladimír Stárek approved
Capt. Kubíček’s proposal and Maj. Lagron’s recommendation to hear the
young signatory at the Prague 4-Spořilov
Local VB Office in order to establish the
circumstances under which he signed
the CH-77 pamphlet and to force him in
a tactical manner […] to decide to voluntarily revoke his signature in writing.
Should he refuse to do so, the plan was
to emphasise the impact of his stance on
his father, mother and sister, a Passport
and Visa Directorate officer, who he was
emotionally attached to. In this respect,
his sister Miroslava ZAMAZALOVÁ (née
KVÍTKOVÁ) will be used to exert influence
on her brother in order to make him de-

cide in a positive manner. Should this fail
too, they wanted to place Zdeněk Kvítek
in detention at the Prague Municipal Directorate of the VB for 48 hours and then
repeat the interrogation. Should even
those measures fail, the Passport and Visa
Directorate and the Correctional Facilities
Corps Directorate will be informed in order for them to adopt their own measures.
Capt. Kvítek was to be informed about
the result too and required to submit
his own written statement. Once the set
tasks are met, a decision will be made
with respect to other cadre measures.42
Zdeněk Kvítek made a clear statement
to Capt. Kubíček and 2nd Lt. Vladimír
Beneš on 29 April 1981: I refuse to answer any questions related to the signing of CHARTER 77. All I admit is that
I have signed the CHARTER 77 declaration.43 The next day, at the Municipal
Directorate of the VB in Konviktská St.,
he refused to talk altogether.44 He was
arrested shortly thereafter and placed
in detention, from which he was released on 2 May 1981.45
Capt. Kubíček ordered that Kvítek
Jr.’s valid passport no. 7102418 and exit
permit be withdrawn from him on 13
May 1981. This move was justified by
the suspicion that he might emigrate
to a capitalist foreign country.46 Having found that he was present at the
family’s chalet in Chrášťany, officers of
the 2nd Department of the 3rd Dept took
advantage of the good operative situation and, in the presence of Captain
Kvítek, searched his personal belongings aimed at finding if travel documents are in the apartment or if he has
them on him.
1st Lt. René Špringer and 1st Lt. Jaromír
Švec found the passport, exit permit
and other documents, suggesting an
attempt at leaving the Czechoslovak
Socialist Republic, in a locked chest,
alongside various samizdat publications including Jirous’ Report on the
3rd Czech Musical Renaissance, several
texts by Alexander Solzhenitsyn, and

39 ABS, f. Counterintelligence Folders – Headquarters (“MV-KR”), a. č. 818931 MV, record – Lt. Minařík 14 Apr 1981.
40 Miroslava Zamazalová, née Kvítková, a graduate of primary school (1964–1973), three-year vocational booksellers course (1973–1976), and a distance course
from a a librarians secondary school (1976–1981), was admitted as an office worker in the staff sergeant rank in the Internal Dept. (later, the 2nd Section of the
Internal Dept., Mail Room – Dispatch Office) of the FMV Passport and Visa Directorate on 1 Aug 1977; on 3 Aug 1981, she applied for release from the SNB for
serious personal reasons – the different political stance of my brother Zdeněk Kvítek; Mrs Zamazalová’s service ended on 31 Dec 1981. ABS, personal files, personal
file of Miroslava Zamazalová, born on 20 Apr 1958, a. č. 539/58.
41 Ibid., personal file of Miroslav Kvítek, born on 2 Feb 1933, a. č. 2910/33. Statement regarding the signing of CHARTER 77 by my son, Zdeněk KVÍTEK, 3 May 1981.
42 ABS, f. MV-KR, a. č. 818931 MV. Proposal for interrogation without the parents’ knowledge and presence, Capt. V. Kubíček, by proxy Maj. Lagron, 21 Apr 1981.
43 Ibid., Deposition record, 29 Apr 1981, 2:00 – 3:45 pm.
44 Ibid., Continuation of deposition, 30 Apr 1981, 10:00 – 10:12 am.
45 Ibid., Record on detention of a suspect, 1st Lt. Jaroslav Klíma, Capt. Beran, 30 Apr 1981, 10:30 am; order for release from detention MD/VB Prague, 1st Lt. Klíma,
3. Dept. of 10th D-SNB, 2 May 1981, 10:30 am.
46 The action was initiated by Zdeněk Kvítek’s sister who allegedly learned by accident that her brother received the VD (exit permit) for a trip abroad, then informed
her father who notified his superiors in the 10th D-SNB. Refer to ABS, personal files, personal file of Miroslava Zamazalová, born on 20 Apr 1958, a. č. 539/58.
Statement by M. Zamazalová, 6 Jul 1981.
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nine photographs of Zdeněk Kvítek
with František “Čuňas” Stárek. One
of the 23 items seized, a nine-age
samizdat publication on Buddhism
apparently later became the reason
his file was assigned the codename
“Budha”.47
Zdeněk Kvítek was then escorted from
the chalet to his place of residence,
forced to surrender his passport, and
then escorted to the Passport and Visa
Department of the Prague 10 District
Directorate of the SNB where the documents were withdrawn from him. In
addition, the subject was blocked by the
department with the goal of preventing
any further issuance of a travel document.48 On the same day, the head of the
3rd Department of the 10th Directorate
of the SNB, Col. Šubrt, justified the
withdrawal of travel documents from
the 18-year-old as follows: The subject
is a member of the politically defective
youth, a hippie and a CH-77 signatory;
he continues his negative political activities while influencing Czechoslovak
young people. It is realistic to expect him
to misuse his travels abroad, if any, for
emigration and for organising anti-social
acts, possibly endangering the Republic’s interests abroad. The subject has
recently received the entry visa to the
FRG, FRANCE, and ENGLAND. Based on
the aforesaid circumstances, and since
Zdeněk KVÍTEK cannot be expected to
represent the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic positively abroad, we request that
his valid travel documents, including the
exit permit, be withdrawn.49
Under pressure, Capt. Kvítek applied
for release from the service as an officer of the SNB. On 15 May 1981, the
1st deputy head of the 10th Directorate
of SNB Col. Jiří Dvořák held an interview with him. The said person was
informed that his application was premature. Our measures taken towards
his son are aimed at helping matters
and benefitting his family. Capt. Kvítek
was informed that no cadre or party

measure aimed at him had been taken
or considered, and that an application
for release was not a solution. Capt.
Kvítek intended his application to prevent various kinds of conjecture at his
place of work. Based on this display of
confidence, he withdrew his application, promising to do everything in cooperation with service organs to resolve
the son’s case to the benefit of the entire
family.50

End of service career
By coincidence, the Czech People’s Army intervened. By a decision
of the Prague 10 District Draft Board,
Zdeněk Kvítek was recognised as being temporarily incapable of military
service on 9 June 1981.51 At the turn
of June and July, the military directorate received an application for relocation from Czechoslovakia and for
release from the country. As reasons,
Zdeněk Kvítek cited his disapproval
of the Communist Party and government policy, violation of basic human
rights, fears of unfounded persecution due to his signing of Charter 77,
and violations of the constitution and
international human rights treaties
in Czechoslovakia.52 The head of the
District Military Directorate (OVS) Col.
Josef Kuštein promptly responded that
he had no objections to the relocation
on principal.53
On 3 July 1981, the head of Passport
and Visa Directorate of the FMV Col.
Marie Patejdlová informed the representatives of the 10th Directorate of
the SNB that Zdeněk Kvítek had applied for relocation from Czechoslovakia. As reasons, he cites in his application his disapproval of the policy of the
KSČ and the Czechoslovak Government,
a lack of civic freedom and his persecution as a signatory of “CHARTER-77”.
The deputy head of the Directorate
Col. Dvořák requested the application be handed on for comments, but
recommended rejecting it. He also

voiced his assumption that Kvítek Jr.
would not refrain from his political actions and cannot be managed within
the family, which would lead to a cadre
measure regarding his father and the
necessity of honouring his application
for release, which had been rejected
some time ago. Hence, the Passport and
Visa Directorate must also address the
sister, and the Correctional Facilities
Directorate the mother.54 On the same
day, the Regional Passport and Visa Department of the Prague StB Directorate
requested an opinion from the 10th Directorate of the SNB.55
On 8 July 1981, Col. Dvořák informed
Capt. Kvítek of his son’s application to
emigrate. The senior official of the 3rd
Section was against it, of course. Given
his young age, immature experience in
life, and the probable influence of a third
party, and also given his lack of language
skills and professional qualification to
stay abroad, I disapprove of the positive
resolution of his application. To resolve
matters, he again proposed that his son
be called for military service, which
could greatly influence [his] thinking
and actions while breaking off relations
with the expected third party who is
probably influencing him.56
After a reminder, the head of the 10th
Directorate of SNB General Maj. Stárek
finally commented on the matter on 10
August 1981, confirming to the Passport and Visa Directorate that he disapproved of the subject’s relocation
from Czechoslovakia. Also, please be
advised that I will be addressing an application for release from service filed
by a SNB officer, the father of the applicant, Miroslav KVÍTEK this year.57 This
meant that the end of the career of
a senior StB official had been decided.
Referring to serious family reasons that
formed an obstacle to him remaining
in active service any further, Captain
Kvítek applied for release from service
with the SNB on 26 August 1981. He admitted to being incapable of positively

47 ABS, f. MV-KR, a. č. 818931 MV, Proposal for interrogation without the parents’ knowledge and presence, 21 Apr 1981. The investigated person file “Budha”
r. č. 22760 was opened by the 2nd Section of the 3rd Dept. of the 10th D-SNB on 18 Jan 1982 and archived on 25 Sept 1987 under a. č. 818951 MV.
48 ABS, f. personal files, personal file of Miroslava Zamazalová, born on 20 Apr 1958, a. č. 539/58. Record, 1LT Špringer, 1LT Švec, 13 May 1981.
49 Ibid., KVÍTEK Zdeněk – born on 21 Aug 1962 – Justification of a Category III request, 1st Lt. Špringer, 13 May 1981, Ref. VN-00609/3-2-81.
50 ABS, f. personal files; personal file of Miroslav Kvítek, born on 2 Feb 1933, a. č. 2910/33. Record by VSRS KŠO 10th D-SNB, Lt-Col Jan Dajcar, 15 May 1981.
51 Ibid., Emigration application, OVS Prague 10 for MVS Prague, Lt. Col. Josef Kuštein, 2 Jul 1981. A copy of the document that the cadre directorate
of the FMV received from the Main Military Counterintelligence Directorate (3rd D-SNB) was forwarded by its head Col Josef Soukup on 28 Sep 1981
under Ref. K-02586/50-81 F to the Head of the X. D-SNB on the grounds that it concerned the son of his subordinate officer.
52 Ibid., Application for emigration from the CSSR and release from state, 29 Jun 1981 (copy).
53 Ibid., Application for emigration, OVS Prague 10 for MVS Prague, 2 Jul 1981 (copy).
54 Ibid., Record, Lt. Col. Dvořák, 3 Jul 1981.
55 Ibid., Zdeněk KVÍTEK – born 1962 – Emigration Application – sent, Ref. PC-0075/2/81, 3 Jul 1981.
56 Ibid., Record, Capt. Kvítek, 8 Jul 1981.
57 Ibid., KVÍTEK, Zdeněk (21 Aug 1962) – Emigration Application – opinions on Ref. PC-0075/2/81, Ref. VN-0026/K-81, 10 Aug 1981.
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influencing his son’s current political
views, as the latter had signed Charter 77 as well as taking steps towards
emigrating from Czechoslovakia. Maj.
Lagron recommended that the application be honoured. In respect of Capt.
Kvítek’s performance, political involvement, bad health and family problems,
he proposed that three months’ salary
be paid to Mr Kvítek as severance
pay. General Maj. Stárek brought his
service to an end on 31 October 1981.
In the absence of serious personal or
family reasons, […] the entitlement to
severance pay exists, and he meets the
requirement for the allocation of service contribution,58 he commented on
Kvítek’s application.
Prior to Kvítek’s departure from the
SNB, the FMV received a letter from
the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak Sports Association (ČSTV) reporting his interest in employment.

58
59
60
61
62

The letter bears a note: Out of the
question. The requested personnel
documents were not provided and
Comrade Kvítek was asked to cancel
his application with the addressee via
telephone.59 The 10th Directorate of
the SNB only recommended his hasty
employment at the Production Facility
Directorate of the Czech Department
of ČSTV.60 The essential cadre opinion
stated that he had worked hard at
the SNB for 24 years. Comrade Kvítek
was awarded the medal “For Service
to the Country” in 1969 and “For Merit
in Defence of the Country” in 1971 for
his active political involvement and
consistent good results at work. […]
He is a class aware, politically mature, and uncompromising advocate
of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian
internationalism.61
Towards the end of the year, the 10th
Directorate of SNB forwarded Comrade

Miroslav Kvítek’s cadre evaluation and
military card to the Prague 10 District
Military Directorate, as he had been released from an unrecorded department
of the FMV. In respect of his life and
service and his personal share in the
delivery on assignments at StB, I recommend that Comrade Kvítek retain his
captain’s rank achieved in the SNB as
a military rank.62
The story of the Kvítek family, told
on the basis of the surviving archives, probably does not lend itself
to a general conclusion. At any rate,
what can be said is that even the
families of repressive force members were not immune to dissenting
views and that their members could
individually oppose the prevailing
power of the communist system – and
that this was possible even in the
depths of the period referred to as the
“normalisation”.

Ibid., Application for release of an SNB officer from service, 26 Aug 1981.
Ibid., Request for loan of cadre documents, Dana Řezníčková, Ref. A 2/1348/81-Sl, 9 Oct 1981.
Ibid., Request for cadre documents, Josef Červ, Ref. C 5 – 4820/KPP/Tr/81, 21 Aug 1981.
Ibid., Service evaluation of an SNB officer upon service termination, 26 Oct 1981.
Ibid., Cadre evaluation for Military Directorate, 15 Dec 1981, sent under Ref. VN-0301/81, 21 Dec 1981.
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Zdeněk Kvítek in Vienna in the mid-1980s. Photo: Archive of Zdeněk Kvítek
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The Subject of Operation BUDHA –
Charter 77 Signatory Zdeněk Kvítek1
Jan Kalous
Charter 77 signatory and State Security (StB) officer – the two positions appear to be clearly
differentiated and hardly compatible in a totalitarian system. One signs Charter 77 in support
of the observance of basic democratic principles. The other is an employee of the organisation
that works towards maintaining the totalitarian communist regime, including the persecution
of Charter 77 signatories. However, in this story the two worlds came into unexpected and close
contact. The father, a StB officer, and the son, a Charter 77 signatory, opposed one another
within the same family. How was this unimaginable conflict resolved in the early 1980s?
Zdeněk Kvítek was born on 21 August
1962. From the “cadre” viewpoint, his
origins were ideal. His parents were
members of the Communist Party of
Czechoslovakia (KSČ) and worked in
an environment that completely eliminated any doubts as to the possibility
of negative, anti-communist activities.
His father Miroslav Kvítek had been
a National Security Corps (SNB) officer
since 19572; at the time that his son
signed Charter 773 he was, paradoxically enough, targeting what was referred
to as the “internal enemy”. His mother
Zdenka Kvítková (née Bízová) worked
as a guard at Pankrác prison from September 1959 and then, from September
1963, at another correctional facility,
Ruzyně. As Miroslav Kvítek said later, they brought their children up in
a “socialist spirit”.4 Both their children
– Zdeněk and Miroslava – were active
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9

in the Pioneer organisation of the Socialist Youth Union (SSM). That such
an upbringing can result in completely different positions is evinced by the
fact that Miroslava, who was older,
applied for KSČ membership and was
employed at the Passport and Visa Directorate of the Federal Ministry of the
Interior (FMV) from August 1977.
Zdeněk Kvítek received training as
a mechanic at the Léčiva Praha 10
state enterprise in 1980. After his final exams, he joined the Metro public transport company as a cleaner
but terminated his employment on 31
March 1981. He was not employed subsequently. His parents probably registered changes in their son’s behaviour
and views. They tried to influence him
actively, but the situation did not calm
down as they had perhaps expected –
on the contrary, it escalated. Zdeněk

Kvítek kept living with them at the
same address, but they did not communicate much.5 The news that their son
had added his signature to Charter 776
must have been an incredible shock to
the couple.7
On 18 January 1982 the 2nd Department
of the 3rd Section of the 10th Directorate opened an investigated person
file on Zdeněk Kvítek with the codename “BUDHA”8, registration number
22760. The justification stated: The
subject as a CH-77 signatory has an
affinity to the underground and CH-77
movements. He shows a lasting interest
in emigrating from the CSSR, is not employed, and according to unconfirmed
findings maintains personal contact
with representatives of what is referred
to as the Czechoslovak opposition.9
The Czechoslovak security authorities took further steps before opening

I owe a debt of gratitude to Zdeněk Kvítek for his assistance in the preparation of this article. Without his contribution, the view of the events described would
be incomplete.
Pavel Žáček maps his service career in his paper.
Cf. CÍSAŘOVSKÁ, Blanka – PREČAN, Vilém: Charta 77: Dokumenty 1977–1989 (Charter 77: Documents 1977–1989). Institute of Contemporary History, Prague 2007.
The first file, p. 379, document D 173 of 27 April 1981 cites Zdeněk Kvítek (occupation: worker) as one of 44 new Charter 77 signatories. The third file (addenda),
p. 356, cites him as the 873rd signatory. Cf. also PREČAN, Vilém: Charta 77. 1977–1989. Od morální k demokratické revoluci. Dokumentace (Charter 77 1977–1989.
From a Moral to a Democratic Revolution). Czechoslovak Documentation Centre in cooperation with the Institute of Contemporary History and ARCHA, Scheinfeld
– Prague – Bratislava 1990, p. 406 and 501.
In a conversation with the author, Zdeněk Kvítek recalled a conflict concerning the interpretation of August 1968 that he experienced as a primary school pupil.
Based on family debates, he was convinced that the occupation by five Warsaw Pact armies was liberation.
In a conversation, Zdeněk Kvítek said that, within the family, he would thereafter communicate with his mother; with the father, it was more a matter of basic
social conversation.
Zdeněk Kvítek cannot date his signing of Charter 77 precisely today. In a personal conversation, he stated that it happened in the early 1980s at Oleg
Hejnyš’s place.
This must have happened in early April 1981 after a search at the home of Jan Bednář (which took place on 2 April) when a list of hitherto unknown Charter 77
signatories was seized. See Security Services Archive (hereinafter only ABS), Counterintelligence files – Headquarters (f. MV-KR), archival number (hereinafter
only a. č.) 818931 MV, number of sheet (hereinafter only l.) 2–3, record of 14 Apr 1981. In conversation, Zdeněk Kvítek described the family atmosphere after
the signing of Charter 77 as turbulent. His father knew about the signing from the interrogation of another Charter 77 signatory. Reproaches followed, as did
requests and pleas for withdrawal of the signature.
The name of the file was probably related to the fact that the StB obtained information to the effect that Zdeněk Kvítek allegedly lived in line with Buddhist
principles. Cf. ABS, f. MV-KR, a. č. 818931 MV, l. 20, record no. 312/81. CH-77 signatory – KVÍTEK, Zdeněk – new finding.
Ibid., l. 1. Proposal for opening of personal file “BUDHA”, 18 Jan 1982, signed by Capt. Doskočil.
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the file, evidently due to the fact that
the Charter 77 signatory was the son
of an SNB officer. The StB took advantage of a favourable turn of events in
May 1981. When Zdeněk Kvítek was at
his parents’ chalet in Chrášťany, Miroslav Kvítek assisted in a search of his
son’s belongings at their home. It yielded a valid passport including an exit
permit (for the FRD, France and the
UK). Zdeněk Kvítek was taken back to
Prague and forced to give up his passport. His name was then blocked in
the register in case he ever applied for
a passport again. According to the surviving archival record, the search also
uncovered samizdat materials (a total
of 23 items), which were seized, including texts by Alexander Solzhenitsyn
and Jirous’ Report on the Third Czech
Musical Revival, etc.10 In an interview,
Zdeněk Kvítek explained that no materials were seized from him at the time,
even though he had them on him.
Zdeněk Kvítek was summoned for interrogation twice, on 29 and 30 April 1981.
He was asked questions regarding his
signature of Charter 77. Kvítek merely
confirmed that he had signed Charter
77 and refused to say anything else.11
The aim of the interrogation was to establish the circumstances of his signing
Charter 77; the investigators also wanted to denigrate certain signatories with
the hope of making him recognise his
mistake and distance himself from his
signature. His lack of employment also
came up, as did threats of prosecution
on the grounds of parasitism. In case
the interrogation failed, they planned
to exert a certain form of pressure –
placing him in a cell for 48 hours. Since
Kvítek refused to speak, the latter solution was applied.
Zdeněk Kvítek was arrested, with his
father’s knowledge, on 30 April 1981.
The official reason given was: The subject is reasonably suspect of planning to
use the May festivities to commit offences or otherwise behave inappropriately
with a view to disturbing public order.
In respect of this and of the arrested person’s background, the detention is justified.12 He was released on the morning
of 2 May 1981.13
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Information about the new signatory of Charter 77.

Even though Zdeněk Kvítek was not involved in serious Charter 77 activities
(he went to concerts, distributed copied
materials, etc.), he perceived his situation as untenable in the long run and decided to resolve it by emigrating to Austria. He applied for a permit to emigrate
twice. The Czechoslovak authorities did
not want to approve his departure. On
30 September 1981 he wrote directly
to the federal minister of the interior,
Jaromír Obzina, asking him to examine
his complaint against the rejection of his
emigration request. Among other things,
he wrote in his letter: And I want to know
on what grounds my emigration was denied, why it is ‘in the state interest’ (on
what grounds) and why it is incompatible
with the ‘protection of internal order’ […]
I am asking for a reason, since every decision must be justified. But I believe that
I have received no justification because
there are no specific logical reasons why
my emigration should be rejected, and
the only goal was to get rid of me by bureaucratic means. Therefore, Mr. Obzina,
I hope that, after a proper investigation,
no reason will be found as to why I cannot
choose the place of my residence freely,
which right is guaranteed by the Czechoslovak legal system.14 His application
was rejected again in November 1981.15
Zdeněk Kvítek explained the reasons
that led him to repeatedly file emigration applications in a letter addressed

Source: Security Services Archive

to the District Military Directorate in
Prague 10. In particular, he wrote: Reason for emigration: Disapproval of the party and government policy, lack of principal of human rights in the CSSR, concerns
of potential unjustified persecution on the
part of the state (e.g., signing CH77, VONS
[Committee for the Defence of the Unjustly Persecuted]), incessant violation of
the Constitution and international human
rights treaties in the CSSR, etc.16
The Ministry of the Interior disregarded Kvítek’s subsequent complaints and
simply filed them in his folder. Kvítek
would not let up in 1982 and 1983. On 16
December 1982, he, Jana Hejnyšová and
Oleg Hejnyš wrote a letter to the president of the CSSR, Gustáv Husák, complaining of obstruction on the part of
the state authorities’ (the FMV and the
Passport and Visa Directorate in particular) regarding their repeated requests
for release from their citizenship of the
CSSR and permission to relocate to Austria. They wrote in the letter: We believe
the Passport and Visa Directorate’s intention to keep us without justification
on the territory of the CSSR against our
will is in conflict with Czechoslovak legal
regulations. We are convinced that if you
personally receive this letter, you will take
steps towards rectifying matters immediately and that our case will not just be
forwarded to the so-called “relevant competent authorities of the FMV”.17

Ibid., l. 4–6, record of 13 May 1981.
Ibid., l. 7. Deposition record.
Ibid., l. 11. Record on detention of a suspect, 30 Apr 1981.
Ibid., l. 12. Order for release from detention MD/VB Prague, 2 May 1981.
Ibid., l. 14.
Ibid., l. 13. Zdeněk KVÍTEK, b. 21 Aug 1962, emigration to Austria – information, 16 Nov 1981.
ABS, f. Personal files, personal file of Miroslav Kvítek, b. 1933, a. č. 2910/33, l. 80. Application for relocation from the CSSR and release from the state, 29 Jun 1981.
ABS, f. MV-KR, a. č. 818931 MV, l. 31–32.
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Record of Zdeněk Kvítek’s statement.
Source: Security Services Archive

Proposal to place the file of the examined person into the archive.
Source: Security Services Archive

Zdeněk Kvítek soon became a subject
of interest to the State Security. His
folder contains preserved agent reports
from eight secret collaborators (agents
with the codenames of “Plavčík”18,
“Klempíř”19, “Jumbo”20, “Sláva”21, “Hebreista”22, “Technik”23, “Měch”24, and “Tolar”25) who were in contact with him in
the early 1980s. The reports contained
information on his positions and opinions regarding the “socialist regime”, his
underground activities and his teaching
English at home seminars.26
On 16 February 1983 FMV Passport and
Visa Directorate officials dropped their
negative position and approved Zdeněk
Kvítek’s emigration to Austria.27 In their
view, while Kvítek had not changed his
opinions, he did not maintain active
contact with other Charter 77 signatories either. They even mentioned that
he was working again (as a rodman
with the Geofyzika state enterprise).
Zdeněk Kvítek finally achieved his goal
on 18 August 1983. He left for Austria

on a train from Prague’s Main Station.
Charter 77 signatory Oleg Hejnyš and
Kvítek’s sister Miroslava (married name
Zamazalová) came to see him off. Neither of their parents turned up.28
Based on further information obtained
through its network of agents, the StB
learned that Kvítek lived on welfare in
Vienna between 1983 and 1984, working on a temporary basis only and maintaining written contact with his sister
and Hejnyš. His relationship with his
parents evidently improved somewhat,
as according to StB sources the Kvíteks
planned on visiting their son in Austria.
This actually happened about five years
after his emigration, when Zdeněk
Kvítek welcomed his parents to Vienna
in 1988.
Captain Bělohlávek of the 2nd Department of the 3rd Section of 10th Directorate of SNB submitted a Proposal
for the Archiving of the BUDHA File
on 15 September 1987. Among other
reasons for this move, he stated: In

1982 the subject applied for emigration
to Austria and for release from citizenship, which was permitted given his
passive approach to building socialism
in the CSSR. The subject of the BUDHA
personal file emigrated to Austria in
1983 and, based on the agent/operative
knowledge obtained, married an Austrian national [not true – Kvítek actually
married a Czechoslovak émigré]. He
does not pursue any active anti-Czechoslovak activity in Austria or maintain
contact with the ‘opposition’ in the
CSSR.29
Zdeněk Kvítek’s story continues to the
present day. He lives in Vienna, having
found a “new home” there after leaving
communist Czechoslovakia. He returns
to Prague occasionally to visit friends.
The days when he was starting out
as an émigré in Austria feel like the
distant past. That said, he still had to
learn the language and find a job. He
works with a pharmaceutical company
today.

18 Agent codename “Plavčík” = Josef Pernica, b. 1949; registration number (hereinafter only r. č.) 19631 opened on 24 Mar 1980,
closed on 30 Oct 1989 – a. č. 810483MV.
19 Agent codename “Klempíř” = Jan Brejcha, b. 1944; r. č. 16673 opened on 28 Dec 1978, closed on 9 Nov 1984 – a. č. 751385 MV.
20 Agent codename “Jumbo” = Jiří Pavel, b. 1947; r. č. 5029 opened on 2 Nov 1972, closed on 7 Dec 1988 – a. č. 801092 MV.
21 Agent codename “Sláva” = Slavoj Chodounský, b. 1927; r. č. 13954 opened on 4 Jul 1977, closed on 1 Dec 1989 – a. č. 812323 MV.
22 Agent codename “Hebreista” = Bedřich Nosek, b. 1942; r. č. 12389 opened on 19 Jul 1976, folder destroyed on 8 Dec 1989.
23 Agent codename “Technik” = Ivan Fridrich, b. 1960; r. č. 20033 opened on 3 Jul 1980, closed on 7 Sep 1988 – a. č. 797607 MV.
24 Agent codename “Měch” = Václav Eminger, b. 1942; r. č. 18050 opened on 17 Nov 1986, closed on 2 Aug 1988 – a. č. 795778 MV.
25 Information on the person codenamed “Tolar” (r. č. 84435) was not found.
26 In conversation, Zdeněk Kvítek explained that he had not participated in seminars at which English was taught.
27 ABS, f. MV-KR, a. č. 818931 MV, l. 40–41. Re: KVÍTEK Zdeněk, b. 21 Aug 1962 – notification of position on emigration to Austria, 16 Feb 1983. Disputes with his
father regarding his application to emigrate to Austria continued. The father also held him responsible for ruining his career in the security forces. Another
conflict with the father preceded the actual honouring of the emigration application. Hejnyš’s emigration approval was withdrawn, though it had already been
granted, and Zdeněk Kvítek’s emigration was authorised subsequently.
28 According to Zdeněk Kvítek, the events described in fact happened differently. Neither Hejnyš nor his sister Miroslava saw him off. However, he said goodbye to
his father in the morning on the day of departure.
29 ABS, f. MV-KR, A.Č. 818931 MV, l. 51–52. Proposal for the archiving of personal file BUDHA file number (č. sv.) 22760, 15 Sep 1987.
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Military Intelligence from Libya
and Terrorism
The “Oil” residency in the materials of
the Main Military Counterintelligence
Directorate
Pavel Žáček

On the basis of an international treaty between the Czechoslovak Socialist
Republic and the Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, at the end of October
and the beginning of November 1977, 625 Czechoslovak military experts arrived
in Tripoli. Led by Brigadier General Juraj Lalo, they were meant to assist the
Libyan armed forces improve their training and to improve the battle readiness of
the air force, armoured forces, and artillery. The Czechoslovak “normalisation”
regime had no excessive illusions about the nature of its north African partner.
The only thing that perhaps united them both was their acute anti-Americanism or
possibly their opposition to Israel. Besides ensuring the required inflow of foreign
currencies with security forces – in a manner similar to their Soviet and East
German counterparts – until the year 1989, they strived to take advantage of the
relatively opportune political situation in their sphere of interest for the benefit of
their power politics.
1

The establishment of the “Oil”
residency
On 1 November 1977, by order of General
Martin Dzúr, the Federal Minister of National Defence, a senior managing officer and specialist with the political department of the Intelligence Directorate
of the General Staff of the Czechoslovak
People’s Army (ZS/GŠ ČSLA), Colonel
František Sýkora, was appointed to the
official post of military and aviation attaché (VLP) at the Czechoslovak consul-

1

2

3

ar office in Libya on the basis of being
named the resident for the ZS/GŠ ČSLA
residency in Tripoli, with the codename
“Oil” (“Ropa”).2
In directives approved by the deputy
head of the ZS/GŠ ČSLA for humint
intelligence, Colonel Karel Sochor, the
attaché was supposed to conscientiously and respectfully perform the duties
of the official attaché post, but only as
a cover activity that could be used as
much as possible for the fulfilment of

intelligence tasks. lways be aware that
the main goal of your mission abroad is
the fulfilment of agency tasks ensuing
from orders issued to you by head office.
In his activities, he was specifically
subordinate to the 23rd Department
of the ZS/GŠ ČSLA headed by Colonel
Václav Hataš.3
In the initial phase, the Central Head
Office (Hlavní ústředí) asked Colonel
Sýkora requested to ascertain the opportunities for recruitment and information

Security Services Archive (hereinafter only referred to as ABS), fond (i.e. a fund or collection of documents in an archive, hereinafter only referred to as f.), the
Intelligence Service of the General Staff (hereinafter only referred to as ZS/GŠ), archive number (hereinafter only referred to as a. č.) 38869. Personal file 589,
I. section. Re: An Informational report on the receipt of Czechoslovak military experts in Libya, 3 November 1977, č. j. (i.e. Ref. No) 01/1977.
Colonel František Sýkora, born: 29 January 1925, joined the ZS/GŠ ČSLA as a political worker on 25 September 1957. In the years 1960-1962 he completed studies
at the Zpravodajský institut (Intelligence Institute), from 8 October 1963 to 9 October 1967 he was VLP at the Czechoslovak embassy in Egypt, in the years 19671969, he was a senior officer of the third group of the department (3/2nd department) of strategic intelligence for the management of the “Nil” (SAR – Egypt) and
“Babylon” (SYAR – Syria) residencies, from 1 October 1969 to 9 September 1971 he was head of the 3/2nd division (which managed the following residencies:
“Riviera,” “Korida,” “Magreb,” “Duna,” “Nil,” “Babylon,” “Kandahár,” and “Bambus”), from 1 December 1971 to 30 September 1976 he was VLP at the Czechoslovak
embassy in the USA, in 1976-1978 he was the leading senior specialist officer for the political division of the ZS/GŠ and from 13 February 1978 to 10 November
1982 he was VLP and the R-ROPA (R-OIL) resident (589) in Tripoli under the cover of the embassy counsellor for the embassy in Libya. He was retired from the
23rd department of the ZS/GŠ ČSLA on 31 January 1983.
See footnote 18 for his career path.
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Army General Ing. Martin Dzúr, Federal Minister of National
Defence.
Photo: Czech News Agency (ČTK)

Colonel František Sýkora and Colonel Václav Hataš, military intelligence residents in Tripoli.
Photo: Security Services Archive

activites. His attention was supposed to
be focused on individual groups with an
emphasis on:
– the diplomatic corps with diplomats
from the Arab world and developing
countries being the priority,
– resistance movements and individual
representatives supported by LIBYA,
– professional specialists working in
Libya who have a relationship with the
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic (CSSR)
either by virtue of having studied previously in the CSSR or of having a Czech
wife, etc.4
In the next phase, the main task was
the construction of a network of agents,
initially with the help of selected collaborators (SP) from the ranks of
Czechoslovak military experts. Colonel
Sýkora was meant to ensure that the
“Oil” residency in Libya would build up
a working network of agents, comprising at least on agent/source (AP), two
cognisant informers (VI), and a subnetwork of unwitting informers (NI).
The aim of constructing a network of
agents is to ensure the permanent and
systematic supply of valuable reports
that lead to our uncovering the intentions of the imperialist powers and individual Arab states for influencing further

developments in the Near East. […] The
influence of LIBYA on the development of
inter-Arab relations is one of your most
important areas of informational interest. Another objective was to obtain
samples (documents) of military technology belonging to the armies of the
North Atlantic Treaty Alliance (NATO)
and French aviation technology.
Colonel Sýkora had a fundamental
duty to rigorously observe the principles of conspiracy and security while
creating and managing a network of
agents. He was then meant to devote
extraordinary attention to management activities with respect to the
Lubomír Hrnčíř (organ 621), who was
living there legally and was the residency’s second officer. Systematically
evaluate all items of knowledge about
the activities of KR [counterintelligence] against the residency, the ZÚ
[embassy], the military mission, and
against individual subjects and members of their families. Continuously
adopt the necessary countermeasures
to ensure the uninterrupted fulfilment of
the main tasks of the residency and the
security of its members.5 For this purpose, he was meant to maintain close
cooperation with the officer (resident)

of the Main Military Counterintelligence Directorate, Lieutenant Colonel
Miloš Čech, who worked as an officer
managing a group of Czechoslovak
military experts for special tasks.6
Last but not least, Colonel Sýkora was
obliged to maintain the so-called ideologically political and moral unity of
the residency’s officers and members
of their families in the spirit of the
Marxist-Leninist line of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (KSČ),
and he was also obliged to maintain
close contact with other employees of
the Czechoslovak consular office and
members of the Soviet consulate as
well as the representations of the other
Warsaw Pact states.7
The evaluation of Colonel Sýkora, who
stayed at the foreign “Oil” residency
from February to November 1982, indicates that he did not succeed in building
up a network of agents. Although he
began working on three potential intelligence targets (ZA) of Arab origin
(TRIFA8, LIBU,9 and RIM10), only one of
them made it to the stage of becoming
a novice cognisant informer. However,
as a result of the poor quality of the information results and the incomplete
uncovering of agent possibilities, the

4

ABS, f. ZS/GŠ, a. č. 38869. Personal file 589, I. Directive for the activity of the military and aviation attaché Colonel František Sýkora, 31 December 1977,
č. j. 00105844/OS-[77].
5 Ibid.
6 Leading senior specialist officer of the Third Section of the Third Directorate of the Federal Ministry of the Interior (FMV) Lieutenant Colonel Miloš Čech, born:
9 February 1939, from 14 October 1977 to 30 April 1981 he worked as a resident at the Main Directorate of Military Counterintelligence (HS VKR) in Tripoli.
7 ABS, f. ZS/GŠ, a. č. 38869. Personal file 589, I. Directive for the activity of the military and aviation attaché Colonel František Sýkora, 31 December 1977,
č. j. 00105844/OS-[77].
8 Cf. ABS, f. ZS/GŠ, a. č. 34040.
9 Cf. ibid., a. č. 38096.
10 Cf. ibid., a. č. 40099.
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Central Head Office did not approve taking him on. Although he built up a network of collaborators (VOK11, DUMI12,
RADIS13, ABDUL14, BRUK15, and ŠER16),
only RADIS and ABDUL developed any
active activity.
After an initial befuddled phase, when
the resident only obtained half the
stipulated samples of Western military
technology (just eight specimens), he
subsequently supplied a total of five
samples and three technical documents that were rated at the second
highest level (Grade “4”). Later, however, his activity fell off once again –
he obtained three samples of military
technology (BT) and three documents
of essentially average quality. As opposed to this, in the area of encryption
and analytical information, he showed
some very good results throughout his
sojourn. In the last two training years
alone ((1980/81 and 1981/82), he sent
a total of 120 informational ciphers, of
which 20 were rated as being Grade “3.”
89 were Grade “2,” and the rest were
Grade “1.” He achieved a total number of
18 analytical reports, one of which was
Grade “4” and 10 were Grade “3.17
Ahead of time on 29 June 1982, the
minister of national defence appointed
the hitherto head of the 23rd department of the ZS/GŠ ČSLA, Colonel Václav
Hataš, as the new representative of the
department in Libya.18 The relevant
document from the middle of October
1982, approved by the deputy head of
the directorate for humint intelligence,
Colonel Jaroslav Straka, was based on
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19

20
21

22

the need to abide by the Czechoslovak
foreign policy line, as well as the directives, tasks and instructions of the
Central Head Office in regard to agent
activity. By agreement with the Federal
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the resident’s official work classification at
the consular office in Tripoli – embassy
counsellor – was newly regulated by
a special directive, which, among other
things, demarcated his subordination
to the ambassador in regard to social
and official activity.
Otherwise, as of the day of his arrival
in Tripoli on 28 October 1982, Hataš
was understandably controlled by the
23rd department of the ZS/GŠ ČSLA,
which was taken over by his successor Colonel Přemysl Kšait.19 The main
tasks of the new resident – to monitor
and evaluate the strategic interests and
specific measures taken by the USA and
NATO countries with respect to Libya
and other Arab BV [Near East] countries – were not particularly different
to those of his predecessor. As a task of
particular importance, use the presence
of our technical support, assess the tendency of the LOS [Libyan armed forces]
to arm themselves with the technology
of Western armies and, in the event of its
being affirmative in this case, organise
obtaining samples of progressive military technology. […] While organising
this activity, be aware of the fact that
if it is uncovered or possibly brought to
light in this area, this could also negatively influence the national interests of
the CSSR in Libya. Besides this, Colonel

Hataš was given the task of monitoring
Libya’s bilateral relations with the Arab
Republic of Egypt and the development
of the Arab-Israeli conflict. Consider
building and controlling a high-quality
agent network and creating an information system out of members of the
Czechoslovak military specialists to be
the principal, basic resource for obtaining information.20
In view of the fact that he did not take
over any agency resource from his predecessor, Colonel Hataš received a personal recruitment task: by targeting individual bases to obtain by the end of
1985 one agent/source, one cognisant
informer, and two new collaborators
from the ranks of Czechoslovak military experts. Maintain the principles of
conspiracy in all activity. Systematically
evaluate all knowledge of the activities
of [Libyan] KR against the residency,
the embassy and Czechoslovak military
experts. Continuously inform head office and adopt countermeasures to ensure the uninterrupted fulfilment of the
main tasks. To ensure this task, maintain close cooperation with the resident
of the Third Directorate of the Federal
Ministry of the Interior in Tripoli.21
The new resident was also fully responsible for the political and professional
management of the cipherer/officer of
the 50th department of the Main Counterintelligence Directorate of the National Security Corps22 and his moral
and political status. Follow all events
in the CSSR as well as in the entire socialist camp, with emphasis on issues

Cf. ibid., a. č. 38917.
Cf. ibid., a. č. 39638.
Cf. ibid., a. č. 39165.
Cf. ibid., a. č. 2855.
Cf. ibid., a. č. 38907.
Cf. ibid., a. č. 39643.
Ibid., a. č. 38869. Personal file 589, I. Re: An evaluation of the overall activity of entity 589 in the post of R-ROPA resident in Libya, 4 January 1983, č. j. 00133001/
OS-30/83.
Colonel Václav Hataš, born: 5 October 1928, in the years 1954–1956 he completed studies at the Klement Gottwald Military Political Academy (VPA) in Bratislava
and on 8 September 1958 he joined the ZS/GŠ ČSLA. In the years 1958–1960, he completed an intelligence course, from 6 April 1960 to 1967 he was successively
the leading senior officer at the third, fourth, and second departments, from 8 December 1967 to 1971 he was a special military and aviation attaché (ZVLP) at
the Czechoslovak embassy in Egypt (the “Nil” residency), in the years 1971-1974, he headed the 3rd/2nd department for the Near East-Middle East and the Far
East areas, in 1974 he completed a two-month intelligence course in the USSR. Afterwards, he was head of the 23rd department of the ZS/GŠČSLA from 1974 to 7
September 1982, from 28 October 1982 to 1986 he was VLP and resident (432) R(esidentura)-ROPA legalised as embassy counsellor at the Czechoslovak embassy
in Libya. He took old-age retirement on 31 December 1986.
Colonel Přemysl Kšaft, born: 29 September 1928, on 8 September 1958 he joined the ZS/GŠ. From 8 September 1958 to 31 August 1959 he completed studies at
the Intelligence Institute, from 1 September 1959 to 12 October 1961 he was an officer at the second department, from 13 October 1961 to 20 April 1965 he was
deputy military and aviation attaché (ZVLP) at the Czechoslovak embassy in France, from 20 April 1965 to 20 July 1970, he was a senior officer at the second
department, from 20 July (21 August) 1970 to 14 November 1975, he was VLP in Algeria, from 14 November 1975 to 1 February 1978, he was a senior officer at the
23rd department, from 1 February 1978 to 8 September 1982, he was head of the first group of the 23rd department and from 8 September 1982 to 30 November
1987, he was head of the 23rd department of the ZS/GŠ. He retired on 31 January 1988.
Ibid., a. č. 39828. Personal file 432. Directive for the activity of Colonel Václav HATAŠ, a military and aviation attaché in the Socialist People’s Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya, 15 October 1982, č. j. 00105841/3-82.
Lieutenant Colonel Čech’s successors in the role of steering group (ŘS) officer for special tasks was Lieutenant Colonel Emil Kratochvíl, born: 16 August 1935,
who was stationed in Tripoli from 20 April 1983 to 18 February 1987, and subsequently from 19 January 1987 to 10 August 1989 Lieutenant Colonel Oto Kozlík,
born: 30 July 1949, identified in internal HS VKR documents as R-MARTIN; after the cancellation of the legalising post, his role was meant to have been taken
over by the residency’s rank-and-file body Major Cyril Halama.
Initially the foreign station of the First Directorate of the National Security Corps (SNB) in Tripoli contained only one officer of the 50th department, who besides
ciphering services also, of course, dealt with security issues at the embassy. Cf. e.g. ABS, f. ZS/GŠ, a. č. 38869. Personal file 589 II. Report on the activity of the
residency for the year 1980, 31 October 1980, č. j. 0052/80.
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concerning political and economic life
and bear in mind that, as a communist,
a citizen of the CSSR, and an officer of
the Czechoslovak People’s Army, you are
fully answerable for all your activity and
the activity of all residency officers to
the KSČ, the government and the people
of the CSSR.23

Counterintelligence versus
intelligence
The policy of divisions of State Security
– including the Third Directorate of the
National Security Corps – toward the
Czechoslovak military contingent in
Libya as well as the ZS/GŠ ČSLA as one
of the few intelligence organisations
operating under the communist totalitarian regime outside of the security
apparatus subordinate to the Federal
Ministry of the Interior was based on
applicable internal standards.
According to the organisation rules of
the Main Military Counterintelligence
Directorate, its First Department (the
department for the Federal Ministry
of National Defence (FMNO) and the
General Staff of the Czechoslovak People’s Army) organised and implemented
counterintelligence activity focused on
so-called state security protection of the
Federal Ministry of National Defence,
the General Staff of the Czechoslovak
People’s Army and earmarked army
security divisions and facilities, which,
among other things, amounted to participating in cooperation with the Main
Directorate (First Directorate of the
National Security Corps, i.e. I. S-SNB),
the Counterintelligence Directorate for
Fighting against the External Enemy
(Second Directorate of the National Security Corps, i.e. II. S-SNB), and, if need
be, other divisions of State Security for
the state security protection of officers
from the FMNO before their inclusion at
a workplace abroad.24

The Second Department (the department for the management and coordination) of the Main Military Counterintelligence Directorate thus ensured
the counterintelligence protection of
soldiers on active service and civilian
workers from the Czechoslovak armed
forces who were travelling abroad
within the framework of assistance
for developing countries (i.e. directly
within the sphere of interest).25
By order of the head of the Third Directorate of the National Security Corps,
the management of the organisational
units of the Main Directorate of Military
Counterintelligence as well as subordinate units of divisions of Military Counterintelligence (VKR) was adjusted as of
1 May 1981. The head of the directorate,
Brigadier General Pavol Vrlík26 left the
First Section in direct control and his
first deputy Colonel Miroslav Volf27 continued to manage the Second Section.
Besides this, the order stated that the
counterintelligence protection of the
ZS/GŠ ČSLA, as a specific part of the
Czechoslovak People’s Army fulfilling
the task of reconnaissance intelligence,
would secure the First Department of
the Third Directorate of the National
Security Corps.28
Its Third Department, directed by the
older specialist management officer
Colonel Milan Peml,29 obtained and
managed an agent-secret agent network in the ranks of military intelligence officers. Over the years, this
gradually created a complex web of
relationships, where State Security
agents and secret agents operated at
individual ZS/GŠ ČSLA workplaces and
handed over information concerning
their colleagues and the actions they
had started to the First Department of
the Main Military Counterintelligence
Directorate. These secret exponents of
the Third Directorate of the National

Security Corps were also active in
foreign residencies of the ZS/GŠ, sometimes also in military and aviation attaché posts, where they were even sometimes managed in the field by officers
of the 26th department (the foreign
counterintelligence department) of the
First Directorate of the National Security Corps.
The effort to ensure the widest control
of ZS/GŠ ČSLA officers and their activities on the part of State Security and the
leadership of the Federal Ministry of the
Interior – probably a kind of local equivalent of the competitive battle between
the State Security Committee of the
USSR (KGB) and the Main Counterintelligence Directorate of the General Staff
of the Armed Forces of the USSR (GRU) –
is also reflected in the content of dozens
of edited documents, which were created primarily at the Third Department
of the First Section (the FMNO and GŠ
section) of the Main Military Counterintelligence Directorate.
Besides the operational interest that
this specialised workplace of the Third
Directorate of the National Security
Corps had in the running of the “Oil”
residency, which is documented by
several documents in the relevant part
of the subject sub-file, which for reasons of space could not be edited, six of
the presented documents demonstrate
the method of obtaining interesting
information from Libya pertaining to
the activity and support of terrorist
groups, particularly the Abu Nidal’s organisation.
In this context, it is necessary to state
that secret facts from the field of military reconnaissance intelligence was
leaked to State Security via secret
agents and informants, including specific data on the obtainment of collaborators from the ranks of Czechoslovak
military personnel or ascertained agen-

23 Ibid., a. č. 39828. Personal file 432. Directive for the activity of Colonel Václav HATAŠ, a military and aviation attaché in the Socialist People’s Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya, 15 October 1982, č. j. 00105841/3-82.
24 Article 13 of an appendix to an Order from the Interior Ministry (RMV) of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, No. 50 dated 18 December 1980, see: http://www.
ustrcr.cz/data/pdf/rozkazy/orstb71-89/rmv_50_1980.pdf (cited on 30 August 2011).
25 Ibid., article. 14. Cf. ŽÁČEK, Pavel: Armáda pod drobnohledem. Vojenská kontrarozvědka v dokumentech, 1974-1989 (“The Army under the Microscope. Military
Counterintelligence in Documents 1974-1989”). In: Historie a vojenství (History and Military Affairs), 2003, No. 3–4, pp. 797–836. POVOLNÝ, Daniel: Organizační
vývoj Vojenské kontrarozvědky v letech 1945–1990 (The Organisational Development of Military Counterintelligence in the 1945–1990). MO ČR – PIC MO, Prague
2009, pp. 72 and 80-81. The residency of the Third Directorate of the National Security Corps (III. S-SNB) with six officers, controlled by the Second Department,
had 83 collaborators at its disposal within the framework of 733 officers of the Czechoslovak military group. Afterwards, it only managed 24 secret agents and 21
informants. ABS, f. the Main Directorate of Military Counterintelligence (hereinafter only referred to as HS VKR), box 11. SKART “A” – Second Department of the
HS VKR. Documents from the LITOMYŠL action. Appendix to č. j.: 00458/12-84, 14 March 1984.
26 Brigadier General Pavol Vrlík, born: 23 May 1936, head of the III. S-SNB from 1 March 1981 to 24 August 1989.
27 Colonel Miroslav Volf, born: 25 December 1929, first deputy head of the III. S-SNB from 1 March 1981 to 31 August 1985.
28 Cf. an order by the head of the Main Directorate of Military Counterintelligence, No. 005 dated 23 April 1981. See: http://www.ustrcr.cz/data/pdf/rozkazy/
orstb71-89/vkr_5_1981.pdf (cited on 30 August 2011).
29 Colonel Milan Peml, born: 20 June 1936, leading senior specialist officer (VSRS) third division of the first department of HS VKR from 1 September 1976, on
1 November 1988 appointed VSRS of the third division of the VKR department of the Federal Ministry of National Defence (FMNO) and the GŠ ČSLA.
See: http://www.ustrcr.cz/data/pdf/karty/sprava3-1989/142595.pdf
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cy activity in Tripoli. Moreover, handwritten notes by officials of the Third
Directorate of the National Security
Corps indicate that the concealment of
sources and the subsequent camouflaging of this “stolen” information was not
an easy matter.

For the sake of completeness, it is
necessary to add that the extraordinary relations of military counterintelligence and military reconnaissance
intelligence, which was primarily
down to the powerful position of State
Security and the Federal Ministry of

the Interior, could not be changed, not
even immediately after the collapse of
the communist regime. This issue was
not definitively resolved in the Czech
Republic until 2005 in connection
with the establishment of a unified
Military Intelligence entity.

Document No. 1
1986, 11 March – Prague. Record of the senior official specialist of the Third
Department of the First Section of the Third Directorate of the National Security Corps Lieutenant Colonel Václav Vrkoč30 “The establishment of a command in Libya – report” No. 1/86, written out after a meeting with the collaborator “Marko.”31
1./ The Libyan news agency JANA announced that the General People’s Congress,
which is the supreme executive and legislative institution on Libya, adopted
a resolution at the start of March 1986. According to this resolution, new suicide
commando units will be created, which will hit American and Zionist interests
with attacks at any location. The resolution calls for attacks against American
and Israeli consulates in the Arab world and for the persecution of secret and
public organisations of the global Zionist movement.
Lt. Col. Václav Vrkoč.
Photo: Security Services Archive
The Libyan parliament also called for the creation of military training camps with
various types of weapons for all Arabs in Libya.
2./ The creation of commando units in Libya against American and Zionist interests.
3./ – 0 –
4./ I recommend informing the head of the First Section32 and the head of the Main Directorate of Military Counterintelligence
(HS VKR).
5./ – 0 –
6./ – 0 –
[…]33
Senior specialist officer
Lieutenant Colonel Václav VRKOČ
[The information has passed throught the AIPO[analytical informational and planning department] – either MONITORS or the
press. Peml]34
ABS, HS VKR collection of documents, and No. 910 (appendix to subject file 269/159). Record No. 1/86. The establishment
of commando units in Libya – report. Original typescript, 1 page (ABS, Military Counterintelligence(VKR) collection of documents,
a. č., 64501. Record No. 1/86. The establishment of commando units in Libya – report. Original typescript, 1 page).

30 Lieutenant Colonel Václav Vrkoč, born: 1 April 1931, on 29 August 1953 he was reassigned to the Sixth Directorate of the Ministry of the Interior (HS VKR), from
1 February 1981 he was a senior specialist officer (SRS) of the Third Division of the ZS GŠ’s first department and from 1 November 1988 the third division of the
VKR FMNO and GŠ ČSLA III. S-SNB. As of 1 June 1990 within the framework of the HS VKR he was transferred to the department of the FMNO. See: http://www.
ustrcr.cz/data/pdf/karty/sprava3-1989/142925.pdf
31 According to the registration record of the personal files of secret agents of the first department of the Third Directorate of the National Security Corps,
file D “Marko,” registration number (hereinafter only referred to as r. č.) 3767 was opened on 21 March 1980. Colonel Zdeněk Marek, born: 17 February 1936,
joined the ZŠ/GŠ on 4 January 1971, he was later a senior officer of the first (document) group of the third department, from 1979 he was head of the first group
of the third department. Cf. ABS, f. HS VKR, a. č. A-64501.
32 The head of the first section of the Third Directorate of the National Security Corps from 1 December 1979 was Colonel Ján Nagy, who was appointed head of the
VKR FMNO and GŠ ČSLA on 1 November 1988.
33 Handwritten signature: Lt. Col. Vrkoč.
34 Handwritten note by Colonel Peml.
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Document No. 2
1988, 3 March – Prague. Record from a senior specialist officer of the Third
Department of the First Section of the Third Directorate of the National Security Corps, Lieutenant Colonel Josef Bukáček35 No. 2/88 “Information on terrorist groups abroad. Appointment of members of a terrorist group – report”,
written out after a meeting with the collaborator “Muzikant”36
1. The source informed about a report that was sent from TRIPOLI. The following
is stated in the report: On 2 March 1988, he informed about data on the preparation of terrorist groups abroad with Libyan participation. A group operating in
Istanbul is mainly managed from the Libyan bureau in Belgrade and despite the
fact that it is presented as a group of ABU NIDAL37 it is composed solely of Libyans.
The source stated that his head office confirmed its activation and the beginning
Abu Nidal, a terrorist of Palestinian origin.
of recruitment among Turkish Kurds. The following Libyan na[tionals] were idenPhoto: Reproduced from Encyklopedie blízkovýchodního
tified as members of this group:
terorismu (Encyclopedia of Near East Terrorism)
– the engineer Mohamed Ali Ahmed ALBASI, born in Dzanzoor in 1952, passport
C 113704
– the teacher Mohamed Musfa Al DIN TAHR, born in Al Zavia in 1943, passport 653168.
The appearance of these people in the countries of the soc[ialist] camp cannot be ruled out, and the CSSR is no exception.
The source reported about the arrival of Samir GOSHE, who came as a personal envoy to inform GADDAFI38 about the results
of a faction conference, which took place in Damascus from 10 to 14 February 1988. Abu NIDAL finally agreed with its being
organised and expressed a willingness to establish contact with the KS [Communist Party] of Israel and with Israel’s democratically oriented movements. On behalf of the ÚV [Central Committee] of the Abu NIDAL faction, Abu SALIN was sent this
year to Prague (real name HASAN AL SABHA). By virtue of his role in the section, he is for maintaining relations with members of Abu NIDAL’s movement located abroad and he has been entrusted with managing Palestinians (mostly students) in
the CSSR. As regards his nature, the source reported that he is a former member of ARAFAT’s39 AL FATAH.40 A continuing link
with AL FATAH cannot be ruled out. He has been unequivocally identified as an “agent of Syria,” who closely collaborates
with the intelligence head office in Damascus, where he has the “hallmark” of being a zealous executor of all the tasks assigned to him.
Conclusion: The report is credible. In view of the arrival of ABU SALIN in Prague, it is not possible to rule out an effort by ABU
NIDAL to ascertain the conditions for using his students in the CSSR for involvement in a conspiratorial network arranging
terrorist attacks against the countries of Western Europe. SALINA’s departure was handled via the embassy in Damascus.
2. Information on terrorist groups abroad and their possible trips to the CSSR.
3. The report has been filed with the ZS/GŠ.

35 Major – from 1 March 1989, Lieutenant Colonel – Josef Bukáček, born: 28 August 1950, on 1 December 1976 he was reassigned to the HS VKR. On 1 August 1983 he
became a senior officer of the third department of the first section, on 1 November 1988 he was then senior specialist officer of the third department of the FMNO
and GŠ ČSLA section of the Third Directorate of the National Security Corps. As of 1 June 1990 within the framework of the HS VKR he was reassigned to the
department of FMNO. See: http://www.ustrcr.cz/data/pdf/karty/sprava3-1989/168897.pdf. He was the managing entity for the secret collaborator (TS) “Mikulák”
from 12 December 1984 to the beginning of 1990. ABS, f. HS VKR, a. č. A 64544. Record No. 15/84 “Handing over the TS (secret collaborator) MIKULÁK to a new OP
[operative worker] for further management,” 13 December 1984; Evaluation of collaboration with the TS “MIKULÁK” č. j. 05 719 for the year 1989, 22 January 1990.
36 According to the registration record of the personal files of secret agents, D “Muzikant,” r. č., 18870, was initiated in 6 August 1985. Alexandr Hirmut, born: 28
February 1948, was an officer of ZS/GŠ ČSLA from 1 October 1970, in the years 1971–1972 he completed studies at the Intelligence Institute, in 1972 he was an
officer of the agents division, from 14 October 1974 to 4 February 1978 he was VLP secretary at the Czechoslovak embassy in France, from 1984 he was VLP at
the embassy in India. Cf. ABS, f. HS VKR, a. č. A 64490. Proposal to acquire the “MUZIKANT” secret agent, 16 July 1985.
37 Abu Nidal, actual name: Sabri Khalil al-Banna (1937–2002), a terrorist of Palestinian origin, a leading exponent of the organisation operating under the
names Fatah – Revolutionary Council, Black June, the Arab Revolutionary Brigades, or the Revolutionary Organisation of Socialist Muslims (the Abu Nidal
Organisation). His ultra-left fraction broke with the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) in 1974. It successively organised bomb attacks, kidnappings, and
murders from Iraq, Syria, Libya, and Egypt. For the position of the Abu Nidal Organisation within the framework of Palestinian terrorist groups see: PEDAHZUR,
Ami: The Israeli Secret Services & the Struggle against Terrorism. Columbia University Press, New York 2009, p. 6; HOFFMAN, Bruce: Inside Terrorism. Columbia
University Press, New York 2006, p. 259, also Cf. ČEJKA, Marek: Encyklopedie blízkovýchodního terorismu (“An Encyclopaedia of Near East Terrorism”). Barrister
& Principal, Brno 2007, p. 17; BECKER, Jillian: The PLO. The Rise and Fall of the Palestine Liberation Organisation. Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London 1984, pp. 199,
221; RUBIN, Barry: Revolution until Victory? The Politics and History of the PLO. Harvard University Press, Cambridge – London 1994, pp. 40, 52, 73, 81, 165.
38 Muammar Gaddáfí (1942–2011), a graduate of the law faculty of Libya University (1963) and the military academy in Benghazi (1965). Heading an organisation
of free officers, he carried out a state coup, which overthrew King Sayyid Muhammad Idris bin Muhammad al-Mahdi as-Senussi, and established a republic.
In the years 1969-1977, he was chairman of the Revolutionary Command Council and the commander-in-chief of the armed forces. He was prime minister in
1970–1972 and minister of defence in 1970–1977. After the declaration of the Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (1977), he became secretary general of the
General People’s Congress. In 1979, he formally resigned from all posts, leaving himself the title “leader of the revolution.” He was the author of The Green Book,
formulating the concept of a pan-Arab populist socialism. He was killed by rebels 8 months after the civil war broke out in Libya. You can get a brief overview
of his politics in: ROGAN, Eugene: The Arabs. A History. Basic Books, New York 2009, pp. 358–364; GOLDSCHMIDT, Arthur – DAVIDSON, Lawrence: A Concise
History of the Middle East. Westview Press, Boulder 2010, p. 338.
39 Yasser Arafat, actual name: Mohammed Yasser Abdel Rahman Abdel Raouf Arafat al-Qudwa al-Husseini Muhammad (1929-2004), from 1968 he was leader of
the Fatah Palestinian nationalist movement, from 1969 he was chairman of the PLO’s executive committee and from 1971 he was commander-in-chief of the
Palestine Liberation Army. He stood in opposition to the radical fringes of the PLO. Because of his conciliatory attitude towards Israel, Abu Nidal tried to have
him killed. Cf. e.g HATINA, Meir: Islam and Salvation in Palestine. The Islamic Jihad Movement. The Moshe Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies,
Tel Aviv University 2001; KAPELIOUK, Amnon: Arafat. Levné knihy, Prague 2008; ČEJKA, Marek: Encyklopedie blízkovýchodního terorismu, pp. 28–29.
40 Fatah, a reverse acronym of Harakat al-Tahrir al-Filastini (Palestine National Liberation Movement), a Palestinian political nationalist secular organisation
established in 1959. Initially, it worked outside the Palestine Liberation Organisation. Later, with Yasser Arafat at the helm, it became an important component
of the PLO. For pragmatic reasons, Fatah’s radical anti-Israel policy gradually transformed into a moderate policy of concord.
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4. Measures:
– transfer the information by file to the II. S-SNB Fifth Section41
– don’t carry out any more measures
5. Personal data: this will not be stipulated.42 					
ABS, f. HS VKR collection of documents, a. č. 910 (appendix of subject file 269/159). Record No. 2/88. Information on terrorist
groups abroad. Appointment of members from a terrorist group – report. Original typescript, 1 page.

Document No. 3
1989, 30 March – Prague. Record from a senior specialist officer of the Third Department of the FMNO Section and
the General Staff of the Third Directorate of the National Security Corps Lieutenant Colonel Josef Bukáček No. 2/89
“Possible terrorist actions towards the embassies of the Hungarian People’s Republic abroad – report,” written down
after a meeting with the secret collaborator “Marcela”43
[…]44
1. [By way of a ZS/GŠ agent resource it was ascertained that]45 Colonel GADDAFI issued an order to restrict overt support
for Palest[inian] ter[rorist] groups in the ZP [area of interest].46 The process of cooling relations with the MLR [Hungarian
People’s Republic] is continuing. On 23 March 1989, a Hungarian delegation for industrial cooperation travelled from the
ZP47. It was not received by the leadership in the ZP.48 GADDAFI silently accepted a declaration by Palestine’s terrorist groups
whereby the MLR was warned: “If you, the government of the MLR, will continue in normalising relations with Israel and the
traitor ARAFAT, we shall carry out acts of individual terror against wor[kers] with foreign embassies of the MLR.” This has
been put into the context of the disappearance of a Hungarian doctor as of 19 March (of Jewish ethnicity, accused of actively
working in the ZP for MOSSAD49).
2. Possible terrorist actions against the embasies of the MLR abroad.
3. The report has been filed with the ZS/GŠ.
4. Measures: –information authenticated via the Nsk [group leader] and the NOdd [department head].
– pass on the information to our Hungarian friends)50 [for the daily situation report (DSZ) and recommend the inf. of Hungarian
friends.
Fulfilled Bukáček
Comrade CHYLÍK51 sent Peml]52
5. Personal data: this will not be stipulated				
6. The information was obtained by way of an A/P [agent source] of the ZS/GŠ ČSLA. The A/P has been evaluated as reliable
by the ZS/GŠ. In view of the conspiracy of the ZS/GŠ source, I recommend that a limited group of people be acquainted with
the information.
Senior specialist officer
Lt. Col. Josef Bukáček […]53
[I agree with the measure
Col. Peml 30 March 198954

41 Within the Counterintelligence Directorate for the Fight Against the External Enemy (the Second Directorate of the National Security Corps), the Fifth Section
was in charge of, inter alia, work concerning the foreign embassies of Near and Middle Eastern states, “particularly in regard to uncovering enemy activity and
ideological-diversionary operations on the territory of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic […] and the paralysation of these [African-Asian] foreign embassies in the
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic; the Sixth Section worked on international terrorist organisations and their members in relation to their operations on the territory
of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and other ZSS. ŽÁČEK, Pavel: Přísně tajné! Státní bezpečnost za normalizace. Vybrané směrnice a metodické pokyny politické
policie 1978-1989 (“Strictly Confidential. State Security during Normalisation. Selected Directives and Methodical Instructions of the Political Police 1978-1989”).
Votobia, Prague 2011, page. 133; http://www.ustrcr.cz/data/pdf/rozkazy/orstb71-89/rmv_39_1980.pdf (cited on 30 August 2011).
42 According to the appended document a “foreign source” was exploited once more, and, at the same time, the names of not two but three members of the Abu
Nidal terrorist group were specified: the engineer Mohamed Ali Ahmed Al-BASI, born: 1952 in Janzur, Libya, Mohamed Mustafa Al-FIM, born: 1947 in Az Zahrah,
Libya, and the machine mechanic Nazim Ad Din TAHR, born: 1943 in Az Zawiah, Libya.
43 The meeting took place on 29 March 1989. According to an entry in the registration record for the files of secret collaborators of the First Section of the Third
Directorate of the National Security Corps, the file of the secret agent was first opened on 30 November 1978. It was transferred on 22 November 1979 to a TS
personal file with the codename “Marcela,” č. j. 740. Major Jiří Hamerník, born: 7 January 1952, a member of the 23rd division of the ZS/GŠ, from 1983 the VLP
office at the Czechoslovak embassy in Egypt, 1987 senior managing officer of the First Group of the 23rd division. Cf. ABS, f. HS VKR, a. č. A 61573. Record of the
vetting of an agent, 10 July 1984.
44 According to the distribution list, copy No. 1 was placed in the TS file and copy No. 2 was placed in the OBS (subject file) R-Libye.
45 Added by hand.
46 Crossed out and amended by hand to: Libyi.
47 Crossed out and amended by hand to: Libye.
48 Crossed out and amended by hand to: Libyi.
49 Mossad, the Institute for Intelligence and Special Operations, is an Israeli foreign intelligence service.
50 Crossed out by hand.
51 A senior specialist officer with the Third Department of the VKR Section at FMNO and the GŠ ČSLA HS VKR Lieutenant Colonel Josef Chylík.
52 Added by hand.
53 Handwritten signature: Bukáček.
54 Added by hand.
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Muammar Gaddafi visited Prague in June 1978. Pictured with Gustáv Husák, President of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party
of Czechoslovakia.
Photo: Czech News Agency (ČTK)

21. 8. 1989 D – BOUDA55
. KR has a standard attitude to all white people
. GADDAFI declared that every white person is a spy and is in the ZP for the purpose of chafing Libya
. as of 1 July 1989 he halted all assistance for terrorist groups
. he will continue helping and supporting but fin[ancial] resources will be supplied by his intermediaries in order to avoid theft,
. FOLTÝN – without State Security (StB) knowledge, good work, but lazy
. BOČEK56 – no neg[ative] information thus far. Bukáček]57
ABS, f. HS VKR collection of documents, a. č. 910 (appendix of subject file 269/159). Record No. 2/89. Possible terrorist actions toward embassies of the MLR abroad – report. Original typescript, 1 sheet (ABS, f. VKR collection of documents, a. č. 64453. Record
No. 2/89. Possible terrorist actions toward embassies of the MLR abroad – report. Original typescript, 1 sheet).

55 According to the registration record for the files of secret agents of the First Section of the HS VKR, file D “Bouda,” č. j. 1158, was opened on 5 February 1979.
After working for a time in Delhi, he was managed as the secret collaborator RAJAN by members of the First Directorate of the National Security Corps. Cf. ABS,
f. HS VKR, a. č. A-64453. Lieutenant Colonel Vratislav Budař, born: 5 July 1946, after attending the Klement Gottwald Military Political Academy he came to the
ZS/GŠ in 1975. In the years, 1976-1977, he completed studies at the Intelligence Institute. From 13 January 1979 until 1982 ZVLP at the embassy in India, 19831987 – senior officer at the 23rd department, 1986–1990 VLP in Tripoli.
56 Major Miloslav Boček, born: 6 November 1952, a member of the 24th department of the ZS/GŠ ČSLA.
57 Added by hand.
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Document No. 4
1989, 10 July – Prague. Record from a senior specialist officer of the Third Department of the FMNO Section and the
General Staff of the Third Directorate of the National Security Corps Lieutenant Colonel Josef Bukáček No. 5/89 “Information on terrorist groups abroad – report”, written down after a meeting with the secret collaborator “Marcela”
[…]58
1. The source gave information about a report that was sent from TRIPOLI. In the report it states: On 29 June 1989, the ZS/
GŠ agent source let it be known that organisational changes had occurred through which the Libya leader Gaddafi wants
to free Libya from its hitherto publicly know support for terror and PLO groups (PLO = Palestine Liberation Organisation),59
prepared in Libya.60 After the conclusion of negotiations with ABDULLA HIJAZI (authorised by the leadership of the section
for helping the PLO) the Libya leader GADDAFI is pursuing org[anisational] measures to get rid of profane forms of support
for inter[national] terrorism, which has been called a progressive revolutionary movement by the Libya leadership.
A decision was adopted to transfer the centre of support for these organisations to CYPRUS, under the company “GOLDEN
BEEN” in Nicosia with full financial support from Libya.
The emphasis of the company “GOLDEN BEEN” will be on:
– obtaining information on mil[itary] intelligence issues
– purchasing spec[ial] technology for equipping terrorist groups (5-10 members) with a strict conspiratorial connection to
other cells in Libya
– organisationally securing central actions.
Why was this decision taken by GADDAFI?:
– GADDAFI is aware of the need to move away from hitherto demonstrative support, including the suppression of per[sonal]
ties with ABU NIDAL and ABU MOUSSA.61 It also enforces the trend of reconciliation with Arab countries. He has no intention
of getting rid of the influence of these organisations and carrying out org[anisational] and mater[ial] measures for the possibility of manipulating them further for the benefit of his policies. He considers this means of “cover” to be ideal for managing
the “black market,” which should still continue to materially provide terrorist groups with spec[ial] technology.
2. Information on terrorist groups in Libya.
3. The report has been filed with the ZS/GŠ.
4. Measures:
– inform the First Deputy Federal Minister of the Interior,62 the First and Second Directorate of the National Security Corps63
5. Personal data: this will not be stipulated.
6. The report can be considered to be reliable in view of the character of the collaborator BOUDA, who was tasked with obtaining information from the ZP on international terrorist groups.
							
Senior specialist officer
							
Lt. Col. Josef Bukáček […]64
[I agree Colonel Peml 11 July 1989]65
ABS, f. HS VKR collection of documents, a. č. 910 (appendix of subject file 269/159). Record No. 5/89. Information on terrorist groups
abroad – report. Original typescript, 1 sheet (ABS, f. VKR collection of documents, a. č. 64453. Record No. 5/89. Information on terrorist groups abroad – report. Original typescript, 1 sheet).

58 According to the distribution list, copy No. 1 was placed in the TS file, copy No. 2 in the OBS R-Libye file, and copy No. 3 in D-BOUDA materials.
59 PLO – Palestine Liberation Organization. For the political history of the PLO cf., for example, BECKER, Jillian: The PLO. The Rise and Fall of the Palestine Liberation
Organization; HADAWI, Sami: Bitter Harvest. A Modern History of Palestine. Olive Branch Press, New York 1991; RUBIN, Barry: Revolution until Victory? The Politics
and History of the PLO.
60 Cf. RUBIN, Barry: Revolution until Victory? The Politics and History of the PLO, p. 129.
61 Concerning Abu Moussa, real name Sajeed Moussa Muragha, see ibid., pp. 62-64.
62 Major General Alojz Lorenc was First Deputy Minister of the Interior of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic from 1 November 1985 to 21 December 1989.
63 The Main Intelligence Directorate (First Directorate of the National Security Corps) and the Main Counterintelligence Directorate (Second Directorate of the
National Security Corps).
64 Handwritten signature: Bukáček.
65 Added by hand.
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Document No. 5
1989, 22 September – Prague. Record from a senior specialist officer of the Third Department of the FMNO Section
and the General Staff of the Third Directorate of the National Security Corps Lieutenant Colonel Josef Bukáček No.
8/89 “Information on the titular head of the PLO (FATAH) in the CSSR – report”, written down after a meeting with the
secret collaborator “Marcela”
[…]66
1. The source gave information about a report that was sent by the VLP from TRIPOLI on 22 September 1989. In the report it states:
The characteristics of the PLO (FATAH) envoy in the CSSR:
A.
On 19 September 1989, the agent source gave substantial information on the personality of ABU HISAM, the current envoy
in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic. The progressive leadership of the PLO have been called exponents of rightwing
thinking, devoid of efforts to achieve the principl[ed] solution of establishing an independent Palestinian state.67 With the
knowledge of FATAH, his policy of personal enrichment is tolerated. He is ARAFAT’s closest collaborator and he diverts
“tithes” to him for illegal smuggling and enrichment activities carried out in Prague. He exploits knowledge of the FATAH
leadership – foreign relations section to manipulate people visiting the Palestine consular office in Prague and he entrusts
them with tasks connected with defending the positions of the ARAFAT leadership in the CSSR.
B.
The former VV [envoy] (PLO representative) in Prague ATIF ABU BAKR (replaced in 1985), who subsequently switched to
the ABU NIDAL group, conducted negotiations with the leadership of the Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine
(DFOP)68 on 2 September 1989, where he explained the reason for the split with NIDAL. The stance of the DFOP leadership is
as follows: This is a person with a close relationship with the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and an interest in returning
to Prague in a private capacity to finish his studies. He is willing to provide valuable information on the conclusions of ultraleft[wing] Palestinian (terror) groups, and to use close acquaintances in FATAH’s Central Committee (with FARUH KHADUMI,
ABU IJAD SALAH KHALAF69 and ABU AL HOOL70) to reveal the operations of terrorist groups in the ZSS [the countries of socialist community] aimed at West[ern] countries. His wife and daughter have been in TRIPOLI up to now, for safe[ty] reasons,
he’s considering moving them to the CSSR.
Conclusion:
In view of the information that has been passed on, I request an opinion on the possible provision of assistance during regular immigration clearance for ABU BAKR or clarification concerning the aforementioned persons.
As regards HISAM, I request that discretion be observed. He is a dang[erous] member of the FATAH leadership, who has
been entrusted with disinformation activities concerning the leadership of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia and the
government of the CSSR. One cannot rule out the use of a network of Palestinians in the CSSR, including people of Czechoslovak nationality. He is fully covered by dipl[omatic] immunity.
2. Negative information on the activity of the PLO envoy in the CSSR.
3. The report has been filed with the ZS/GŠ.
4. Measures:
– use for DSZ71
– inform the Second S-SNB about the adoption of separate measures
5. Personal data: this will not be stipulated.
6. In the event that the report is used, take cognisance of the conspiracy of the ZS/GŠ ČSLA source.
				
Senior specialist officer
							
Lt. Col. Josef Bukáček […]72
ABS, f. VKR collection of documents, a. č. 64453. Record No. 8/89. Information on the titular head of the PLO (FATAH) in the CSSR
– report. Original typescript, 1 sheet (ABS, HS VKR collection of documents, a. No. 910, appendix to subject file 269/159. Record
No. 8/89. Information on the titular head of the PLO (FATAH) in the CSSR– report. Original typescript, 1 sheet).
66 There were handwritten notes on the back page of the record: – the ZS/GŠ will not use, except for its own analysis – cooperation is possible if our source will have
further possibilities to clarify – they are asking us for an evaluation of the report that was the source intended for VKR. LOOK OUT for conspiracy. Only for a decision
by the management of officers of the Second Directorate of the National Security Corps or the Federal Ministry of the Interior. 22 September 1989 Colonel Peml. On 25
September 1989, the head of the First Section of the Third Directorate of the National Security Corps, Colonel Nagy added: – this concerns a report that was sent to
the ZS/GŠ headquarters from Tripoli (Libya) by the VLP CSSR, – the management of the ZS/GŠ will make no further use of this information – the report is intended directly
for the VKR with a request for an evaluation, – I propose informing Comrade NFMV [Deputy Federal Minister of the Interior] and also informing the Second Directorate
of the National Security Corps. In the header, a brief opinion was written by the deputy head of the Third Directorate of the National Security Corps, Colonel Jaroslav
Benda: Comrade Nagy – make an excerpt for information for the Second Directorate of the National Security Corps, – the first deputy has been informed, – used for
daily information in accordance with the instructions of the secretariat of the First Deputy of the Federal Ministry of the Interior Brigadier General Ing. Alojz Lorenc].
According to the distribution list, copy No. 1 was placed in the TS work file, copy No. 2 was placed in D-BOUDA materials, and copy No. 3 was placed in OBS R-Lybie.
67 In addition to this cf., for example, PAPPE, Ilan: A History of Modern Palestine. One Land, Two Peoples. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 2006.
68 Al-Jabha al-Dimuqratijja li-Tahrir Filastin, in English: the Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine (DFLP).
69 In specialist literature also referred to as Abu Hyad or Abu Iyad (Salah Khalaf).
70 In specialist literature referred to as Abu Al-Hawl, real name Abd Al-Hamid Hajil.
71 The agent record was probably processed in the information flow as a daily situation report (DSZ) of the Third Directorate of the National Security Corps and not
a DSZ of the internal and organisational directorate (VOS) of the FMV. Cf. http://www.ustrcr.cz/cs/denni-situacni-zpravy-1989#zari (cited on 30 August 2011).
72 Handwritten signature: Bukáček.
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Yasser Arafat, Chairman of the Executive Committee of the PLO, visited Czechoslovakia in October 1989 to receive – accompanied by Miloš Jakeš, General Secretary of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia – the highest state decoration, the Order of the White Lion Class I with the chain, from Gustáv Husák, President of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, “for peace
efforts and significant personal contribution to the development of friendship between nations”. 
Photo: Czech News Agency (ČTK)

Document No. 6
1989, 9 November – Prague. Record from a senior specialist officer of the Third Department of the FMNO Section and
the General Staff of the Third Directorate of the National Security Corps Lieutenant Colonel Josef Bukáček No. 10/89
“The Libya leadership’s relationship with ABU NIDAL’s movement– report,” written down after a meeting with the
secret collaborator “Marcela”
[…]73
1. The source gave information about a report that was sent by the Czechoslovak VLP from TRIPOLI. In the report it states:
On 31 October 1989, the source confirmed the split in ABU NIDAL’s organisation. On 24 October 1989, GADDAFI was given
a statement calling for him to give up supporting ABU NIDAL’s organisation. This statement had been formulated by four
members of this organisation’s politburo.
The document states that by October 1987, when NIDAL went to reside permanently in Libya, he had 156 members of this
organisation murdered. This liquidation was carried out at the training centre in YAFRAN, which has been partly converted
into a concentration camp at present. The liquidation of a further 106 people also occurred in Lebanon. The statement calls
on GADDAFI to enter into negotiations immediately because otherwise the document will be published abroad and Libya will
be identified as a participant in these actions.
GADDAFI will be forced to deal comprehensively with the situation, notwithstanding the fact that NIDAL is one of his favourites. There is also the option of physically disposing of NIDAL as an inconvenient witness of support for the terrorist
movement.
NIDAL is threatening to publicly disclose actions that he carried out at the express wishes of Libya (the liquidation of inconvenient Lib[yan] people outside of Libya).

73 According to the distribution list, copy No. 1 of record No. 10/89 was placed in the TS work file, copy No. 2 was placed in D-BOUDA materials, and copy No. 3 was
placed in OBS R-Lybie.
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The opposition to NIDAL has been concentrated in the PDRA [the People’s Democratic Republic of Algeria] since September
1989. His opponents include – ABU BAKR, ABDEL RAHMAN ISSA, MUNIR AHMED and MOHAMED ALI, a former collaborator
of ABU NIZAR, who was murdered by NIDAL previously.
NIDAL has not been detected in TRIPOLI in the past 14 days. It cannot be ruled out that he is staying in the CSSR, were he had
previously operated for a long time and appealed to a number of friends “in high places in Czechoslovakia.” The Palestine KR
is carrying out measures to secure him. The possibility that he is staying in France and Italy has been examined.
Conclusion:
It is possible to expect that some actions from the Libya leadership’s to liquidate NIDAL’s “insubordination.” The main aim
of these actions will be to prevent an international scandal being on GADDAFI’s hands. From this perspective, it is also not
possible to rule out his physical liquidation.
2. The situation surrounding ABU NIDAL’s organisation.
The report has been filed with the ZS/GŠ.
4. Measures:
– use for DSZ74
– inform the Second Directorate of the National Security Corps of the adoption of separate measures
– the report has been transferred to the IU [information centre?]
– the report has been authenticated by way of the head of the 23rd Department and at the same time he is requesting its
evaluation.
5. Personal data: this will not be stipulated.
6. In the event that the report is used, take cognisance of the conspiracy of the ZS/GŠ ČSLA source.
				
Senior specialist officer
							
Lt. Col. Josef Bukáček […]75
[See printed copy No. 1 Colonel Peml]76
ABS, f. HS VKR collection of documents, a. č. 910 (appendix of subject file 269/159). Record No. 10/89. The Libya leadership’s relationship with the ABU NIDAL movement– report. Original typescript, 1 sheet (ABS, f. VKR collection of documents, a. č. 64453.
Record No. 10/89. The Libya leadership’s relationship with the ABU NIDAL movement– report. Original typescript, 1 sheet).

74 The agent record was probably processed in the information flow as a DSZ of the Third Directorate of the National Security Corps and not a DSZ of the VOS of
the FMV. Cf. http://www.ustrcr.cz/cs/denni-situacni-zpravy-1989#listopad (cited on 30 August 2011).
75 Handwritten signature: Bukáček.
76 Additionally written by hand.
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Counterintelligence assessment of the Intelligence Service of the General Staff residency in Libya written by Cpt. RSDr. Jiří Murdych, senior officer, specialist of the 3rd Department of the 1st Section of
the 3rd Directorate of the National Security Corps. 
Source: Security Services Archive
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From a series of photos of the interior of RFE, the corridor to Master Control Room and studio no. 1
taken by agent “Pley” (Pavel Minařík) and passed on at a meeting on 28 October 1975.
In a comment he said: “Notice the edging that runs beneath the ceiling. There are cables embedded
here – it would also be possible to embed an explosive package here.”
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Radio Free Europe through the eyes
of the State Security Service
Photographs in the dossiers on subjects of
interest kept by the Communist intelligence
Ivana Koutská – Pavel Žáček
The State Security Service officers –
including the main directorate of the
intelligence – stored the acquired or
created operative materials in different kinds of dossiers and files,
based on their focus and importance.
Materials on institutions of interest in
terms of state security or intelligence,
which were the subject of the operative interest of the intelligence (e.g.,
central authorities in countries of interest, headquarters and offices of enemy intelligence agencies, political parties, exile organizations, ideological
diversion centres, etc.) were stored in
what was called “dossiers on subjects
of interest”. These dossiers contained
documents and materials related to
the “elaboration” of the institution in
question, such as reports on the bases
of persons of interest, including photographs. Within their individual parts,
i.e. thematic sub-files and sub-files of
persons being “elaborated” (types),
later persons of interest (agent types
and enemy individuals), materials acquired via agents or another manner
were gradually accumulated.1
The creation of the “Radio Free Europe
/RFE/” dossier was justified by the 1st
office of the 2nd Department of the 2nd
Section of the Foreign Political Intel1
2

3
4
5

ligence Directorate of the Ministry of
National Security on 29 April 1953 as
follows: Incendiary broadcast against
the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic,
espionage, and co-operation with CIC
and other intelligence agencies.2 On 14
April 1966, the dossier was re-registered, within the new administrative
system, and was given the registration number 10081 (later also the archive number AS-8187).3 By the end
of 1989, it grew in size and eventually
consisted of fourteen parts of the main
dossier (10081/011-019, DO1-DO5),
financial sub-file (10081/030), subfiles of discarded types and proposals (“návodky”) (10081/100, 135–138,
143), sub-files of various correspondence (10081/101, 139), sub-file of
proposals for active measures (“AO”)
(10081/102), “Telephone Book” subfile (10081/103, 141), “RFE – West
Berlin” sub-file (10081/104), sub-files
of proposals (“návodky”) (10081/105–
119), “České slovo” (“Czech Word”)
sub-file (10081/120 – transferred under /101), “Text” sub-file (10081/121
– transferred under /102), “RFE – List
of People’s Democratic Party Officials” sub-file (10081/122), “RFE Materials – Printed Documents” sub-file
(10081/123), “RFE – Vienna” sub-file

(10081/124), “Subject Security System” sub-file (10081/125), “Subject Internal Situation” sub-file (10081/126,
140), “RFE Broadcast Management
System” sub-file (10081/127), “Relations with the Czechoslovak Socialist
Republic” sub-file (10081/128), “Czech
Listener Survey” sub-file (10081/129),
“General Findings on Subject” sub-file
(10081/130), “Photographs of RFE Employees” sub-file (10081/131), “Work
Plans – Part of the Main File” sub-file
(10081/132), “Discarded Types and Proposals” sub-file (10081/135–138, 143),
“ALFA Subject Plans” sub-file.4 Despite
the continuous shredding of selected
parts of the agent-operative materials
and, in particular, the destruction of
an unknown amount of documents –
apparently including photographs – in
the first half of December 1989, about
40,000 pages of operative documentation, gathered by officers of the Communist intelligence in connection with
the RFE subject and the employees of
Czechoslovak origin, were preserved.
Of 281 of sub-files of “elaborated” persons (of interest) (10081/300–581),
mostly kept for the employees of the
Czechoslovak section of Radio Free Europe, 91 were destroyed5, 14 converted
into personal files of secret collabora-

ŽÁČEK, Pavel: Registrace, vedení a archivace svazků ve směrnicích čs. komunistické rozvědky (Registration, Keeping and Archiving of Dossiers in the Directives
of Czechoslovak Communist Intelligence). In: Pamäť národa, 2006, No. 2, pp. 57, 62.
After the establishment of the 1st Directorate of the Ministry of the Interior, the dossier on subject of interest was used by the 2nd – later 4th – Department
of the 4th Section, from 1 February 1963 by the 5th Department of the 9th Section, after 1 February 1964 by the 21st Department of the 6th Section, from
March 1969 by the 21st Department of the 2nd Section of the Directorate B of the Main Intelligence Directorate of the Federal Ministry of Interior, then by the
2nd Department of the 31st Section of the 1st Directorate of the Federal Ministry of Interior, and from 1 October 1988 by one of the departments of the 26th
Section of the 1st Directorate of the National Security Corps. TOMEK, Prokop: Československé bezpečnostní složky proti Rádiu Svobodná Evropa. „Objekt ALFA“.
[Czechoslovak Security Services against Radio Free Europe. “Subject ALFA”]. Sešity ÚDV, No. 14. Office for the Documentation and the Investigation of the Crimes
of Communism. Prague 2006, pp. 22–30.
Archiv bezpečnostních složek (Security Services Archive), collection Dossiers on Subjects of Interest of the 1st Directorate of the National Security Corps, Reg. No.
10081. Request for the creation of dossier SK-14262, 29 April 1953.
Of these dossiers, the following sub-files have been destroyed (shredded): 10081/101 (11 June 1985), 102 (12 December 1989), 132, 142, 143 (8 December 1989).
Ibid. List of sub-files.
According to the registration data, the following sub-files have been destroyed (shredded): 10081/477 (2 June 1982), 337 (?), 491, 493, 495, 496, 499–502, 504, 510,
515–517, 554–561, 570–581 (4 December 1989), 323, 404, 433, 438, 439, 447, 448, 450, 451, 456, 458, 460, 462, 466, 468, 470, 476, 481, 487, 489, 508, 509, 566–569
(7 December 1989), 310, 312, 314, 325, 331, 349, 356, 364, 372, 374, 380–382, 388, 393, 394, 398, 413, 417, 418, 420–422, 424, 425, 478, 479, 513 (8 December 1989),
300, 304, 307 a 390 (9 December 1989). Ibid. List of sub-files.
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Complete view of the Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty building in the Englischer Garten in the centre of Munich (entered in sub-file registration number 10081/012).

tors – order “4” dossiers (10081/329,
375, 415, 454, 467, 480, 485, 494, 497,
514, 562, 563, and 565), and one cancelled without materials (10081/399).
The main parts of the dossier, materials
of lasting value (stored in the operative archive of the 1st Directorate of
the National Security Corps under archive numbers 21005-21016), and subfiles contain 351 photographs (including 60 colour photographs), mostly
related to the Czechoslovak employees
of Radio Free Europe or their families
and friends. In 68 cases, these are portraits presumably acquired from passport records or identity card records,
stored mainly in sub-files of individual
persons of interest. About 124 photographs display a social event character6, 58 photographs can be described
as family photographs (including two

photographs of weddings and two of
family celebrations). At least 32 photographs were acquired by monitoring
postal correspondence7, 6 or, more precisely, 15 photographs were acquired
by the State Security Service within
“IFA” and “HEREČKA” operations, while
shadowing subjects in the territory of
the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic8,
and at least 49 photographs were demonstrably handed over to officers of
the Czechoslovak intelligence by secret
collaborators working abroad.9
The published photographs are complemented with pictures stored in the
materials of lasting value (archive
number 21717), originally stored in the
personal file of the secret collaborator
“Ulyxes” and “Pley” (Pavel Minařík), active in Radio Free Europe from 1968 to
1975, which partly relate to him or his

colleagues and the internal structure
of the Czechoslovak section.10
The photographs from the dossier in
question represent a unique source of information not only on Radio Free Europe,
but especially on individuals who took
them for the Communist State Security
Service and who worked with them. The
pictures gave the officers of the State Security Service a better idea of the monitored subjects, and the “elaboration”
thus became more of a personal fight
with ideological enemies. It was through
the photographs that the security intelligence mechanism was faced with a new
dimension, the danger and sensitivity of which have fortunately ceased to
exist. At present, thanks to the Security
Services Archive, they only represent interesting and useful historical sources,
plastically portraying our recent past.

6

The largest collection contains 62 photographs from various social events of Orbis and Lidové noviny from both wartime and pre-war period (envelope entitled
“Hrnčíře Photos”), which were stored in the sub-file with registration number 10081/109 (current archive number 21007).
7 “Captured correspondence” from the sub-files with registration numbers 10081/111, 10081/526 (M. Dvořáková), 10081/530 (M. Postula), and 10081/533
(František Runza).
8 The shadowing of the subjects “Anna” and “Béda” at the station in Železný Brod on 26 February 1957 (10081/530) and the shadowing of Anna Vaňková,
conducted on 26 January and on 4–5 July 1967 in Prague (10081/400).
9 The sub-dossier with registration number 10081/403 (Vlasta Zeithamerová) contained a photograph from the source “Eda” (Erik Bülow) from 1958; 10081/109
contained a photograph from 1959 from the same source; 10081/403 contained a series of 14 photographs taken by “Klíma” on the way to Vienna on 8 September
1960; 10081/402 (Miloš Vaněk) contained an authorial photograph from the source “Petr” (Julius Petřík); 10081/131 contained two photographs taken before
9 November 1982 by a secret collaborator code-named “Orovan” (Eugen Feleky); 10081/131 contained 24 photographs or, more precisely, 38 positives from the
birthday party of Zdeněk Šedivý, head of the Czechoslovak section, held on 14 March 1988 (handed over by a secret collaborator code-named “Albort”), etc.
10 Originally, these photographs were stored in the sub-files of registration numbers 44947/022 and 44947/027.
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Sub-file registration no. 10081/342, codenamed “Eman”,
contains photographs of Jaroslav Endršt, an employee of
RFE’s news department, his wife Jaroslava and their children,
along with his parents Jan and Anna Endršt, which the HQ of
the 1st Directorate of the Ministry of the Interior sent to the
residency on 20 June 1962.

Three pictures of Radio Free Europe taken by officers of the Foreign Residency of the 1st Directorate of the Ministry of the Interior
(entered in sub-file registration number 10081/131).
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Sub-file registration no. 10081/335 (“Technik”) also features portrait photographs from ID cards (Gertruda Walterová, Hana Walterová and Hans Gütter). Hans Gütter was also photographed at his
place of work.

A sub-file codenamed “Fikus”, registration no. 10081/316, was kept on Julius Firt, who was director of the Czechoslovak section
at RFE in Munich for many years.

Ján Petrovič, a Slovak announcer on RFE’s Czechoslovak broadcasts, was the subject of sub-file registration no. 10081/367 (“Pták”).
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Sub-file “Fikus” also contains a group photo from a meeting at the Czechoslovak section at RFE: Julius Firt, Josef Pejskar, Kamil
Ben, Herodes Balcárek (from left) and Zubatý (in front).

The author of this photograph, agent “Petr” (Julis Petřík),
whose wife stands beside Miloš Vaněk, was tasked with
gathering compromising materials on Vaněk, an editor at
the Czechoslovak section of RFE (sub-file registration no.
10081/402, “Vendula”).

Sub-file registration no. 10081/457 (“Vláďa”) even contained original American documents and photos obtained from defectors. Vladimíra Šundová’s permit to enter the USA and František
Šunda’s passport.

A colour photograph of the protective wall around the RFE/RL building taken by secret collaborator “Orovan” (Eugen Feleky) appears in sub-file registration no. 10081/130.
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Sub-file registration no. 10081/359 (“Máša”) contains
a portrait photograph of the head of the news department,
František Meloun.

The communist intelligence service’s agent network also
acquired a picture of Milan Petřík, entered at HQ into sub-file
registration no. 10081/324 (“Panoš”).

The Directorate of the Foreign Political Intelligence Service at the Ministry of the Interior was also interested for a long time in RFE/
RL’s transmitter system at Erchingen.

Members of the Czechoslovak intelligence service also included a side-on plan of the RFE/RL building in sub-file registration no. 10081/11.
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On 14 September 1970 agent of the 1st Directorate of the Federal
Ministry of the Interior “Ulyxes” (Pavel Minařík) passed on
information about the death of Václav Kult. This particular picture
is contained in sub-file registration no. 10081/330 (“Korek”).

The agent network – here agent ”Pley” (Pavel Minařík) – passed on photographs from official RFE/RL events, during which
employees were informed about imminent organisational changes.

Sub-file registration no. 10081/369 (“Čeněk”) contains photographs from ceremonial events at
the Czechoslovak section at RFE (from left: Julius Firt, Jana Pecháčková, deputy director of the
Czechoslovak section Jaroslav Pecháček, Dr. Hostička).

This photo of the former director of the Czechoslovak section at RFE, Miloslav Kohák, Zdislava
Koháková (left) and, probably, Antonín Novák lecturing dates from December 1970.

Sub-file registration no. 44947/022 features a series of photographs in which agent of the 1st Directorate of the Federal Ministry of the Interior “Ulyxes”/“Pley”, Pavel Minařík (in dark glasses), is also captured;
sitting behind the flowers is Antonín Kratochvíl. The left picture makes visible the close relationship between Pavel and Gertrauda Minařík and Josef and Františka Pejskar. Zubatý and his wife are on the far left.
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Photo documentation on Jaromír Netík, one-time head of the evaluations department was concentrated in sub-file registration no. 10081/362 (“Nedorost”).

At a regular meeting on 29 May 1988 secret collaborator “Albort” (Přemysl Barák) passed on 24
photographs from the birthday party of the director of the Czechoslovak section at RFE, Zdeněk Šedivý,
capturing department employees Petr Brod, Bohuš Zurškovec, Ludmila Rakušanová, Jan Měkota, Pavel
Černý, Peter Matuška, Karel Moudrý, Anna Šašeková, Karel Kašpárek, Tibor Molek and Josef Antalič
(sub-file registration no. 10081/131).
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A series of photos of the interior of RFE (including safes and
studio no. 1) taken by agent “Pley” (Pavel Minařík) and passed on
at a meeting on 28 October 1975.
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Fort Bragg air force base. Ctirad, straddled as required by the regulations, in front of the C-47 Skytrain, the military version of the civilian DC-3 Dakota. 

photos

Photo: Archive of Ctirad Mašín

We Serve Our Nation...
The experiences of Ctirad and Josef Mašín
and Milan Paumer in the U.S. Army
Jaroslav ČvaNČAra
Many books and studies as well as hundreds of newspaper and magazine articles have been
written about the Mašín brothers. With the exception of a few partial references, nothing
substantial has been said about their activities in the United States Armed Forces. That is why
this mosaic of facts, assembled from private correspondence and personal interviews has been
put together. It is accompanied with a collection of unique photographs and documents from
the archives of Ctirad and Josef Mašín, for the most part as yet unpublished.
It’s a long way to the West,
Vain and futile is your quest...
(Traditional Czech camping song)

At the end of one journey, at the
start of another
In 1953, war on the European continent
seemed to be looming as a real and imminent threat. In October 1953, five
young men crossed the CzechoslovakEast German border. They left for the
West hoping to be home soon but to
return as paratroopers after they received the necessary training from the
Americans. They planned to start a guerrilla war in the vanguard of a liberation
army against the communist regime in
Czechoslovakia – against which they declared a relentless and uncompromising
war.1
It is obvious that they rather overestimated the level of patriotism and resolve
in a large part of the population. Also,
none of them expected that the journey
from the Czech border across East Germany to the American Sector of Berlin
would last a full four weeks. And that
two of their comrades, Václav Švéda and
Zbyněk Janata, would be captured and
later executed. Ultimately, the dramatic
1
2
3

journey completely changed their plans.
Riding on his own in the undercarriage
of an S-Bahn train in Berlin on 2 November, 1953, Ctirad Mašín passed several
stations. He then climbed a tall fence
behind the railway station and forced
a random civilian at gunpoint to take him
to the U.S. barracks. A few hours later Josef Mašín and the severely injured Milan
Paumer arrived as well. Milan’s condition was critical. He had been hit by two
bullets by members of the East German
People’s Police (Volkspolizei) and had to
undergo immediate surgery.
The brothers were taken care of by the
U.S. Counter Intelligence Corps (CIC)2. In
exchange for their dirty and torn clothes
they were given the black uniforms of
guard units worn for example by the
Czechoslovak Labour Service Company3. From a Berlin refugee camp they
were transported to a safe house. During two-day interrogations the brothers
showed the officers the precise route of
their journey on a large map. They gave
a detailed description of East German

and Soviet military facilities. The U.S.
counterintelligence officers wrote down
everything meticulously and compared
the notes with the data they already had.
They asked all sorts of questions and
also enquired about events in Czechoslovakia. However, for the moment, the
brothers were not willing to reveal much
about their resistance activities at home.
Their interrogators seemed eager, but –
considering their low rank – not sufficiently acquainted with the issue.

In the western zone
At their first and only press conference, lasting ten minutes, the Mašín
brothers gave only a brief description
of their escape. To protect their families
and friends back in Czechoslovakia as
much as possible, they gave the journalists a number of completely misleading
pieces of information. Before boarding
a special plane in the evening that was
to carry them to the U.S. Frankfurt/Rhein-Main Air Base, they went to see Milan
Paumer in a Berlin hospital. In Frankfurt

MAŠÍNOVÁ, Zdena – MARTIN, Rudolf: Čtyři české osudy. Tragický úděl rodiny Mašínovy (Four Czech Destinies: the Tragic Fate of the Mašín Family).
Paseka, Prague – Litomyšl 2001, p. 44.
CIC – Counter Intelligence Corps, the counter-espionage agency within the United States Army.
The 4091 Labour Service Company was put together by the Americans to form the core of the Czechoslovak Third Resistance Army in case of a military conflict.
The unit’s commander was infantry captain Karel Černý, a former member of Heliodor Píka’s Czechoslovak mission to the USSR.
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Ctirad Mašín, born 11 August 1930. Tall, slim, blue eyes after his mother. His characteristics
include courage, entrepreneurship, organizational inclinations, a sense of leading others, as well
as willingness to help. Requires loyalty from others. Strict and uncompromising to himself. Along
with his younger brother, he embodies legacy of his famous father, who refused to compromise his
principles until his tragic end. 
Photo: Archive of Ctirad Mašín

their case was taken over by new CIC officers and they were driven to another
safe house in the university town of Erlangen.4
On 7 November 1953 Milan Paumer was
flown by the Americans to the Frankfurt
military hospital. He was released after
a few weeks and was able join the two
brothers. Meanwhile the interviews continued. Besides CIC rank and file, some
higher-ranking officers turned up as
well. One of the men spoke good Czech,
albeit with an American accent. The officers wanted to know whom the men
would contact in case of returning home
and what type of sabotage operations
they might conduct. The brothers outlined their possibilities with conspiratorial caution.5
The officers asked whether the Mašín
brothers and Milan Paumer would like
to return as “agent-couriers.” All three
of them agreed that they wanted to return home but only as paratroopers. The
reason was they knew very well what
the prospects of such an agent looked
like. A courier could inadvertently fall
4
5

6

Josef Mašín, born 8 March 1932. Medium-height, slim figure, grey eyes after his father. He is regarded
as a man of fortune. His positive characteristics include loyalty, perceptiveness, sound judgement, and
sense of duty and honour, which were also inherited by his daughters.
Photo: Archive of Ctirad Mašín

into the enemy’s hands. Crossing the
border was dangerous not only because
of the wires and minefields. The communists had their informers in West
Germany and there was a significant
risk someone would know in advance
where a particular Western agent would
be crossing. It had happened on several
occasions that agents were expected on
the other side of the border. But it was
not up for debate as Ctirad and Josef
insisted they wanted to be trained and
parachuted from an aircraft. All three of
them desired to fight. To fight a battle
of life and death against a regime they
hated and which hated them back. Little
did they know at the time that their idea
would never come to life even though
they made an almost superhuman effort
to realise it.
In good faith, but perhaps out of ignorance and maybe a certain cluelessness,
the Americans offered the three men an
immediate transport to the USA, a university scholarship, and possibly media
and film contracts. All three declined politely saying that was not the purpose of

their journey: first of all they wanted to
liberate Václav Švéda and then receive
training in the U.S. Army.
On the one hand, the Americans realized
we might have good contacts at home.
Therefore they emphatically suggested
we should return and activate our contacts among army officers still in service.
Of course, we refused it. If only for the fact
that we did not agree on the manner of
crossing the border, and also on the manner of activating our contacts without the
assistance of third parties. In fact they
wanted to send someone else along with
us, someone we didn’t know. That was
unacceptable. On the other hand, they
obviously could not trust us; they needed
to make sure it wasn’t a set-up, that we
weren’t trained communist agents. In the
intelligence business, you don’t trust anyone. It is necessary to accept that. Anyone
can tell you anything, can’t they? But in
our case, everything was quite well documented.6
The men originally did not intend to
join the U.S. Armed Forces by accepting
a five-year engagement, but eventually

Rambousek, Ota: Jenom ne strach. Vyprávění Ctirada Mašína (Only No Fear. The Story of Ctirad Mašín). Nezávislé tiskové středisko, Prague 1990, pp. 167–168.
Cf. Mašín, Ctirad – Mašín, Josef – PAUMER, Milan: Cesta na Severozápad. Academia, Prague 2010, p. 277.
Josef expected much from the cooperation with artillery colonel František Vaněk (born on 10 October 1897 in Litultovice near Opava) who participated in
hiding weapons and organized assistance for families of imprisoned soldiers from March 1939. Along with Lt. Col. Josef Balabán, Lt. Col. Josef Mašín and Col.
Josef Churavý, he took part in the intelligence operations of the military resistance group Obrana národa (Defence of the Nation, ON). As late as the autumn
of 1943, he was interrogated for several weeks by Gestapo officers in the town of Kolín but was released due to lack of evidence. As of the autumn of 1944, he
organized illegal groups in and around the town of Poděbrady (he lived in 577 Hellichova Street). He was in touch with a group of partisans and escaped Soviet
POWs. Along with Ctirad, Josef, and their mother Zdena he helped to hide the Soviet officer, Lt. Stepan Romanovich Sannikov. As of March 1945 he cooperated
on plans for a coup d’état with Brigadier General Josef Mrázek. During the May uprising he was in charge of raising barricades and barriers and personally
participated in the disarming of German units. Col. Vaněk was a man of many faces. Nicknamed “the Red Colonel” he became a member of the CzechoslovakSoviet Friendship Union in June 1945 and later a member of the leadership of the Union for Cooperation with the Army, commander of the 13th Division
artillery and commander of the artillery brigade, but on 8 March 1948 he was accepted into the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia. On 1 December 1952
he was discharged from the Czechoslovak Army in a humiliating manner and without explanation. After that he worked as an accountant in an agricultural
cooperative, later as a janitor in a special school, and finally as an instructor in an orphanage. Brigadier General František Vaněk died on 18 December 1977.
His ashes are buried in Opava cemetery (grave site V8/E8/7).
An interview with Ctirad Mašín conducted by Olga Bezděková, Petr Blažek, and Jaroslav Čvančara on 2-13 September 2010 in Cleveland (Cleveland interview).
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Josef Mašín and Ctirad’s self-portrait in a mirror, shot with Leica IIIf. The camera was bought in the “PX” (Post Exchange) barracks shop before the ship transport to the USA. It was with this camera that more than
five hundred unique pictures from the time when both Mašíns served in the US Army were taken. 
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

this turned out to be the only possibility. Josef and Milan were interested in
joining the U.S. Air Force.7 However, this
did not accept foreign nationals. It was
at that time that they first heard about
the Special Forces8 and learned that the
only way to join them was to join the U.S.
Army. To his question as to how to join,
Ctirad received this answer: The road
to the Special Forces is via Basic Training. Everyone who applies to join the U.S.
Army and is selected has to undertake it.9
They spent another two weeks in the
Mannheim-Seckenheim barracks. There
they met the Russian Alexander Shalamov who later became a U.S. military
intelligence officer. To these barracks,
the Americans brought all foreign nationals who qualified to join the U.S.
Army and passed a strict security clearance procedure. The process usually
took almost twelve months and not by
any means certain that everybody would
be accepted. Ctirad, Josef, and Milan underwent various tests. They were also
asked to take a lie detector test. Apparently, the result was satisfactory.
I remember the chair in the room looked
almost like an electric chair. All three of
us were present but only one was answering at a time. They attached various electrodes to our bodies and hands.
Then they asked us about different things;
they asked the kind of quick, surprise
questions whole thing is based on. Well,
7
8
9
10
11

then one of them stood behind the chair
and clapped his hands all of a sudden.
And that was supposed to mark the end
of the test. They took the electrodes off
and it was Josef’s turn. Milan’s was last.
And guess what happened! Once he sat
down, his eyes began to flicker back and
forth. They asked him all kinds of things
just like us before. Milan was answering
for ten, maybe fifteen minutes. They put
those dull questions to him as well and
then they suddenly asked about something that was supposed to knock him
off balance. Milan was nearly finished,
but at that instant there came the clap of
the hands again. Milan shot up from the
chair, ripping all the electrodes off. When
they saw how frightened he was, they
calmed him down. But he had to take the
test again. They asked him other similar
questions and suddenly the man behind
him clapped his hands again. Milan again
shot up from the chair, electrodes and all.
Pepa [Josef] and I nearly killed ourselves
laughing.10
In the barracks, all three of them first
donned the regular olive-green U.S.
Army uniforms. They were duly proud
of them. They took an unofficial military
oath and became U.S. Army recruits.
They took a train to Zweibrücken in
Pfalz and from there to the North Sea
U.S. supply port of Bremerhaven. There
they boarded the enormous transport
vessel the USNS General Simon B. Buck-

ner with a capacity of some 4,500 passengers. During their voyage across the
Atlantic they encountered enormous
waves and stormy weather, quite common in the winter period. The sailors,
unlike the passengers, did not have
a problem coping with that.
The ship reached America on a beautiful
and sunny day on 19 March 1954. Music
welcomed the passengers at New York
Harbour. Ctirad, Josef, and Milan first set
their eyes on the Statue of Liberty symbolizing for many not only dry land but
also much desired freedom. Only then
did some of the passengers suffer from
sea sickness because their ship had to
wait for a tug schooner. Right in the captain’s cabin the three were welcomed by
the future distinguished Democrat Senator Patrick Moynihan. He was so taken
by their story that he was immediately
interested in writing a book about them.
But all three declined politely.
Around a hundred of the so-called
Lodge Act11 soldiers and other recruits
including Milan Paumer had to attend
a language school at the Third Army
base at Fort Devens, Massachusetts.
A 30 – to 40-member group, including
Ctirad and Josef, who had learned the
basics of English at home, travelled
further by bus to the 69th Infantry Division base at Fort Dix, New Jersey. The
soldiers underwent several weeks of
basic training.

Army Air Force (AAF).
Special units (Special Forces).
Cleveland interview.
Cleveland interview.
On 30 June 1950, five days after North Korea attacked South Korea, the U.S. Congress approved a document known as the Lodge Act which enabled the U.S.
Army to recruit foreign nationals, e.g. Germans, Poles, Hungarians, Czechoslovak or refugees from the Baltic states in 1951–1955. See O cizincích, sloužících
v padesátých letech u speciálních jednotek US Army (Foreigners Serving in U.S. Army Special Units in the 1950s). In: Veritas, 2009, vol. 5, issue 1, pp. 34–45 and
issue 2, pp. 28–47.
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Ctirad Mašín, RA 10 812 820, successfully completed the first eight week Basic Training under Army Training Programme 21.114 with
Company D 42 of Infantry Regiment on 19 May 1954 at Fort Dix, New Jersey. For the commanding officer signed by 1st Lt. James Jordan.
Source: Archive of Ctirad Mašín

There were many foreigners at Fort Dix.
Some of them were trouble from the start.
Puerto Ricans had difficulties learning
the language and assimilating. The only
English words they were willing to pay attention to were: food, R&R, sickroom, and
pay (in those days a draftee’s pay was 61
U.S. dollars a month). As far as training
was concerned, the sergeants were tough
country-boy types. Their training method
was bullying: first to break the recruits
and then mould them psychologically.
We weren’t used to that. We said: “Look,
we’ve been through all this! So why are
you making fools of us?” At that time we
thought this wasn’t right for us. Now, in
hindsight, I believe this kind of training
is right. Seeing the U.S. Army boys now,
I don’t think there is anything better anywhere else.12
After completing their basic training the
men finally decided to join the Special
Forces, established exactly a year before.13
They took the military oath of enlistment. At this time it was with an official ceremony, speeches, and brass-

band music. I, Josef Mašín, do solemnly
swear that I will support and defend the
Constitution of the United States against
all enemies, foreign and domestic; that
I will bear true faith and allegiance to the
same; and that I will obey the orders of
the President of the United States and the
orders of the officers appointed over me,
according to regulations and the Uniform
Code of Military Justice. So help me God.

Under the special forces insignia
For the next three years, their place of
operation was the enormous Fort Bragg
military installation in North Carolina
– the home of the 82nd Airborne Division.14 Ctirad, Josef and Milan (after
completing his language course) became members of the 77th Special Forces
Group (77th SFG)15. Its core at that time
was made up of volunteers recruited
from political exiles from Europe. So
the Fort Bragg installation became the
proverbial ship saving many a castaway
drowning in the stormy seas...
In combat deployment, the 77th SFG was
supposed to conduct guerrilla opera-

82nd Airborne Division. The certificate of completion of the
division basic airborne training (jump-school). On 22 October
1954, the course was successfully completed by PVT-2 Ctirad
Mašín at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. Signed by Commander Kellie
H. Moses and commanding officer J.M. Farrell.
Source: Archive of Ctirad Mašín

tions. Thematic exercises were focused
on small unit tactics and aimed at conducting rescue missions, hostage search
and rescue operations, and neutralizing
enemies. In practice, it meant deployment in the enemy’s rear where soldiers
were either supposed to engage in direct
combat or mix in and act creatively and
energetically, occupy or destroy set targets, and command guerrilla units behind enemy lines.
The assumption was that the deployed
unit would use all its means to unsettle
and undermine the political, moral,
and economic strength of the enemy.
Besides physical and psychological
skills, it was intelligence, improvisation and ingenuity that played an important part in the selection process of
the recruits.
The continuously developing and improving training was very hard. It
included practice in sight and point
shooting, covering fire, mountain training, a survival course in the wilderness,
a land navigation course, and radiotelegraphy. The 77th SFG used a wide

12 An interview with Josef Mašín conducted by Olga Bezděková, Petr Blažek, and Jaroslav Čvančara in Munich on 7 November 2010 (Munich interview).
13 MASIN, Barbara: Odkaz. Pravdivý příběh bratří Mašínů (Legacy. The True Story of the Mašin Brothers). Mladá fronta, Prague 2005, p. 352.
14 The division was constituted on 15 August 1942 and deployed in Europe to take part in the invasion of Normandy in June 1944 and for Operation Market Garden
in the Netherlands. Along with other U.S. and British airborne divisions it secured a firm place in military history. Since the end of WWII the 82nd Airborne
Division has undergone major changes and developments and it has also participated in various combat deployments.
15 The history of the 77th Special Forces Group begins with the 1st Special Service Force which was constituted during WWII. It was meant to be deployed in
Norway but the plan was abandoned. During combat deployment in Italy it acquired the famous name of Devil’s Brigade. As well as other similar units, the
Devil’s Brigade was disbanded after the war. In the early 1950s, during the Korean War and at a time of an anticipated direct military conflict with the Soviet
Union, the existence of unconventional warfare groups again proved indispensable. On 19 June 1952 the 10th SFG was newly formed at Fort Bragg, consisting
of U.S. Army volunteers and so-called “Lodge Act” volunteers from central and eastern Europe. On 25 October 1953 a second unit, the 77th Special Forces Group
was formed. While the home of the 10th SFG was installations in Germany, the 77th SFG remained at Fort Bragg. The Special Forces squads would later create the
famous Green Berets.
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Josef demonstrating a spit shine. Even shoelaces had to
shine as if they were made of porcelain. Corcoran boots,
the pride of all American paratroopers, were developed at
the beginning of the 1940s. 
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

Fort Bragg, the seat of the Supreme Headquarters of the 82nd Airborne Division of the United States of America. Josef in front of the board
which the brothers jointly designed and created.
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

range of weaponry. The soldiers practiced neutralising located enemy firing
posts, amphibian assaults, shooting
all types of firearms, including the
enemy’s. The American instructors,
seemingly harsh, but patriots and reliable soldiers who handled difficult situations with astonishing coolness, often
pushed the recruits to the limits of their
physical strength.
Even though most of the unit’s activities
and combat operations were given the
highest level of classification, the public
first learned about the existence of the
SFG as early as 1955 from articles in The
New York Times which mentioned the existence of the so-called U.S. Army Liberation Force, fighting behind enemy lines.
Ctirad, Josef and Milan passed an assault

combat course followed by parachute
training, including night jumps. For the
first time, they experienced the brand
new feeling of descending with a parachute. Then they practiced it over and
over in a daily training routine. Preparation for each manoeuvre required broad
collaboration in loading and unloading
weapons, equipment, and munitions.
Not long after our arrival at Fort Bragg, all
three of us were received by the installation’s commander, then forty-seven-year
old Colonel Epson Duncan Raff. A WWII
veteran, a legend among paratroopers,
a good guy. So he summoned us and said:
‘We were informed about the three of you
arriving. Be careful, don’t say anything to
anyone, not even that you are with the
Special Forces. Don’t say anything and

we will watch over you so that nothing
happens.’ By the way, it was Colonel Raff,
a future general, who along with Colonel
William Yarborough proposed and pushed
through the distinctive green berets.16
Ctirad and Josef bought an almost new
Pontiac from their friend Jiří Mareček
and, in the winter of 1955, not long after passing the jump-school, they set
off on vacation. They experienced the
three different climates of North Carolina. In Greensboro, North Carolina they
visited the Guilford Court House battleground.17 Then they headed for New
York to pay a visit to Jan and Irma Studlar.18 They made a stopover in Washington, D.C., to find the McLean Gardens,
a housing development built quickly
during the war. There they paid a visit

16 Munich interview.
17 The battle of Guilford Court House took place in Greensboro, North Carolina, on 15 March 1781. Some 1,900 British troops under the command of Gen. Charles
Comwallis defeated an American force of 4,000 men commanded by Gen. Nathanael Greene. Even though relatively few soldiers took part in it, this battle is
considered as pivotal in the American War of Independence. But it was a Pyrrhic victory for the British. Before that they held Georgia and South Carolina and
it seemed that North Carolina was going to be next. After the battle, Gen. Green withdrew to South Carolina and Gen. Comwallis decided to invade Virginia. So
Greene skilfully seized the southern areas while the Brits were pushed to Yorktown and to surrender.
18 Gen. Jan Studlar, born on 14 May 1896 in Čichtice near Husinec. His wartime nickname was Husinecký. In the First Czechoslovak Republic, he served in
the artillery in České Budějovice together with Lt. Col. Josef Mašín. In March 1939 he participated in the hiding of weapons and explosives and building the
intelligence structure of the Defence of the Nation organization. In December 1939 he travelled to the French consulate in Budapest and joined the secret
“export” group. After being exposed he made a narrow escape to France where he took over command of the first artillery unit in Sigean. After the fall of
France in June 1940 he took a boat transport to Britain. In 1943, he was transferred to the Soviet Union as a commander of the artillery of the first Czechoslovak
independent brigade with whom he participated in the battles of Bila Tserkva and Žaškov. Because of his objections to the thoughtless deployment of soldiers
and his criticism of extraordinary losses in front of the political commissars he and a number of other Czechoslovak officers were detained and declared “antiSoviet elements” on the basis of an audacious accusation from Sgt. Theodor Julius Fisch. Regardless of previous merit in battle he was immediately expelled
from the USSR on the orders of the NKVD. After that he worked as an instructor at a British artillery school in Egypt. He was subsequently made commander of
the Czechoslovak military mission to the partisan general staff in Yugoslavia. He returned home in May 1945 to reunite with his wife Irma who was jailed by the
Nazis for her activities in the Věrný pes (Faithful dog) resistance group. As of 1 February 1949 he was discharged as a politically unreliable person and arrested
shortly afterwards. On 23 April 1949 a state court in Prague sentenced him to 10 months in prison and stripped him of his rank. After his release, he and his
wife made a lucky escape from Czechoslovakia. In the USA he worked as a surveyor. He died on 17 July 1969 in New York. Cf. ČVANČARA, Jaroslav: Někomu život,
někomu smrt. 1939–1941 (Life for Someone, Death for Someone. 1939–1941). Laguna, Prague 2002, p. 76.
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Josef Mašín in the company dayroom. This is where all soldiers could learn about
what was happening in the world, read newspapers, LIFE and other lifestyle
magazines and professional journals, e.g. on aviation, sports, motoring, or Army
Times.
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

to Dr. Jaroslav Drábek,19 a reporter for
the Voice of America, and his son Jaroslav, known as Jáša20.
My Dad was a great admirer of the Mašín
family on the Voice of America. I remember him arriving home one day with the
news that there was something going
on in East Germany, that nearly the entire police force had been mobilized and
apparently it had something to do with
Czechoslovakia.21
Then, just for laughs, they went to the
Czechoslovak embassy. Ctirad took
a photo with his Leica of Milan and
Josef posing in front of the main entrance. They thought the communist
diplomats would turn pale if they knew
that the men whose extradition they
sought from the U.S. government were
standing outside their very door.

Manoeuvres in Colorado and
Louisiana
At the end of August 1955, a part of the
77th SFG flew to the Fort Carson instal-

Airborne training centre. The wooden construction represents fuselage. The information board on the left sumps up
seven jump commands given by the jumpmaster. Each participant follows security principles and mechanically rehearses
the procedure before the jump.
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

lation in Colorado. The airdrop was not
a pleasant one. Ctirad recalled the drop
zone had been covered in very prickly
thistle. The fresh paratroopers were to
attend a demanding six-week abseiling course taught by professional Swiss
mountaineers. They undertook a dangerous ascent up a 45-degree slope. It
looked as though the mythical Cyclops
had scattered huge boulders around
and dug large holes among them. Here
the paratroopers reached the limits of
their strength, they had to use strong
ropes in places and drive in pitons. Besides this, they had to get the draught
mules, about twenty of them, up the
slope as well.
It was unbelievable what those animals
could carry. We were told beforehand how
to load them. The tall and big guys had
an advantage because it is quite a task
to load the animals with heavy cargo if
you are not tall enough. They say where
a man can get, a mule can too. With the
exception of vertical rock climbing, of

course. We unloaded the heavy cargo
from them and then, with a much lighter load, we led them up. One mule was
climbing, it had almost reached the peak,
but all of a sudden – we didn’t know what
happened, whether something frightened
it or what – it made a backwards somersault and hurled itself from the steep
cliff straight onto us. The poor animal
was turning in the air and bouncing off
all those huge boulders. It flew perhaps
some thirty metres. It fell onto the rock
platform where we stood. Its head was
bleeding. So we thought it was dead. The
mule lay there for a while, then suddenly
sprang up, shook itself off as if nothing
had happened. It had no broken bones.
Simply a miracle!22
Josef Mašín, too, had vivid memories
of the mountain training in Colorado:
When you stood on the top of a tall mountain, on a slope of several-hundred metres,
it was a very strange feeling. Suddenly, it
was completely different from jumping
from a plane. You hardly feel anything in

19 Dr. Jaroslav Drábek, Sr., born on 6 May 1901 in Chrudim. In November 1938 and January 1939 he visited London where he secretly met Dr. Edvard Beneš. He
discussed the outcomes of the meetings with Vladimír Krajina and Rudolf Jílovský-Parsifal in Prague. He was active in the Politické ústředí – PÚ (Political
Centre) and the Ústřední vedení odboje domácího – ÚVOD (Central Command of the Domestic Resistance) organizations. In early 1943, he was arrested by the
Gestapo and on 27 January he was deported to Auschwitz. He would certainly have been killed there but in connection with the capture of Vladimír Krajina he
was transported back to Prague in May 1943. He was lucky and survived the War. In 1945–1947 he was administrator of the Czechoslovak National Bank and was
made general prosecutor of the Extraordinary People’s Court in Prague. With his bold newspaper articles he joined the investigation of the so-called Krčmaň
affair (anonymous parcels containing explosives sent to the government ministers Prokop Drtina, Jan Masaryk, and Petr Zenkl). He was saved again thanks to
a timely escape along with his wife Jarmila and sons Jaroslav and Jan over the Šumava Mountains. In Washington, D.C., he worked for the Voice of America. He
died on 11 December 1996 in Washington, D.C. His son Jan was Czechoslovak ambassador to Kenya and Albania for a short time after 1990.
20 Dr. Jaroslav (Jáša) Drábek, born on 7 September 1931 in Prague. He worked as a lawyer in New York City. He graduated from George Washington University in
Washington, D.C. After graduation he took a postgraduate course in history at Columbia University in New York. From December 1954 to September 1956 he
served as a U.S. Army administrative assistant at Fort Dix, New Jersey. In the late 1950s he worked as an attorney at law, first for the American government, later
for various organizations. After 1989 he accompanied political delegations, police delegations and other Czechoslovak delegations on their tours around the
USA. He died on 2 February 1992 in Washington, D.C.
21 Electronic correspondence between Jan Drábek and the author of this text, dated 17 December 2010.
22 Cleveland interview.
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Map of North Carolina with the designated location of Fort Bragg.
Source: Archive of Jaroslav Čvančara

Josef Mašín and Milan Paumer in service uniforms. While on holiday in North Carolina in the spring of 1955, they stopped at Guilford
Courthouse, on the site of a historical battle between Americans and the British army. The text on the board says that Along the brow of this
hill, green North Carolina militia awaited the British attack that would start the battle. The American first line was about three quarters of
Photo: Ctirad Mašín
a mile long. Its center on the New Garden Road, 300 yards north.

an airplane. You can stand in the door and
look down. There is no connection with the
ground so therefore your feeling makes no
difference. As for parachuting, we mainly
jumped at night. Officially, I had some 23
or 24 jumps under my belt, but in fact it
was many more. We borrowed other boys’
names to be able to practice more.23
When bigger loads had to be dropped,
such as jeeps or canons, giant parachutes were used. Even 2.5-tonne trucks
were dropped on three parachutes.
During a mass jump, several hundred
or even thousand paratroopers were
dropped at the same time. The sky was
full of parachutes. On rare occasions
a parachute would fail to open properly.
Their friend Mencl’s lines got twisted
during a practice jump, resulting in
a streamer, which means his parachute
opened only partially. During the jump
he landed on the parachute of the man
who had jumped before him, or more
precisely he fell through his lines. They
were both falling very quickly. The first
one managed to open his reserve chute
and they both held onto it. In such cases
the landing is much quicker and harder
and there is usually an accident. Mencl,
who fell first, broke his leg and badly injured his spine. The other one got away
with bruises.

Luckily, nothing like that ever happened
to us. We were taught according to the
manuals but in practice you didn’t follow
them anyway. For example, the prescribed
intervals between individual jumps were
observed only when there were only a few
of us. But when the airborne infantry unit
was given the order Go!, men jumped from
doors on both sides, they literally spilled
out. This is the way it’s done in combat.
But according to the manual, this was
wrong.24
Josef Mašín adds: We learned about
Mencl’s injury from the unit reports. We
thought it was unbelievably bad luck.
What an awful fate! ‘Menclík’ didn’t have
anyone, still doesn’t to this day. He was
a young boy, four years younger than
me. He is a paraplegic now, and has to be
fed through a tube. He lied about his age
back in West Germany. He added a few
years to it so he would be accepted into
the Czechoslovak Labour Service Company. From there he got into the U.S. Army
and the paratroopers. After the injury he
was taken to hospital at Fort Bragg.25 Of
course, we went to see him there often,
on our own or with other friends. I think
our visits meant a lot to him and helped
him then. His dream of serving in the U.S.
parachute regiment never materialized.
Later he was transported to the Walter

Reed military hospital in Washington,
D.C., and after about a year he was discharged as a disabled veteran.26
In the spring of 1956, Ctirad and Josef
took part in large manoeuvres in Louisiana, with the codename Sagebrush.
They were classic army manoeuvres,
with two sides fighting each other. They
had been wearing the green berets for
some time now, but so far only during
training and in the field. The hats were
officially approved much later. To conceal their vehicles and firing posts they
used new camouflage nets made from
lightweight netted rubber fabric. The
manoeuvres took place in the wilderness, often under rough weather conditions, so their Boy Scout skills came in
really handy this time.
They dropped us at night from a height of
250, maybe 300 metres. We always tried
not to land in the woods. In the nighttime,
especially on moonless nights, it’s difficult to tell whether there is a forest or
water below. The drop zone in a large
field was supposed to be marked by fires,
as though guerrilla fighters were expecting us there. I was hanging by the lines,
falling down, but it wasn’t a pleasant
landing. There was complete darkness
below. I could only see those fires. And
all of a sudden the lights started moving

23 Munich interview.
24 Cleveland interview.
25 The hospital served the entire XVIII Airborne Corps. It included the Psychological Warfare Center which was something like a superior body over the 77th Special
Forces Group, as well as the Military Intelligence Group.
26 Electronic correspondence between Josef Mašín and the author of this text, dated 15 December 2010.
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From left: Milan, Ctirad, Dr. Jaroslav (Jáša) Drábek and Josef. The picture was taken in the
winter of 1954/55 in front of the Drábeks’ house in McLean Gardens, Washington, DC. Apart
from Jáša, they are wearing paratrooper boots. There is a Pontiac behind them that the
brothers bought to be able to travel. It was Jáša’s father, Dr. Jaroslav Drábek, who, as attorney
general, told the infamous former German State Minister of the Protectorate of Bohemia and
Moravia, K.H. Frank, after the war: I am the attorney general who represents prosecution against
you. 
Photo: Jaroslav Drábek Sr.

During military training, weather is usually not taken into account. The blue sky suddenly turns grey, and
lashing rain begins to pour from black clouds. Wet field uniforms must be dried over a camp fire. However, the
wood full of resin, heavy as a stone, gives more smoke than warmth. The smoke transforms the tired soldiers in
chimney sweeps...
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

Ctirad Mašín in Fort Bragg.
Photo: Archive of Ctirad Mašín

Fort Bragg air force base, 1955. Paratroopers of the 77th SFG are preparing for the departure to Fort Carson,
Colorado. Ctirad Mašín (foreground) in front of Fairchild C-119 Flying Boxcar, a twin-engined transport aircraft.
Photo: Archive of Josef Mašín

away from me quickly. What the hell is
going on, I wondered. The lights completely vanished! I landed in a tree with dry
branches. That can be dangerous, you can
get impaled. And so I did. I wasn’t injured
but my jumpsuit got pierced by a branch
and one leg of my pants was torn from
bottom to groin. Luckily, the chute didn’t
get entangled too badly. The instruction
was to bring it back at all costs, otherwise you would lose points. Even though
I knew approximately where I was, it took
me a few hours to get to the assembly
point through brush, thicket and swamps.
What happened up there? According to
a weather report there was no wind at the

height we were jumping from. But slightly
lower, there was a layer of air moving at
about sixty miles an hour. And that blew
me away. That’s why we all landed in the
woods instead of in the marked field.27
Czechs, Slovaks, and Poles serving in the
ranks of the 77th SFG were something
like a band of brothers. They had a common idea – to fight against communism.
According to the Mašín brothers, the
Poles were good soldiers. Some of them
had served in the Polish ground troops
or in the air force during the War. Or
they came from the French Foreign Legion. Ctirad Mašín adds: There was a Polish guy named Grabowski. An older, en-

thusiastic chap. He liked telling wartime
stories, he liked to brag about all the important things he did. When we gathered
for daily assignments or field exercises,
he always turned up looking immaculate,
armed to the teeth. He had his own weapons, his own special pistol, one extra dagger in his boot, and another in the leg of
his fatigues. Basically, he was decorated
with weapons like a Christmas tree. As
paratroopers we were loyal and honest
to our friends. We trusted each other until
someone let you down. And that someone
was Grabowski. Already on that tall rock
back in Colorado he had not been able to
handle it psychologically. All of a sudden

27 Cleveland interview.
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Camp Hale in Colorado, a mountain training centre. With lined tracked vehicles (Carrier Cargo
“Weasel”), from left: Štefan Mazák and Josef Mašín. This special vehicle was developed during
the Second World War for operations in snow and ice covered mountain areas and in difficult,
inaccessible terrain. “Weasel”, finally standardized as the M29-l, proved to be suitable for
reconnaissance, supply and collection of wounded soldiers.
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

he threw himself to the ground, clutching
onto everything he could find, and kept
screaming that we could do whatever we
wanted with him but he was not going
any further. That was serious because if
something like that happened in combat,
it would be the end. Then he turned up
looking dead serious as though he had
been given a top secret security clearance.
He told us he had an idea as to how the
Third World War could be started! In the
coming days, the Soviet prime minister,
G.M. Malenkov, was supposed to arrive
on an official visit to the United States.
Grabowski’s idea was for us to shoot
Malenkov together. It was obvious that he
was just a phony, a windbag. After a few
such cases, I think he was kicked out of
the Special Forces.28
There were no more than six Czechoslovaks in the early days of the SFG. Later
their number rose to about a dozen. All
full of energy, full of jokes. They were
friendly, selfless and despite many difficulties rightfully proud of their unit.
Sergeant Jiří (George) Jílek – a former
architecture student, a gifted draughtsman, designed one of the first versions
of the 77th SFG insignia. Libor Pokorný –
a quiet, reliable Slovak, a former instructor to the agent-couriers in Germany,
later joined the U.S. Army and worked
for the CIC. Other tried and trusted men
were Karel Pešata and Prusík. Or Beneš,
whose family came from the Sudetenland and therefore he germanized his
surname to Benisch. Jiří Mareček who
sold the brothers his almost new Pon-

Even though training long marches has no tradition in the mobile US Army, a long, rapid march in hot
weather is sometimes used, and for soldiers it is very physically demanding, because, among other things,
mules used for transport in difficult mountain terrain, find it hard to walk slowly …
Photo: Archive of Josef Mašín

tiac when he was transferred to Korea.
Gardoň with his penetrating blue-eyed
gaze, which everybody remembered.
Another distinctive personality was one
Štefan Mazák, originally from Moravská
Ostrava. When he was a child he and
his parents left for France before WWII
and his father worked there as a miner.
Being of small build, he was given the
nickname Mazáček (little Mazák) in the
Special Forces. He spoke good French
but his English had a marked accent.
In the late 1950s, he was transferred to
the 10th SFG, deployed in the village of
Lenggries in Upper Bavaria, and then to
the former SS-Junkerschule barracks in
the town of Bad Tölz. From there he was
deployed on a number of missions in the
early 1960s, including one in Africa. On
one occasion he was deployed on a combat operation with a small SFG unit in
the Belgian Congo. Their task was to
save around two hundred civilians from
certain death, as they were being held
hostage by local militants in the jungle.
Mazák, already a member of the Green
Berets, took part in the rescue mission.
The Vietnam War was fateful for him. On
18 April 1968 when his reconnaissance
unit was besieged near the Laos border,
he was hit by a Soviet AK round and died
on the spot. His coffin, draped in the U.S.
flag, was transported to America. Štefan
Mazák was buried with military honours
at Arlington National Cemetery in Washington, D.C. When a memorial was unveiled in December 1982 to the 60.000
Americans who died in service or went

missing in action in the Vietnam War,
his name was engraved in the V-shaped
polished granite wall along with the
others...
I took part in an exercise in the coastal
swamps of North Carolina near the Camp
Lejeune U.S. Marine Corps base,” Josef
Mašín recalled. “It was a simulated landing from a U.S. submarine which arrived
from Puerto Rico. We paddled at night in
inflatable boats to the distant shore. We
had to overcome the waves in clothes
soaked with salt water mixed with sand.
Fine sand can scratch the skin so badly
that you bleed every time you so much
as pull your pants. On the coast we found
a suitable bay where we pulled our boat,
and dragged the weapons, equipment, and
food supplies ashore through the waves.
Some of us were totally exhausted; some
couldn’t go on any longer. But in the end
everybody managed it. Our task was to
join the local ‘guerrilla fighters’, to organize their training and then jointly attack an ‘enemy general’ crossing a bridge
in the rear. We had to find the exact spot
and bridge. The ‘guerrilla fighters’ were
marines who in turn provided us with
a survival course in the wilderness: how to
obtain drinking water, how to catch a fish
with a hand-made rod, how to hunt game
without weapons, which plants are edible
and which aren’t, etc. A supply plane was
supposed to drop us provisions. But, of
course, there was no airplane so we had to
eat snakes and everything we could find
in nature. This lasted for about two weeks.
In the end we got the ‘general.’ Today,

28 Cleveland interview.
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Both brothers completed a climbing training in the spectacular
countryside, characterised by extreme heat by day and frosts by
night. This also made them different from what they were before.
They were even stronger and braver, hard both to themselves and
Photo: Archive of Joesf Mašín
others. 

For differentiation, some soldiers of the 77th SFG have white pompoms on green berets. Each participant must be able to make a fire in the
rain and without matches, to use a knife, to know the effects of both medicinal and poisonous plants, and to master the basic principles of
first aid. Flora and fauna in Louisiana are very diverse – from marshy coast with alligators to pine forests. The civilian in the hat is probably
a local forester.
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

soldiers receive even better and more demanding training in this respect than we
did back then.29
As instructors, the Mašín brothers were
incorporated in the famous 82nd Airborne Division, in the so-called Replacement Company. There they worked with
new recruits. After many years, the recruits remembered the “shock therapy”
they received from the Mašíns – the usual way with paratroopers...
In October 1955 Milan Paumer was transferred to Korea for nineteen months. He
served in the field artillery near the hot
armistice line (the Korean War was ended by the Armistice Agreement on 27 July
1953). His lifelong dream to fight against
Communists proved unattainable even
there. He wanted to fight, but at home,
in Czechoslovakia. After his service he
returned to the United States and was
transferred to the Fort Riley airport in
Kansas – one of the largest military installations in the United States.
Ctirad and Josef, now experienced paratroopers speaking several languages,
were selected as members of the Demonstration Team Special Forces. It was
a small unit of elite soldiers capable
of immediate combat deployment and
ready to deal the enemy a heavy blow in
guerrilla warfare. The unit was able to

tackle a wide range of unexpected situations. A small but efficient team proved
that a few determined soldiers can decide and turn around a seemingly hopeless situation. The Demonstration Team
played another very important part
when the Army asked the Congress for
finance. The elite soldiers Ctirad and Josef showed the military and government
officials not only brilliant samples of the
trade but also the art of diplomatic negotiation. For these occasions they were
granted officer ranks, usually those of
captains.

A sign of destiny
Despite opposition from the old guard
and pressure from the armed forces,
the sixty-two-year old Soviet leader Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev gradually pushed through de-Stalinization and
partial reforms. In his speech at the 20th
Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union held on 14-26 February
1956, he condemned Stalin’s crimes.
Those were significant changes, which
affected international politics as well.
When the Hungarian Uprising broke
out on 23 October 1956, the Mašín
brothers and Milan Paumer expected
a confrontation between the Western
and communist worlds. The Cold War

was on, never formally declared but
very much existing. They longed even
more to return to Czechoslovakia and
renew the fight against communism.
Nothing happens without a cause.
They were convinced they could be deployed on a combat operation at home.
But after the Hungarian Uprising was
crushed in November 1956, it was ever
more obvious that a definitive status
quo had been established between the
USA and the USSR, and that the United
States would not undertake anything
significant in Central Europe including Czechoslovakia. While the Eastern
Bloc led by the USSR proved that it was
determined to embark on anything,
even with the use of power, there was
no such will in the USA and the West
in general. Western politicians did not
even consider providing military assistance to east European countries. Nuclear balance played its part here too.
The bipolar division of the world and
especially the West’s attitude to the
Hungarian Uprising of 1956 was a bitter disappointment for the three men.30
The United States remained a beacon
of hope for them but they were also
realists, aware of the fact that most
possibilities had been used up and
they themselves would not be able to

29 Munich interview.
30 NĚMEČEK, Jan: Mašínové. Zpráva o dvou generacích (The Mašíns. An Account of Two Generations). Torst, Prague 1998, p. 255.
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Diving tower. If the airborne training participant doesn’t have
serious health problems, he goes for it!
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

Josef Mašín holding a young kingsnake by the tail. Some say it is peaceful, completely harmless, others believe that one bite in a moment of
inattention can lead to a fast death.
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

do anything about it. Their main life
goal – to fight communism at home –
proved unattainable. They buried all
hopes of liberating Czechoslovakia for
good. And the Warsaw Pact invasion of
Czechoslovakia in August 1968 and the
West’s inactivity only confirmed their
observations.

Red euphoria
During their military service they gradually and indirectly learned horrible,
yet unsurprising news from Dr. Jaroslav
Drábek, Sr., who was a Voice of America
reporter in Washington, D.C., as well as
from the Studlars and others. In its main
session on 25-28 January 1955, the communist Senate of the Supreme Court
in Prague sentenced seventeen people. Fifty-three-year old Ctibor Novák,
twenty-two-year old Zbyněk Janata
and thirty-four-year old Václav Švéda
were sentenced to death and hanged on
2 May in Prague’s Pankrác prison. Forty-nine-year old Zdena Mašínová, the
mother of the two brothers, an exceptionally honest, brave, selfless woman
who always defended the truth and her
homeland, was found guilty of treason
and espionage by the communist Senate of the Supreme Court in Prague on
3 June 1955. She was sentenced to an incredible 25-year term in jail. She died in
the Pankrác prison hospital on 12 June
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Extensive Sagebrush military manoeuvres, Louisiana, 1956. Štefan Mazák (far left) and Josef Mašín (in the middle). Although the training
doesn’t take place in the summer, weather is very hot. Moreover, there are mosquitoes, big spiders and snakes. The orders say to search
carefully personal belongings, especially sleeping bags and shoes, before each use.
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

1956. The cup of anger and class hatred
was filled to the brim by the fact that
her remains were cast into a mass grave
at Prague’s Ďáblice cemetery without
any respect.
So their mother, uncle, and two friends
lay down their lives for precious ideals,
freedom and democracy in their country.
Just like the Nazis with their collective
kin liability (Sippenhaftung), the communists also applied the collective guilt
principle, making whole families suffer
for the acts of individuals.

Decision time
Suddenly, out of the blue, Ctirad developed serious health problems. He
suffered from high temperatures and
haemorrhaging. Military doctors didn’t
know how to help him. From the Fort
Bragg hospital he was sent to Walter Reed where he spent about three
months. Then the illness mysteriously
subsided. Before long it turned out that
it had only been a temporary respite.
For some time, the brothers had been
considering whether to accept an offer
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Ctirad with his friend Benisch.
Photo: Archive of Ctirad Mašín

Josef with a recoilless rifle. Behind him Štefan Mazák.
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

North Carolina, Camp Lejeune marine base; SF undergo training in adjacent coastal marshes. The
picture shows the Sikorsky S-55/UH-19 gunship of US Marine Corps. It was one of the machines that
became famous during the Vietnam War. Soldiers called it “Chopper”, based on the noise of its rotors
resounding over the jungle or desert. It was used to transport infantry and carry away the wounded
soldiers, often being the last resort. It was usually armed with two machine guns, providing covering
fire from the open door.
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

On holiday with a rented car, at Fort Carson near Colorado Springs. From left: Josef Mašín, Štefan
Mazák, their friend (former Polish paratrooper from England) and “beanpole” Karel Pešata. He had
deserted the Czechoslovak Army in Germany to become a soldier of the Czechoslovak Guard Company.
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

to apply for the Officer Candidate School
(OCS). After the course, they would become reserve officers. The selection procedure was very strict. They both applied
for and both passed the tests. But only
Ctirad started the preparatory course.
Out of 37 applicants, only 8 passed it
successfully and Ctirad was among
them. Yet in the end he decided not to
enter the OCS. The year was 1957 and
the brothers finally decided not to extend their five-year engagement, which
would entail another four years after
completing school. They decided to complete their engagement and retire from
the army. They assessed the situation
realistically: as political tension in Europe eased somewhat and the situation
on the Korean Peninsula calmed down,
the U.S. Army significantly cut the number of officers as a result. Promotion was
being put off too. Ctirad and Josef asked
to be transferred to Europe, to a mecha-
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nized infantry unit with the 11th Airborne
Division.
They served in Munich, in the Warner
Kaserne and then the Henry Kaserne
barracks. At the end of 1958, they impatiently waited for the moment their engagement would come to an end.
But even if he decided to stay in the
army, Ctirad would have to leave anyway. In mid-1961 he again developed serious health problems. The doctors came
to the conclusion it was a cancer of the
lymphatic system – most likely Hodgkin’s lymphoma, which occurs most frequently in men aged between 20 and 30
years of age. It may have been caused
by a weakened immune system or bacterial infection. Later, it was suggested
it could have been the consequence of
Ctirad’s prison sentence in the Jáchymov uranium mines or an unknown
infection, perhaps from the time they
crossed East Germany in the autumn of

1953. His treatment involved a special
form of chemotherapy, immunotherapy,
and radiation therapy. All that resulted
in Ctirad’s nearly losing his hearing. For
six months he couldn’t hear anything at
all, he suffered from vertigo, he lost his
balance. Luckily the disease was detected on time and gradually cured. Hematopoietic stem cell transplants, both his
own and from a donor were successful
in his case.

Terra incognita
Josef was the first to leave the army.
From Germany he returned to Fort Hamilton, New York. He served for about
two more weeks and was discharged in
early January 1959. Prior to that he contacted Milan Paumer who served at Fort
Riley after returning from Korea. They
arranged a meeting in Ohio. In the harbour, Josef picked up a car that he had
shipped over from Germany on a cargo

photos

Mountain and cold weather training command. Certificate of proficiency. Specialist Three Ctirad Mašín, RA 10 812 820, successfully
completed the course in summer military mountaineering from 26 August to 12 October 1955. Signed by Infantry Major Cyril F. Thornburg
Source: Archive of Ctirad Mašín
and Infantry Colonel Donald J. Wooley.

ship. In New York they paid a visit to
“Uncle and Aunt” Studlar.
After their five-year engagement ended,
they obtained U.S. citizenship without
any problems. Ctirad received it a little
later due to his stay in hospital. He extended his engagement in Germany after
agreeing with Josef and Milan that they
would first look out for business opportunities in Florida.
Have you read Byly jsme tam taky (‘We
Were There Too’) by Dagmar Šimková?
You haven’t? So I’ll give it to you. I actually wrote a note about it that I would like
people to read it and realize what kind
of rotten society we lived in. It would be
impossible for something like that to happen and go unpunished anywhere in the
world. Something like that is apparently
possible only in the Czech lands. I would
shoot every man who raised his hand
against a female prisoner.
My time in the U.S. Army comprised the
best years of my life. It wasn’t playing soldiers, the way some people imagine it today. I am proud I was able to serve in the
Special Forces. Although not everything
was ideal, it was an honour for the boys
and myself. We worked out in the gym,
practiced on simulators. Often even after
our daily assignments. We didn’t want to
be just good; we wanted to be the best. We
longed for training, we encouraged each

other. We thought we would damned well
need it in our fight against communism.
We even wanted our jump boots to be polished the best.31
All three of them took the United States
Oath of Allegiance: I hereby declare, on
oath, that I absolutely and entirely renounce and abjure all allegiance and fidelity to any foreign prince, potentate, state,
or sovereignty of whom or which I have
heretofore been a subject or citizen; that
I will support and defend the Constitution
and laws of the United States of America
against all enemies, foreign and domestic;
that I will bear true faith and allegiance to
the same; that I will bear arms on behalf
of the United States when required by the
law; that I will perform work of national
importance under civilian direction when
required by the law; and that I take this obligation freely without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion; so help me God.32
They became fresh civilians looking for
their place in the world and thinking
about what to do next. Ctirad was 29, Josef 27, and Milan 28 years old. Together
they spent about a year in Miami. They
tried selling window shutters, hunting coypus, selling alligator skins. After a year, each went his own way. Ctirad ran a garage. After a few years, he
founded a company selling his own inventions, for example a burner fuelled by

Milan Paumer, born 7 April 1931 in Kolín. Member of the
Poděbrady Sokol organization, as his parents. Loyal, polite,
friendly. Flexible in the best sense of the word – constantly on the
move, ready for the most difficult deployment. Thirteen parachute
jumps as a SFG soldier. Picture from South Korea, probably 1957.
Photo: Archive of Ctirad Paumer

Josef, an animal lover, taking care of a stray kitten in Louisiana. At
this point, he had no idea that in the mid-1960s he would bring an
ocelot named Pepita from one of his business trips to Colombia
and that he would keep chickens, dogs, goat, doe, raccoon and two
horses in his future home.
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

used car oil. Josef launched a business in
metals, alloys, then airplanes, and eventually computer chips. In the meantime
they started families.
At home in Czechoslovakia, communist State Security, the StB, never lost
interest in the Mašín brothers and
Milan Paumer. From the 1950s it kept
a file on them (titled Operation Broth-

31 An interview conducted by the author of the article with Milan Paumer in Prague’s Wings-Club Restaurant in September 2008. Cf. Šimková, Dagmar: Byly jsme
tam taky (We Were There Too). Karavana, Prague 2007.
32 The U.S. Oath of Allegiance.
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Josef, from his childhood dreaming of flying, standing on the wing of Beechcraft E-50 Twin Bonanza,
a twin-engined light aircraft. Later he would set up an aviation consulting firm and would deal with
aircraft and spare parts.
Photo: Archive of Josef Mašín

Josef with Irma and Jan Studlar, alias Irma and Karel Vrazel. The slim figure makes the 60-year-old
former artillery commander, then a civilian surveyor, look younger. Thanks to Irma and Jan Studlar and
carefully encrypted letters, the Mašín brothers could keep secret correspondence with their sister Zdena
and some of their relatives at home.
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

Company “B” Certificate, 370th Armoured Infantry Battalion APO 29 US Army. “In recognition of outstanding performance and devotion
to duty with this Company during the period extending from 6 May to 9 June 1957, Sergeat Ctirad Mašín, RA 10 812 820, mortar squad
leader, is hereby presented this certificate of appreciation.” Signed by Cpt. Merle D. Kaiser, Commanding Officer.
Source: Archive of Ctirad Mašín

Ctirad as a member of Special Operations Forces.
Photo: Archive of Ctirad Mašín

ers) and set spies and agents on them.
These agents even found out that Ctirad Mašín had cancer or some kind of
disease that paralyzed his limbs. The
incorrect information was delivered by
an acquaintance of the Mašín brothers’ sister Zdena, twenty-one-year old
medical student Oskar Černý (codename Tomáš) who was assigned to
see what he could ascertain from her
as of 1956. Besides this, the StB sent
agents abroad in the 1960s. An “intelligence-operational combination” was
launched with the aim of abducting

up to evil and people here are more involved. One has to fight for an idea; just
having an idea is not enough.34
The life stories of the Mašín brothers
and their whole family reflect the
troubled history of the Czech nation.
Ctirad and Josef Mašín together with
Milan Paumer took the Cold War absolutely seriously. They responded
to the terror of the regime with their
weapons and determination. The dead
and the wounded left in their wake
were the consequence of class struggle. A conflict not started by them

Josef Mašín and taking him to Czechoslovakia.
By sheer coincidence, Josef failed to turn
up for a meeting from which he was supposed to have been abducted. A similar
operation was allegedly still considered
as late as 1984. I never imagined we were
so important to them.33
Why do I love America? Of course, I believe
in the American ideals. I believe this period is only temporary. Thank God, America
has always recovered so far. Fortunately,
America is not like the Czech Republic, because in America you can actually stand

33 Cleveland interview. Cf. Mašínová, Zdena – Martin, Rudolf: Čtyři české osudy. Tragický úděl rodiny Mašínovy, pp. 265–266 and 280.
34 Munich interview.
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Germany, Hohenfals training ground, near the E56 motorway, south of Amberg in Bavaria, 1958.
Regimental mortar training. Sgt. Barnett (left) and his squad starting to “shower the enemy”. The 81
mm calibre mortar is an effective weapon to support airborne, mountain and infantry units. The referees
check and record the exact time. 
Photo: Ctirad Mašín

Ctirad (in the beret) and Josef (playing the piano). His favourite country music performers include
Jim Lowe and Dean Martin. He also likes the songs Don’t Be Cruel and Love Me Tender by Elvis
Presley, who was serving as a soldier in Germany at that time. What the Mašín brothers particularly
appreciate about Elvis is that he doesn’t look for any benefits. 
Photo: Archive of Josef Mašín

Sergeant Ctirad Mašín as a mortar squad commander. The
camouflage rubber pads on the steel helmet of US Army M1
represent an interesting element.
Photo: Archive of Ctirad Mašín

Ctirad (left) and Josef (right). One phase of life ends, and the other begins. For a man with courage, life prospects are never completely
black. As General John Senk said in 2002, on the occasion of the 40th anniversary of the 77th SFG establishment: American patriots find
that America will remain, for the future generations, a country of the free and a home to the brave.

Photo: Inga Masin and archive of Barbara Masin

but rather the officials of the regime
of President Klement Gottwald and
President Antonín Zápotocký after
February 1948.
Until November 1989, the Mašíns remained official criminals and class en-

emies in Czechoslovakia. The issue still
divides the Czech public, even though
their fight has become a symbol of
armed resistance against injustice and
tyranny. Many Czechs are reluctant to
identify with the deeds of heroes. Some

bury their heads in the sand and prefer
to see only victims and martyrs. They
irresponsibly accept unfounded facts
and blatant lies as the truth. Just like
so many times in their thousand-year
history...35

35 With heartfelt thanks to Ctirad and Josef Mašín, Milan Paumer, Zdena Mašínová, Barbara Masin, Olga Bezděková, Petr Blažek, René Černý, Miroslav and
František Čvančara, Jan Drábek, Slavomil Janov, Alan Koukol, Miroslav Kozelský, Ctirad Paumer, and Zdeněk Paumer for providing me with written documents,
memoirs, photographs, and all their assistance in general.
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Institute for the Study
of Totalitarian Regimes
I. Establishment of the Platform of European Memory and Conscience
New member states joining the European Union in 2004 introduced a new
issue to the community of democratic
nations – the legacy of Communism.
The Presidencies of the European Union
by former Central and East European
countries have all raised the issue of
the insufficient coming to terms with
the totalitarian past and brought it to
European attention. On 8 April 2008,
the Slovenian EU Presidency together
with the European Commission organised a European public hearing in Brussels on the topic Crimes committed by
totalitarian regimes. The participants
called for the establishment of a permanent governmental forum which would
focus on totalitarian crimes and of a European foundation to provide support
for networking of national research institutions specialised in the subject of
totalitarian experience.
In the Czech Republic, Senator Martin
Mejstřík together with Jana Hybášková,
Member of the European Parliament,
organised an international conference
European Conscience and Communism
hosted by the Committee on Education, Science, Culture, Human Rights
and Petitions of the Senate, Parliament
of the Czech Republic on 2-3 June 2008.
At this conference, the Prague Declaration1 was adopted which in 19 points
calls for a pan-European and international coming to terms with Communist totalitarian rule in a way similar
to the way the Nazi dictatorship was
dealt with. One of the demands of the
Prague Declaration is the establishment of an Institute of European Memory and Conscience which would be
both – A) a European research institute
for totalitarianism studies, developing
scientific and educational projects and
1
2
3
4
5
6

providing support to networking of national research institutes specialising
in the subject of totalitarian experience,
B) and a pan-European museum/memorial of victims of all totalitarian regimes,
with an aim to memorialise victims of
these regimes and raise awareness of
the crimes committed by them.
On the eve of the Czech Presidency
of the EU Council, the office of the
Government under 1st Deputy Prime
Minister for European Affairs Alexandr Vondra addressed all EU member
states with an invitation to a joint establishment of a Platform of European
Memory and Conscience. At a meeting
of representativeas of nineteen European states and twelve partner institutions organised by the Office of the
Government and the Institute for the
Study of Totalitarian Regimes on 1011 November 2008 in Prague, a working group on the Platform of European
Memory and Conscience was established. It was coordinated by Neela
Winkelmann at the Institute for the
Study of Totalitarian Regimes until
the foundation of the Platform in October 2011.
In the meantime, the Prague Declaration was joined by several dozen
Members of the European Parliament from different political groups.
Around these MEPs, an informal
working group was established in the
European Parliament in 2010, called
Reconciliation of European Histories2.
The group is led by former Latvian EU
Commissioner and Minister of Foreign
Affairs Sandra Kalniete. It has members from 16 states and all groups of
the European Parliament except the
GUE/NGL.

During the Czech EU Presidency, the
Institute for the Study of Totalitarian
Regimes together with the Office of the
Government and with assistance of the
office of Jana Hybášková, MEP, organised a public hearing in the European
Parliament called European Conscience
and Crimes of Totalitarian Communism:
20 Years After. The hearing took place
on 18 March 2009. In the final document, the participants confirmed the
call for the creation of a Platform of European Memory and Conscience.
The Prague Declaration and the conclusions from this hearing served as the basis for the first resolution of the European
Parliament dealing with coming to terms
with the Communist dictatorship, namely the resolution On European Conscience
and Totalitarianism of 2 April 20093
which was adopted by 553:44:33 votes4.
The Resolution has 17 points, among
them all the demands from the public
hearing organised by the Czech Republic.
In its answer to this Resolution of the
European Parliament, the European
Commission expressed its support to
the project of the Platform of European
Memory and Conscience5.
In its conclusions of 15 June 20096, the
General Affairs and External Relations
Council of the EU (GAERC) under the
Czech EU Presidency welcomed the
initiative to establish the Platform of
European Memory and Conscience and
requested the Commission to provide
financial instruments for this work.
On 24-26 February 2010, members of
the Working group on the Platform
of European Memory and Conscience
jointly prepared an international

Website www.praguedeclaration.eu / www.prazskadeklarace.eu . On this site and on Facebook , over 11,000 signatories from all around the world have joined
the Declaration until today, among them many international personalities and Members of the European Parliament.
http://eureconciliation.wordpress.com/.
The Resolution text in English can be found at www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+TA+P6-TA-2009-0213+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN.
The procedure of this Resolution can be found at www.europarl.europa.eu/oeil/FindByProcnum.do?lang=en&procnum=RSP/2009/2557.
Document SP(2009)3508 on the page above.
www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/en/gena/108527.pdf, page 17.
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The founders of the Platform with three V4 prime ministers – Donald Tusk, Viktor Orbán and Petr Nečas.

conference Crimes of the Communist
Regimes held in the Senate, Parliament of the Czech Republic and at
the Office of the Government of the
Czech Republic under the auspices
of Prime Minister Jan Fischer, the
Deputy Presidents of the Chamber
of Deputies and the Senate and several Members of the European Parliament. At the conference, national
reports on crimes against humanity
committed by the state power during the era of the communist dictatorship were presented and a final
eleven-point Declaration on Crimes
of Communism7 was adopted, which,
i.a., calls for a pan-European ban on
the denial of crimes of Communism
and the creation of a new international court in the EU for the crimes
of Communism.
In its Report to the Parliament and the
Council of 22 December 2010 on The
memory of the crimes committed by totalitarian regimes in Europe8, the European Commission lists the Platform
of European Memory and Conscience in
7
8
9
10

Chapter 3.3. as an important initiative
at EU level.
The Czech Republic included the foundation of the Platform of European
Memory and Conscience as one of the
priorities of the Czech presidency of
the Visegrad group held between July
2011 – June 2012.
On 9-10 June 2011, the Justice and
Home Affairs Council meeting of the
EU under the Hungarian Presidency
adopted Council conclusions on the
memory of crimes committed by totalitarian regimes in Europe9 in which the
EU justice ministers endorse the establishment Platform of European Memory
and Conscience .
On 23 August 2011 the Polish EU Presidency organised the first European
Day of Remembrance for victims of totalitarian regimes. At this occasion, the
council of ministers of justice of the
EU adopted the Warsaw declaration10
in which they declare their support for
the foundation of a Platform of European

Photo: www.vlada.cz

Memory and Conscience within existing
EU programs as a means of addressing
Europe’s fractured experiences and perceptions of its totalitarian past.
The Platform of European Memory and
Conscience was solemnly established
in Prague under the auspices of the
Czech Prime Minister Petr Nečas on 14
October 2011 by 20 founding member
institutions and organisations from
13 EU member states. The signing of
the founding documents was an accompanying event of the summit of
the Visegrad group in Prague and was
attended by the V4 Prime Ministers.
The Platform of European Memory and
Conscience was founded as a non-profit
association of legal persons with a registered seat in Prague.
In the first elections of the Platform of
European Memory and Conscience held
on 14 October 2011, Göran Lindblad
from Sweden was elected President. Mr
Lindblad is former Chair of the Political
Affairs Committee of the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe and

www.crimesofcommunism.eu/declaration.html /www.zlocinykomunismu.eu/deklarace.html.
http://ec.europa.eu/commission_2010-2014/reding/pdf/com(2010)_873_1_en_act_part1_v61.pdf.
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/en/jha/122521.pdf
http://www.memoryandconscience.eu/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/warsaw_declaration.pdf.
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rapporteur of the 2006 PACE resolution
On the need for international condemnation of the crimes of totalitarian communist regimes. Andreja Valič Zver, Director of the Slovenian Study Centre for
National Reconciliation, Paweł Ukielski,
Deputy Director of the Warsaw Rising
Museum, Zsolt Szilágyi, Head of Cabinet of László Tökés, Vice-President of
the European Parliament, and Siegfried
Reiprich, Director of the Saxon Memori-

al Foundation were elected Members of
the Executive Board. Neela Winkelmann
of the Czech Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes was elected Managing Director of the Platform.
More information can be found on the
website of the Platform of European
Memory and Conscience
www.memoryandconscience.eu

Contact:
Dr. Neela Winkelmann
Managing Director
Platform of European Memory
and Conscience
Siwiecova 2
130 00 Praha 3
Tel.: +420-221 008 508
director@memoryandconscience.eu
www.memoryandconscience.eu

II. Section for Research on Totalitarian Regimes
The Section for Research on Totalitarian Regimes ensures the examination
and impartial evaluation of the period
of Nazi occupation and communist
totalitarian power, anti-democratic
and criminal activity by entities of the
state, particularly its security forces,
the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia and organisations based on their
ideology. It analyses the causes and
means for the elimination of the democratic regime. It obtains and makes
accessible documents about the period of Nazi occupation and the period
of communist totalitarian power. It
also documents the participation of
local and foreign entities in supporting the totalitarian regime as well as
those involved in resisting and defying it. Furthermore, it participates in
the documentation of the crimes of
the era of Nazi occupation and the period of communist totalitarian power.
It arranges for recordings to be made
of the testimony of people who lived
through the periods that are being
examined. The section is divided up
into several departments and working
groups. Each organisational unit has
its tasks set out in the annual plan of
work, but they also cooperate with the
other units.

Department for the Study of the
Time of Non-Freedom (1938–1945)
The long-term research carried out
by this department focuses on enquiry into the period of the so-called
Second Republic (October 1938 –
March 1939), with an emphasis on
as yet unexplored topics. Attention
focuses primarily on the creation of
repressive mechanisms which were
intended to suppress real and fictitious opposition (work camps for “inadaptable individuals”, etc.), and on
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restrictions of democratic civil rights
in the so-called Second Republic (the
operation of censorship).

Documentation Department
This department ensures the documentation of the era of Nazi occupation

At the Second Culture Festival in Bojanovice, the Plastic People of the Universe group play the composition Eliášův oheň (St. Elmo’s Fire).
Pyrotechnician: Jaroslav Kukal, 21 February 1976. 
Photo: Petr Prokeš

Department for the Study of
Communist Totalitarian Power
This department examines communist totalitarian power, anti-democratic and criminal activity by entities of the state from 25 February 1948
to 29 December 1989. It also studies
prior events concerning preparations
for the totalitarian seizure of power.
Another area of interest is the security services and organisations based
on communist ideology. The department analyses the causes and means
for the elimination of the democratic
regime. It also documents the participation of local and foreign entities
in supporting the totalitarian regime
as well as those involved in resisting
and defying it.

and communist totalitarian power. It
collates and processes pictorial material for publications and exhibitions. It
cooperates with the Exhibition and Education Department in the preparation
of exhibitions, seminars and expert
conferences.

Group for the Study of AntiCommunist Resistance
The main research task of this group is
to examine the history of the so-called
“Third (anti-communist) Resistance.”
Naturally, besides this, individual members of the group take part in separate
research, educational (i.e. teaching
at universities) and popularising (i.e.
presenting the Institute’s activity in
the media, lecturing activity) projects,
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Over 400 interviews with people who experienced the Communist and Nazi regimes were recorded within the oral history project.

both within and outside the framework
of the Institute for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes (ÚSTR).

Education Group
The main task of the Education Group
is to cooperate with all types of
schools, particularly with primary and
secondary schools. The activity of the
group focuses on the creation of new
teaching aids that facilitate the presentation of modern history, seminars
for teachers focused on the presentation of an effective methodology, and
projects intended directly for pupils
and students.

Oral History Group
This group prepares and makes audiovisual recordings of the testimony
of people who lived through the era
of Nazi occupation and communist
totalita
rian power. Within the scope
of this activity, it is creating an audio
visual archive of these testimonies.
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The educational DVD 1968: Zmařené naděje (1968: Shattered Hopes) contains audiovisual materials, expert commentary, methodological
suggestions and worksheets.
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Group for the preparation of expert
opinions, source materials and
information
Law no. 262/2011 Coll. on participants
in the resistance and opposition to Communism came into effect on 17 November 2011. The aim of the law is to recognise morally, socially and financially
those persons who in the years of the
Communist regime in former Czecho

slovakia (1948–1989) stood up in the
defence of democracy and freedom.
An independent group for the preparation of expert opinions, source materials and information, which serves as
an advisory body, was established at
the Institute as of 1 January 2012. The
group’s employees draw up opinions on
individual cases, on the basis of all available archival materials, at the request

of the Ministry of Defence of the Czech
Republic or the Ethical Commission of
the Czech Republic for the Appraisal of
Participants in the Resistance and Opposition to Communism. They work with
archival materials from various sources,
in particular with documents that arose
in connection with the activities of the
State Security, the Communist Party of
Czechoslovakia, courts, etc.

of modern Czech history (1938, 1939,
1948, 1968, 1969, 1989). With regard
to this task we do our best to work in

Central European countries prior to
and during the invasion of Czechoslovakia by Warsaw Pact troops, and co-

III. Publishing Section
Within the framework of the Institute
for the Study of Totalitarian Regimes
(ÚSTR), the Publishing Section is responsible for preparing exhibitions,
publishing and distributing periodical
and non-periodical publications, putting on conferences, seminars, lectures
and discussions, administering the Ján
Langoš Library and the Memory of Nation digital archive of testimonies of
witnesses to history, and cooperating
with various Czech and foreign partners, be they institutions, civic associations or publishers.

Exhibition and Education
Department
1. Exhibition activities
To date, the ÚSTR has prepared or took
part in the preparation of 33 exhibitions, the majority of which continued
at other locations in the Czech Republic and beyond. Some exhibitions have
become travelling events and are offered to educational institutions as an
aid to the study of modern history.
The exhibition activities of the ÚSTR
are based on three fundamental aims:
a) To take our exhibition projects into
the public sphere in Bohemian and
Moravian cities and towns. We believe
that rather than competing with existing institutions by creating museum-style exhibitions, the ÚSTR’s most
important role is to present citizens
with the latest results of research into
the subject of totalitarian regimes in
the environment in which they live,
rather than typical exhibition spaces.
When selecting locations we aim to
achieve equal representation throughout the country.
b) To draw attention when preparing
exhibitions to the key anniversaries
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The exhibition The Assassination of Reinhard Heydrich (Wallenstein Garden, Prague).

conjunction with other institutions in
order to combine forces to achieve the
maximum effect.
c) To present our exhibition projects
abroad and show the international
public the result of the ÚSTR’s activities.
2. Communication Platforms
Since the foundation of the ÚSTR, staff
from the Exhibition and Education Department have prepared in conjunction
with colleagues from other sections,
and Czech and foreign partners, 10
international conferences. These conferences have been attended by experts from over 30 countries and have
attracted healthy attendances by both
specialists and the general public. They
have focused on particular subjects
like the activities of security forces of

operation between the Soviet secret
services and the services of the Central
European satellites. Other subjects
have included the topical issue of the
anti-communist “third resistance” in
connection with a law on the third resistance debated on the 20th anniversary of the events of November 1989,
and the issue of coming to terms with
the totalitarian past in the last two decades. The insufficiently documented
crimes of communist regimes were also
discussed at a conference, as were the
clash between aristocrats and totalitarian regimes, and Radio Free Europe, in
connection with the 60th anniversary
of its first broadcast. As well as that,
an annual Memory of Nation symposium has been held in cooperation with
Czech Radio and the Post Bellum civic
association dedicated to the method of
oral history and financially supported
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Victims of the Occupation 1968 in National Museum.

The exhibition Prague through the Lens of the Secret Police in Budapest.

by the Visegrad Fund. One element of
those symposia was workshops at partner organisations in Slovakia, Poland,
Hungary, Croatia and Ukraine.
Student conferences have also been
held with the aim of helping encourage
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interest on the part of history students
in the country’s recent history. Diploma
papers on the subject of totalitarian regimes are judged by an expert commission who choose the best and present
them at student conferences as well as
publishing them in collections. Since

2008, three international seminars have
been held looking back at the anniversary of the signing of the Munich Agreement, the events of 1989, and the Polish
crisis after 1980. In addition, numerous
seminars, lectures and discussions have
been held almost weekly at the ÚSTR.
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3. Ján Langoš Library
The Ján Langoš Library went into
tion in August 2008. Its aim is
opera
to build and make accessible a clearly
defined fund of materials for the study
of totalitarian regimes, above all the
periods of communism and Nazism
on the territory of Czechoslovakia, respectively the Protectorate of Bohemia
and Moravia, and their connections in
a worldwide context. The library currently features over 5,000 volumes. As
well as books, it offers access to electronic sources and to the C.E.E.O.L database, an electronic archive providing
access in full form to 290 humanities
and social science magazines and digital documents from the Central and
Eastern Europe region. The library
is not only open to use by staff of the
ÚSTR and the Security Services Archive but also to the members of the
public conducting research.
4. The Memory of Nation Digital Witness Testimony Archive
The aim of the partners who have cooperated in the creation and administration of the digital witness testimony
archive Memory of Nation – namely the
ÚSTR, Czech Radio, and the Post Bellum civic association – was, starting in
2008, to gather the greatest possible
number of testimonies of direct witnesses of the events of the 20th century
from various European countries (the
testimonies of 850 people who lived
through historic events have been processed and made public) and to enable
interesting connections between individual stories. Numerous Czech and
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The international conference Twenty Years After.

foreign institutes have taken part in
the project, which has received funding in the form of repeated grants
from the Office of the Government of
the Czech Republic and the Visegrad
Fund. In 2009, the project received
the Inforum 2009 prize for the best
digital information source of 2008.
On 25 November 2009, Memory of Nation achieved another significant success when it took second prize at the
Křišťálová lupa (Crystal Magnifying
Glass) Czech Internet Awards in the
Project of the Year category. On 8 May
2010, the Memory of Nation Awards
were presented at a ceremony held
in conjunction with Post Bellum and
Czech Television. An average of several
hundred visitors a day use the Memo-

ry of Nation website, while over 2,000
registered researchers work with the
documents available on the site.

Publications Department
Within the Publishing Section, the
Publications
Department
issues
monographs, collections, editions of
documents, studies and periodical
publications. The ÚSTR’s periodical
publications are the review Paměť
a dějiny (Memory and History), which
is issued four times a year and aimed
at both specialists and laymen, and Securitas Imperii, which is issued twice
a year and is aimed at specialists.
During the first half of 2009 when the
Czech Republic held the presidency of
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the Council of the EU, the section was
also responsible for issuing the English-language magazine Behind the Iron
Curtain.
The ÚSTR cooperates with the Security
Services Archive on the publication of
the Anthology of the Security Services

Archive. Since 2008, the ÚSTR has
published a total of 79 publications, including 17 monographs; five editions of
documents; nine collections; one dictionary; 14 issues of the review Paměť
a dějiny; four issues of the specialist
magazine Securitas Imperii; 16 exhibition catalogues; two educational DVDs;

two interactive textbooks; and eight
information brochures.
ÚSTR publications are available at
regular book shops and at the Ján Langoš Library. In 2009 and 2012, its publications were presented successfully
at the World of Books trade fair.

IV. Department of Informatics and Digitisation
Since its establishment, the Department of Informatics and Digitisation
has been ensuring the Institute and
the Archive a certain standard in the
field of IT, along with accessibility of
services. It also carries out a host of
tasks in the given area. Its most significant tasks include the transfer of
documents and archival materials to
electronic form, including the systematic creation and development
of an IT system. The institute received a building for its activities on
Havelková (today Siwiecová) St., and
from the start it was necessary to use
the building’s own technical infrastructure. It was gradually possible
to effect an extensive modification of
its outmoded, limited technology, and
to invest in a new computer network
and infrastructure. After the department had been completed in terms of
personnel, it took control of overall
administration and development of IT
systems in 2010. This has had a positive influence, reducing operational
costs.

Record Systems
An important task during the takeover
of competencies by the Institute and
Archive at the turn of 2007 and 2008
was the continuation of the Open Past
project, which had originated at the
Ministry of the Interior. Within the
project, c. 900,000 blocking cards from
the Record of Persons of Interest (RPO)
card index were digitised. At that time,
other mutually incompatible records
systems – of the Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry of Defence-Military

Intelligence Service, the Office for
Foreign Relations and Information,
and the Ministry of Justice – were also
taken over and had to be implemented, along with the digitised RPO, into
a new lustration system.11 We carried

we have continued to cooperate on its
development with the Archive.12 Given
the small size of the staff, this allows
for the more effective use of time and
for higher quality records output, for
instance in fulfilling law no. 262/2011

Digitisation of archive materials.

out this task successfully, without any
interruption in the continuity of records requests. This was of benefit to
our partner officials, in particular at
the Ministry of the Interior, the National Security Office, the Police of the
Czech Republic, and the intelligence
services.
In the course of further cooperation,
we added new data sources to the informational system. The creation of
this system is a methodical process and

coll. on participants in the resistance
and opposition to communism.
The Department of Informatics and
Digitisation has also cooperated in the
building of the Archive’s website, including an online system of archival instruments. This is a database of archival and
filing protocols of central and regional
sections of the Federal Ministry of the Interior (State Security, StB) and the Federal Ministry of National Defence (intelligence directorates of the General Staff of

11 Just how demanding the task was is clear from a number of remarks regarding the systems used before 1.2.2008, for instance from the Ministry of the Interior:
The IT systems were operated on morally antiquated, regularly resuscitated U.S. WYSE technology from 1991(!). Record investigation with the purpose of
fulfilling the so-called lustration law and other legal norms operated in parallel in four computer systems using this technology: the Record of Persons of
Interest; the Central Register of Files; the system of transcription of registration and archival protocols of the counterintelligence; and the transcription of the
so-called deputies’ database set up by the Commission of the Federal Assembly of the Czechoslovak Federal Republic to oversee the investigation of the events
of 17 November 1989. Work with this system had to be combined with evidential investigation in manual carousel card indexes, which was demanding in terms
of man hours. For completeness, it is necessary to add that our German partner, the agency of the Federal Commissioner for the Stasi records (BStU) in Berlin,
established at the close of 1991, still searches the file agenda of the East German Stasi in central manual card indexes.
12 Further recommendations were put forward by the expert commission of the director of the Archive in connection with the evidential (lustration) system of the
Security Services Archive in its concluding report of 31 March 2011 (i.e. ABS-1225/2011 R).
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Madelaine Albright on a visit to the Institute.

the Czechoslovak People’s Army), which
serves as an aid to researchers looking
for concrete information on persons of
interest. It allows for the search of data
on the existence of the file agenda from
1951, when the Ministry of National Security began to experiment with the Soviet model of agency-operative records
instruments. Researchers can therefore
conduct online searches of records data
in digital copies by submitting name,
surname, date of birth, category of file
or codename. The Archive launched this
system on the internet in July 2008 with
the publication of the first records of the
former Chief Directorate of the Military
Counterintelligence (3rd directorate of
the National Security Corps). Gradually it was broadened to include the protocols of the counterintelligence and
intelligence sections of the StB and the
military intelligence. In conjunction with
the Archive, we are planning to supplement the system (http://www.abscr.cz/
cs/vyhledavani-archivni-pomucky) with
a large number of investigation files. To
date, the Department of Informatics and
Digitisation has, in cooperation with the
Archive, processed and made public 961
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digitised archival instruments (protocols), representing over a million database records, and over 71,000 digitised
files are available for download.
The evidential documents of the former
State Security – including the military
counterintelligence and the internal security section of the prisons system of
the Ministry of Justice of the Czech Socialist Republic – have been made public on the Archive’s website in the form
in which they were handed over on 1
February 2008 by the Ministry of the
Interior of the Czech Republic, the Ministry of Defence of the Czech Republic,
and the Ministry of Justice of the Czech
Republic (evidential records under paragraph 7 of law no. 107/2002 coll). We
also realise other web projects on the
Institute’s site, including a digital reading room (http://www.ustrcr.cz/cs/digitalni-studovna) and themed projects.

Digitisation
In 2008, the form of transfer of archival
documents to electronic form was unified at the Department of Digitisation
and Informatics, and the technology
– hitherto implemented differently by

the Ministry of Interior, the Ministry of
Defence, and the Officer for Foreign Relations – was gradually modernised in
line with the needs of the Institute and
the Archive. The set scanning technology only partly corresponded to requirements for effective digitisation, so
we added more effective equipment to
the workplace. Within the framework
of defining its scope, the Archive took
over the digitised files of the ministries
of interior and defence (the Office for
Making Accessible the Documents of
the Military Counterintelligence). In
most cases, this involved a black and
white readout in the tiff format with
fax compression of the G4 type. We began to produce user (study) electronic
copies in an acceptable format in optimum print quality and legibility. The
user electronic copy was used as a reference in 2010 when the investigative
file Operation Middle V – 6301 Interior
Ministry (the trial of Milada Horáková
and co.) was declared a national cultural monument. At the same time, the
National Archive of the Czech Republic
designated the colour electronic copy
as satisfactory and at the start of 2011
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Digitisation Department, microfiche scanner.

a microfiche security copy (negative)
was made from this copy, in accordance with the law.
From 2008, the electronic transfer of
documents and archival materials was
hived off to a research and systematic
(long-term) digitisation office for the Archive and the Institute. Negotiations and
decision making on the priorities of systematic digitisation – on the basis of the
proposed plans of action of individual
workplaces – have since the beginning
taken place at the level of Institute and
Archive management. Among the first
tasks was the transfer of the file agenda of the Chief Directorate of the Intelligence of the National Security Corps
(1st Directorate of the National Security
Corps). Long-term plans have been established on the basis of which particular collections have been used most frequently by researchers and officials.
In the course of 2011, for instance, of
the complete amount of all digitised
documents, over 65.4% of all archival
materials were systematically scanned.
Official activities and the execution of
research requests accounted for the
remainder. After the approval of law

no. 262/2011 coll. on participants in
the resistance and opposition to communism, however, it gradually became
clear that there was an unavoidable
need to reorient in essence the entire
capacity of systematic digitisation in
attending to official requests of the Archive, respectively the administrator of
the law, the Ministry of Defence.

In Conclusion
The aim of digitisation itself is not just
to transfer archive materials and documents to electronic form (corresponding to the technological trends of the
21st century), but above all the reduction of risk, whether in the process of
handling the original or in research activities (natural degradation, damage,
loss). More thorough protection of the
original analogue copies, which therefore remain preserved for further generations, becomes a possibility. Electronic
copies allow for easier handling and
working with documents. Since the creation of the Institute and the Archive,
more than 101.000 archival units (c.
22.552.000 files) had been created to 1
January 2012.13 Of that number, 591,000

files were personal record cards of officers of the National Security Corps or
employees of the Ministry of the Interior. Approximately 62% of all digitised
materials were transferred from microfiche, while the remainder concerned
original documents. Of the entire volume of data, approximately 70% of all
archival materials from the collections
of the Archive’s Department of Operative Files and Investigative Files were
digitised in the period 2008–2011. That
trend will – thanks to active participation in law no. 262/2011 coll. – not
change in the foreseeable future.
The Institute and the Archive and
their partners in other states are carrying out concrete projects in the field
of IT. Alongside cooperation with the
Nation’s Memory Institute in Bratislava, cooperation has in particular been
established with the U. S. Holocaust
Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C.
Within the framework of that cooperation, we are transferring the documents of Jewish organisations held in
the Archive into electronic form. One
element of this cooperation is the dissemination and modernisation of technical infrastructure; when digitisation
has been completed, other significant
assistance will consist of the creation
of micrographic copies of the entire collection. In recent months, the Department of Informatics and Digitisation
has been cooperating with the Czech
section of Radio Vatican, enabling the
publication of documents that arose
in connection with its activities in the
years 1950–1992.
The Department of Informatics and
Digitisation monitors new trends in
the field of computer technology and
the work of similar research institutions and archives at home and abroad.
On the basis of our many contacts with
such partners, we can state that the
use of mature technology significantly
improves the quality of the everyday
work of the Institute and the Archive.

13 For an overview of digitisation from the period 2008–2011 according to archival collections go to:
http://www.ustrcr.cz/cs/prehled-digitalizace-za-obdobi-2008-2011
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